
115.17 (c) Hiring and promotion decisions

Before hiring new employees who may have contact with inmates, does
the agency: perform a criminal background records check?

yes

Before hiring new employees who may have contact with inmates, does
the agency: consistent with Federal, State, and local law, make its best
efforts to contact all prior institutional employers for information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or any resignation during a
pending investigation of an allegation of sexual abuse?

yes

115.17 (d) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency perform a criminal background records check before
enlisting the services of any contractor who may have contact with
inmates?

yes

115.17 (e) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency either conduct criminal background records checks at
least every five years of current employees and contractors who may
have contact with inmates or have in place a system for otherwise
capturing such information for current employees?

yes

115.17 (f) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency ask all applicants and employees who may have
contact with inmates directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (a) of this section in written applications or interviews for
hiring or promotions?

yes

Does the agency ask all applicants and employees who may have
contact with inmates directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (a) of this section in any interviews or written self-evaluations
conducted as part of reviews of current employees?

yes

Does the agency impose upon employees a continuing affirmative duty
to disclose any such misconduct?

yes
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115.17 (g) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency consider material omissions regarding such
misconduct, or the provision of materially false information, grounds for
termination?

yes

115.17 (h) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency provide information on substantiated allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving a former employee upon
receiving a request from an institutional employer for whom such
employee has applied to work? (N/A if providing information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving
a former employee is prohibited by law.)

yes

115.18 (a) Upgrades to facilities and technologies

If the agency designed or acquired any new facility or planned any
substantial expansion or modification of existing facilities, did the agency
consider the effect of the design, acquisition, expansion, or modification
upon the agency’s ability to protect inmates from sexual abuse? (N/A if
agency/facility has not acquired a new facility or made a substantial
expansion to existing facilities since August 20, 2012, or since the last
PREA audit, whichever is later.)

yes

115.18 (b) Upgrades to facilities and technologies

If the agency installed or updated a video monitoring system, electronic
surveillance system, or other monitoring technology, did the agency
consider how such technology may enhance the agency’s ability to
protect inmates from sexual abuse? (N/A if agency/facility has not
installed or updated a video monitoring system, electronic surveillance
system, or other monitoring technology since August 20, 2012, or since
the last PREA audit, whichever is later.)

yes
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115.21 (a) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency is responsible for investigating allegations of sexual abuse,
does the agency follow a uniform evidence protocol that maximizes the
potential for obtaining usable physical evidence for administrative
proceedings and criminal prosecutions? (N/A if the agency/facility is not
responsible for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual
abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (b) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Is this protocol developmentally appropriate for youth where applicable?
(N/A if the agency/facility is not responsible for conducting any form of
criminal OR administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

Is this protocol, as appropriate, adapted from or otherwise based on the
most recent edition of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office on
Violence Against Women publication, “A National Protocol for Sexual
Assault Medical Forensic Examinations, Adults/Adolescents,” or similarly
comprehensive and authoritative protocols developed after 2011? (N/A if
the agency/facility is not responsible for conducting any form of criminal
OR administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (c) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Does the agency offer all victims of sexual abuse access to forensic
medical examinations, whether on-site or at an outside facility, without
financial cost, where evidentiarily or medically appropriate?

yes

Are such examinations performed by Sexual Assault Forensic Examiners
(SAFEs) or Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners (SANEs) where possible?

yes

If SAFEs or SANEs cannot be made available, is the examination
performed by other qualified medical practitioners (they must have been
specifically trained to conduct sexual assault forensic exams)?

yes

Has the agency documented its efforts to provide SAFEs or SANEs? yes
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115.21 (d) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Does the agency attempt to make available to the victim a victim
advocate from a rape crisis center?

yes

If a rape crisis center is not available to provide victim advocate services,
does the agency make available to provide these services a qualified
staff member from a community-based organization, or a qualified
agency staff member?

yes

Has the agency documented its efforts to secure services from rape
crisis centers?

yes

115.21 (e) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

As requested by the victim, does the victim advocate, qualified agency
staff member, or qualified community-based organization staff member
accompany and support the victim through the forensic medical
examination process and investigatory interviews?

yes

As requested by the victim, does this person provide emotional support,
crisis intervention, information, and referrals?

yes

115.21 (f) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency itself is not responsible for investigating allegations of
sexual abuse, has the agency requested that the investigating entity
follow the requirements of paragraphs (a) through (e) of this section?
(N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for conducting criminal AND
administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (h) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency uses a qualified agency staff member or a qualified
community-based staff member for the purposes of this section, has the
individual been screened for appropriateness to serve in this role and
received education concerning sexual assault and forensic examination
issues in general? (N/A if agency attempts to make a victim advocate
from a rape crisis center available to victims per 115.21(d) above.)

yes
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115.22 (a) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

Does the agency ensure an administrative or criminal investigation is
completed for all allegations of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure an administrative or criminal investigation is
completed for all allegations of sexual harassment?

yes

115.22 (b) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

Does the agency have a policy and practice in place to ensure that
allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment are referred for
investigation to an agency with the legal authority to conduct criminal
investigations, unless the allegation does not involve potentially criminal
behavior?

yes

Has the agency published such policy on its website or, if it does not
have one, made the policy available through other means?

yes

Does the agency document all such referrals? yes

115.22 (c) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

If a separate entity is responsible for conducting criminal investigations,
does such publication describe the responsibilities of both the agency
and the investigating entity? (N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for
criminal investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes
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115.31 (a) Employee training

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on its zero-tolerance policy for sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to fulfill their responsibilities under agency sexual abuse and
sexual harassment prevention, detection, reporting, and response
policies and procedures?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on inmates’ right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the right of inmates and employees to be free from retaliation for
reporting sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the dynamics of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in
confinement?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the common reactions of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
victims?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to detect and respond to signs of threatened and actual sexual
abuse?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to avoid inappropriate relationships with inmates?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to communicate effectively and professionally with inmates,
including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or gender
nonconforming inmates?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to comply with relevant laws related to mandatory reporting of
sexual abuse to outside authorities?

yes
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115.31 (b) Employee training

Is such training tailored to the gender of the inmates at the employee’s
facility?

yes

Have employees received additional training if reassigned from a facility
that houses only male inmates to a facility that houses only female
inmates, or vice versa?

yes

115.31 (c) Employee training

Have all current employees who may have contact with inmates received
such training?

yes

Does the agency provide each employee with refresher training every
two years to ensure that all employees know the agency’s current sexual
abuse and sexual harassment policies and procedures?

yes

In years in which an employee does not receive refresher training, does
the agency provide refresher information on current sexual abuse and
sexual harassment policies?

yes

115.31 (d) Employee training

Does the agency document, through employee signature or electronic
verification, that employees understand the training they have received?

yes

115.32 (a) Volunteer and contractor training

Has the agency ensured that all volunteers and contractors who have
contact with inmates have been trained on their responsibilities under
the agency’s sexual abuse and sexual harassment prevention, detection,
and response policies and procedures?

yes

115.32 (b) Volunteer and contractor training

Have all volunteers and contractors who have contact with inmates been
notified of the agency’s zero-tolerance policy regarding sexual abuse
and sexual harassment and informed how to report such incidents (the
level and type of training provided to volunteers and contractors shall be
based on the services they provide and level of contact they have with
inmates)?

yes
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115.32 (c) Volunteer and contractor training

Does the agency maintain documentation confirming that volunteers and
contractors understand the training they have received?

yes

115.33 (a) Inmate education

During intake, do inmates receive information explaining the agency’s
zero-tolerance policy regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

During intake, do inmates receive information explaining how to report
incidents or suspicions of sexual abuse or sexual harassment?

yes

115.33 (b) Inmate education

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding: Their
rights to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding: Their
rights to be free from retaliation for reporting such incidents?

yes

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding:
Agency policies and procedures for responding to such incidents?

yes

115.33 (c) Inmate education

Have all inmates received such education? yes

Do inmates receive education upon transfer to a different facility to the
extent that the policies and procedures of the inmate’s new facility differ
from those of the previous facility?

yes
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115.33 (d) Inmate education

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are limited English proficient?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are deaf?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are visually impaired?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are otherwise disabled?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who have limited reading skills?

yes

115.33 (e) Inmate education

Does the agency maintain documentation of inmate participation in these
education sessions?

yes

115.33 (f) Inmate education

In addition to providing such education, does the agency ensure that key
information is continuously and readily available or visible to inmates
through posters, inmate handbooks, or other written formats?

yes

115.34 (a) Specialized training: Investigations

In addition to the general training provided to all employees pursuant to
§115.31, does the agency ensure that, to the extent the agency itself
conducts sexual abuse investigations, its investigators have received
training in conducting such investigations in confinement settings? (N/A if
the agency does not conduct any form of administrative or criminal
sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes
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115.34 (b) Specialized training: Investigations

Does this specialized training include techniques for interviewing sexual
abuse victims? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include proper use of Miranda and Garrity
warnings? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include sexual abuse evidence collection in
confinement settings? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include the criteria and evidence required
to substantiate a case for administrative action or prosecution referral?
(N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of administrative or
criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.34 (c) Specialized training: Investigations

Does the agency maintain documentation that agency investigators have
completed the required specialized training in conducting sexual abuse
investigations? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.35 (a) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to detect and assess signs of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to preserve physical evidence of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to respond effectively and professionally to victims of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how and to whom to report allegations or suspicions of sexual
abuse and sexual harassment?

yes
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115.35 (b) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

If medical staff employed by the agency conduct forensic examinations,
do such medical staff receive appropriate training to conduct such
examinations? (N/A if agency medical staff at the facility do not conduct
forensic exams.)

na

115.35 (c) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Does the agency maintain documentation that medical and mental
health practitioners have received the training referenced in this
standard either from the agency or elsewhere?

yes

115.35 (d) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Do medical and mental health care practitioners employed by the
agency also receive training mandated for employees by §115.31?

yes

Do medical and mental health care practitioners contracted by and
volunteering for the agency also receive training mandated for
contractors and volunteers by §115.32?

yes

115.41 (a) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Are all inmates assessed during an intake screening for their risk of
being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other
inmates?

yes

Are all inmates assessed upon transfer to another facility for their risk of
being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other
inmates?

yes

115.41 (b) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Do intake screenings ordinarily take place within 72 hours of arrival at
the facility?

yes
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115.41 (c) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Are all PREA screening assessments conducted using an objective
screening instrument?

yes
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115.41 (d) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (1) Whether the inmate
has a mental, physical, or developmental disability?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (2) The age of the
inmate?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (3) The physical build
of the inmate?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (4) Whether the inmate
has previously been incarcerated?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (5) Whether the
inmate’s criminal history is exclusively nonviolent?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (6) Whether the inmate
has prior convictions for sex offenses against an adult or child?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (7) Whether the inmate
is or is perceived to be gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or
gender nonconforming (the facility affirmatively asks the inmate about
his/her sexual orientation and gender identity AND makes a subjective
determination based on the screener’s perception whether the inmate is
gender non-conforming or otherwise may be perceived to be LGBTI)?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (8) Whether the inmate
has previously experienced sexual victimization?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (9) The inmate’s own
perception of vulnerability?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (10) Whether the
inmate is detained solely for civil immigration purposes?

yes
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115.41 (e) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: prior acts of
sexual abuse?

yes

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: prior
convictions for violent offenses?

yes

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: history of
prior institutional violence or sexual abuse?

yes

115.41 (f) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Within a set time period not more than 30 days from the inmate’s arrival
at the facility, does the facility reassess the inmate’s risk of victimization
or abusiveness based upon any additional, relevant information received
by the facility since the intake screening?

yes

115.41 (g) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Referral?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Request?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Incident of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Receipt of additional information that bears on the inmate’s risk of
sexual victimization or abusiveness?

yes

115.41 (h) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Is it the case that inmates are not ever disciplined for refusing to answer,
or for not disclosing complete information in response to, questions
asked pursuant to paragraphs (d)(1), (d)(7), (d)(8), or (d)(9) of this
section?

yes
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115.41 (i) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Has the agency implemented appropriate controls on the dissemination
within the facility of responses to questions asked pursuant to this
standard in order to ensure that sensitive information is not exploited to
the inmate’s detriment by staff or other inmates?

yes

115.42 (a) Use of screening information

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Housing Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Bed assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Work Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Education Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Program Assignments?

yes

115.42 (b) Use of screening information

Does the agency make individualized determinations about how to
ensure the safety of each inmate?

yes
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115.42 (c) Use of screening information

When deciding whether to assign a transgender or intersex inmate to a
facility for male or female inmates, does the agency consider on a case-
by-case basis whether a placement would ensure the inmate’s health
and safety, and whether a placement would present management or
security problems (NOTE: if an agency by policy or practice assigns
inmates to a male or female facility on the basis of anatomy alone, that
agency is not in compliance with this standard)?

yes

When making housing or other program assignments for transgender or
intersex inmates, does the agency consider on a case-by-case basis
whether a placement would ensure the inmate’s health and safety, and
whether a placement would present management or security problems?

yes

115.42 (d) Use of screening information

Are placement and programming assignments for each transgender or
intersex inmate reassessed at least twice each year to review any
threats to safety experienced by the inmate?

yes

115.42 (e) Use of screening information

Are each transgender or intersex inmate’s own views with respect to his
or her own safety given serious consideration when making facility and
housing placement decisions and programming assignments?

yes

115.42 (f) Use of screening information

Are transgender and intersex inmates given the opportunity to shower
separately from other inmates?

yes
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115.42 (g) Use of screening information

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: lesbian, gay, and
bisexual inmates in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis
of such identification or status?

yes

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: transgender
inmates in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis of such
identification or status?

yes

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: intersex inmates
in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis of such
identification or status?

yes

115.43 (a) Protective Custody

Does the facility always refrain from placing inmates at high risk for
sexual victimization in involuntary segregated housing unless an
assessment of all available alternatives has been made, and a
determination has been made that there is no available alternative
means of separation from likely abusers?

yes

If a facility cannot conduct such an assessment immediately, does the
facility hold the inmate in involuntary segregated housing for less than 24
hours while completing the assessment?

yes
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115.43 (b) Protective Custody

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Programs to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Privileges to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Education to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Work opportunities to the
extent possible?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The opportunities that have
been limited?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The duration of the limitation?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The reasons for such
limitations?

yes

115.43 (c) Protective Custody

Does the facility assign inmates at high risk of sexual victimization to
involuntary segregated housing only until an alternative means of
separation from likely abusers can be arranged?

yes

Does such an assignment not ordinarily exceed a period of 30 days? yes

115.43 (d) Protective Custody

If an involuntary segregated housing assignment is made pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section, does the facility clearly document: The
basis for the facility’s concern for the inmate’s safety?

yes

If an involuntary segregated housing assignment is made pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section, does the facility clearly document: The
reason why no alternative means of separation can be arranged?

yes
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115.43 (e) Protective Custody

In the case of each inmate who is placed in involuntary segregation
because he/she is at high risk of sexual victimization, does the facility
afford a review to determine whether there is a continuing need for
separation from the general population EVERY 30 DAYS?

yes

115.51 (a) Inmate reporting

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

no

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Retaliation by other inmates or staff for reporting sexual abuse
and sexual harassment?

no

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Staff neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have
contributed to such incidents?

no

115.51 (b) Inmate reporting

Does the agency also provide at least one way for inmates to report
sexual abuse or sexual harassment to a public or private entity or office
that is not part of the agency?

yes

Is that private entity or office able to receive and immediately forward
inmate reports of sexual abuse and sexual harassment to agency
officials?

yes

Does that private entity or office allow the inmate to remain anonymous
upon request?

yes

Are inmates detained solely for civil immigration purposes provided
information on how to contact relevant consular officials and relevant
officials at the Department of Homeland Security?

yes
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115.51 (c) Inmate reporting

Does staff accept reports of sexual abuse and sexual harassment made
verbally, in writing, anonymously, and from third parties?

yes

Does staff promptly document any verbal reports of sexual abuse and
sexual harassment?

yes

115.51 (d) Inmate reporting

Does the agency provide a method for staff to privately report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment of inmates?

yes

115.52 (a) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Is the agency exempt from this standard? NOTE: The agency is exempt
ONLY if it does not have administrative procedures to address inmate
grievances regarding sexual abuse. This does not mean the agency is
exempt simply because an inmate does not have to or is not ordinarily
expected to submit a grievance to report sexual abuse. This means that
as a matter of explicit policy, the agency does not have an administrative
remedies process to address sexual abuse.

yes

115.52 (b) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency permit inmates to submit a grievance regarding an
allegation of sexual abuse without any type of time limits? (The agency
may apply otherwise-applicable time limits to any portion of a grievance
that does not allege an incident of sexual abuse.) (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the agency always refrain from requiring an inmate to use any
informal grievance process, or to otherwise attempt to resolve with staff,
an alleged incident of sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this
standard.)

yes
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115.52 (c) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency ensure that: An inmate who alleges sexual abuse may
submit a grievance without submitting it to a staff member who is the
subject of the complaint? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the agency ensure that: Such grievance is not referred to a staff
member who is the subject of the complaint? (N/A if agency is exempt
from this standard.)

yes

115.52 (d) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency issue a final agency decision on the merits of any
portion of a grievance alleging sexual abuse within 90 days of the initial
filing of the grievance? (Computation of the 90-day time period does not
include time consumed by inmates in preparing any administrative
appeal.) (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

If the agency claims the maximum allowable extension of time to
respond of up to 70 days per 115.52(d)(3) when the normal time period
for response is insufficient to make an appropriate decision, does the
agency notify the inmate in writing of any such extension and provide a
date by which a decision will be made? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

yes

At any level of the administrative process, including the final level, if the
inmate does not receive a response within the time allotted for reply,
including any properly noticed extension, may an inmate consider the
absence of a response to be a denial at that level? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

yes
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115.52 (e) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Are third parties, including fellow inmates, staff members, family
members, attorneys, and outside advocates, permitted to assist inmates
in filing requests for administrative remedies relating to allegations of
sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Are those third parties also permitted to file such requests on behalf of
inmates? (If a third party files such a request on behalf of an inmate, the
facility may require as a condition of processing the request that the
alleged victim agree to have the request filed on his or her behalf, and
may also require the alleged victim to personally pursue any subsequent
steps in the administrative remedy process.) (N/A if agency is exempt
from this standard.)

yes

If the inmate declines to have the request processed on his or her
behalf, does the agency document the inmate’s decision? (N/A if agency
is exempt from this standard.)

yes
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115.52 (f) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Has the agency established procedures for the filing of an emergency
grievance alleging that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

After receiving an emergency grievance alleging an inmate is subject to
a substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse, does the agency
immediately forward the grievance (or any portion thereof that alleges
the substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse) to a level of review at
which immediate corrective action may be taken? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.).

yes

After receiving an emergency grievance described above, does the
agency provide an initial response within 48 hours? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

yes

After receiving an emergency grievance described above, does the
agency issue a final agency decision within 5 calendar days? (N/A if
agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the initial response and final agency decision document the
agency’s determination whether the inmate is in substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the initial response document the agency’s action(s) taken in
response to the emergency grievance? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

yes

Does the agency’s final decision document the agency’s action(s) taken
in response to the emergency grievance? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

yes

115.52 (g) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

If the agency disciplines an inmate for filing a grievance related to
alleged sexual abuse, does it do so ONLY where the agency
demonstrates that the inmate filed the grievance in bad faith? (N/A if
agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes
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115.53 (a) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the facility provide inmates with access to outside victim advocates
for emotional support services related to sexual abuse by giving inmates
mailing addresses and telephone numbers, including toll-free hotline
numbers where available, of local, State, or national victim advocacy or
rape crisis organizations?

yes

Does the facility provide persons detained solely for civil immigration
purposes mailing addresses and telephone numbers, including toll-free
hotline numbers where available of local, State, or national immigrant
services agencies?

yes

Does the facility enable reasonable communication between inmates
and these organizations and agencies, in as confidential a manner as
possible?

yes

115.53 (b) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the facility inform inmates, prior to giving them access, of the
extent to which such communications will be monitored and the extent to
which reports of abuse will be forwarded to authorities in accordance
with mandatory reporting laws?

yes

115.53 (c) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the agency maintain or attempt to enter into memoranda of
understanding or other agreements with community service providers
that are able to provide inmates with confidential emotional support
services related to sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency maintain copies of agreements or documentation
showing attempts to enter into such agreements?

yes

115.54 (a) Third-party reporting

Has the agency established a method to receive third-party reports of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Has the agency distributed publicly information on how to report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment on behalf of an inmate?

yes
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115.61 (a) Staff and agency reporting duties

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an
incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment that occurred in a facility,
whether or not it is part of the agency?

yes

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding
retaliation against inmates or staff who reported an incident of sexual
abuse or sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding any
staff neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have contributed to
an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment or retaliation?

yes

115.61 (b) Staff and agency reporting duties

Apart from reporting to designated supervisors or officials, does staff
always refrain from revealing any information related to a sexual abuse
report to anyone other than to the extent necessary, as specified in
agency policy, to make treatment, investigation, and other security and
management decisions?

yes

115.61 (c) Staff and agency reporting duties

Unless otherwise precluded by Federal, State, or local law, are medical
and mental health practitioners required to report sexual abuse pursuant
to paragraph (a) of this section?

yes

Are medical and mental health practitioners required to inform inmates
of the practitioner’s duty to report, and the limitations of confidentiality, at
the initiation of services?

yes

115.61 (d) Staff and agency reporting duties

If the alleged victim is under the age of 18 or considered a vulnerable
adult under a State or local vulnerable persons statute, does the agency
report the allegation to the designated State or local services agency
under applicable mandatory reporting laws?

yes
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115.61 (e) Staff and agency reporting duties

Does the facility report all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment, including third-party and anonymous reports, to the facility’s
designated investigators?

yes

115.62 (a) Agency protection duties

When the agency learns that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse, does it take immediate action to protect the
inmate?

yes

115.63 (a) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Upon receiving an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused while
confined at another facility, does the head of the facility that received the
allegation notify the head of the facility or appropriate office of the
agency where the alleged abuse occurred?

yes

115.63 (b) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Is such notification provided as soon as possible, but no later than 72
hours after receiving the allegation?

yes

115.63 (c) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Does the agency document that it has provided such notification? yes

115.63 (d) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Does the facility head or agency office that receives such notification
ensure that the allegation is investigated in accordance with these
standards?

yes
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115.64 (a) Staff first responder duties

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Separate the alleged victim and abuser?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be
taken to collect any evidence?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy
physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth,
changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating, if
the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection
of physical evidence?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Ensure that the alleged abuser does not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing
teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or
eating, if the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the
collection of physical evidence?

yes

115.64 (b) Staff first responder duties

If the first staff responder is not a security staff member, is the responder
required to request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, and then notify security staff?

yes

115.65 (a) Coordinated response

Has the facility developed a written institutional plan to coordinate
actions among staff first responders, medical and mental health
practitioners, investigators, and facility leadership taken in response to
an incident of sexual abuse?

yes
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115.66 (a) Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers

Are both the agency and any other governmental entities responsible for
collective bargaining on the agency’s behalf prohibited from entering into
or renewing any collective bargaining agreement or other agreement
that limit the agency’s ability to remove alleged staff sexual abusers from
contact with any inmates pending the outcome of an investigation or of a
determination of whether and to what extent discipline is warranted?

no

115.67 (a) Agency protection against retaliation

Has the agency established a policy to protect all inmates and staff who
report sexual abuse or sexual harassment or cooperate with sexual
abuse or sexual harassment investigations from retaliation by other
inmates or staff?

yes

Has the agency designated which staff members or departments are
charged with monitoring retaliation?

yes

115.67 (b) Agency protection against retaliation

Does the agency employ multiple protection measures, such as housing
changes or transfers for inmate victims or abusers, removal of alleged
staff or inmate abusers from contact with victims, and emotional support
services for inmates or staff who fear retaliation for reporting sexual
abuse or sexual harassment or for cooperating with investigations?

yes
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115.67 (c) Agency protection against retaliation

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor the conduct and treatment of residents
or staff who reported the sexual abuse to see if there are changes that
may suggest possible retaliation by inmates or staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor the conduct and treatment of inmates
who were reported to have suffered sexual abuse to see if there are
changes that may suggest possible retaliation by inmates or staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Act promptly to remedy any such retaliation?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor any inmate disciplinary reports?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor inmate housing changes?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor inmate program changes?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor negative performance reviews of staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor reassignments of staff?

yes

Does the agency continue such monitoring beyond 90 days if the initial
monitoring indicates a continuing need?

yes

115.67 (d) Agency protection against retaliation

In the case of inmates, does such monitoring also include periodic status
checks?

yes
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115.67 (e) Agency protection against retaliation

If any other individual who cooperates with an investigation expresses a
fear of retaliation, does the agency take appropriate measures to protect
that individual against retaliation?

yes

115.68 (a) Post-allegation protective custody

Is any and all use of segregated housing to protect an inmate who is
alleged to have suffered sexual abuse subject to the requirements of §
115.43?

yes

115.71 (a) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When the agency conducts its own investigations into allegations of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment, does it do so promptly,
thoroughly, and objectively? (N/A if the agency/facility is not responsible
for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual abuse
investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does the agency conduct such investigations for all allegations, including
third party and anonymous reports? (N/A if the agency/facility is not
responsible for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual
abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.71 (b) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Where sexual abuse is alleged, does the agency use investigators who
have received specialized training in sexual abuse investigations as
required by 115.34?

yes

115.71 (c) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do investigators gather and preserve direct and circumstantial evidence,
including any available physical and DNA evidence and any available
electronic monitoring data?

yes

Do investigators interview alleged victims, suspected perpetrators, and
witnesses?

yes

Do investigators review prior reports and complaints of sexual abuse
involving the suspected perpetrator?

yes
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115.71 (d) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When the quality of evidence appears to support criminal prosecution,
does the agency conduct compelled interviews only after consulting with
prosecutors as to whether compelled interviews may be an obstacle for
subsequent criminal prosecution?

yes

115.71 (e) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do agency investigators assess the credibility of an alleged victim,
suspect, or witness on an individual basis and not on the basis of that
individual’s status as inmate or staff?

yes

Does the agency investigate allegations of sexual abuse without
requiring an inmate who alleges sexual abuse to submit to a polygraph
examination or other truth-telling device as a condition for proceeding?

yes

115.71 (f) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do administrative investigations include an effort to determine whether
staff actions or failures to act contributed to the abuse?

yes

Are administrative investigations documented in written reports that
include a description of the physical evidence and testimonial evidence,
the reasoning behind credibility assessments, and investigative facts and
findings?

yes

115.71 (g) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Are criminal investigations documented in a written report that contains a
thorough description of the physical, testimonial, and documentary
evidence and attaches copies of all documentary evidence where
feasible?

yes

115.71 (h) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Are all substantiated allegations of conduct that appears to be criminal
referred for prosecution?

yes
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115.71 (i) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Does the agency retain all written reports referenced in 115.71(f) and (g)
for as long as the alleged abuser is incarcerated or employed by the
agency, plus five years?

yes

115.71 (j) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Does the agency ensure that the departure of an alleged abuser or
victim from the employment or control of the agency does not provide a
basis for terminating an investigation?

yes

115.71 (l) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When an outside entity investigates sexual abuse, does the facility
cooperate with outside investigators and endeavor to remain informed
about the progress of the investigation? (N/A if an outside agency does
not conduct administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See
115.21(a).)

yes

115.72 (a) Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations

Is it true that the agency does not impose a standard higher than a
preponderance of the evidence in determining whether allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment are substantiated?

yes

115.73 (a) Reporting to inmates

Following an investigation into an inmate’s allegation that he or she
suffered sexual abuse in an agency facility, does the agency inform the
inmate as to whether the allegation has been determined to be
substantiated, unsubstantiated, or unfounded?

yes

115.73 (b) Reporting to inmates

If the agency did not conduct the investigation into an inmate’s allegation
of sexual abuse in an agency facility, does the agency request the
relevant information from the investigative agency in order to inform the
inmate? (N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for conducting
administrative and criminal investigations.)

yes
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115.73 (c) Reporting to inmates

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The staff member is no longer posted within the
inmate’s unit?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The staff member is no longer employed at the
facility?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The agency learns that the staff member has been
indicted on a charge related to sexual abuse in the facility?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The agency learns that the staff member has been
convicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes

115.73 (d) Reporting to inmates

Following an inmate’s allegation that he or she has been sexually
abused by another inmate, does the agency subsequently inform the
alleged victim whenever: The agency learns that the alleged abuser has
been indicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes

Following an inmate’s allegation that he or she has been sexually
abused by another inmate, does the agency subsequently inform the
alleged victim whenever: The agency learns that the alleged abuser has
been convicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes
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115.73 (e) Reporting to inmates

Does the agency document all such notifications or attempted
notifications?

yes

115.76 (a) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are staff subject to disciplinary sanctions up to and including termination
for violating agency sexual abuse or sexual harassment policies?

yes

115.76 (b) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Is termination the presumptive disciplinary sanction for staff who have
engaged in sexual abuse?

yes

115.76 (c) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are disciplinary sanctions for violations of agency policies relating to
sexual abuse or sexual harassment (other than actually engaging in
sexual abuse) commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the
acts committed, the staff member’s disciplinary history, and the
sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by other staff with similar
histories?

yes

115.76 (d) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies, or resignations by staff who would have been
terminated if not for their resignation, reported to: Law enforcement
agencies(unless the activity was clearly not criminal)?

yes

Are all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies, or resignations by staff who would have been
terminated if not for their resignation, reported to: Relevant licensing
bodies?

yes
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115.77 (a) Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse prohibited
from contact with inmates?

yes

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse reported to:
Law enforcement agencies (unless the activity was clearly not criminal)?

yes

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse reported to:
Relevant licensing bodies?

yes

115.77 (b) Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

In the case of any other violation of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies by a contractor or volunteer, does the facility take
appropriate remedial measures, and consider whether to prohibit further
contact with inmates?

yes

115.78 (a) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Following an administrative finding that an inmate engaged in inmate-on-
inmate sexual abuse, or following a criminal finding of guilt for inmate-
on-inmate sexual abuse, are inmates subject to disciplinary sanctions
pursuant to a formal disciplinary process?

yes

115.78 (b) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Are sanctions commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the
abuse committed, the inmate’s disciplinary history, and the sanctions
imposed for comparable offenses by other inmates with similar histories?

yes

115.78 (c) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

When determining what types of sanction, if any, should be imposed,
does the disciplinary process consider whether an inmate’s mental
disabilities or mental illness contributed to his or her behavior?

yes
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115.78 (d) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

If the facility offers therapy, counseling, or other interventions designed
to address and correct underlying reasons or motivations for the abuse,
does the facility consider whether to require the offending inmate to
participate in such interventions as a condition of access to programming
and other benefits?

yes

115.78 (e) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Does the agency discipline an inmate for sexual contact with staff only
upon a finding that the staff member did not consent to such contact?

yes

115.78 (f) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

For the purpose of disciplinary action does a report of sexual abuse
made in good faith based upon a reasonable belief that the alleged
conduct occurred NOT constitute falsely reporting an incident or lying,
even if an investigation does not establish evidence sufficient to
substantiate the allegation?

yes

115.78 (g) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Does the agency always refrain from considering non-coercive sexual
activity between inmates to be sexual abuse? (N/A if the agency does
not prohibit all sexual activity between inmates.)

yes

115.81 (a) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a prison inmate has
experienced prior sexual victimization, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a medical or mental health
practitioner within 14 days of the intake screening?

yes
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115.81 (b) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a prison inmate has
previously perpetrated sexual abuse, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a mental health practitioner within 14
days of the intake screening? (N/A if the facility is not a prison.)

yes

115.81 (c) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a jail inmate has
experienced prior sexual victimization, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a medical or mental health
practitioner within 14 days of the intake screening?

yes

115.81 (d) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

Is any information related to sexual victimization or abusiveness that
occurred in an institutional setting strictly limited to medical and mental
health practitioners and other staff as necessary to inform treatment
plans and security management decisions, including housing, bed, work,
education, and program assignments, or as otherwise required by
Federal, State, or local law?

yes

115.81 (e) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

Do medical and mental health practitioners obtain informed consent from
inmates before reporting information about prior sexual victimization that
did not occur in an institutional setting, unless the inmate is under the
age of 18?

yes

115.82 (a) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Do inmate victims of sexual abuse receive timely, unimpeded access to
emergency medical treatment and crisis intervention services, the nature
and scope of which are determined by medical and mental health
practitioners according to their professional judgment?

yes
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115.82 (b) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

If no qualified medical or mental health practitioners are on duty at the
time a report of recent sexual abuse is made, do security staff first
responders take preliminary steps to protect the victim pursuant to §
115.62?

yes

Do security staff first responders immediately notify the appropriate
medical and mental health practitioners?

yes

115.82 (c) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Are inmate victims of sexual abuse offered timely information about and
timely access to emergency contraception and sexually transmitted
infections prophylaxis, in accordance with professionally accepted
standards of care, where medically appropriate?

yes

115.82 (d) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Are treatment services provided to the victim without financial cost and
regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with
any investigation arising out of the incident?

yes

115.83 (a)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the facility offer medical and mental health evaluation and, as
appropriate, treatment to all inmates who have been victimized by sexual
abuse in any prison, jail, lockup, or juvenile facility?

yes

115.83 (b)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the evaluation and treatment of such victims include, as
appropriate, follow-up services, treatment plans, and, when necessary,
referrals for continued care following their transfer to, or placement in,
other facilities, or their release from custody?

yes
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115.83 (c)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the facility provide such victims with medical and mental health
services consistent with the community level of care?

yes

115.83 (d)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are inmate victims of sexually abusive vaginal penetration while
incarcerated offered pregnancy tests? (N/A if all-male facility.)

yes

115.83 (e)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

If pregnancy results from the conduct described in paragraph §
115.83(d), do such victims receive timely and comprehensive
information about and timely access to all lawful pregnancy-related
medical services? (N/A if all-male facility.)

yes

115.83 (f)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are inmate victims of sexual abuse while incarcerated offered tests for
sexually transmitted infections as medically appropriate?

yes

115.83 (g)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are treatment services provided to the victim without financial cost and
regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with
any investigation arising out of the incident?

yes
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115.83 (h)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

If the facility is a prison, does it attempt to conduct a mental health
evaluation of all known inmate-on-inmate abusers within 60 days of
learning of such abuse history and offer treatment when deemed
appropriate by mental health practitioners? (NA if the facility is a jail.)

yes

115.86 (a) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the facility conduct a sexual abuse incident review at the
conclusion of every sexual abuse investigation, including where the
allegation has not been substantiated, unless the allegation has been
determined to be unfounded?

yes

115.86 (b) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does such review ordinarily occur within 30 days of the conclusion of the
investigation?

yes

115.86 (c) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the review team include upper-level management officials, with
input from line supervisors, investigators, and medical or mental health
practitioners?

yes
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115.86 (d) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the review team: Consider whether the allegation or investigation
indicates a need to change policy or practice to better prevent, detect, or
respond to sexual abuse?

yes

Does the review team: Consider whether the incident or allegation was
motivated by race; ethnicity; gender identity; lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or intersex identification, status, or perceived status; gang
affiliation; or other group dynamics at the facility?

yes

Does the review team: Examine the area in the facility where the incident
allegedly occurred to assess whether physical barriers in the area may
enable abuse?

yes

Does the review team: Assess the adequacy of staffing levels in that
area during different shifts?

yes

Does the review team: Assess whether monitoring technology should be
deployed or augmented to supplement supervision by staff?

yes

Does the review team: Prepare a report of its findings, including but not
necessarily limited to determinations made pursuant to §§ 115.86(d)(1)-
(d)(5), and any recommendations for improvement and submit such
report to the facility head and PREA compliance manager?

yes

115.86 (e) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the facility implement the recommendations for improvement, or
document its reasons for not doing so?

yes

115.87 (a) Data collection

Does the agency collect accurate, uniform data for every allegation of
sexual abuse at facilities under its direct control using a standardized
instrument and set of definitions?

yes

115.87 (b) Data collection

Does the agency aggregate the incident-based sexual abuse data at
least annually?

yes
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115.87 (c) Data collection

Does the incident-based data include, at a minimum, the data necessary
to answer all questions from the most recent version of the Survey of
Sexual Violence conducted by the Department of Justice?

yes

115.87 (d) Data collection

Does the agency maintain, review, and collect data as needed from all
available incident-based documents, including reports, investigation files,
and sexual abuse incident reviews?

yes

115.87 (e) Data collection

Does the agency also obtain incident-based and aggregated data from
every private facility with which it contracts for the confinement of its
inmates? (N/A if agency does not contract for the confinement of its
inmates.)

yes

115.87 (f) Data collection

Does the agency, upon request, provide all such data from the previous
calendar year to the Department of Justice no later than June 30? (N/A if
DOJ has not requested agency data.)

yes

115.88 (a) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Identifying problem areas?

yes

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Taking corrective action on an ongoing basis?

yes

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Preparing an annual report of its findings and
corrective actions for each facility, as well as the agency as a whole?

yes
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115.88 (b) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency’s annual report include a comparison of the current
year’s data and corrective actions with those from prior years and
provide an assessment of the agency’s progress in addressing sexual
abuse?

yes

115.88 (c) Data review for corrective action

Is the agency’s annual report approved by the agency head and made
readily available to the public through its website or, if it does not have
one, through other means?

yes

115.88 (d) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency indicate the nature of the material redacted where it
redacts specific material from the reports when publication would
present a clear and specific threat to the safety and security of a facility?

yes

115.89 (a) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency ensure that data collected pursuant to § 115.87 are
securely retained?

yes

115.89 (b) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency make all aggregated sexual abuse data, from facilities
under its direct control and private facilities with which it contracts,
readily available to the public at least annually through its website or, if it
does not have one, through other means?

yes

115.89 (c) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency remove all personal identifiers before making
aggregated sexual abuse data publicly available?

yes
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115.89 (d) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency maintain sexual abuse data collected pursuant to §
115.87 for at least 10 years after the date of the initial collection, unless
Federal, State, or local law requires otherwise?

yes

115.401 (a) Frequency and scope of audits

During the three-year period starting on August 20, 2013, and during
each three-year period thereafter, did the agency ensure that each
facility operated by the agency, or by a private organization on behalf of
the agency, was audited at least once.? (N/A before August 20, 2016.)

yes

115.401 (b) Frequency and scope of audits

During each one-year period starting on August 20, 2013, did the
agency ensure that at least one-third of each facility type operated by
the agency, or by a private organization on behalf of the agency, was
audited?

yes

115.401 (h) Frequency and scope of audits

Did the auditor have access to, and the ability to observe, all areas of the
audited facility?

yes

115.401 (i) Frequency and scope of audits

Was the auditor permitted to request and receive copies of any relevant
documents (including electronically stored information)?

yes

115.401 (m) Frequency and scope of audits

Was the auditor permitted to conduct private interviews with inmates,
residents, and detainees?

yes
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115.401 (n) Frequency and scope of audits

Were inmates permitted to send confidential information or
correspondence to the auditor in the same manner as if they were
communicating with legal counsel?

yes

115.403 (f) Audit contents and findings

The agency has published on its agency website, if it has one, or has
otherwise made publicly available, all Final Audit Reports within 90 days
of issuance by auditor. The review period is for prior audits completed
during the past three years PRECEDING THIS AGENCY AUDIT. In the
case of single facility agencies, the auditor shall ensure that the facility’s
last audit report was published. The pendency of any agency appeal
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 115.405 does not excuse noncompliance with
this provision. (N/A if there have been no Final Audit Reports issued in
the past three years, or in the case of single facility agencies that there
has never been a Final Audit Report issued.)

yes
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PREA Facility Audit Report: Final
Name of Facility: Waupun Correctional Institution
Facility Type: Prison / Jail
Date Interim Report Submitted: 11/16/2017
Date Final Report Submitted: 04/17/2018

Auditor Certification

The contents of this report are accurate to the best of my knowledge.

No conflict of interest exists with respect to my ability to conduct an audit of the agency
under review.

I have not included in the final report any personally identifiable information (PII) about any
inmate/resident/detainee or staff member, except where the names of administrative
personnel are specifically requested in the report template.

Auditor Full Name as Signed: Howard.Ray Date of Signature: 04/17/2018

Auditor name: Ray, Howard

Address:

Email: Howard.Ray@maryland.gov

Telephone number:

Start Date of On-Site
Audit:

10/02/2017

End Date of On-Site
Audit:

10/04/2017

AUDITOR INFORMATION
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FACILITY INFORMATION

Facility name: Waupun Correctional Institution

Facility physical
address:

200 Madison Street, Waupun, Wisconsin - 53963

Facility Phone (920) 324-5571

Facility mailing
address:

The facility is:  County   
 Federal   
 Municipal   
 State   
 Military   
 Private for profit   
 Private not for profit   

Facility Type:  Prison   
 Jail   

Primary Contact

Name: Tony Meli Title: Security Director

Email Address: Anthony.meli@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: (920) 324-7225

Warden/Superintendent

Name: Brian Foster Title: Warden

Email Address: Brian.foster@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: (920) 324-7200

Facility PREA Compliance Manager

Name: Tony Meli Email Address: Anthony.Meli@wisconsin.gov
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Facility Health Service Administrator

Name: Chrystal Marchant Title: Health Services
Manager

Email Address: Chrystal.marchant@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: (920) 324-7258

Facility Characteristics

Designed facility capacity: 825

Current population of facility: 1240

Age Range Adults: 18 -75 Youthful Residents:

Facility security level/inmate custody levels: Maximum and Medium

Number of staff currently employed at the
facility who may have contact with inmates:

449

AGENCY INFORMATION

Name of agency: Wisconsin Department of Corrections

Governing authority
or parent agency (if

applicable):

State of Wisconsin

Physical Address: 3099 East Washington Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin - 53707

Mailing Address: PO Box 7925, Madison, Wisconsin - 53707

Telephone number: (608) 240-5000

Agency Chief Executive Officer Information:

Name: Jon Litscher Title: Secretary

Email Address: Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: (608) 240-5065

Agency-Wide PREA Coordinator Information

Name: Leigha Weber Email Address: Leigha.Weber@wisconsin.gov
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Narrative:
The auditor’s description of the audit methodology should include a detailed description of the following
processes during the pre-audit, on-site audit, and post-audit phases: documents and files reviewed,
discussions and types of interviews conducted, number of days spent on-site, observations made during
the site-review, and a detailed description of any follow-up work conducted during the post-audit phase.
The narrative should describe the techniques the auditor used to sample documentation and select
interviewees, and the auditor’s process for the site review.

The Prison Rape Elimination Act on site audit of the Waupun Correctional Facility was conducted on
October 2-4 ,2017 by Howard Ray Jr(Lead Auditor) and Steve Cubello from Maryland, US Department of
Justice PREA Auditors for Adult Prisons and Jails . The Audit was conducted as part of an inter state
consortium consisting of Pennsylvania ,Maryland ,Michigan and Wisconsin . Audit notices were posted
through the facility six (6) weeks prior to the on site review . Leigha Weber Wisconsin Department of
Corrections PREA Analyst verified that the notices were posted and during the on site notices were
observed through the facility . The Auditor received one (1) letter from the facility . The letter received
arrived a week after the conclusion of the on site audit and was sent to the state wide PREA Coordinator
Cheryl Frey.

The audit was conducted using the Online Audit System (OAS) developed by the PREA Resource Center.
The Waupun Correctional Facility was requested to complete the PRE-Audit questionnaire and it was
provided to the auditors along with supporting documents that were uploaded to OAS in the weeks prior
to the on-site audit phase. The PRE-Audit preparation by the auditors included a thorough review of all
documentation and materials submitted by the facility along with the data included in the PRE-Audit
Questionnaire .The documentation review included agency policy and procedure , forms, education
materials, training curriculum, organizational charts, posters, brochures, site maps, and other PREA
related materials that were provided to demonstrate compliance with the PREA standards . 

On Monday October 2,2017 both auditors entered Waupaun Correctional Facility at 0815 am and an
enterance briefing was conducted present were both Howard Ray Jr and Steve Cubello Department of
Justice Cerified auditors ,Cheryl Frey State PREA coordinator,Kimberly Betzhold Investigator, Brian
Foster Warden, Steve Wisenga Deputy Warden, Tony Meli Compliance Manager, and Anthony Ashworth
.During the entry briefing the tour itenirary was discussed along with rreview of requested material as well
as request for additional material . The auditor clearly articulated that at the conclusion of the onsite visit
there would be additional review of materials and the evaluation of interviews and observations made
during the onsite visit .The auditor stipulated that there could be additional discussion request and
clarification during the post audit phase .A staff roster (names, shifts, job classification) and a current
inmate roster was provided and Auditors were provided a private offices for interviews and other related
work .Inmate and staff interviewees were conducted using the recommended U.S Department of Justice
protocols .Inmate interviewees were selected based om their housing area, special needs, randomly and
those who sent correspondence to the auditors prior to the on site audit if any .Staff interviewees
included specialized staff and random staff . Once the entrance briefing was completed the auditors
toured the facility . 

During the tour the auditor reviewed and observed supervision levels ,blind spots , compliance with
polocies and the saftey of inmates in the facility .The auditor observed the placement of cameras staff
deployment and supervision , housing unit and cell layout to include showers and bathroom stalls ,
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placement of posters and other PREA related information. There were adequate number of signs placed
through the facility wich articulated the right to be free of sexual abuse and sexual harrassment .The
shower area(Bathhouse) allowed inmates to shower seperatley with a privacy curtain with cameras down
the center of the area.There wer 97 cameras added to the facility in the last twelve (12) months which
boosted the number of cameras to 232 surveilence cameras . Cameras are monitored from the Central
control in inaddition to a tower which has external monitoring capabilities for the external perimiter and
the internal outside areas .There is an additional internal monitoring station . Though there were 97
cameras added in the last 12 months given the age of the facility and the linear housing configuration
some camera instalation on the cell house runs are advisable .

The Waupaun Correctional facility is a maximum security facility originaly constructed in 1854 . Though
this facility is one of oldest facilities in the nation the state of Wisconsin has invested in the up keep of the
infrastructure .The facility was exceptionally clean during the audit and given the age of original
construction of the housing all of the cell house security mechanisms ,mechanical systems and newly
installed cameras were working efficiently .The facility staffing was adaptive to the housing and
programing for the facility . The auditors were provided with all of the additional documentation requested
and given access to all of the facility .

An exit meeting was conducted on Wednsday October 4, 2017 which included Brian Foster Warden
,Steve Wiesenga Deputy warden ,Tony Meli Compliance Manager/Security Director,Anthony Ashworth
Program Supervisor and Howard Ray Jr (Lead Auditor) .
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Facility Characteristics:
The auditor’s description of the audited facility should include details about the facility type, demographics
and size of the inmate or resident population, numbers and type of staff positions, configuration and
layout of the facility, numbers of housing units, description of housing units including any special housing
units, a description of programs and services, including food service and recreation. The auditor should
describe how these details are relevant to PREA implementation and compliance.

Waupaun Correctional Facility is a maximum security facility for male inmates . Originally constructed in
1854, it was formerly known as the Wisconsin State Prison, which housed both male and female inmates
. The original facility began with the South Cell Hall that had 288 cells and was built using inmate labor.
The main administration building was built in 1855 and additional cell halls were added in 1854, 1906 and
1913 . The large ornate stone and iron wall was added in 1858 . In 1933 female inmates were located to
Taycheedah Correctional Institution in 1933 . The facility was entered into the state and National
Registers of Historic Places in 1992 .

There are 449 staff employed at Waupun .Security staff total 228 officers 8 Captains , 6 Lieutenants and
74 Sergeants with 329 cameras .

A Central Generating Plant was put into service in 1952 . The plant provides essential services for
Waupun Correctional Institution ,Dodge Correctional Institution, John Burke Correctional Center ,the
Waupun Dairy ,the state garage and warehouse .

The administration building is a four floor building which contains the visitor processing area ,the wardens
office ,deputy wardens office,bussiness office,investigative office,property room .vault ,matinance
,confrence room,HR department,clothing exchange ,gang office,enterance to gun tower and main control
center .There are 329 cameras that can be viewed from main control center. Additionally these camera
views are accesible to the rhu bubble ,security supervisor,prea compliance manager ,warden and
investigative supervisors office . A review of the camera views of toillets in the observation cells allow for
privacy since the instalation of a privacy screenaround the toillete .With the design of the building allowing
for the seperation of the building to have some areas within the secure area and some outside of the
secure area , two inmates from the Burke Center profide cleaning to the outside area and inmates from
Waupaun provide cleaning to the inside secure area .The majority of the area in this building are not
accesible to inmates . While some areas have cameras it is noted that most areas ahve windows for
observation or the areas are open spaces that allow for staff supervision .

There are four general housing units -North,Northwest,South and Southwest .Each are four stories tall
and contain 240,200,208 and 200 wet cells .There are some single and some double cells .Each cell
contains a screen that can be connected to allow for privacy while inmates are on the toilette . Each unit
has one sergeant and two officers on first and second shift and one sergeant and one officer on first shift
.Additionally there are phones available through phone jacks that can be provided for the inmates in their
cells .Request for 777 or 888 calls require cell mates to be moved in order that inmates may make the
call privately .There are cameras at the entrance of the unit and located down the back of the unit for
observation . Rounds are made periodically during the shift with six counts per 24 hour period . There is
a posted position on the third level during mass movement to provide additional inmate supervision .
There are two bath houses with one utilized by the North and Northwest units and one used by the South
and Southwest units Each bath house contains 40 showers with privacy curtains for each individual
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shower . There is a camera that records the center of the room but does not invade the privacy of the
inmates .

The restricted housing unit contains 6 six wings with 30 cells per unit . There are three wings on the lower
level and three wings above on the upper level . Each unit contains three showers that are covered with
metal doors and a slot to remove inmate hand cuffs .There is a recreation area at the end of each wing
with six cells . Inmates requesting to call 777 or 888 are provide a phone directly in their cell .There are
three strip cages in the area along with 5 due process rooms , preventing the need to remove inmates
from the immediate ares . There are also small offices , a laundry and uniform room in the area .A control
center is also in place and provides a view down each wing as well as the means to electronically open
cell doors . The unit is staffed with (1) Sargent and (6) correctional officers during the first two shifts with
40 cameras for electronic surveillance . 

The behavior housing unit (BHU) contains 60 cells which each contain a privacy curtain for the toilette
.The shower area contains six showers , also with privacy curtains .One of the six is a secure shower .
Additionally,this building houses a dinning room ,exercise area,activity room ,storage area,and an
outdoor recreation area .There are approximately 12 cameras throughout the unit There are two
dedicated staff that interact directly with inmates with a Sargent to supervise .

Recreation area: There are five Recreation areas two of which include four cameras in a two story
building with one floor which is shut down .Both indoor recreation areas contains an area where inmates
may shower and change clothing .The recreation area showers have curtains for privacy to include a
staffing of two correctional officers and recreation supervisor with the hours of operation from 7:30 -4:00
M-F .There are also three outdoor recreation areas that contain an outdoor portable bathroom and wash
station for inmate use .The chapel is located in a two level building . The upper level contains a large
worship area that provides for clear visual supervision in addition the lower level contains a large open
activity areas, library and a computer area .There is a Chaplin staff stationed on the first floor when the
chapel is in operation .There are two cameras in the chapel (1) to observe the worship area on the
second level and one in the first level .

The visiting area is staffed with (1) Sargent and (4) four officers during operation with (13) cameras . The
area has clear site for monitoring via open space area and booths with windows . Social services which is
located in the same building on third floor has (20) cameras as well as the offices have windows for
observation . This area is staffed with an officer who supervises the inmate waiting room . These areas
are operational from 7:30-4:00 pm.

The Kitchen has (3) three levels . The lower level is the dock and ice room .The main level houses the
kitchen proper,dish washing station,serving area,clothing stock and shower area for inmates before
returning to housing units . The top level houses the bakery,dry storage and spices .Electronic
surveillance consist of (25) cameras on all three levels .The Kitchen has two shifts with (3) security staff
per shift along with the food service staff.

Education and Vocational classes are offered in the two story Education and Vocational building .
Computer literacy,Barbering and Building Maintenance and Construction are offered .The building
provides for education offices ,library and classrooms .Offices and classrooms have the provision of
windows for clear and unobstructed site . The electronic surveillance consist of (17) cameras The hours
of operation are from 7:30-4:00 pm with (3) officers and nine vocational instructors and one education
Director.
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Badger State Industries (B S I) an inmate industry consist of a metal furniture industry and a metal stamp
industry on four levels .Each level provides a large space which allows ease in supervision .Each level is
supervised by a correctional officer who is present during hours of operation .The hours of operation are
7:30-3:30 pm .The industries has a Industry tech. on each floor of the operation along with correctional
officer to include a Sargent and industries supervisor for the overall operation .The lower basement level
houses the institutional laundry which is supervised by (1) one correctional officer . The industries area
does not have cameras to augment the supervision of staff however the work areas are strategically
placed for optimum viewing and the officer station is elevated . The inmate to staff and officer ratio is low
.
`
Throughout the tour there was evidence of the structured escorted mass movement and the pass system
which were very orderly . The facility was extremely clean and the staff were helpful
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Summary of Audit Findings:
The summary should include the number of standards exceeded, number of standards met, and number
of standards not met, along with a list of each of the standards in each category. If relevant, provide a
summarized description of the corrective action plan, including deficiencies observed, recommendations
made, actions taken by the agency, relevant timelines, and methods used by the auditor to reassess
compliance.

Auditor Note: No standard should be found to be “Not Applicable” or “NA”. A compliance determination
must be made for each standard.

Number of standards exceeded: 0

Number of standards met: 45

Number of standards not met: 0

115.12: The Wisconsin Department of Corrections is not currently monitoring to ensure that contractors
that they contract with for the confinement with inmates are complying with the Prison Rape Elimination
Act (PREA).

115.15 (d) There was no demonstration during the tour nor understanding by the staff of the protocol for
announcing opposite gender on the housing unit . 

115.41 (b) : The screening of inmates at Waupaun Correctional Facility is not consistently performed
within 72 hours of arrival . 

115.41 (f) : The Wisconsin Department of Corrections is not conducting a reassessment of inmates within
(30) thirty days of the arrival at the facility .

Number of Standards Exceeds : 0

Number of Standards Met:
115.11, 115.13, 115.14, 115.16, 115.17, 115.18, 115.21, 115.22, 115.31, 115.32, 115.33, 115.34,
115.35, 115.42, 115.43, 115.51, 115.52, 115.53, 115.54, 115.61, 115.62, 115.63, 115.64, 115.65,
115.66, 115.67, 115.68, 115.71, 115.72, 115.73, 115.76, 115.77, 115.78, 115.81, 115.82, 115.83,
115.86, 115.87, 115.88, 115.89, 115.401,115.403 

Number of Standards Exceeds; 0

Number of Standards met: 42

Number of Standards not met: 3 
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Standards

Auditor Overall Determination Definitions

Exceeds Standard 
(Substantially exceeds requirement of standard)

Meets Standard
(substantial compliance; complies in all material ways with the stand for the relevant review period)

Does Not Meet Standard 
(requires corrective actions)

Auditor Discussion Instructions

Auditor discussion, including the evidence relied upon in making the compliance or non-compliance
determination, the auditor’s analysis and reasoning, and the auditor’s conclusions. This discussion must
also include corrective action recommendations where the facility does not meet standard. These
recommendations must be included in the Final Report, accompanied by information on specific
corrective actions taken by the facility.
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115.11 Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):
1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Wisconsin Department of Corrections and Waupaun Correctional Facility Organizational
Chart
4. Interviews with PREA Coordinator,Warden and Facility Prea Manager

Findings (By Subsection):

115.11 (a) Wisconsin Department of Corrections (WIDOC) has a comprehensive policy on
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. Executive Directive 72, Sexual Abuse and Sexual
Harassment in Confinement (PREA) Section V clearly states that they have a zero tolerance
for sexual abuse and sexual harassment in all of its facilities, including those in which they
contract with. 

115.11 (b) WIDOC has designated Cheryl Frey as agency-wide PREA coordinator. Ms. Weber
reports that she has sufficient time and authority to develop, implement, and oversee agency
efforts to comply with the PREA standards in all of its facilities. 

115.11 (c) Waupaun Correctional Facility has designated Anthony Meli as the facilities PREA
Compliance Manager. Mr. Meli reports that he has sufficient time and authority to coordinate
the facility’s efforts to comply with the PREA standards.

Corrective Action: None
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115.12 Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire 
2. Signed confinement contracts
3. Correspondence with the contract administrator

Findings (By Subsection):
115.12 (a) WIDOC contracts with 10 other entities for the confinement of its inmates. All of the
contracts require that entity to adopt and comply with the PREA standards.

115.12 (b) WIDOC states that there is no active monitoring efforts currently in place to ensure
that the contractor is complying with the PREA standards.

Corrective Action Plan:

WIDOC will need to demonstrate to the auditor that the agency is monitoring the contractor to
ensure that the contractor is complying with the PREA standards. WIDOC is currently in
corrective action for this standard .

Corrective Action:

During the corrective action period the Wisconsin Department of Corrections contacted the
contract facilities to determine PREA compliance .The contracted facilities were required to fill
out a questionnaire describing there level of compliance with the standards .The contracted
facilities were then required to forward an action plan to come into compliance with the
standards .The agency has developed an internal policy and procedure which outlines the
monitoring process and also a monitoring report for the contractor to complete .The agency
has also developed a site visit plan for active monitoring .The agency has submitted copies of
the questionnaire along with the policy and procedure ,site tool and several completed
monitoring visits . The agency has visited seven(7) contract facilities and forwarded copies of
the completed compliance tool utilized during the site review . Additionally the remaining
four(4) contract facilities are scheduled for PREA compliance audits during the 2018 audit
cycle .Based on the information and documentation received the facility is now in compliance
with 115.12 (b) .
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115.13 Supervision and monitoring

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. WCI Facility Staffing Plan (September 2017)
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator and Manager
4. Rounds Log Books
5. PREA Staffing Plan Annual Review Log
6. Waupaun Correctional Facility Procedure # 900.321.01 Unannounced Supervisory rounds 
7. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.13 (a) The agency has ensured that Waupaun Correctional Facility has developed a
staffing plan on an annual basis and it takes into account the following:
1. Generally accepted detention and correctional practices;
2. Any judicial findings of inadequacy;
3. Any findings of inadequacy from Federal investigative agencies;
4. Any findings of inadequacy from internal or external oversight bodies;
5. All components of the facility’s physical plant
6. The composition of the inmate population;
7. The number and placement of supervisory staff;
8. Institution programs occurring on a particular shift;
9. Any applicable State or Local laws, regulations, or standards;
10. The prevalence of substantiated and unsubstantiated incidents of sexual abuse; and 
11. Any other relevant factors.

115.13 (b) Waupaun did not have any circumstances where the staffing plan is not complied
with. When a circumstance arises, they will fill the needed position with overtime. 

115.13 (c) On an annual basis, WCI was able to show documentation that in consultation with
the PREA coordinator that they assess, determine, and document whether they need to make
changes to the staffing plan, need for additional cameras or other monitoring technologies and
whether or not they have enough staff to ensure that WCI can adhere to the staffing plan. 

115.13 (d) In the WCI log books, it clearly shows that supervisors are making rounds on all
shifts. Interviews conducted with supervisory staff indicated that they make those rounds
unannounced. Interviews with line staff confirmed that supervisor’s make unannounced
rounds on all shifts and they occur at different times/days so a pattern is not developed. WCI
Facility Procedure # 900.321.01 and Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual
Harassment in Confinement (PREA) both prohibit staff members from alerting or notifying
other employees that supervisory rounds are occurring.

Corrective Action: None
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115.14 Youthful inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section XII. C. 
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator and Manager
4. Letter from the Administrator, Division of Adult Institutions
5. Inmate Roster

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.14 (a-c) The WIDOC Division of Adult Institutions prohibits youthful offenders from being
housed in an Adult Institution. All Youthful Offenders are now housed within the Wisconsin
Division of Juvenile Corrections. A review of the inmate roster and interviews with the
Superintendent of the facility confirmed that they have not housed any youthful inmates at
WCI within the past 12 months.

Corrective Action: None
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115.15 Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section X
3. Division of Adult Institutions (DAI) Policy # 306.17.02, Searches of Inmates
4. Interviews with Staff & Inmates
5. Availability of female staff/Staff roster
6. Lesson title: Introduction to Body Searches

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.15 (a) Both Executive Directive 72 & DAI Policy # 306.17 2 prohibit cross-gender strip
searches or cross-gender body cavity searches except in exigent circumstances. Interviews
with inmates and staff verified that these types of searches have not happened.

115.15 (b) Both Executive Directive 72 & DAI Policy # 306.17 2 prohibit cross-gender pat-
down searches of female inmates except in exigent circumstances. The facility is a male
facility therefor there are no there are no searches of female inmates by male officers .

115.15 (c) Due to the makeup of the staff, the facility has not had to conduct any cross gender
strip searches or cross-gender visual body cavity searches in an exigent circumstance.
Agency policy (Executive Directive 72) requires that if the need were to occur, the facility
would document those searches. Based off of interviews, staff was aware of this policy and the
requirement to document such searches if this type of search was done.

115.15 (d) WCI Facility Procedure 900.303.01 and Executive Directive # 72 establish policies
and procedures that enable inmates to shower, perform bodily functions, and change clothing
without non-medical staff of the opposite gender viewing there breasts, buttocks, or genitalia,
except in exigent circumstances. WCI has a specific tone that is broadcast over the loud
speaker system to announce the presence of female staff. This was problematic during the
tour .There were no announcments made during the tour .Through interviews and the tour
there were very few staff and inmates who were aware of the purpose of the announcement
.Though there is a written policy there seems to be some confusion regarding the practice .

115.15 (e) Executive Directive 72, states that staff may not search or physically examine a
transgender or intersex inmate for the sole purpose of determining the inmate’s genital status.
If the inmates genital status is unknown, they may determine the inmates genital status
through conversations with the inmate, reviewing medical records or by learning information
that was part of a broader medical examination conducted in a private setting by medical
personnel. This was confirmed by staff and inmate interviews. 

115.15 (f) WIDOC has an extensive lesson plan dealing with body searches. Lesson Title:
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Introduction to Body Searches goes into great detail on how to conduct Pat, Strip, Body Cavity,
and Body Content Searches. Staff is trained how to conduct these searches in addition to
searches of transgender and intersex inmates so they are searched in a professional and
respective manner that is least intrusive as possible but still meets security needs. This
training was confirmed by staff interviews. 

Corrective Action Plan: The Waupaun Correctional facility should post signs in all control
rooms regarding opposite gender announcements and it's purpose additionally the facility
should show documentation that all staff have been trained on this protocol.

Corrective Action:The Waupun Correctional Institution has posted signs for cross gender
announcing on units as well as in the control room window which describes the procedure and
purpose for the announcements .In addition this information is broadcast on the institutional
television channel . Additionally a notification went out to all facility staff .The facility is
reminded to monitor these activities .Based on these efforts the facility is compliant with 115.5
(d) .
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115.16 Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. DAI Policy #: 300.00.35
4. Staff and Inmate Interviews
5. Language Line
6. Executive Directive 71: Language Assistance Policy and Implementation for Addressing
Needs of Offenders with Limited English Proficiency (LEP)

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.16 (a) Executive Directive 72 Section XI.B.4. ensures that inmates who have a disability
have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all aspects of WIDOC’s efforts to
prevent, detect, and respond to sexual abuse and sexual harassment. 

115.16 (b) Executive Directive 71 establishes a policy on how to ensure that residents who are
limited English Proficient (LEP) have access to all aspects of the facility’s efforts related to
preventing, detecting, and responding to sexual abuse and sexual harassment. WIDOC has a
contract with an interpretation services company to provide a way of communicating with
inmates who do not speak English. The system was tested onsite on two occasions and staff
knew about the service. 

115.16 (c) Executive Directive 72 prohibits staff from relying on inmate interpreters or other
types of inmate assistants except in exigent circumstances. Staff was well aware of the
language interpretation line and how to use this service.

Corrective Action: None
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115.17 Hiring and promotion decisions

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Application form
3. Interviews with HR Staff
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
5. Hireing background checks 

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.17 (a) Executive Directive 72 prohibits the hiring or promoting of anyone who may have
contact with inmates and prohibits the enlisting of services of any contractor who has engaged
in sexual abuse in a confinement setting, has been convicted or attempted to engage in
sexual activity in the community and/or anyone who has been civilly or administratively
adjudicated to have engaged in any sexual activity. 

115.17 (b) The agency has documentation supporting that it considers any incident of sexual
harassment when deciding to hire or promote anyone or to enlist the services of a contractor
who may have contact with inmates. 

115.17 (c) Depending on whether a new hire is considered a direct hire or not, either the
Center Office or the Facility completes a criminal background check on that person that is
Consistent with Federal, State, and local law. If an individual is considered a direct hire, the
facility would do a criminal background check. For all others, the Central Office would
complete a criminal background check. A ll of the new hires criminal background checks for
the audit period were reviewed to ensure that these background checks were being done. 

115.17 (d) WIDOC performs a criminal background check before enlisting the services of any
contractor. This was verified by interviews and supporting documentation. 

115.17 (e) WIDOC has a system in place to ensure that employees have a criminal
background check every 5 years. 

115.17 (f) The Agency/Facility both ask all applicants and employees who may have contact
with inmates directly about previous sexual misconduct in written applications. WIDOC also
requires current employees to disclose any such misconduct as they occur.

115.17 (g) Agency policy and interviews with HR staff confirm that material omissions
regarding sexual misconduct, or the provision of materially false information are grounds for
determination. 

115.17 (h) Interviews with HR staff confirm that the agency will provide information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving a former employee
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upon receiving a request from another institutional employer. 

Corrective Action: None

115.18 Upgrades to facilities and technologies

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.18 (a) There have been no new facility structures nor is there any plans for any
substantial expansions or modifications to any existing facilities . The facility is aware of its
obligation to protect inmates from sexual abuse if there were changes made .

115.18 (b) The facility has not expanded its electronic surveillance systems , however does
have future plans via a request to place cameras on the housing unit runs of all four housing
units ( North,Northwest,South,Southwest ).

Corrective Action: None
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115.21 Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review): 

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator, PREA Manager, and Random 

Findings (By Subsection):

115.21 (a) WCI is responsible for conducting administrative investigations. If the incident is or
appears to be criminal, the Dodge County Sherriffs Department will conduct those
investigations. All investigations follow a uniform evidence protocol that maximizes the
potential for obtaining usable physical evidence. 

115.21 (b) The protocol used by WCI is adapted from the National Commission on
Correctional Healthcare Response to Sexual Abuse (2014).

115.21 (c) If a sexual abuse incident were to occur at WCI the victim would be sent to St.
Agnes Hospital Fon du Lac WI. The auditor spoke with the hospital and verified that they do
have Sexual Assault Forensic Examiners (SAFEs) or Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners
(SANEs) on staff. If a SAFE/SANE is not on duty someone is always available on call. Services
are provided to the victim without financial cost pursuant to Executive Directive 72 Section XVI.

115.21 (d) WiC makes available to the victim a qualified agency staff member (Certified Social
Worker) to serve as a victim advocate. St.Agnes Hospital also offers victims of sexual assault
advocacy services at the hospital. Finally, WCI has an agreement with PAVE who also is able
to provide support and advocacy services. 
115.21 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires WCI to allow a victim advocate,
qualified staff member, or qualified community based member to accompany the victim
through the forensic medical examination process and investigatory interviews if requested by
the victim. WCI has not had any inmates in the past 12 months who requested to be
accompanied for a forensic exam .

115.21 (f) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requests that the Dodge County
Sherriffs Department follow the requirements of paragraph (a) through (e) of this section. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.22 Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews
3. WIDOC Webpage
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.22 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 mandates that all allegations of sexual abuse and
sexual harassment are investigated completely. 

115.22 (b) The agency has a policy in place that if the allegation is potentially criminal, it will
be investigated by the Dodge County Sherriffs Department. All other investigations are
handled by the facility by PREA trained investigators. WIDOC publishes this information on its
webpage under Prison Rape Elimination Act Unit.

115.22 (c) Executive Directive 72 which is posted on the WIDOC webpage under Prison Rape
Elimination Act details the responsibility of both the agency and the local law enforcement
agency responsible for criminal investigations.

Corrective Action: None
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115.31 Employee training

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff Interviews
3. Online PREA Training Module

Findings (By Subsection):

115.31 (a) WCI submitted documentation from their PREA staff training curriculum. New
employees receive classroom training in the academy. Staff already at the facility received
PREA training every two years via an online training module. All employees are trained on the
following 10 mandated elements:

1. WIDOC’s zero-tolerance policy for sexual abuse and sexual harassment;
2. How to fulfill their responsibilities to prevent, detect, and report sexual abuse and sexual
harassment;
3. How inmates have the right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment;
4. Inmates and employees have the right to be free from retaliation for reporting sexual abuse
and sexual harassment;
5. The dynamics of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in confinement setting;
6. Common reactions of sexual abuse and sexual harassment victims;
7. Detecting and responding to signs of threatened and actual sexual abuse;
8. How to avoid inappropriate relationships with inmates;
9. How to communicate effectively and professionally with inmates, including LBGTQI inmates;
and
10. How to comply with relevant laws related to mandatory reporting of sexual abuse to
outside authorities.

115.31 (b) All WIDOC employees receive training for dealing with both female and male
inmates.

115.31 (c) WCI was able to show that all employees at their facility have been trained on
PREA. In years where training is not mandatory, staff receive refresher information.

115.31 (d) WIDOC’s online PREA training module requires that staff receive an 80% or higher
in order to pass the course. Individuals who fail the test are able to review the video again and
retake the exam. This is logged into the computer system.

Corrective Action: None
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115.32 Volunteer and contractor training

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interview with Volunteer
3. Training Documentation
4. PREA Guide for Volunteers and Contractors Pamphlet

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.32 (a) WIDOC Policy requires each volunteer and contractor who has contact with
inmates to be trained on their responsibilities related the agency’s sexual abuse and sexual
harassment prevention, detection, and response policies and procedures. WCI reports that
volunteer and contractors have been trained for PREA.

115.32 (b) WCI requires all volunteers and contractors who have contact with inmates to go
through an orientation class that includes PREA training. 

115.32 (c) WCI requires all volunteers and contractors to sign an acknowledgment stating that
they have received and understood the training.

Corrective Action: None
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115.33 Inmate education

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Intake Staff, Inmate Training Staff, and Inmates
3. Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and Intervention Handbook
4. Inmate PREA Video
5. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.33 (a) WCI inmates receive information explaining the agency’s zero-tolerance policy
regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment during the intake process. They are also
given information on how to report incidents or suspicions of sexual abuse. Inmates are told
about these policies and are given a Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and
Intervention handbook during intake. 

115.33 (b) WCI provides a more comprehensive education on their rights to be free from
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. WCI has a video that is in English and Spanish that
inmates are required to watch. 

115.33 (c) There were no inmates found to have not been trained on the PREA standards at
WCI. Also, Agency Policy Executive Directive 72 requires that all inmates receive PREA
education upon transfer to a different facility. 

115.33 (d) The agency and WCI provide education in multiple formats to all inmates including
those who are limited English proficient, deaf, visually impaired, or otherwise disabled. Some
examples included audio for visually impaired individuals and Spanish signs/videos for those
who are limited English proficient. Finally, the agency has a language interpretation line and
during interviews staff said they would use that if needed to help ensure those inmates who
are limited English proficient received the proper PREA training. 

115.33 (e) WCI maintains a training log that inmates sign in order to document that they have
received PREA education.

115.33 (f) WCI had posters throughout the facility related to PREA and also had the PREA
Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and Intervention Handbook readily available
for inmates.

Corrective Action: None
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115.34 Specialized training: Investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section XI
3. Training Curriculum
4. Training Power point Slides
5. Interviews with Investigatory Staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.34 (a) All WIDOC Investigatory Staff receive the training that is required in § 115.31.
Investigatory Staff received extensive training in Madison, Wisconsin at the Central Office
related to conducting PREA investigations in a confinement setting.

115.34 (b) A review of the training curriculum and based off of interviews with investigatory
staff, they were properly trained in interviewing sexual abuse victims. They were also able to
explain when to use Miranda and Garrity warnings. The training also included evidence
collection.

115.34 (c) WIDOC has 253 trained investigators and each individuals training is maintained in
a database. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.35 Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Training Curriculum
3. PREA Training Computer Module
4. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health Care Staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.35 (a) WIDOC has trained all Medical and Mental Health Care Practitioners on the
following 4 mandated elements:

1. How to detect and assess signs of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
2. How to preserve evidence
3. How to respond effectively and professionally to victims of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment
4. How and to whom to report allegations or suspicions of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment.

115.35 (b) This substandard is N/A. All inmates requiring forensic medical examinations are
sent to the hospital where the examination is performed by either a SAFE/SANE nurse.

115.35 (c) WIDOC has trained all Medical and Mental Health Care workers at WCI. The
training is documented on a training log. 

115.35 (d) ALL employees having contact with inmates including Medical and Mental Health
Care workers receive the training required under § 115.31. Documentation of the training
received is maintained at WCI and can be found on the training log. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.41 Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff and Inmates
3. PREA Screening Tool
4. Inmate Roster
5. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section XII

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.41 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires all inmates to be assessed
during intake and upon transfer to another facility for their risk of being sexually abused by
other inmates or sexually abusive toward other inmates. 

115.41 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires all intake screenings to take
place within 72 hours of arrival. Based on a sample of intakes WCI does not comply with this
requirement .

115.41 (c) WCI uses an objective screening instrument to assess inmates of their risk of being
sexually abused by others or being sexually abusive toward other inmates. 

115.41 (d) WCI uses an objective screening instrument that uses the following criteria to
assess the inmates risk of sexual victimizations:
1. Whether the inmate has a mental, physical, or developmental disability
2. Age of the inmate
3. Physical build of the inmate
4. Prior incarceration status
5. Whether prior incarceration status is exclusively nonviolent
6. Prior convictions for sex offenses
7. Whether the inmate is LBGTI, or gender nonconforming
8. Experienced prior sexual victimization
9. Inmates own perception and vulnerability 
10. Whether the inmate is detained solely for civil immigration purposes

115.41 (e) The initial screening tool considers prior acts of sexual abuse, prior convictions for
violent offenses, and prior history of institutional violence to determine if the inmate is at risk of
being sexually abusive. 

115.41 (f) WCI is not currently reassessing the inmates risk of victimization or abusiveness
within 30 days of arrival to the facility.

115.41 (g) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires WCI to reassess an inmates status when
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warranted. This was confirmed during staff interviews stating that they would reassess an
inmate when new information is learned.

115.41 (h) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 states that an inmate may not be disciplined for
refusing to answer or not disclosing completed information related to the intake screening tool.

115.41 (i) Based off of interviews and access location of the forms, only those staff who need
to know have access to the information disclosed or obtained on the form have access to it.

Corrective Action Plan: 

WCI will need to demonstrate to the auditor that any new inmate that arrives at the facility has
been reassessed for the risk of victimization or abusiveness based on any additional, relevant
information received by the facility since the initial intake screening. The reassessment should
not exceed 30 days from the inmates arrival at WCI. WCI should provide to the auditor
documentation through a random sampling that the current population has received a 30 day
re screening .WCI should provide documentation through a random sampling that Screening
for Risk of Sexual Abusiveness and Sexual victimization is conducted consistently within 72
hours of arrival at the facility .

Corrective Action:
Waupun Correctional Institution implemented the new and improved automated screening tool
which is performed at each admission .The tool went online on 10/22/2017 which identifies the
date of the screening within the 72 hour window and also includes the 30 day re screening
and date .The facility forwarded a random sample of 39 new screenings which identified initial
screening dates within 72 hours and 30 day re screening . Based on the information provided
the facility is know in compliance with 115.41 (f) .
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115.42 Use of screening information

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff and Inmate Interviews
3. Risk of Abusiveness ( ROA) or Risk of Victimization (ROV) Database
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.42 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 states that the facility shall use the information
obtained in the screening tool to help keep those at high risk of being sexually victimized from
those at high risk of being sexually abusive in housing, bed, work, education, and program
assignments. WCI
classifies those inmates as either a ROA or ROV and tries to keep those individuals separate
from each other as much as possible. 

115.42 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires individualized determinations how to
ensure the safety of each inmate. This was confirmed that it was being done through the
screening staff.

115.42 (c) During interviews with staff, they said that they would consider whether to house
those inmates in a male or female institution on a case-by-case basis which is consistent with
Agency policy.

115.42 (d) During interviews with staff, they said that if they did, they were aware of the
Agencies policy and would reassess those inmates at least twice a year.

115.42 (e) WCI would ensure that transgender or intersex inmates can shower separately
from other inmates. In fact, all the showers are individual stalls that have privacy curtains. 

115.42 (f) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires a transgender or intersex inmate’s own
views with respect to his or her own safety shall be given serious consideration. Interviews
with staff and inmates verified this
is the practice .

115.42 (g) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 prohibits placing lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or intersex inmates in dedicated facilities, units or wings solely on the basis of
such identification or status. Based off of interviews and tour observations, there is no reason
to believe that WCI is not following policy. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.43 Protective Custody

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff and Inmate Interviews
3. Tour Observations
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.43 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIII prohibits placing inmates at high risk for
sexual victimization in involuntary segregated housing unless an assessment of all available
alternatives have been made. 

115.43 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section Xlll clearly states that individuals placed in
this status shall have access programs ,privileges,and work opportunities to the extent
possible and that the reason for restrictions shall be documented .

115.43 (c) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 clearly states that the facility shall assign such
inmates to involuntary segregation only until an alternative means of separation from a likely
abuser can be arranged, and such an assignment shall not ordinarily exceed 30 days .

115.43 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 states that the basis for the concerns for the
inmates safety and the reason why no alternative means for separation can be arranged must
be followed .

115.43 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 states that every 30 days each inmate shall receive
a review to determine why the individual should continue to be separated from the general
population .

Waupaun correctional facility has a population of (10) ten transgender male to female inmates
. There are four in general population and six in segregated housing .Upon a thorough review
the auditor determined that the six that were in segregated housing were there for disciplinary
reasons .

Corrective Action: None
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115.51 Inmate reporting

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff and Inmate Interviews
3. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
4. Tour Observations
5. Wisconsin DOC website

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.51 (a) WIDOC provides multiple internal ways for inmates to privately report PREA related
issues. Inmates are given a red PREA guidebook and within that guidebook it list all the
internal ways an inmate can report. Inmates can tell any staff person, send a request to any
staff person, Call the PREA hotline reporting number, and or tell a family member and they
can submit a report through the Wisconsin DOC webpage.

115.51 (b) WIDOC also provides inmates ways to report sexual abuse and sexual harassment
that is not part of the agency. Inmates are able to contact local law enforcement and they are
also able to call 888 from their inmate phones. There is no pin needed and the call goes
directly to an outside entity that is not part of the agency. They are able to immediately
forward all reports to agency officials and If the inmate chooses to, they can remain
anonymous upon request.

115.51 (c) WIDOC policy mandates that staff need to accept all reports and shall document
any verbal reports. Interviews with staff confirmed that they would accept any type of report
made, whether it was verbal, in writing, anonymous, or from a third party.

115.51 (d) WIDOC policy states that staff can utilize the same methods of reporting that
inmates can use. Interviews with WCI staff verified that they were well aware of how they could
privately report sexual abuse and sexual harassment of inmates. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.52 Exhaustion of administrative remedies

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator & Administrative Remedies Staff Person

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.52 This Standard is N/A. WIDOC does not have a formal administrative procedure to
address inmate grievances regarding sexual abuse. If a report of sexual abuse is submitted
through the administrative remedies system, it is immediately forwarded to facility leadership
and given a PREA number and investigated . 

Corrective Action: None
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115.53 Inmate access to outside confidential support services

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Compliance Manager, Local Advocacy Group, & Random Staff
4. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.53 (a) WCI makes available to inmates a local support services organization, there
information is posted throughout the facility. PAVE which is located in close proximity to WCI
provides inmates with emotional support and advocacy services. Thie auditor spoke with
Bobbi Joe Bentz at 920-929-2300 who confirmed their role with providing support services to
inmates to need support services related to sexual abuse. WCI does not house individuals
solely for civil immigration purposes.

115.53 (b) In the WIDOC inmate handbook, inmates are informed about the extent to which
communications will be monitored. Inmates receive this information well before they are giving
access to outside support services.

115.53 (c) WIDOC has documentation showing it has entered into an agreement with a
community services provider that is able to provide confidential emotional support services
related to sexual abuse. The Memoranda of Understanding is currently in affect .

Corrective Action: None
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115.54 Third-party reporting

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff Interview
3. Wisconsin Website 

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.54 (a) The Wisconsin Department of Corrections website lists all the staff who work in the
PREA Unit with their contact number. Also on the website is an email link with instructions for
third party reporting. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.61 Staff and agency reporting duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.61 (a) Executive Directive 72 Section XIV requires all staff to report immediately any
knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an incident of sexual abuse or sexual
harassment that occurred in a facility. The Directive also prohibits retaliating against any
inmate or staff who would report an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment. Interviews
with staff indicated that they understood their reporting obligation.

115.61 (b) Executive Directive 72 Section XIV prohibits staff from revealing any information
related to a sexual abuse report to anyone other than to the extent necessary. Interviews with
staff indicated that they understood that they were only to reveal information to those who
needed to know.

115.61 (c) Executive Directive 72 Section XIV requires all Medical and Mental Heath Staff to
report Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment to officials. Medical and Mental Health Staff have
inmates signed informed consents at the initiation of services. 

115.61 (d) Executive Directive 72 Section XIV requires the facility to report any sexual abuse
allegation of youthful and vulnerable adults to the designated entity under the applicable
mandatory reporting laws. Since WCI does not house any youthful offenders, staff indicated
that they would report any sexual abuse allegations of a vulnerable adult to the proper
authorities. 

115.61 (e) Agency policy requires all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
including third-party and anonymous reports. Staff interviews confirmed that they would report
any and all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment.

Corrective Action: None
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115.62 Agency protection duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Staff Interviews

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.62 (a) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires that the facility take immediate action to
protect an inmate when its learns that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of imminent
sexual abuse. In the past 12 months, WCI has not had a case where they have learned about
an inmate who was subject to a substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse. Staff at WCI said
they would take every measure possible to keep that inmate safe. 

Corrective Action: None

115.63 Reporting to other confinement facilities

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interview with Staff and Warden

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.63 (a,b & c) WIDOC has a policy that requires a facility that has received an allegation of
an inmate who was sexually abused at another facility, the head of the facility that receives the
allegation must notify the head of the facility where the allegation occurred within 72 hours.
WCI had no incidents of this nature. 

115.63 (d) WCI has not had an incident where they have received a notification from another
facility stating that an inmate was sexual abused while they were incarcerated at WCI . Staff is
aware of the PREA requirement and Executive Directive 72 mandating that they investigate
the allegation.

Corrective Action: None
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115.64 Staff first responder duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff
3. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.64 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI details the first responder duties for a
security staff member in accordance with the following:

1. Separate the alleged victim and abuser
2. Preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be taken to collect any
evidence
3. If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for collection of physical evidence,
request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy the physical evidence
4. If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for collection of physical evidence,
ensure that the alleged abuser not take any actions that could destroy the physical evidence
WCI has not had an incident where a security member had to act as a first responder.
Interviews with security staff confirmed they knew their role if such an incident were to occur.

115.64 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI details the first responder duties for
non-security staff member in accordance with the following:

1. Request that victim not take any actions that could destroy physical evidence
2. Notify security staff

WCI has not had an incident where a non-security member had to act as a first responder.
Interviews with non-security staff confirmed they knew their role if such an incident were to
occur.

Corrective Action: None
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115.65 Coordinated response

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff
3. WCI Coordinated Response Plan

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.65 (a) WCI has a detailed coordinated response plan. The plan details what each
person/discipline should do if a sexual abuse incident were to occur. The Warden of WCI
indicated during his interview that WCI staff are trained on how to initially respond to an
incident of sexual abuse and will take appropriate actions. 

Corrective Action: None

115.66 Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff Interviews

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.66 (a) The WIDOC has not entered into any collective bargaining agreement or any other
agreement that would limit the agency’s ability to remove alleged staff sexual abusers from
contact with any inmate pending the outcome of an investigation. Interviews with the Agency
Head and the Warden confirm that they would remove alleged staff sexual abusers from
contact with inmates if warranted. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.67 Agency protection against retaliation

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Agency Head, Compliance ManagerWarden & Staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.67 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 establishes an agency policy that protects all staff
and inmates who report sexual abuse or sexual harassment from retaliation by others. 

115.67 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 establishes different measures for protecting
inmates and staff members who fear retaliation for reporting sexual abuse/harassment.
Interviews with the Agency Head and Warden both confirm that they will do everything
possible to keep those who have reported safe. Some examples of things they would do is
housing changes, transfers to another institution, and removal of alleged staff to name a few.

115.67 (c) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires the facility to monitor the conduct and
treatment of those who report sexual abuse or sexual harassment for a minimum of 90 days.
Interviews with the Compliance Manager and the Social Worker confirmed they are the
individuals who would monitor for retaliation.

115.67 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires periodic state check of those who report
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. Interviews with the Compliance Manager and Social
Worker confirmed they would conduct periodic status checks to ensure that the there were no
signs suggesting possible retaliation.

115.67 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires that anyone who cooperates with an
investigation and fears retaliation will receive appropriate measures to help protect that
individual against retaliation. Interviews with the Warden confirmed that he would take the
necessary steps to protect any individual who cooperates with an investigation.

Corrective Action: None
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115.68 Post-allegation protective custody

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.68 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 prohibits the placement of inmates who allege to
have suffered sexual abuse in involuntary segregated housing unless an assessment of all
available alternatives has been made. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.71 Criminal and administrative agency investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Investigatory staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.71 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII mandates that Investigators investigate
all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment promptly, thoroughly, and objectively
for all allegations. Interviews with staff in charge of conducting investigations confirmed that
they follow this policy. WCI reports that they have had (22) allegations of sexual abuse and
sexual harassment in the past 12 months.

115.71 (b) WIDOC has trained 270 staff member in the Department who have received
specialized training in sexual abuse investigations. These staff members received a training
certificate demonstrating that they have completed the training.

115.71 (c) WIDOC Investigators were trained in how to gather and preserve direct and
circumstantial evidence. WIDOC follows their evidence protocol and first responder protocol
related to protecting and preserving the scene and evidence. If the sexual abuse allegation
potentially involves criminal behavior, the Dodge County Sherriff's Department would be called
and they would be in charge of the investigation.

115.71 (d) WIDOC policy states that when there is evidence that appears to support criminal
prosecution, WCI would contact the Dodge County Sherriff's Department and they would take
over the investigations. WCI Investigators Interviewed said that they would document this
transaction.

115.71 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII prohibits requiring an inmate who
alleges sexual abuse to submit to a polygraph examination or other truth-telling device as a
condition for proceeding with the investigation. Also, the credibility of an alleged victim,
suspect, or witness shall be assessed on an individual basis. Interviews with WCI trained
investor’s corroborated this policy is followed in practice.

115.71 (f) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires the Investigations staff to make
an effort to determine whether staff actions or failures to act contributed to the abuse and
document in a written report a description of the evidence, the reasoning behind credibility
assessments, and investigative facts and findings. Interviews with MWCC trained investor’s
corroborated this policy is followed in practice.

115.71 (g) The Dodge County Sherriffs Department conducts all criminal investigations for
allegations of criminal activity at WCI. Their reports follows the requirements of this standard.
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115.71 (h) The Dodge County Sherriff's Department conducts all criminal investigations for
allegations of criminal activity at MWCC. Any substantiated allegations of conduct that appears
to be criminal would be forwarded for prosecution.

115.71 (I) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires that all written reports
pertaining to the administrative or criminal investigation of alleged sexual abuse and sexual
harassment for as long as the alleged abusers is incarcerated or employed by the agency,
plus 10 years. 

115.71 (j) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires that if the alleged abuser or
victim departs the facility, that the investigation still proceed. Interviews with WIC trained
investigator's corroborated this policy is followed in practice .

115.71 (k) N/A

115.71 (l) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires that when an outside
investigation of sexual abuse occurs, that the facility cooperate with outside investigators and
that they remain informed about the progress. Interviews with WCI confirmed that they remain
informed about the progress of the investigation.

Corrective Action: None

115.72 Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Interviews with Investigatory staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.72 (a) Executive Directive 72 Section XVII prohibits Investigatory staff from imposing a
standard higher than a preponderance of the evidence in determining whether allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment are substantiated. Interviews with WCI trained investor’s
corroborated this standard is followed in practice.

Corrective Action: None
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115.73 Reporting to inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Sample Notification Letter
3. Interviews with Investigatory staff
4. Pre-Audit Questionaire

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.73 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires the inmate to receive
notification as to whether the allegation has been determined to be substantiated,
unsubstantiated, or unfounded. In the past 12 months WCI had (22) allegations of sexual
abuse in the facility. WCI was able to show the auditor documentation of letters.

115.73 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires the facility to request relevant
information from the investigation in order to inform the inmate. Interviews with the Warden
and Investigator confirmed that this would be the practice if an incident requiring another
investigative agency were to occur.

115.73 (c) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires the facility to inform the inmate
who alleges that a staff member committed sexual abuse against the inmate whenever:

1. The staff member is no longer posted within the inmate’s unit
2. The staff member is no longer employed at the facility
3. The agency learns that the staff member has been indicted on a charge related to sexual
abuse within the facility
4. The agency learns that the staff member has been convicted on a charge related to sexual
abuse with the facility

115.73 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires the facility to inform the inmate
who alleges that another inmate committed sexual abuse against the inmate whenever:

1. The agency learns that the alleged abuser has been indicted or a charge related to sexual
abuse within the facility
2. The agency learns that the alleged abuser has been convicted on a charge related to
sexual abuse within the facility. 

115.73 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 requires all notifications or attempted notifications to
be document. WCI provided the auditor with documented notification letters .

Corrective Action: None
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115.76 Disciplinary sanctions for staff

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Pre-Audit Questionnaire

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.76 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states that staff shall be subject to
disciplinary sanctions up to and including termination for violating agency sexual abuse or
sexual harassment policies. WCI reports that there have been (1) staff who have been
disciplined for violating the agencies sexual abuse and sexual harassment policies. (staff
member resigned)

115.76 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states that termination shall be the
presumptive disciplinary sanction for staff who have engaged in sexual abuse.

115.76 (c) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states that disciplinary sanctions for
violations of agency policies relating to sexual abuse or sexual harassment shall be
commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the acts committed, the staff members
disciplinary history, and the sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by other staff with
similar histories. WCI reports that there have been (1) staff who have been disciplined for
violating the agencies policies relating to sexual abuse and sexual harassment.

115.76 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states that all terminations for violations
of agency sexual abuse or sexual harassment, or resignations by staff that would have been
terminated shall be reported to Dodge county Sherriff unless it was clearly not criminal. Those
staff who have a license by a licensing board and violent the agencies policy regarding sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, WCI will also report those violations to the applicable licensing
body. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.77 Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with the Superintendent

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.77 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIX provides that any contractor or
volunteer who engages in sexual abuse shall be prohibited from contract with inmates.
Potentially criminal conduct would be reported to the Dodge County Sherriff Department and
to any relevant licensing bodies. WCI reports that they have had zero reports of sexual abuse
of an inmate by a contractor or volunteer.

115.77 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XIX requires the facility to take appropriate
remedial measures and considers whether to further prohibit contact with inmates by a
contractor or volunteer who has violated the agencies sexual abuse and sexual harassment
policies. WCI reports that they have not had to take any measures against a volunteer or
contractor for violating the agency policy.

Corrective Action: None
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115.78 Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Facility Superintendent

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.78 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 provides that inmates who have committed
offender-on-offender sexual abuse are subject to disciplinary sanctions pursuant to a formal
disciplinary process. WCI reports that during that past 12 months there have been (1) findings
of inmate-on-inmate sexual abuse. 

115.78 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 provides that the sanctions for inmate-on-inmate
sexual abuse should be commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the violation, the
inmates disciplinary history and the sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by other
inmates with similar histories.

115.78 (c) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 provides that the disciplinary process shall consider
whether a perpetrating inmates mental disabilities or mental illness contributed to his or her
behavior when determining what type of sanction, if any, should be imposed.

115.78 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 provides that MWCC consider requiring perpetrating
inmates to participate in interventions, such as therapy or counseling. WCI should also
address and correct the underlying reasons or motivations for abuse.

115.78 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 provides that an inmate may only be disciplined for
sexual contact with an employee upon a finding that the employee did not consent to such
contact. 

115.78 (f) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 prohibits disciplinary action against an inmate that
made a report of sexual abuse in good faith even if an investigation does not establish
evidence sufficient to substantiate the allegation. The sexual abuse report does not constitute
a false report.

Corrective Action: None
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115.81 Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health
4. Authorization for Disclosure of Non-Health Confidential Information Form
5. Authorization for Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information Form

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.81 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires that all inmates who have
disclosed prior sexual victimization during an intake screening are offered a follow-up meeting
with a mental health practitioner within 14 days of the initial or follow-up screening. During the
past 12 months, WCI had 100 inmate who disclosed prior sexual victimization or perpetrated
sexual abuse ,however there was no referrals . 

115.81 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires that all inmates who have
previously perpetrated sexual abuse, as indicated during the intake screening are offered a
follow-up meeting with a mental health practitioner within 14 days of the screening. During the
past 12 months WCI, had 100 inmate who previously perpetrated sexual abuse or were
victimized however there was no referrals. 

115.31 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires that appropriate controls be
placed on the dissemination of information gathered from the initial and follow-up screenings
to ensure that sensitive information is not exploited. Information related to sexual victimization
or abusiveness that occurred in an institutional setting is strictly limited to medical and mental
health clinicians and other employees, as necessary, to inform treatment pans and security
and management decisions.

115.81 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires medical and mental health
practitioners to obtain informed consent from the inmates before reporting information about
prior sexual victimization that did not occur in an institutional setting. Interviews with mental
health staff that they were aware of the use of the informed consent form for mental health .

Corrective Action: None
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115.82 Access to emergency medical and mental health services

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health Staff
3. Interviews with Security and Non-Security Staff
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
5. Off-Site Service Request and Report (DOC-3001) Form

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.82 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires inmate victims of sexual abuse
to receive timely, unimpeded access to emergency medical treatment and crisis intervention
series that is determined by medical and mental health practitioners according to their
judgement. Interviews with medical and mental health providers indicated that the victim would
receive the medical services required by this subsection.

115.82 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires that if no qualified medical or
mental health practitioners are on duty at the time of a report of recent sexual abuse is made,
staff first responders will take steps to protect the victim and will notify the appropriate medical
practitioners immediately. Interviews with both security and non-security staff verified that this
would be the practice if an incident were to occur.

115.82 (c) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires inmate victims of sexual abuse
while incarcerated to be offered timely information about and timely access to emergency
contraception and sexually transmitted infections prophylaxis. Interviews with medical staff
confirmed that this policy is in practice at WCI.

115.82 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires that sexual abuse victims
receive treatment services at no cost. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.83 Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and abusers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Tour Observations
4. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health Staff

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.83 (a) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires WCI to offer medical and mental health
evaluations and treatment to all inmates who have been sexual victimized while incarcerated.

115.83 (b) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with medical and mental
health staff confirmed that victims of sexual abuse/harassment would receive appropriate
levels of service as required by this subsection.

115.83 (c) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with medical and mental
health staff confirmed that victims of sexual abuse receive medical and mental health services
that is consistent with the community level of care.

115.83 (d) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with WCI medical staff
confirm that inmate victims of sexual abusive vaginal penetration while incarcerated will be
offered pregnancy tests.(N/A Male Facility)

115.83 (e) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with WCI medical staff
confirm that if an inmate gets pregnant as a result of sexual abuse while incarcerated the
victim will receive timely and comprehensive information about all lawful pregnancy-related
medical services.(N/A Male Facility)

115.83 (f) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with WCI medical staff
confirm that inmate victims of sexual abuse while incarcerated will be offered test for sexual
transmitted infections as medically appropriate.

115.83 (g) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with WCI medical staff
confirm that treatment services will be provided at no financial cost for the victim.

115.83 (h) Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with WCI mental health
care staff confirm that WCI attempts to conduct a mental health evaluation of all know inmate-
on-inmate abusers within 60 days of learning about such sexual abuse history. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.86 Sexual abuse incident reviews

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with the Superintenden

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.86 (a) Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the facility to conduct a sexual abuse
incident review at the conclusion of every sexual abuse investigation unless it was determined
to be unfounded. WcI reports that there have been (22) investigations of alleged sexual
abuse.

115.86 (b) Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the facility to conduct an incident review
within 30 days of the conclusion of the investigation. WCI reported (22) sexual abuse
investigations. The auditor was able to view all records pertaining to this sub-standard. Staff
were well aware of their role if a sexual abuse investigation were to occur and there need to
conduct an incident review. 

115.86 (c) Executive Directive 72 outlines and WCI staff have an incident review team in place
when there is a need to conduct an incident review. The team consists of the Superintendent,
the Captain of the facility, and others who are deemed necessary based on the incident.

115.86 (d) Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the incident review to consider the
following:
• Whether the allegation of investigation or investigation indicates a need to change policy or
practice to better prevent, detect, or respond to sexual abuse
• Whether the incident or allegation was motivated by race, ethnicity, gender identity, lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex identification, status or perceived status; gang
affiliation; or was motivated or otherwise caused by other group dynamics at the facility
• Whether the area in the facility where the incident allegedly occurred to assess whether
physical barriers in the area may enable abuse
• Whether there was adequate staffing levels in that area during the different shifts
• Whether monitoring technology should be deployed or augmented to supplement
supervision by employees
• Prepare a report of its findings and submit the report to the facility head and PREA
Compliance Manager. 

115.86 (e) Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the facility to implement the
recommendations for improvement, or shall document its reasons for not doing so. Interviews
with the facility administrators indicate that this would be the practice based on any findings
and recommendations from the incident review report.
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Corrective Action: None
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115.87 Data collection

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Wisconsin DOC Website

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.87 (a)/(c) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI details the types of data that needs to be
collected and it is, at a minimum, all the necessary data to answer all the questions from the
most recent version of the Survey of Sexual Violence conducted by the DOJ. Data collected by
the WIDOC is securely retained and maintained for at least 10 years after the data of initial
collection.

115.87 (b) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires and practice indicates that they
aggregate the incident based sexual abuse data on a annually bases. 

115.87 (d) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires them to maintain, review, and
collect data as needed from all available incident-based documents, including reports,
investigation files, and sexual abuse incident reviews.

115.87 (e) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires the agency to obtain incident
based and aggregated data from the private contractors it uses for the confinement of its
inmates.

115.87 (f) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that the agency provide all such
data from the previous calendar year to the DOJ no later than June 30th. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.88 Data review for corrective action

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Agency Head, PREA Coordinator, and PREA Compliance Manager
3. WIDOC PREA Annual Report 
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.88 (a) WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires and documentation reviewed
confirm that WIDOC reviews data collected and aggregated pursuant to §115.87. WIDOC
prepares an annual report of its findings, and its posts that annual report on its webpage. 

115.88 (b) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires and documentation reviewed confirms
that the annual report prepared by the WIDOC includes a comparison of the current year’s
data and corrective actions with those from the prior years.

115.88 (c) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that the annual report be posted
publicly to the DOC’s website. The auditor confirmed that the annual report is posted on the
WIDOC’s website.

115.88 (d) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI states that they may redact specific material
from the reports when publications would present a clear and specific threat to safety and
security.

Corrective Action: None
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115.89 Data storage, publication, and destruction

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.89 (a & d) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that data collected pursuant to §
115.87 is securely retained and that the information is maintained for at least 10 years.

115.89 (b) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that all aggregated sexual abuse data
from the facilities under its control and those that it contracts with are made readily available to
the public on its website. The auditor confirmed that the data is posted on the WIDOC website
under Prison Rape Elimination Act.

115.89 (c) Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that all personal identifiers are removed
before making the data available to the public. The auditor reviewed the reports listed on the
WIDOC and did not see any personally identifiable information.

Corrective Action: None
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115.401 Frequency and scope of audits

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. WIDOC Website 
2. Inmate Interviews
3. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.401 (a) The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has 40 facilities that are required to be
audited under the PREA standards. While the agency did not audit one-third of its facilities in
each of the years of the first cycle it has completed all of the audits within the 3 year period.
The agency is currently in the first year of the secound three year cycle .This will be the
secound WCI audit. 

115.401 (h) The audit team was able to enter all areas within the facility without restriction.

115.401 (i) The audit team was received any relevant documents that were requested.

115.401 (m) The audit team was provide with offices that allowed for private interviews.

115.401 (n) Inmates were able to send confidential information to the auditor in the same way
they would communicate with legal counsel. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.403 Audit contents and findings

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, Site Review):

1. WIDOC website

Findings (By Subsection): 

115.403 (f) The WIDOC website lists all the pervious PREA audit reports that were conducted.
They can be viewed by going to the following web link http://doc.wi.gov/About/DOC-
Overview/Office-of-the-Secretary/Prison-Ra
pe-Elimination-Act-Unit.

Corrective Action: None
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Appendix: Provision Findings

115.11 (a) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

Does the agency have a written policy mandating zero tolerance toward
all forms of sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the written policy outline the agency’s approach to preventing,
detecting, and responding to sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

115.11 (b) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

Has the agency employed or designated an agency-wide PREA
Coordinator?

yes

Is the PREA Coordinator position in the upper-level of the agency
hierarchy?

yes

Does the PREA Coordinator have sufficient time and authority to
develop, implement, and oversee agency efforts to comply with the
PREA standards in all of its facilities?

yes

115.11 (c) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

If this agency operates more than one facility, has each facility
designated a PREA compliance manager? (N/A if agency operates only
one facility.)

yes

Does the PREA compliance manager have sufficient time and authority
to coordinate the facility’s efforts to comply with the PREA standards?
(N/A if agency operates only one facility.)

yes

115.12 (a) Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

If this agency is public and it contracts for the confinement of its inmates
with private agencies or other entities including other government
agencies, has the agency included the entity’s obligation to comply with
the PREA standards in any new contract or contract renewal signed on
or after August 20, 2012? (N/A if the agency does not contract with
private agencies or other entities for the confinement of inmates.)

yes
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115.12 (b) Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

Does any new contract or contract renewal signed on or after August 20,
2012 provide for agency contract monitoring to ensure that the
contractor is complying with the PREA standards? (N/A if the agency
does not contract with private agencies or other entities for the
confinement of inmates OR the response to 115.12(a)-1 is "NO".)

yes

115.13 (a) Supervision and monitoring

Does the agency ensure that each facility has developed a staffing plan
that provides for adequate levels of staffing and, where applicable, video
monitoring, to protect inmates against sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility has documented a staffing
plan that provides for adequate levels of staffing and, where applicable,
video monitoring, to protect inmates against sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the generally accepted detention and correctional
practices in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any judicial findings of inadequacy in calculating adequate
staffing levels and determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any findings of inadequacy from Federal investigative
agencies in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any findings of inadequacy from internal or external
oversight bodies in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining
the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration all components of the facility’s physical plant (including
“blind-spots” or areas where staff or inmates may be isolated) in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the composition of the inmate population in calculating
adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into yes
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consideration the number and placement of supervisory staff in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the institution programs occurring on a particular shift in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any applicable State or local laws, regulations, or
standards in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the prevalence of substantiated and unsubstantiated
incidents of sexual abuse in calculating adequate staffing levels and
determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any other relevant factors in calculating adequate staffing
levels and determining the need for video monitoring ?

yes

115.13 (b) Supervision and monitoring

In circumstances where the staffing plan is not complied with, does the
facility document and justify all deviations from the plan? (N/A if no
deviations from staffing plan.)

yes

115.13 (c) Supervision and monitoring

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The staffing plan established pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section?

yes

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The facility’s deployment of video monitoring
systems and other monitoring technologies?

yes

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The resources the facility has available to
commit to ensure adherence to the staffing plan?

yes
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115.13 (d) Supervision and monitoring

Has the facility/agency implemented a policy and practice of having
intermediate-level or higher-level supervisors conduct and document
unannounced rounds to identify and deter staff sexual abuse and sexual
harassment?

yes

Is this policy and practice implemented for night shifts as well as day
shifts?

yes

Does the facility/agency have a policy prohibiting staff from alerting other
staff members that these supervisory rounds are occurring, unless such
announcement is related to the legitimate operational functions of the
facility?

yes

115.14 (a) Youthful inmates

Does the facility place all youthful inmates in housing units that separate
them from sight, sound, and physical contact with any adult inmates
through use of a shared dayroom or other common space, shower area,
or sleeping quarters? (N/A if facility does not have youthful inmates
(inmates <18 years old).)

yes

115.14 (b) Youthful inmates

In areas outside of housing units does the agency maintain sight and
sound separation between youthful inmates and adult inmates? (N/A if
facility does not have youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

yes

In areas outside of housing units does the agency provide direct staff
supervision when youthful inmates and adult inmates have sight, sound,
or physical contact? (N/A if facility does not have youthful inmates
(inmates <18 years old).)

yes
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115.14 (c) Youthful inmates

Does the agency make its best efforts to avoid placing youthful inmates
in isolation to comply with this provision? (N/A if facility does not have
youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

yes

Does the agency, while complying with this provision, allow youthful
inmates daily large-muscle exercise and legally required special
education services, except in exigent circumstances? (N/A if facility does
not have youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

yes

Do youthful inmates have access to other programs and work
opportunities to the extent possible? (N/A if facility does not have
youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

yes

115.15 (a) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from conducting any cross-gender strip or
cross-gender visual body cavity searches, except in exigent
circumstances or by medical practitioners?

yes

115.15 (b) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from conducting cross-gender pat-down
searches of female inmates in non-exigent circumstances? (N/A here for
facilities with less than 50 inmates before August 20,2017.)

na

Does the facility always refrain from restricting female inmates’ access to
regularly available programming or other out-of-cell opportunities in
order to comply with this provision? (N/A here for facilities with less than
50 inmates before August 20,2017.)

na

115.15 (c) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility document all cross-gender strip searches and cross-
gender visual body cavity searches?

yes

Does the facility document all cross-gender pat-down searches of female
inmates?

yes
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115.15 (d) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility implement a policy and practice that enables inmates to
shower, perform bodily functions, and change clothing without
nonmedical staff of the opposite gender viewing their breasts, buttocks,
or genitalia, except in exigent circumstances or when such viewing is
incidental to routine cell checks?

yes

Does the facility require staff of the opposite gender to announce their
presence when entering an inmate housing unit?

yes

115.15 (e) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from searching or physically examining
transgender or intersex inmates for the sole purpose of determining the
inmate’s genital status?

yes

If an inmate’s genital status is unknown, does the facility determine
genital status during conversations with the inmate, by reviewing medical
records, or, if necessary, by learning that information as part of a
broader medical examination conducted in private by a medical
practitioner?

yes

115.15 (f) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility/agency train security staff in how to conduct cross-
gender pat down searches in a professional and respectful manner, and
in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with security needs?

yes

Does the facility/agency train security staff in how to conduct searches of
transgender and intersex inmates in a professional and respectful
manner, and in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with
security needs?

yes

115.16 (a) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who are deaf or hard
of hearing?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all

yes
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aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who are blind or have
low vision?

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have intellectual
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have psychiatric
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have speech
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: Other (if "other," please explain
in overall determination notes.)

yes

Do such steps include, when necessary, ensuring effective
communication with inmates who are deaf or hard of hearing?

yes

Do such steps include, when necessary, providing access to interpreters
who can interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively
and expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: Have intellectual disabilities?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: Have limited reading skills?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: are blind or have low vision?

yes
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115.16 (b) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to
all aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to
sexual abuse and sexual harassment to inmates who are limited English
proficient?

yes

Do these steps include providing interpreters who can interpret
effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively and expressively,
using any necessary specialized vocabulary?

yes

115.16 (c) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency always refrain from relying on inmate interpreters,
inmate readers, or other types of inmate assistance except in limited
circumstances where an extended delay in obtaining an effective
interpreter could compromise the inmate’s safety, the performance of
first-response duties under §115.64, or the investigation of the inmate’s
allegations?

yes
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115.17 (a) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has engaged in sexual abuse in a prison,
jail, lockup, community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or other
institution (as defined in 42 U.S.C. 1997)?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has been convicted of engaging or
attempting to engage in sexual activity in the community facilitated by
force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim did not
consent or was unable to consent or refuse?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has been civilly or administratively
adjudicated to have engaged in the activity described in the two bullets
immediately above?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has engaged in sexual abuse in
a prison, jail, lockup, community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or
other institution (as defined in 42 U.S.C. 1997)?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has been convicted of engaging
or attempting to engage in sexual activity in the community facilitated by
force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim did not
consent or was unable to consent or refuse?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has been civilly or
administratively adjudicated to have engaged in the activity described in
the two bullets immediately above?

yes

115.17 (b) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency consider any incidents of sexual harassment in
determining whether to hire or promote anyone, or to enlist the services
of any contractor, who may have contact with inmates?

yes
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115.17 (c) Hiring and promotion decisions

Before hiring new employees who may have contact with inmates, does
the agency: perform a criminal background records check?

yes

Before hiring new employees who may have contact with inmates, does
the agency: consistent with Federal, State, and local law, make its best
efforts to contact all prior institutional employers for information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or any resignation during a
pending investigation of an allegation of sexual abuse?

yes

115.17 (d) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency perform a criminal background records check before
enlisting the services of any contractor who may have contact with
inmates?

yes

115.17 (e) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency either conduct criminal background records checks at
least every five years of current employees and contractors who may
have contact with inmates or have in place a system for otherwise
capturing such information for current employees?

yes

115.17 (f) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency ask all applicants and employees who may have
contact with inmates directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (a) of this section in written applications or interviews for
hiring or promotions?

yes

Does the agency ask all applicants and employees who may have
contact with inmates directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (a) of this section in any interviews or written self-evaluations
conducted as part of reviews of current employees?

yes

Does the agency impose upon employees a continuing affirmative duty
to disclose any such misconduct?

yes
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115.17 (g) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency consider material omissions regarding such
misconduct, or the provision of materially false information, grounds for
termination?

yes

115.17 (h) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency provide information on substantiated allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving a former employee upon
receiving a request from an institutional employer for whom such
employee has applied to work? (N/A if providing information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving
a former employee is prohibited by law.)

yes

115.18 (a) Upgrades to facilities and technologies

If the agency designed or acquired any new facility or planned any
substantial expansion or modification of existing facilities, did the agency
consider the effect of the design, acquisition, expansion, or modification
upon the agency’s ability to protect inmates from sexual abuse? (N/A if
agency/facility has not acquired a new facility or made a substantial
expansion to existing facilities since August 20, 2012, or since the last
PREA audit, whichever is later.)

yes

115.18 (b) Upgrades to facilities and technologies

If the agency installed or updated a video monitoring system, electronic
surveillance system, or other monitoring technology, did the agency
consider how such technology may enhance the agency’s ability to
protect inmates from sexual abuse? (N/A if agency/facility has not
installed or updated a video monitoring system, electronic surveillance
system, or other monitoring technology since August 20, 2012, or since
the last PREA audit, whichever is later.)

yes
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115.21 (a) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency is responsible for investigating allegations of sexual abuse,
does the agency follow a uniform evidence protocol that maximizes the
potential for obtaining usable physical evidence for administrative
proceedings and criminal prosecutions? (N/A if the agency/facility is not
responsible for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual
abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (b) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Is this protocol developmentally appropriate for youth where applicable?
(N/A if the agency/facility is not responsible for conducting any form of
criminal OR administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

Is this protocol, as appropriate, adapted from or otherwise based on the
most recent edition of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office on
Violence Against Women publication, “A National Protocol for Sexual
Assault Medical Forensic Examinations, Adults/Adolescents,” or similarly
comprehensive and authoritative protocols developed after 2011? (N/A if
the agency/facility is not responsible for conducting any form of criminal
OR administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (c) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Does the agency offer all victims of sexual abuse access to forensic
medical examinations, whether on-site or at an outside facility, without
financial cost, where evidentiarily or medically appropriate?

yes

Are such examinations performed by Sexual Assault Forensic Examiners
(SAFEs) or Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners (SANEs) where possible?

yes

If SAFEs or SANEs cannot be made available, is the examination
performed by other qualified medical practitioners (they must have been
specifically trained to conduct sexual assault forensic exams)?

yes

Has the agency documented its efforts to provide SAFEs or SANEs? yes
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115.21 (d) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Does the agency attempt to make available to the victim a victim
advocate from a rape crisis center?

yes

If a rape crisis center is not available to provide victim advocate services,
does the agency make available to provide these services a qualified
staff member from a community-based organization, or a qualified
agency staff member?

yes

Has the agency documented its efforts to secure services from rape
crisis centers?

yes

115.21 (e) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

As requested by the victim, does the victim advocate, qualified agency
staff member, or qualified community-based organization staff member
accompany and support the victim through the forensic medical
examination process and investigatory interviews?

yes

As requested by the victim, does this person provide emotional support,
crisis intervention, information, and referrals?

yes

115.21 (f) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency itself is not responsible for investigating allegations of
sexual abuse, has the agency requested that the investigating entity
follow the requirements of paragraphs (a) through (e) of this section?
(N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for conducting criminal AND
administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (h) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency uses a qualified agency staff member or a qualified
community-based staff member for the purposes of this section, has the
individual been screened for appropriateness to serve in this role and
received education concerning sexual assault and forensic examination
issues in general? (N/A if agency attempts to make a victim advocate
from a rape crisis center available to victims per 115.21(d) above.)

yes
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115.22 (a) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

Does the agency ensure an administrative or criminal investigation is
completed for all allegations of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure an administrative or criminal investigation is
completed for all allegations of sexual harassment?

yes

115.22 (b) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

Does the agency have a policy and practice in place to ensure that
allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment are referred for
investigation to an agency with the legal authority to conduct criminal
investigations, unless the allegation does not involve potentially criminal
behavior?

yes

Has the agency published such policy on its website or, if it does not
have one, made the policy available through other means?

yes

Does the agency document all such referrals? yes

115.22 (c) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

If a separate entity is responsible for conducting criminal investigations,
does such publication describe the responsibilities of both the agency
and the investigating entity? (N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for
criminal investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes
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115.31 (a) Employee training

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on its zero-tolerance policy for sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to fulfill their responsibilities under agency sexual abuse and
sexual harassment prevention, detection, reporting, and response
policies and procedures?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on inmates’ right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the right of inmates and employees to be free from retaliation for
reporting sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the dynamics of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in
confinement?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the common reactions of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
victims?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to detect and respond to signs of threatened and actual sexual
abuse?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to avoid inappropriate relationships with inmates?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to communicate effectively and professionally with inmates,
including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or gender
nonconforming inmates?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to comply with relevant laws related to mandatory reporting of
sexual abuse to outside authorities?

yes
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115.31 (b) Employee training

Is such training tailored to the gender of the inmates at the employee’s
facility?

yes

Have employees received additional training if reassigned from a facility
that houses only male inmates to a facility that houses only female
inmates, or vice versa?

yes

115.31 (c) Employee training

Have all current employees who may have contact with inmates received
such training?

yes

Does the agency provide each employee with refresher training every
two years to ensure that all employees know the agency’s current sexual
abuse and sexual harassment policies and procedures?

yes

In years in which an employee does not receive refresher training, does
the agency provide refresher information on current sexual abuse and
sexual harassment policies?

yes

115.31 (d) Employee training

Does the agency document, through employee signature or electronic
verification, that employees understand the training they have received?

yes

115.32 (a) Volunteer and contractor training

Has the agency ensured that all volunteers and contractors who have
contact with inmates have been trained on their responsibilities under
the agency’s sexual abuse and sexual harassment prevention, detection,
and response policies and procedures?

yes

115.32 (b) Volunteer and contractor training

Have all volunteers and contractors who have contact with inmates been
notified of the agency’s zero-tolerance policy regarding sexual abuse
and sexual harassment and informed how to report such incidents (the
level and type of training provided to volunteers and contractors shall be
based on the services they provide and level of contact they have with
inmates)?

yes
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115.32 (c) Volunteer and contractor training

Does the agency maintain documentation confirming that volunteers and
contractors understand the training they have received?

yes

115.33 (a) Inmate education

During intake, do inmates receive information explaining the agency’s
zero-tolerance policy regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

During intake, do inmates receive information explaining how to report
incidents or suspicions of sexual abuse or sexual harassment?

yes

115.33 (b) Inmate education

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding: Their
rights to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding: Their
rights to be free from retaliation for reporting such incidents?

yes

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding:
Agency policies and procedures for responding to such incidents?

yes

115.33 (c) Inmate education

Have all inmates received such education? yes

Do inmates receive education upon transfer to a different facility to the
extent that the policies and procedures of the inmate’s new facility differ
from those of the previous facility?

yes
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115.33 (d) Inmate education

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are limited English proficient?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are deaf?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are visually impaired?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are otherwise disabled?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who have limited reading skills?

yes

115.33 (e) Inmate education

Does the agency maintain documentation of inmate participation in these
education sessions?

yes

115.33 (f) Inmate education

In addition to providing such education, does the agency ensure that key
information is continuously and readily available or visible to inmates
through posters, inmate handbooks, or other written formats?

yes

115.34 (a) Specialized training: Investigations

In addition to the general training provided to all employees pursuant to
§115.31, does the agency ensure that, to the extent the agency itself
conducts sexual abuse investigations, its investigators have received
training in conducting such investigations in confinement settings? (N/A if
the agency does not conduct any form of administrative or criminal
sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes
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115.34 (b) Specialized training: Investigations

Does this specialized training include techniques for interviewing sexual
abuse victims? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include proper use of Miranda and Garrity
warnings? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include sexual abuse evidence collection in
confinement settings? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include the criteria and evidence required
to substantiate a case for administrative action or prosecution referral?
(N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of administrative or
criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.34 (c) Specialized training: Investigations

Does the agency maintain documentation that agency investigators have
completed the required specialized training in conducting sexual abuse
investigations? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.35 (a) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to detect and assess signs of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to preserve physical evidence of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to respond effectively and professionally to victims of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how and to whom to report allegations or suspicions of sexual
abuse and sexual harassment?

yes
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115.35 (b) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

If medical staff employed by the agency conduct forensic examinations,
do such medical staff receive appropriate training to conduct such
examinations? (N/A if agency medical staff at the facility do not conduct
forensic exams.)

na

115.35 (c) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Does the agency maintain documentation that medical and mental
health practitioners have received the training referenced in this
standard either from the agency or elsewhere?

yes

115.35 (d) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Do medical and mental health care practitioners employed by the
agency also receive training mandated for employees by §115.31?

yes

Do medical and mental health care practitioners contracted by and
volunteering for the agency also receive training mandated for
contractors and volunteers by §115.32?

yes

115.41 (a) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Are all inmates assessed during an intake screening for their risk of
being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other
inmates?

yes

Are all inmates assessed upon transfer to another facility for their risk of
being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other
inmates?

yes

115.41 (b) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Do intake screenings ordinarily take place within 72 hours of arrival at
the facility?

no
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115.41 (c) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Are all PREA screening assessments conducted using an objective
screening instrument?

yes
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115.41 (d) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (1) Whether the inmate
has a mental, physical, or developmental disability?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (2) The age of the
inmate?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (3) The physical build
of the inmate?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (4) Whether the inmate
has previously been incarcerated?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (5) Whether the
inmate’s criminal history is exclusively nonviolent?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (6) Whether the inmate
has prior convictions for sex offenses against an adult or child?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (7) Whether the inmate
is or is perceived to be gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or
gender nonconforming (the facility affirmatively asks the inmate about
his/her sexual orientation and gender identity AND makes a subjective
determination based on the screener’s perception whether the inmate is
gender non-conforming or otherwise may be perceived to be LGBTI)?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (8) Whether the inmate
has previously experienced sexual victimization?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (9) The inmate’s own
perception of vulnerability?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (10) Whether the
inmate is detained solely for civil immigration purposes?

yes
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115.41 (e) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: prior acts of
sexual abuse?

yes

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: prior
convictions for violent offenses?

yes

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: history of
prior institutional violence or sexual abuse?

yes

115.41 (f) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Within a set time period not more than 30 days from the inmate’s arrival
at the facility, does the facility reassess the inmate’s risk of victimization
or abusiveness based upon any additional, relevant information received
by the facility since the intake screening?

yes

115.41 (g) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Referral?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Request?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Incident of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Receipt of additional information that bears on the inmate’s risk of
sexual victimization or abusiveness?

yes

115.41 (h) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Is it the case that inmates are not ever disciplined for refusing to answer,
or for not disclosing complete information in response to, questions
asked pursuant to paragraphs (d)(1), (d)(7), (d)(8), or (d)(9) of this
section?

yes
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115.41 (i) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Has the agency implemented appropriate controls on the dissemination
within the facility of responses to questions asked pursuant to this
standard in order to ensure that sensitive information is not exploited to
the inmate’s detriment by staff or other inmates?

yes

115.42 (a) Use of screening information

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Housing Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Bed assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Work Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Education Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Program Assignments?

yes

115.42 (b) Use of screening information

Does the agency make individualized determinations about how to
ensure the safety of each inmate?

yes
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115.42 (c) Use of screening information

When deciding whether to assign a transgender or intersex inmate to a
facility for male or female inmates, does the agency consider on a case-
by-case basis whether a placement would ensure the inmate’s health
and safety, and whether a placement would present management or
security problems (NOTE: if an agency by policy or practice assigns
inmates to a male or female facility on the basis of anatomy alone, that
agency is not in compliance with this standard)?

yes

When making housing or other program assignments for transgender or
intersex inmates, does the agency consider on a case-by-case basis
whether a placement would ensure the inmate’s health and safety, and
whether a placement would present management or security problems?

yes

115.42 (d) Use of screening information

Are placement and programming assignments for each transgender or
intersex inmate reassessed at least twice each year to review any
threats to safety experienced by the inmate?

no

115.42 (e) Use of screening information

Are each transgender or intersex inmate’s own views with respect to his
or her own safety given serious consideration when making facility and
housing placement decisions and programming assignments?

yes

115.42 (f) Use of screening information

Are transgender and intersex inmates given the opportunity to shower
separately from other inmates?

yes
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115.42 (g) Use of screening information

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: lesbian, gay, and
bisexual inmates in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis
of such identification or status?

yes

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: transgender
inmates in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis of such
identification or status?

yes

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: intersex inmates
in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis of such
identification or status?

yes

115.43 (a) Protective Custody

Does the facility always refrain from placing inmates at high risk for
sexual victimization in involuntary segregated housing unless an
assessment of all available alternatives has been made, and a
determination has been made that there is no available alternative
means of separation from likely abusers?

yes

If a facility cannot conduct such an assessment immediately, does the
facility hold the inmate in involuntary segregated housing for less than 24
hours while completing the assessment?

yes
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115.43 (b) Protective Custody

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Programs to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Privileges to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Education to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Work opportunities to the
extent possible?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The opportunities that have
been limited?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The duration of the limitation?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The reasons for such
limitations?

yes

115.43 (c) Protective Custody

Does the facility assign inmates at high risk of sexual victimization to
involuntary segregated housing only until an alternative means of
separation from likely abusers can be arranged?

yes

Does such an assignment not ordinarily exceed a period of 30 days? yes

115.43 (d) Protective Custody

If an involuntary segregated housing assignment is made pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section, does the facility clearly document: The
basis for the facility’s concern for the inmate’s safety?

yes

If an involuntary segregated housing assignment is made pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section, does the facility clearly document: The
reason why no alternative means of separation can be arranged?

yes
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115.43 (e) Protective Custody

In the case of each inmate who is placed in involuntary segregation
because he/she is at high risk of sexual victimization, does the facility
afford a review to determine whether there is a continuing need for
separation from the general population EVERY 30 DAYS?

yes

115.51 (a) Inmate reporting

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Retaliation by other inmates or staff for reporting sexual abuse
and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Staff neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have
contributed to such incidents?

yes

115.51 (b) Inmate reporting

Does the agency also provide at least one way for inmates to report
sexual abuse or sexual harassment to a public or private entity or office
that is not part of the agency?

yes

Is that private entity or office able to receive and immediately forward
inmate reports of sexual abuse and sexual harassment to agency
officials?

yes

Does that private entity or office allow the inmate to remain anonymous
upon request?

yes

Are inmates detained solely for civil immigration purposes provided
information on how to contact relevant consular officials and relevant
officials at the Department of Homeland Security?

yes
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115.51 (c) Inmate reporting

Does staff accept reports of sexual abuse and sexual harassment made
verbally, in writing, anonymously, and from third parties?

yes

Does staff promptly document any verbal reports of sexual abuse and
sexual harassment?

yes

115.51 (d) Inmate reporting

Does the agency provide a method for staff to privately report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment of inmates?

yes

115.52 (a) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Is the agency exempt from this standard? NOTE: The agency is exempt
ONLY if it does not have administrative procedures to address inmate
grievances regarding sexual abuse. This does not mean the agency is
exempt simply because an inmate does not have to or is not ordinarily
expected to submit a grievance to report sexual abuse. This means that
as a matter of explicit policy, the agency does not have an administrative
remedies process to address sexual abuse.

yes

115.52 (b) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency permit inmates to submit a grievance regarding an
allegation of sexual abuse without any type of time limits? (The agency
may apply otherwise-applicable time limits to any portion of a grievance
that does not allege an incident of sexual abuse.) (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

na

Does the agency always refrain from requiring an inmate to use any
informal grievance process, or to otherwise attempt to resolve with staff,
an alleged incident of sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this
standard.)

na
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115.52 (c) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency ensure that: An inmate who alleges sexual abuse may
submit a grievance without submitting it to a staff member who is the
subject of the complaint? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

na

Does the agency ensure that: Such grievance is not referred to a staff
member who is the subject of the complaint? (N/A if agency is exempt
from this standard.)

na

115.52 (d) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency issue a final agency decision on the merits of any
portion of a grievance alleging sexual abuse within 90 days of the initial
filing of the grievance? (Computation of the 90-day time period does not
include time consumed by inmates in preparing any administrative
appeal.) (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

na

If the agency claims the maximum allowable extension of time to
respond of up to 70 days per 115.52(d)(3) when the normal time period
for response is insufficient to make an appropriate decision, does the
agency notify the inmate in writing of any such extension and provide a
date by which a decision will be made? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

na

At any level of the administrative process, including the final level, if the
inmate does not receive a response within the time allotted for reply,
including any properly noticed extension, may an inmate consider the
absence of a response to be a denial at that level? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

na
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115.52 (e) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Are third parties, including fellow inmates, staff members, family
members, attorneys, and outside advocates, permitted to assist inmates
in filing requests for administrative remedies relating to allegations of
sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

na

Are those third parties also permitted to file such requests on behalf of
inmates? (If a third party files such a request on behalf of an inmate, the
facility may require as a condition of processing the request that the
alleged victim agree to have the request filed on his or her behalf, and
may also require the alleged victim to personally pursue any subsequent
steps in the administrative remedy process.) (N/A if agency is exempt
from this standard.)

na

If the inmate declines to have the request processed on his or her
behalf, does the agency document the inmate’s decision? (N/A if agency
is exempt from this standard.)

na
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115.52 (f) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Has the agency established procedures for the filing of an emergency
grievance alleging that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

na

After receiving an emergency grievance alleging an inmate is subject to
a substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse, does the agency
immediately forward the grievance (or any portion thereof that alleges
the substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse) to a level of review at
which immediate corrective action may be taken? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.).

na

After receiving an emergency grievance described above, does the
agency provide an initial response within 48 hours? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

na

After receiving an emergency grievance described above, does the
agency issue a final agency decision within 5 calendar days? (N/A if
agency is exempt from this standard.)

na

Does the initial response and final agency decision document the
agency’s determination whether the inmate is in substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

na

Does the initial response document the agency’s action(s) taken in
response to the emergency grievance? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

na

Does the agency’s final decision document the agency’s action(s) taken
in response to the emergency grievance? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

na

115.52 (g) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

If the agency disciplines an inmate for filing a grievance related to
alleged sexual abuse, does it do so ONLY where the agency
demonstrates that the inmate filed the grievance in bad faith? (N/A if
agency is exempt from this standard.)

na
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115.53 (a) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the facility provide inmates with access to outside victim advocates
for emotional support services related to sexual abuse by giving inmates
mailing addresses and telephone numbers, including toll-free hotline
numbers where available, of local, State, or national victim advocacy or
rape crisis organizations?

yes

Does the facility provide persons detained solely for civil immigration
purposes mailing addresses and telephone numbers, including toll-free
hotline numbers where available of local, State, or national immigrant
services agencies?

yes

Does the facility enable reasonable communication between inmates
and these organizations and agencies, in as confidential a manner as
possible?

yes

115.53 (b) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the facility inform inmates, prior to giving them access, of the
extent to which such communications will be monitored and the extent to
which reports of abuse will be forwarded to authorities in accordance
with mandatory reporting laws?

yes

115.53 (c) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the agency maintain or attempt to enter into memoranda of
understanding or other agreements with community service providers
that are able to provide inmates with confidential emotional support
services related to sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency maintain copies of agreements or documentation
showing attempts to enter into such agreements?

yes

115.54 (a) Third-party reporting

Has the agency established a method to receive third-party reports of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Has the agency distributed publicly information on how to report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment on behalf of an inmate?

yes
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115.61 (a) Staff and agency reporting duties

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an
incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment that occurred in a facility,
whether or not it is part of the agency?

yes

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding
retaliation against inmates or staff who reported an incident of sexual
abuse or sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding any
staff neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have contributed to
an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment or retaliation?

yes

115.61 (b) Staff and agency reporting duties

Apart from reporting to designated supervisors or officials, does staff
always refrain from revealing any information related to a sexual abuse
report to anyone other than to the extent necessary, as specified in
agency policy, to make treatment, investigation, and other security and
management decisions?

yes

115.61 (c) Staff and agency reporting duties

Unless otherwise precluded by Federal, State, or local law, are medical
and mental health practitioners required to report sexual abuse pursuant
to paragraph (a) of this section?

yes

Are medical and mental health practitioners required to inform inmates
of the practitioner’s duty to report, and the limitations of confidentiality, at
the initiation of services?

yes

115.61 (d) Staff and agency reporting duties

If the alleged victim is under the age of 18 or considered a vulnerable
adult under a State or local vulnerable persons statute, does the agency
report the allegation to the designated State or local services agency
under applicable mandatory reporting laws?

yes
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115.61 (e) Staff and agency reporting duties

Does the facility report all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment, including third-party and anonymous reports, to the facility’s
designated investigators?

yes

115.62 (a) Agency protection duties

When the agency learns that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse, does it take immediate action to protect the
inmate?

yes

115.63 (a) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Upon receiving an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused while
confined at another facility, does the head of the facility that received the
allegation notify the head of the facility or appropriate office of the
agency where the alleged abuse occurred?

yes

115.63 (b) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Is such notification provided as soon as possible, but no later than 72
hours after receiving the allegation?

yes

115.63 (c) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Does the agency document that it has provided such notification? yes

115.63 (d) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Does the facility head or agency office that receives such notification
ensure that the allegation is investigated in accordance with these
standards?

yes
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115.64 (a) Staff first responder duties

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Separate the alleged victim and abuser?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be
taken to collect any evidence?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy
physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth,
changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating, if
the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection
of physical evidence?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Ensure that the alleged abuser does not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing
teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or
eating, if the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the
collection of physical evidence?

yes

115.64 (b) Staff first responder duties

If the first staff responder is not a security staff member, is the responder
required to request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, and then notify security staff?

yes

115.65 (a) Coordinated response

Has the facility developed a written institutional plan to coordinate
actions among staff first responders, medical and mental health
practitioners, investigators, and facility leadership taken in response to
an incident of sexual abuse?

yes
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115.66 (a) Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers

Are both the agency and any other governmental entities responsible for
collective bargaining on the agency’s behalf prohibited from entering into
or renewing any collective bargaining agreement or other agreement
that limit the agency’s ability to remove alleged staff sexual abusers from
contact with any inmates pending the outcome of an investigation or of a
determination of whether and to what extent discipline is warranted?

yes

115.67 (a) Agency protection against retaliation

Has the agency established a policy to protect all inmates and staff who
report sexual abuse or sexual harassment or cooperate with sexual
abuse or sexual harassment investigations from retaliation by other
inmates or staff?

yes

Has the agency designated which staff members or departments are
charged with monitoring retaliation?

yes

115.67 (b) Agency protection against retaliation

Does the agency employ multiple protection measures, such as housing
changes or transfers for inmate victims or abusers, removal of alleged
staff or inmate abusers from contact with victims, and emotional support
services for inmates or staff who fear retaliation for reporting sexual
abuse or sexual harassment or for cooperating with investigations?

yes
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115.67 (c) Agency protection against retaliation

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor the conduct and treatment of residents
or staff who reported the sexual abuse to see if there are changes that
may suggest possible retaliation by inmates or staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor the conduct and treatment of inmates
who were reported to have suffered sexual abuse to see if there are
changes that may suggest possible retaliation by inmates or staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Act promptly to remedy any such retaliation?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor any inmate disciplinary reports?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor inmate housing changes?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor inmate program changes?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor negative performance reviews of staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor reassignments of staff?

yes

Does the agency continue such monitoring beyond 90 days if the initial
monitoring indicates a continuing need?

yes

115.67 (d) Agency protection against retaliation

In the case of inmates, does such monitoring also include periodic status
checks?

yes
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115.67 (e) Agency protection against retaliation

If any other individual who cooperates with an investigation expresses a
fear of retaliation, does the agency take appropriate measures to protect
that individual against retaliation?

yes

115.68 (a) Post-allegation protective custody

Is any and all use of segregated housing to protect an inmate who is
alleged to have suffered sexual abuse subject to the requirements of §
115.43?

yes

115.71 (a) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When the agency conducts its own investigations into allegations of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment, does it do so promptly,
thoroughly, and objectively? (N/A if the agency/facility is not responsible
for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual abuse
investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does the agency conduct such investigations for all allegations, including
third party and anonymous reports? (N/A if the agency/facility is not
responsible for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual
abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.71 (b) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Where sexual abuse is alleged, does the agency use investigators who
have received specialized training in sexual abuse investigations as
required by 115.34?

yes

115.71 (c) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do investigators gather and preserve direct and circumstantial evidence,
including any available physical and DNA evidence and any available
electronic monitoring data?

yes

Do investigators interview alleged victims, suspected perpetrators, and
witnesses?

yes

Do investigators review prior reports and complaints of sexual abuse
involving the suspected perpetrator?

yes
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115.71 (d) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When the quality of evidence appears to support criminal prosecution,
does the agency conduct compelled interviews only after consulting with
prosecutors as to whether compelled interviews may be an obstacle for
subsequent criminal prosecution?

yes

115.71 (e) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do agency investigators assess the credibility of an alleged victim,
suspect, or witness on an individual basis and not on the basis of that
individual’s status as inmate or staff?

yes

Does the agency investigate allegations of sexual abuse without
requiring an inmate who alleges sexual abuse to submit to a polygraph
examination or other truth-telling device as a condition for proceeding?

yes

115.71 (f) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do administrative investigations include an effort to determine whether
staff actions or failures to act contributed to the abuse?

yes

Are administrative investigations documented in written reports that
include a description of the physical evidence and testimonial evidence,
the reasoning behind credibility assessments, and investigative facts and
findings?

yes

115.71 (g) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Are criminal investigations documented in a written report that contains a
thorough description of the physical, testimonial, and documentary
evidence and attaches copies of all documentary evidence where
feasible?

yes

115.71 (h) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Are all substantiated allegations of conduct that appears to be criminal
referred for prosecution?

yes
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115.71 (i) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Does the agency retain all written reports referenced in 115.71(f) and (g)
for as long as the alleged abuser is incarcerated or employed by the
agency, plus five years?

yes

115.71 (j) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Does the agency ensure that the departure of an alleged abuser or
victim from the employment or control of the agency does not provide a
basis for terminating an investigation?

yes

115.71 (l) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When an outside entity investigates sexual abuse, does the facility
cooperate with outside investigators and endeavor to remain informed
about the progress of the investigation? (N/A if an outside agency does
not conduct administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See
115.21(a).)

yes

115.72 (a) Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations

Is it true that the agency does not impose a standard higher than a
preponderance of the evidence in determining whether allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment are substantiated?

yes

115.73 (a) Reporting to inmates

Following an investigation into an inmate’s allegation that he or she
suffered sexual abuse in an agency facility, does the agency inform the
inmate as to whether the allegation has been determined to be
substantiated, unsubstantiated, or unfounded?

yes

115.73 (b) Reporting to inmates

If the agency did not conduct the investigation into an inmate’s allegation
of sexual abuse in an agency facility, does the agency request the
relevant information from the investigative agency in order to inform the
inmate? (N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for conducting
administrative and criminal investigations.)

yes
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115.73 (c) Reporting to inmates

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The staff member is no longer posted within the
inmate’s unit?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The staff member is no longer employed at the
facility?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The agency learns that the staff member has been
indicted on a charge related to sexual abuse in the facility?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The agency learns that the staff member has been
convicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes

115.73 (d) Reporting to inmates

Following an inmate’s allegation that he or she has been sexually
abused by another inmate, does the agency subsequently inform the
alleged victim whenever: The agency learns that the alleged abuser has
been indicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes

Following an inmate’s allegation that he or she has been sexually
abused by another inmate, does the agency subsequently inform the
alleged victim whenever: The agency learns that the alleged abuser has
been convicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes
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115.73 (e) Reporting to inmates

Does the agency document all such notifications or attempted
notifications?

yes

115.76 (a) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are staff subject to disciplinary sanctions up to and including termination
for violating agency sexual abuse or sexual harassment policies?

yes

115.76 (b) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Is termination the presumptive disciplinary sanction for staff who have
engaged in sexual abuse?

yes

115.76 (c) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are disciplinary sanctions for violations of agency policies relating to
sexual abuse or sexual harassment (other than actually engaging in
sexual abuse) commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the
acts committed, the staff member’s disciplinary history, and the
sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by other staff with similar
histories?

yes

115.76 (d) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies, or resignations by staff who would have been
terminated if not for their resignation, reported to: Law enforcement
agencies(unless the activity was clearly not criminal)?

yes

Are all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies, or resignations by staff who would have been
terminated if not for their resignation, reported to: Relevant licensing
bodies?

yes
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115.77 (a) Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse prohibited
from contact with inmates?

yes

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse reported to:
Law enforcement agencies (unless the activity was clearly not criminal)?

yes

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse reported to:
Relevant licensing bodies?

yes

115.77 (b) Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

In the case of any other violation of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies by a contractor or volunteer, does the facility take
appropriate remedial measures, and consider whether to prohibit further
contact with inmates?

yes

115.78 (a) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Following an administrative finding that an inmate engaged in inmate-on-
inmate sexual abuse, or following a criminal finding of guilt for inmate-
on-inmate sexual abuse, are inmates subject to disciplinary sanctions
pursuant to a formal disciplinary process?

yes

115.78 (b) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Are sanctions commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the
abuse committed, the inmate’s disciplinary history, and the sanctions
imposed for comparable offenses by other inmates with similar histories?

yes

115.78 (c) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

When determining what types of sanction, if any, should be imposed,
does the disciplinary process consider whether an inmate’s mental
disabilities or mental illness contributed to his or her behavior?

yes
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115.78 (d) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

If the facility offers therapy, counseling, or other interventions designed
to address and correct underlying reasons or motivations for the abuse,
does the facility consider whether to require the offending inmate to
participate in such interventions as a condition of access to programming
and other benefits?

yes

115.78 (e) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Does the agency discipline an inmate for sexual contact with staff only
upon a finding that the staff member did not consent to such contact?

yes

115.78 (f) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

For the purpose of disciplinary action does a report of sexual abuse
made in good faith based upon a reasonable belief that the alleged
conduct occurred NOT constitute falsely reporting an incident or lying,
even if an investigation does not establish evidence sufficient to
substantiate the allegation?

yes

115.78 (g) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Does the agency always refrain from considering non-coercive sexual
activity between inmates to be sexual abuse? (N/A if the agency does
not prohibit all sexual activity between inmates.)

yes

115.81 (a) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a prison inmate has
experienced prior sexual victimization, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a medical or mental health
practitioner within 14 days of the intake screening?

no
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115.81 (b) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a prison inmate has
previously perpetrated sexual abuse, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a mental health practitioner within 14
days of the intake screening? (N/A if the facility is not a prison.)

no

115.81 (c) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a jail inmate has
experienced prior sexual victimization, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a medical or mental health
practitioner within 14 days of the intake screening?

no

115.81 (d) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

Is any information related to sexual victimization or abusiveness that
occurred in an institutional setting strictly limited to medical and mental
health practitioners and other staff as necessary to inform treatment
plans and security management decisions, including housing, bed, work,
education, and program assignments, or as otherwise required by
Federal, State, or local law?

yes

115.81 (e) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

Do medical and mental health practitioners obtain informed consent from
inmates before reporting information about prior sexual victimization that
did not occur in an institutional setting, unless the inmate is under the
age of 18?

yes

115.82 (a) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Do inmate victims of sexual abuse receive timely, unimpeded access to
emergency medical treatment and crisis intervention services, the nature
and scope of which are determined by medical and mental health
practitioners according to their professional judgment?

yes
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115.82 (b) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

If no qualified medical or mental health practitioners are on duty at the
time a report of recent sexual abuse is made, do security staff first
responders take preliminary steps to protect the victim pursuant to §
115.62?

yes

Do security staff first responders immediately notify the appropriate
medical and mental health practitioners?

yes

115.82 (c) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Are inmate victims of sexual abuse offered timely information about and
timely access to emergency contraception and sexually transmitted
infections prophylaxis, in accordance with professionally accepted
standards of care, where medically appropriate?

yes

115.82 (d) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Are treatment services provided to the victim without financial cost and
regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with
any investigation arising out of the incident?

yes

115.83 (a)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the facility offer medical and mental health evaluation and, as
appropriate, treatment to all inmates who have been victimized by sexual
abuse in any prison, jail, lockup, or juvenile facility?

yes

115.83 (b)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the evaluation and treatment of such victims include, as
appropriate, follow-up services, treatment plans, and, when necessary,
referrals for continued care following their transfer to, or placement in,
other facilities, or their release from custody?

yes
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115.83 (c)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the facility provide such victims with medical and mental health
services consistent with the community level of care?

yes

115.83 (d)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are inmate victims of sexually abusive vaginal penetration while
incarcerated offered pregnancy tests? (N/A if all-male facility.)

na

115.83 (e)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

If pregnancy results from the conduct described in paragraph §
115.83(d), do such victims receive timely and comprehensive
information about and timely access to all lawful pregnancy-related
medical services? (N/A if all-male facility.)

na

115.83 (f)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are inmate victims of sexual abuse while incarcerated offered tests for
sexually transmitted infections as medically appropriate?

yes

115.83 (g)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are treatment services provided to the victim without financial cost and
regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with
any investigation arising out of the incident?

yes
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115.83 (h)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

If the facility is a prison, does it attempt to conduct a mental health
evaluation of all known inmate-on-inmate abusers within 60 days of
learning of such abuse history and offer treatment when deemed
appropriate by mental health practitioners? (NA if the facility is a jail.)

yes

115.86 (a) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the facility conduct a sexual abuse incident review at the
conclusion of every sexual abuse investigation, including where the
allegation has not been substantiated, unless the allegation has been
determined to be unfounded?

yes

115.86 (b) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does such review ordinarily occur within 30 days of the conclusion of the
investigation?

yes

115.86 (c) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the review team include upper-level management officials, with
input from line supervisors, investigators, and medical or mental health
practitioners?

yes
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115.86 (d) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the review team: Consider whether the allegation or investigation
indicates a need to change policy or practice to better prevent, detect, or
respond to sexual abuse?

yes

Does the review team: Consider whether the incident or allegation was
motivated by race; ethnicity; gender identity; lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or intersex identification, status, or perceived status; gang
affiliation; or other group dynamics at the facility?

yes

Does the review team: Examine the area in the facility where the incident
allegedly occurred to assess whether physical barriers in the area may
enable abuse?

yes

Does the review team: Assess the adequacy of staffing levels in that
area during different shifts?

yes

Does the review team: Assess whether monitoring technology should be
deployed or augmented to supplement supervision by staff?

yes

Does the review team: Prepare a report of its findings, including but not
necessarily limited to determinations made pursuant to §§ 115.86(d)(1)-
(d)(5), and any recommendations for improvement and submit such
report to the facility head and PREA compliance manager?

yes

115.86 (e) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the facility implement the recommendations for improvement, or
document its reasons for not doing so?

yes

115.87 (a) Data collection

Does the agency collect accurate, uniform data for every allegation of
sexual abuse at facilities under its direct control using a standardized
instrument and set of definitions?

yes

115.87 (b) Data collection

Does the agency aggregate the incident-based sexual abuse data at
least annually?

yes
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115.87 (c) Data collection

Does the incident-based data include, at a minimum, the data necessary
to answer all questions from the most recent version of the Survey of
Sexual Violence conducted by the Department of Justice?

yes

115.87 (d) Data collection

Does the agency maintain, review, and collect data as needed from all
available incident-based documents, including reports, investigation files,
and sexual abuse incident reviews?

yes

115.87 (e) Data collection

Does the agency also obtain incident-based and aggregated data from
every private facility with which it contracts for the confinement of its
inmates? (N/A if agency does not contract for the confinement of its
inmates.)

yes

115.87 (f) Data collection

Does the agency, upon request, provide all such data from the previous
calendar year to the Department of Justice no later than June 30? (N/A if
DOJ has not requested agency data.)

yes

115.88 (a) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Identifying problem areas?

yes

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Taking corrective action on an ongoing basis?

yes

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Preparing an annual report of its findings and
corrective actions for each facility, as well as the agency as a whole?

yes
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115.88 (b) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency’s annual report include a comparison of the current
year’s data and corrective actions with those from prior years and
provide an assessment of the agency’s progress in addressing sexual
abuse?

yes

115.88 (c) Data review for corrective action

Is the agency’s annual report approved by the agency head and made
readily available to the public through its website or, if it does not have
one, through other means?

yes

115.88 (d) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency indicate the nature of the material redacted where it
redacts specific material from the reports when publication would
present a clear and specific threat to the safety and security of a facility?

yes

115.89 (a) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency ensure that data collected pursuant to § 115.87 are
securely retained?

yes

115.89 (b) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency make all aggregated sexual abuse data, from facilities
under its direct control and private facilities with which it contracts,
readily available to the public at least annually through its website or, if it
does not have one, through other means?

yes

115.89 (c) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency remove all personal identifiers before making
aggregated sexual abuse data publicly available?

yes
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115.89 (d) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency maintain sexual abuse data collected pursuant to §
115.87 for at least 10 years after the date of the initial collection, unless
Federal, State, or local law requires otherwise?

yes

115.401 (a) Frequency and scope of audits

During the three-year period starting on August 20, 2013, and during
each three-year period thereafter, did the agency ensure that each
facility operated by the agency, or by a private organization on behalf of
the agency, was audited at least once.? (N/A before August 20, 2016.)

yes

115.401 (b) Frequency and scope of audits

During each one-year period starting on August 20, 2013, did the
agency ensure that at least one-third of each facility type operated by
the agency, or by a private organization on behalf of the agency, was
audited?

yes

115.401 (h) Frequency and scope of audits

Did the auditor have access to, and the ability to observe, all areas of the
audited facility?

yes

115.401 (i) Frequency and scope of audits

Was the auditor permitted to request and receive copies of any relevant
documents (including electronically stored information)?

yes

115.401 (m) Frequency and scope of audits

Was the auditor permitted to conduct private interviews with inmates,
residents, and detainees?

yes
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115.401 (n) Frequency and scope of audits

Were inmates permitted to send confidential information or
correspondence to the auditor in the same manner as if they were
communicating with legal counsel?

yes

115.403 (f) Audit contents and findings

The agency has published on its agency website, if it has one, or has
otherwise made publicly available, all Final Audit Reports within 90 days
of issuance by auditor. The review period is for prior audits completed
during the past three years PRECEDING THIS AGENCY AUDIT. In the
case of single facility agencies, the auditor shall ensure that the facility’s
last audit report was published. The pendency of any agency appeal
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 115.405 does not excuse noncompliance with
this provision. (N/A if there have been no Final Audit Reports issued in
the past three years, or in the case of single facility agencies that there
has never been a Final Audit Report issued.)

yes
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****************************************

Today: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, today with Madison Mayor Paul Soglin to 
discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

****************************************

STORY TOPICS

- White house

- 2018 governor 
campaign

- State government

- Federal 
government

- Local government

- Courts

TOP STORIES

Walker declines comment on Comey, suggests MO Gov. Greitens should 
step down
... "I'll leave that up to the people who are elected for federal office, since that's 
a federal issue," Walker said [after Nat'l Guard bill signing] when asked about 
Comey's [Trump "morally unfit"] comments ... [similar to May 2017 when Walker 
demurred from Comey firing, ""it is a federal issue and I don't have any legal 
expertise."] ... Greitens faces a felony charge of invasion of privacy after 
allegedly photographing a naked woman without her consent during an 
extramarital affair. ... "I think it's a horribly sad situation there," Walker said. "I 
think, looking at what the Legislature said there, if those reports are accurate 
and it seems like they keep reaffirming those, I don't know how someone stays 
in that position. I think for the citizens of the state, it's difficult, if not impossible, 
for him to govern." ... also did his best to dispel any rumors that he could jump 
ship for a position in Trump's administration ... [citing TGT advice] said ... "I can 



- Education

- Elections

- Environment

- Foxconn

- Health care

- Law and order

- Media

- Minnesota

- Retail

- Taxes

- Tourism

- Transportation

- Utilities

- Columns

unequivocally, without hesitation, tell you I will never willingly leave the role as 
governor through the end of this next coming term. I'm running for re-election to 
serve a full term." Rehash 2014 re-election full-term promise followed by 2015 
prez run. By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/85d8dc2f-ff11-59e9-86c5-3ef8f3978270.html

WI Dems say impact of 2020 national convention in Milwaukee could 
extend to Dane County
... Milwaukee Bucks executive Alex Lasry and Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett are 
spearheading the convention bid, which is pitting Milwaukee against Atlanta, 
San Francisco and other potential host cities. ... Dane County's mix of high voter 
turnout and heavy preference for Democratic candidates make it a "shining 
example" for Democrats elsewhere, [Co. Dem chair] Basford said -- one he'd be 
eager to show off to Democratic delegates from across the country. ... 
Milwaukee is the only Midwestern city vying ... "It's time that Democrats highlight 
the heartland," [DPW chair] Laning said. ... hoping [DNC chair] Perez's family 
ties to the Badger State give Milwaukee a boost. Perez's wife is a Wisconsin 
native, the couple was married in the Milwaukee area and Perez's daughter 
attends UW-Madison. Cited MMAC support as bipartisan. Madison CVB chief 
Archer "stand ready to support ... should they reach out to us."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/304228aa-6975-56f6-b81a-0477c5fbce3f.html

Longtime WI GOP Rep. Joel Kleefisch won't seek re-election in 2018
... Kleefisch, 46, is married to Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch. They have two 
daughters: Ella Rose, 15, and Violet, 12. "I am in the rare blessed position to 
leave with nothing left on the table," the lawmaker said. ... "We've cut red tape to 
get into and utilize Wisconsin's great outdoors, simplifying hunting and fishing 
regulations ... "made it a priority" to work across the aisle ... "One of the single 
most satisfying things I have ever done is solving problems for people who have 
called and asked for my help. ... Rebecca Kleefisch is an unbelievably 
remarkable woman. It would not surprise me if her talent and expertise doesn't, 
one day, tempt her into a run for the governor's office or beyond. I'd be more 
than thrilled and honored to be the man at her side should that opportunity ever 
happen." By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/1ee231c5-1bc1-5b3c-a5c8-3d9e06ded28e.html

Ryan denies working with Trump drove his decision to retire
... "Look at what his election got us. It got us, finally, a unified government," 
Ryan told CNBC's "Squawk Box." "I'm grateful that he has given us this chance 
with his election to do fundamental tax reform that is a long time in coming that 
finally got done." ... "I think it should be McCarthy and I think it will be," Ryan 
told CNBC. 1:45 video. BY Pramuk, CNBC  
https://cnbc.com/2018/04/17/paul-ryan-denies-working-with-trump-drove-his-
decision-to-retire-im-grateful-for-his-election.html

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- There's a bill to help keep Trump from firing Mueller. Paul Ryan doesn't think it's necessary.  
https://mic.com/articles/188904



- John Nichols: What James Comey Gets Wrong About Donald Trump, He's right that Trump is unfit to be president. He's 
wrong about the solution to that problem.  
https://thenation.com/article/what-james-comey-gets-wrong-about-donald-trump/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Walker pledges to serve a full third term if re-elected and says he wouldn't go to Trump administration ... "Tommy 
Thompson told me if not once, a thousand times, his worst day as governor was better than his best day in the cabinet, so 
I can unequivocally without hesitation tell you I will never willingly leave the role as governor through this next coming 
term. ... You can get much, much, much more done as a governor and it's much, much, much more fulfilling being a 
governor than it is being in the cabinet," Walker said.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/16/scott-walker-pledges-serve-full-third-term-if-re-elected-and-says-he-
wouldnt-go-trump-administration/521420002/

- Walker Says He Won't Leave Office For Trump Administration, Governor Also Weighs In On Eric Greitens Scandal, 
Schimel Voter ID Comment  
https://wpr.org/walker-says-he-wont-leave-office-trump-administration

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- On tax day, Walker will sign bill giving parents $100 refunds for each child ... Under [$134M] Senate Bill 798, parents will 
be able to sign up for the tax refund on a state website and receive checks in the mail this summer -- just a few months 
before the November election. The sales tax holiday will come around the same time, as Walker and members of the 
Legislature ramp up their appeals for votes. Walker ... in Waukesha, Ashwaubenon, Menomonie and Onalaska. ... on [tax] 
day... to emphasize his support for tax cuts.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/17/522527002/

- Joel Kleefisch won't seek another term and says his lieutenant governor wife Rebecca may seek higher office some day 
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/16/joel-kleefisch-wont-seek-another-term-assembly-says-his-lieutenant-
governor-wife-may-seek-higher-off/520582002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Speakership drama pits McCarthy vs. Ryan ... Allies of Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy, the current favorite for the job, 
are upset ... Ryan ... staying through the elections. ... can only hurt McCarthy's chances ... mean a monthslong power 
struggle ... [McCarthy-Scalise] remains frosty. Scalise endorsed his more senior colleague on Friday after his hand was 
forced by Ryan, but ... remains interested ... if McCarthy can't round up the votes. And then there's [HFC chair] Jordan 
[who] couldn't win. But he could deny McCarthy [speaker] votes ... divided over whether to postpone a speakership vote ... 
fear ... [worsening] drama ... [GOP] majority is already in serious jeopardy, in large part because of [Trump] backlash 
against President Donald Trump. But now Republicans have ... unpopular president ... Democratic enthusiasm ... [and] 
internal divisions ... For the first time ... interests of Ryan and McCarthy are colliding. [Ryan keeping gavel for 7 months 
could hurt McCarthy's chances, give HFC room to make demands. Trump could help McCarthy win now, but Ryan 
publicly quashed Rep. Graves' suggestion of immediate vote, "It makes no sense to take the biggest fundraiser off the 
field. And I think almost all of our members see it that way as well." Reps. Flores, Reed say Majority first, speaker second.
Retiring Dent said McCarthy placating Trump, righties by pushing to rescind some omnibus spending, set special counsel 
on HIllary. Righties Also want Deputy AG Blumenstein sacked, could stick McCarthy between them and Ryan. Ryan 
keeping peace, but told NBC that Scalise supported McCarthy, which wasn't true, but Scalise eventually issued support 
statement.] Scalise carrying Ryan's message, "With all the intrigue that's going on, we've got to stay focused on our 
agenda."  
https://politico.com/story/2018/04/16/ryan-mccarthy-house-speaker-republicans-525375

- The Future Of WI's 1st CD After Ryan ... Tuesday, April 17, 2018, 4:05pm  
... 6:05pm ... We speak with CNN senior writer and analyst Harry Enten about what the future holds for Ryan's home 
district and the GOP.  
https://wpr.org/future-wisconsins-1st-congressional-district-after-paul-ryan

- Possible Ryan successor McCarthy to appear at DC fundraiser with Rick Scott, Scott will spend two days fundraising in 
Washington [for US Senate run] ... will raise money along side heavy hitters such as Haley Barbour, Charlie Black, Mitch 
McConnell and John Cornyn [and Bob Wood]  
http://tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2018/04/16/possible-paul-ryan-successor-kevin-mccarthy-to-appear-at-dc-
fundraiser-with-rick-scott/



- McCarthy faces obstacles in Speaker bid  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/383453-mccarthy-faces-obstacles-in-speaker-bid

- Ryan could get a pension of $84,930 a year--here's how that compares to most Americans  
https://cnbc.com/2018/04/16/how-paul-ryans-85000-pension-compares-to-the-average-americans.html

- Should Paul Ryan resign immediately?  
http://al.com/news/index.ssf/2018/04/should_paul_ryan_resign_immedi.html

- FactCheck.org: Paul Ryan Misleads on Corporate Tax Revenues ... claimed that corporate tax revenues are "still rising," 
even though the 2017 tax law cut tax rates.  
https://factcheck.org/2018/04/paul-ryan-misleads-on-corporate-tax-revenues/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Restaurant franchise company sues Madison over denied Taco Bell Cantina liquor license: Bell Great Lakes LLC suing 
Soglin for rejecting beer and wine license  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/0964f77f-8a67-5793-acf4-2ae0b5b90d4a.html

COURTS ^top^
- Low Lawyer Fees a "Constitutional Crisis"? Judge says defendants wait in jail because attorneys won't work for state 
pay of $40 hour. Federal defenders make $140/hr.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/16/court-watch

- Should a woman who lost four limbs to malpractice collect more than $750,000 for her suffering? ... The narrow question 
before the seven justices [on Thu.] is whether Ascaris Mayo, who at age 50 had all four limbs amputated as the result of 
medical malpractice, should receive the full $25.3 million that a Milwaukee County jury awarded her and her husband in 
2014.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/2018/04/17/should-woman-who-lost-four-limbs-malpractate-caps-
malpractice-awards-go-supreme-court-case-involving/505244002/

EDUCATION ^top^
- Priebus to Join IOP as Visiting Fellow ... for spring 2018 at the Harvard Kennedy School's Institute of Politics. Priebus ... 
will be on campus from April 23 until April 25. Throughout his time at Harvard, Priebus will attend "a number of events" 
and "engage" with students ... Last fall, the IOP appointed Chelsea Manning ... as a visiting fellow but later rescinded the 
fellowship offer after [Pompeo] backlash ... At the end of last year, Sean Spicer, the former press secretary for Trump, 
faced scrutiny for only hosting off-the-record events on campus. Spicer returned to campus last week for another off-the-
record meeting. ... Other IOP visiting fellows for the school year include former Hillary Clinton campaign manager Robby 
Mook, political commentators Mika Brzezinski and Joe Scarborough, and former President and CEO of the NAACP 
Cornell William Brooks.  
http://thecrimson.com/article/2018/4/17/priebus-iop-fellow/

- $900,000 study will reclassify UW jobs, set compensation structure ... Title and Total Compensation Study is a joint 
project of UW-Madison and the UW System, which are splitting the cost of New York-based consultant Mercer  
http://host.madison.com/ct/5157fdf0-aab2-538e-a436-8138547df76d.html

- WI schools see surge of threats, 'anxiety' after Parkland shooting  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/04/17/wisconsin-schools-see-surge-threats-anxiety-after-parkland-
shooting/473872002/

- Lawrence University To Pay Tuition For Students Who Can't ... Seeks Endowment For Full Scholarships  
https://wpr.org/lawrence-university-pay-tuition-students-who-cant

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Two more GOP lawmakers [Kerkman, Craig] decline to run for Ryan's seat  
http://journaltimes.com/d10bf853-7bc5-5e96-b9cf-77070eb1a615.html

- [Outagamie Dem chair] Snodgrass announces State Senate run in District 19 [Roth]  



https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/04/17/democratic-party-chair-lee-snodgrass-announces-state-senate-run-
district-19/523425002/

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- U.S. Senate voting this week on looser rules for Great Lakes ships dumping ballast water  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/special-reports/great-lakes/2018/04/17/u-s-senate-voting-week-looser-rules-great-lakes-
ships-dumping-ballast-water/520637002/

FOXCONN ^top^
- Dems plan Chippewa Falls town hall to talk about Foxconn ... from 6 to 8 p.m. Monday, April 30, at the Chippewa Falls 
Public Library ... Speakers will include Reps. Gordon Hintz of Oshkosh, Katrina Shankland of Stevens Point, Amanda 
Stuck of Appleton and Dana Wachs of Eau Claire.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Daily-Updates/2018/04/15/Dems-plan-Chippewa-Falls-town-hall-to-talk-about-
Foxconn.html

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Demand for certified nursing assistants rising in Rock County  
http://gazettextra.com/news/local/demand-for-certified-nursing-assistants-rising-in-rock-county/article_2d2c8a7f-7d87-
5dae-9253-9e4ce2f84da9.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Prison supervisor connected to $105,000 sexual harassment settlements on paid leave as Wisconsin officials review 
new claims ... "DOC has received allegations of work rule violations regarding Sue Nygren and has placed her on 
administrative leave while we conduct an internal personnel investigation," said [DOC's] Cook, who declined comment on 
what violations have been alleged.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/16/prison-supervisor-connected-105-000-sexual-harassment-settlements-
again-under-review-wisconsin-offic/519934002/

- Raffle of AR-15 by [JPD union] raises questions  
http://gazettextra.com/news/government/raffle-of-ar--by-police-raises-questions/article_f842dd0f-99ed-5fa5-8bed-
e0a66b7d9533.html

- Stanley Correctional Institution granted permission to keep bees  
http://chippewa.com/b7ee0396-f830-5750-aa2f-bf82c4432959.html

MEDIA ^top^
- UW-Madison shares knowledge ... "It's about building a community," said Caitlin Cieslik-Miskimen, a doctoral candidate 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison's School of Journalism and Mass Communications. ... Cieslik-Miskimen has 
researched the history of newspapers in Superior for years. It's the subject of her doctoral dissertation, and it's brought 
her to the area many times. April 6, she presented her research to students at Superior High School through the UW-
Madison's Speaker's Bureau.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/education/4432716-uw-madison-shares-knowledge

MINNESOTA ^top^
- [today] Dayton to introduce new MN Supreme Court Justice  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37971963/dayton

RETAIL ^top^
- The end of Bon-Ton? Only two bids for parent of Boston Store, Younkers come from liquidators  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/retail/2018/04/17/end-bon-ton-only-two-bids-parent-boston-store-younkers-
come-liquidators/523376002/

TAXES ^top^
- [Bewley, Meyers celebrate] Cable TID Bill Signed Into Law ... The bill, which gives the Town of Cable the ability to create 



a Tax Incremental District (TID) in order to assist the redevelopment of the Telemark property, is a victory for northern 
Wisconsin as well as American Birkebeiner fans across the state and nation, the legislators said.  
http://apg-wi.com/ashland_daily_press/paywall/cable-tid-bill-signed-into-law/article_90333152-41dd-11e8-a403-
0f778c4ccd09.html

TOURISM ^top^
- Bong State Recreation Area hosts programs for kids, families  
http://kenoshanews.com/7314007e-c2ba-5255-a680-14e427c6b533.html

- Kenosha receives $250K [WEDC] grant to help redevelop [historic] downtown hotel  
http://journaltimes.com/cbc217f2-d5f8-583d-a4ee-84a470ae65d8.html

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- With I-90/39 construction, crashes cause more complex traffic problems: JFD chief Ruchti comments  
http://gazettextra.com/b4682193-7751-52df-a90c-9aa13252ae7d.html

- New lighting for buggies signed into law  
http://apg-wi.com/41441250-41b5-11e8-8400-0ff03c9e0101.html

- Hwy. 182 final bridge work scheduled for May  
http://apg-wi.com/9fc796e8-3dbf-11e8-ad38-5fdc2ff55369.html

- Public involvement meeting for Hwy. 53/77 improvement project  
http://apg-wi.com/c435341a-3e53-11e8-85c2-73b6d4c4c886.html

UTILITIES ^top^
- Eau Claire Wants To Be Carbon Neutral By 2050, Survey: Most Residents Willing To Pay More For Renewable Energy 
... "Our customers want it. So, being able to provide new products and services that our customers want makes good 
business sense," said Mark Stoering, president of Xcel Energy in Michigan and Wisconsin. ... "The more actors we have 
stepping up -- local government and our power companies are key ones -- to see this is possible, that it makes economic 
sense," [RENEW WI's] Huebner said. "It's going to continue to accelerate this trend."  
https://wpr.org/eau-claire-wants-be-carbon-neutral-2050

COLUMNS ^top^
- Speaker Paul Ryan: Tax Day isn't usually a day to celebrate. This year is different ... Fixing our tax code is a major part 
of what I came to Washington to do: pass reforms that will create an economic climate where more Americans have the 
chance to realize the American Idea. The new tax law is making that happen. Today we turn the page on the old broken 
system and look forward to a better one that will make our country stronger and more prosperous for years to come.  
http://foxnews.com/opinion/2018/04/17/speaker-paul-ryan-tax-day-isnt-usually-day-to-celebrate-this-year-is-different.html

- John Hart: Ryan's Underappreciated Legacy ... [4 pages] I had the privilege of working with Ryan and his team on 
various occasions over 20 years. ... he's the same person today as he was 20 years ago ... a genuinely happy warrior who 
gets jazzed up about policy ideas and incremental progress. The assessment from his 2016 presidential campaign 
spokesman Michael Steel rings true: Ryan, an ideas and solutions guy, is a fundamentally decent person who loves his 
family, his community and his country ... Boot and Alberta and smart and terrific writers but their analysis is incomplete 
and contradictory. ... Had Romney-Ryan won Trump would still be doing reality TV. So there's that. ... Had Romney-Ryan 
won Trump would still be doing reality TV. So there's that. ... Ryan almost single-handedly changed that dynamic and 
made reform the norm. ... Republican Party doesn't belong to Paul Ryan, Donald Trump or even itself. ... Both parties 
belong to We the People like never before. ... To conservatives in the Trump era I would suggest history won't ask: 
"Where was Paul Ryan?" History will ask: "Where were you?" ... The Trump administration has enthusiastically embraced 
the Ryan-model of combatting poverty. The civil society renaissance on the right is very much alive. ... He changed a 
great deal in office and can continue to produce change out of office. I've seen his vision, tenacity, kindness, listening 
skills and decency first-hand. ... He knows what's important, beginning with his family. The country and the Republican 
Party are better off for his example and his leadership. After seeing the reflections roll in Jimmy Kemp offered this 
perspective: ... "a Paul Ryan Republican ... will mean someone who is pro growth, pro responsibility, pro upward mobility 
and pro defense with a positive, inclusive message centered on the American idea."  
https://forbes.com/sites/johnhart/2018/04/16/paul-ryans-underappreciated-legacy/#627846c22ecc



- WDC: Robin Vos's Title Loan Trip Troubles, Company pays for his trip to London, he backs less regulations on its high 
interest loans.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/16/campaign-cash

- UFCW's John Eiden: Dark Store Loophole Costs Taxpayers, Republicans blocked bill that prevented big box retailers 
shifting taxes to homeowners.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/16/op-ed-dark

- Steven Walters: Ryan's 20-Year Tenure Typical for State, House members from Wisconsin average 16 years in office, 
nearly double the national average.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/16/the-state-of-politics

- Charles Lane: Ryan and Comey made the same mistake: They thought Clinton would win ... Leadership, though, is not 
what Ryan or Comey exhibited during 2016, if the definition of leadership is the capacity to say: "Here's what I'm doing, 
because I think it's right, and to hell with the consequences." ... Right now, strategic decisions are being made based on 
new conventional wisdom, which is that Democrats are bound to retake the House in 2018. ... Ryan's retirement, along 
with the retirements of many other mainstream GOP House members, sends a defeatist signal. ... Ryan's retirement may 
help the GOP, because now the pro-Trump party base no longer feels that a vote for the party is a vote for a speaker they 
loathed as too soft on immigration.  
https://washingtonpost.com/0a8f3a40-418e-11e8-bba2-0976a82b05a2_story.html

- Jay Ambrose: Outstanding Paul Ryan departs  
http://qconline.com/c153e6d8-daa4-5d39-94b8-855e6cb8a37c.html

- William Murchison: Paul Ryan and Freedom  
https://spectator.org/paul-ryan-and-freedom/

- Thomas Lifson: Why on earth did Paul Ryan pick Kevin McCarthy to lead the House Republicans after he leaves?  
https://americanthinker.com/blog/2018/04/why_on_earth_did_paul_ryan_pick_kevin_mccarthy_to_lead_the_house_republ
icans_after_he_leaves.html

- Julian E. Zelizer: The End of the Strong Speaker, Paul Ryan's departure shows how far Congress has come from the 
heyday of House leaders who tightly controlled their chamber.  
https://theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/04/the/558203/

- Ross Ramsey: When it comes to replacing Speakers Paul Ryan and Joe Straus, your vote belongs to someone else, 
With Speaker Joe Straus leaving the Texas House and Speaker Paul Ryan leaving the U.S. House, things are going to 
change in government. But most of us don't get a say in their replacements.  
https://texastribune.org/2018/04/16/analysis-when-it-comes-replacing-speakers-paul-ryan-and-joe-straus-you/

- AJC's Cynthia Tucker: Abrupt exit cannot salvage Speaker Ryan's reputation  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/c8a5ccff-186a-5ed7-b4a1-f541e0a921ea.html

- Katrina vanden Heuvel: The rising backlash to Paul Ryan's conservatism  
https://washingtonpost.com/bea51ab8-41b1-11e8-ad8f-27a8c409298b_story.html

- UWSP grad Grace Ebert: UWSP students want a liberal arts education. Administrators just aren't listening  
https://postcrescent.com/story/opinion/2018/04/17/uwsp-students-want-liberal-arts-education-administrators-just-arent-
listening/512652002/
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From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 9:30 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 04.17.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Incarcerated Veterans Expo 
LOCATION: FLCI 
DATE: April 17th

MEDIA: Madison media 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: SCI Graduation 
LOCATION: SCI 
DATE: April 20th, 9:30AM 
MEDIA: Eau Claire and Wausau markets 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Apprenticeship Luncheon 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: May 22nd

MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
APRIL 16 – APRIL 17  

APRIL 16 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Prison supervisor connected to $105,000 sexual harassment settlements on paid leave as Wisconsin officials review new 
claims
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Jason Stein 
The Wisconsin Department of Corrections is once again investigating a female prison supervisor who has cost taxpayers 
$105,000 in settlements related to sexual harassment claims.  Agency spokesman Tristan Cook confirmed that Susan 
Nygren is currently on paid leave while corrections officials look into undisclosed claims against her. 

'You saw her as an object': Third defendant sentenced in gang-rape case at DOC halfway house
WISC-TV, Jessica Arp 
A Dane County Judge has sentenced a man accused of being involved in the gang rape of a 17-year-old at a Department 
of Corrections halfway house to 6-and-a-half years in prison. Reginald Patton, 27, was in court Monday morning for a 
sentencing hearing on modified felony charges from a plea deal cut in February of third-degree sexual assault and 
exposing his genitals to a minor. 
Third man convicted in 2016 sex assault of 17-year-old sentenced to prison Wisconsin State Journal



Waupun police officer, police dog catch escaped inmate
Fond du Lac Reporter, Sarah Razner 
A Waupun Police Department officer and his police dog partner apprehended an escaped inmate Saturday morning. Just 
after 4 a.m., the Waupun Police Department received a report from Wisconsin Department of Corrections Farm on State 
49 of a possible inmate escape. 

Tiron Grant sentenced to 37 years in prison for fatal shooting of Patrick Presley
WITI-TV
A Milwaukee County judge sentenced 33-year-old Tiron Grant on Monday, April 16 to 37 years in prison plus another ten 
years of extended supervision. This, in connection with the fatal shooting of 37-year-old Patrick Presley on January 1, 
2017. 

Convicted sex offender Stanley Blodgett to be released on Tuesday, April 17
WITI-TV
The Wisconsin Department of Corrections announced on Monday, April 16 that convicted sex offender Stanley Blodgett 
will be released in Waukesha County on Tuesday, April 17. Blodgett’s convictions were in 1963, 1981, and 1996. In 1996, 
he was convicted of first degree sexual assault of a child. 
Waukesha sex offender released after sexually assaulting child in 1996 WTMJ-TV

Green Bay man caught selling methamphetamine in Brown County
WLUK-TV
A Green Bay man will serve 20 years in federal prison after selling methamphetamine. The Department of Justice says 
Ryan L. Pieper, 33, was involved in a methamphetamine distribution ring. Pounds of the drugs coming from a source in 
Phoenix, Arizona were sold not only in Brown County but other places in Northeast Wisconsin as well. 
De Pere man gets 20 years in prison for conspiracy that distributed meth in Wisconsin Green Bay Press-Gazette

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Waukesha police: Case involving search for Shannon Mani is now a death investigation
WITI-TV
Waukesha police announced on Monday morning, April 16 that the search for 21-year-old Shannon Mani, who had been 
reported missing, is over. The case is now a death investigation. Officials say a person of interest is currently being held 
by the Milwaukee Police Department. 
Missing Waukesha woman found shot, stabbed; suspect held WISN-TV

Man kicks arresting officer unconscious; Woman instigates violence, police say
WISC-TV
One Portage police officer was knocked unconscious and another officer was injured during an arrest Sunday night, 
officials said. The Portage Police Department said the two officers were trying to arrest 21-year-old Jacob R. 
Hellenbrand, of Waunakee, on a probation and parole violation Sunday. 
Man, woman attack 2 police officers in Portage WMTV-TV
Two in custody after attacking Portage police officers WKOW-TV

Man charged with attempted homicide for shooting pleads guilty to lesser charge
Wisconsin State Journal, Ed Treleven 
A Sun Prairie man who was charged with attempted murder last year after a shooting during a party in a Far East Side 
hotel room pleaded guilty Monday to a substantially reduced charge. Joenellie C. Martinez, 22, pleaded guilty to second-
degree reckless endangerment for shooting Bobby A. Clayton in a room at Staybridge Suites, 3301 City View Drive, on 
April 7, 2017, after prosecutors told Dane County Circuit Judge Nicholas McNamara that Clayton still refuses to speak to 
police about the incident. 

"I'm in a bad spot right now:" Man charged after allegedly robbing Racine gas station with machete
WDJT-TV 



A Milwaukee man is charged after police say he robbed a Racine gas station with a machete. Matthew Harris, 40, is 
accused of robbing the BP near Douglas and Kingston on April 9. According to the criminal complaint, Harris demanded 
money from the clerk and told her “Nothing personal, I’m in a bad spot right now,” before making off with some cash. 

UPDATE: Man accused of trying to meet underage girls for sex now sentenced
WEAU-TV
The man charged with first degree sexual assault of a child younger than 12 has been sentenced. Jeramiha Sackman, 39, 
pleaded no contest and was found not guilty after police say he tried to meet with who he thought was two underage 
girls. 

TERMINATED

N. Dakota man charged in Eau Claire Co. with child sexual assault enters plea
WEAU-TV
A North Dakota man charged in Eau Claire County with child sexual assault charges has entered a plea. Scott Moulton, 
22, pleaded not guilty in Eau Claire County Court on Monday. According to a criminal complaint, Moulton forced himself 
on a 15-year-old girl at an Eau Claire motel. 

Chicago man, teen face attempted homicide charges in Beloit
WMTV-TV
Police have arrested a man and a teen who they believe are responsible for a shooting that happened during an 
attempted robbery in the 900 block of 10th Street in Beloit on April 1st. A spokesperson for the City of Beloit Police 
Department said 24-year-old Keonte A. Howard and 17-year-old Keshawn C. Falls were charged with attempted 
homicide, recklessly endangering safety and other felony charges in a Rock County courtroom on Monday. 

Drivers took evasive action to avoid alleged drunken driver, Madison police say
Wisconsin State Journal, Bill Novak 
Drivers on Madison's East Side had to take evasive action Saturday afternoon when an alleged drunken driver wove in 
and out of traffic, narrowly avoiding collisions. Julian Freeman, 40, Madison, was arrested in a Milwaukee Street parking 
lot at about 1:30 p.m. 

Charged: Garrett Klumb accused of sexually assaulting child under age 12
WITI-TV
37-year-old Garrett Klumb of Franklin is charged with first degree sexual assault of a child under 12 years of age. 
According to the criminal complaint, Kenosha police were investigating Klumb for a charge of possession of child 
pornography — after he allegedly sold a phone that had images of young children on it. 

Man charged in Domino's Pizza robbery is sentenced
WEAU-TV
A man charged in a Domino's Pizza robbery last year will serve time in jail. Davy Cole was sentenced Thursday in Eau 
Claire County court to one year of jail and 10 years of probation. Investigators say Cole was involved in an armed 
robbery at the Domino's on North Clairemont in April of 2017. 

STATE NEWS

Joel Kleefisch won't seek another term, says his lieutenant governor wife may seek higher office some day
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Patrick Marley 
Rep. Joel Kleefisch announced Monday he won’t run for re-election this fall. Kleefisch, a Concord Republican and the 
husband of Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch, said he was the happiest he’s ever been and was leaving now so he can spend 
more time with his two daughters – Ella Rose, 15, and Violet, 12. 

Scott Walker pledges to serve a full third term if re-elected and says he wouldn't go to Trump administration
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Patrick Marley 



Gov. Scott Walker — who mounted a brief bid for the presidency just months after winning re-election in 2014 — 
pledged Monday to serve a full four years if he's elected to a third term in November. The GOP governor also suggested 
Missouri's Republican governor should resign, sidestepped saying whether he agreed with former FBI Director James 
Comey's comments that the president is unfit to serve and backed the idea of setting up military training posts along 
Mexico's border. 

Outbreak of Cryptosporidiosis reported in La Crosse County
WXOW-TV
Health officials are reporting four cases of cryptosporidiosis in La Crosse County in the past few weeks. The La Crosse 
County Health Department said four additional cases were reported in the state which were connected to the exposure 
in the county. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

UPDATE | Inmates killed in prison incident identified
WRDW-TV
The South Carolina Department of Corrections has released the names of the seven inmates killed during a prison 
incident. The inmates are Raymond Angelo Scott, Michael Milledge, Damonte Marquez Rivera, Eddie Casey Jay Gaskins, 
Joshua Svwun Jenkins, Corey Scott and Cornelius Quantral McClary. 

APRIL 17 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Stanley Correctional Institution granted permission to keep bees
The Chippewa Herald, Samantha Stetzer 
With a vote of approval Monday evening, the Stanley Correctional Institution will soon gain thousands of new 
“groundskeepers” to help care for 100 new apple trees. The Stanley Common Council voted to approve the institute’s 
conditional use permit for beekeeping. The decision came after a recommendation by the Stanley Planning Commission 
that same evening. 

TERMINATED

Probation and jail for addict who neglected children in filthy home
Wisconsin State Journal, Ed Treleven 
A Madison man who was found unconscious in a filthy home with unattended children was sentenced Monday to three 
years of probation, with one of those years to be spent in jail. Will E. Weaver, 59, who was arrested last year with 
Brittany K. Pearson, 32, after a relative found them unconscious in their home in the 5000 block of Hammersley Road on 
April 1, 2017, told Dane County Circuit Judge William Hanrahan that he had made some “bad decisions along the way” 
but was ready to accept responsibility for his actions. 

Man accused of attacking La Crosse business owner appears in court
WXOW-TV 
31-year-old Matt Vinson made his first appearance in a La Crosse County Court Monday on a number of charges. Vinson 
faces four misdemeanors, including battery, disorderly, conduct and criminal damage to property. 

Eagle River man accused of sexual assault while armed with guns
WJFW-TV
A victim claims an Eagle River man sexually assaulted her twice after threatening to shoot her in the head. Richard 
Loppnow, 38, was charged with two counts of first-degree sexual assault in Oneida County Court on Monday. 

Madison police seek man accused of kidnapping, armed robbery
Wisconsin State Journal, Karen Rivedal 



Madison police are seeking the public’s help in finding a suspect in what officers described as a brazen kidnapping and 
armed robbery Monday morning that began Downtown and ended near Olbrich Botanical Gardens on the East Side. 

STATE NEWS

Wisconsin State Treasurer plans to keep promise to return 25% of his salary
WTMJ-TV
TODAY'S TMJ4 spoke to the Wisconsin State Treasurer, after a push to eliminate his position in a state-wide referendum 
was ultimately voted down by 62-percent. There has been a push for decades on both sides of the isle, to remove 
powers from this office. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Restaurant has provided 12-month paid internships to 500 young people coming out of juvenile detention
CNN
In 2007, Chad Houser bought into a popular bistro in Dallas, and his dream of being a top chef and restaurant owner was 
fulfilled. “I remember the feeling I had was exhilaration,” he said. “I had done it.” 

Farm auction offers glimpse into tough dairy climate
WISC-TV, Leah Linscheid 
Wisconsin dairy farms are facing an uncertain future, and nowhere is that reality more apparent than at Kyle Kurt’s farm 
in the town of Dane. Kurt sold off his machinery and animals in an auction at his farm Monday, after more than two 
decades of running the place. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK

I can't do the normal politician thing, which is to run and retire ... my conscience could not handle going out that way. In 
order to serve the people honorably, I have to serve them honestly, and to me to ask them to re-elect me knowing that I 
was not going to stay is not honest, so I simply cannot do that.  
- House Speaker Paul Ryan announcing he will not seek re-election to his 1st CD seat. Ryan, 48, was first elected in 
1998. The Janesville Republican said his decision was driven by a desire to spend more time with his family. 

While I know that our nation's capital desperately needs more conservative reformers from Wisconsin, Michelle and I have 
decided that we can do more good continuing to push state-based conservative reforms.  
- Assembly Speaker Robin Vos, R-Rochester, announcing he is taking a pass on running in the GOP primary for the 1st 
CD. Other possible GOP candidates include: state Sen. Dave Craig, a former aide to Ryan; UW Regent Bryan Steil, the 
general counsel at a plastic film manufacturing firm; state Rep. Samantha Kerkman, of Salem; and former Racine County 
Exec. Jim Ladwig, who now works at SC Johnson as the director of Global Community Affairs. 

The mission was to repeal and replace Paul Ryan with a working person. Obviously, we've been able to push him out ... 
but there's still a lot of work to do.  
- Ironworker Randy Bryce, who's running in the Dem primary for the 1st CD.

What keeps me going is knowing that I'm the best person to go up against Paul Ryan, or any Republican for that matter. 
- Teacher Cathy Myers, who's also running in the 1st CD Dem primary. 



The left, man, they're motivated. Unfortunately, anger and hatred is a pretty powerful motivator. We've got to match that, 
but we've got to match that not with that anger and hatred. We've got a great story to tell. ... This election is going to be 
tougher, I think, than the recall election was.  
- Gov. Scott Walker speaking with Milwaukee radio host Jay Weber.

These are the consequences that when you have policies that aren't, you know, for public education, for health care, not 
to fix roads, gerrymandering, voter suppression. These are things that people pay attention to, and I think they are pretty 
much fed up with all of that.  
- Brown County Dem Chair Mary Ginnebaugh on the potential for a "blue wave" in November. A group of Dems protested 
near a Lincoln Day Dinner in Door County where Walker was speaking.

The Republicans in this state, including Scott Walker, are nervous about the fact that they've done such a bad job. And I 
think they're going to try to have to justify a poor record between now and Nov. 6. [It] will be a nice end to Mr. Walker's 
career.  
- Billionaire activist Tom Steyer, who was in Wisconsin this week to encourage young people to vote. 

State Senator Vukmir seems to realize that her only play is to rely on the support of of the party establishment. This has 
manifested in her campaign's central focus on the upcoming state convention - even at the great expense of fundraising 
or building a campaign capable of defeating Baldwin.  
- A memo from GOP U.S. Senate primary candidate Kevin Nicholson's campaign knocking GOP rival Sen. Leah Vukmir 
for angling to win the state GOP's endorsement at the state convention in Milwaukee May 11-13. The memo said that due 
to "Vukmir's deep insider status and support within the party apparatus, anything less than 85%-plus support from the 
delegates at the convention would be an astonishing underperformance on her part."

The grassroots folks who attend Wisconsin's Republican convention are far from the elite insiders in Washington 
supporting Nicholson's candidacy. These are the volunteers who believe that the conservative policies passed under Gov. 
Scott Walker and Sen. Leah Vukmir are working. Kevin is wrong if he thinks treating dedicated volunteers like garbage is 
the ticket to winning the Republican primary.  
- Vukmir's campaign in response.

POLITICAL STOCK REPORT
--A collection of insider opinion-- 
(Apr. 7-13, 2018) 

Rising

Tammy Baldwin: The Dem senator from Madison is on a roll, insiders say. The freshman senator continues to rake in the 
cash, a potential GOP rival decides not to get into the race, the two Republicans running in the primary continue to bicker 
and signs abound that the wind will be at her back in seeking re-election this fall. While her poll numbers are lackluster, 
insiders say all in all it's a good place to be seven months out from the election. Baldwin's dominance in the fundraising 
game has never really been in doubt, and she continues to impress with $3.7 million raised over the first three months of 
the year. Going back to the start of her term in 2013, Baldwin has now raised close to $19 million. And at her current 
pace, some say, $30 million is not out of the question. It is a credit to her team and her donor network, insiders add, and 
with $7.8 million banked, she is in position to push her message all on her own. That, however, is not likely to be a 
problem considering Baldwin already has seen friends come to her defense on the air waves. She's also taken her share 
of hits, however, with outside spending already eclipsing $10 million, according to the Center for Responsive Politics; that 
total is several million higher when factoring in so-called issue ads. A major factor in the onslaught against Baldwin has 
been Illinois mega donors Richard Uihlein, who the New York Times reports is the single largest spender so far in the 
2018 cycle with $20 million in contributions. And new numbers released today have Restoration PAC, a pro-Kevin 
Nicholson super PAC, with $2.1 million in the bank, the newly formed Club for Growth Action Wisconsin with $500,000 in 
the bank, and more money stocked at the national Club for Growth Action and pro-Nicholson Solutions for Wisconsin to 
help his cause. The pro-Vukmir super PAC Wisconsin Next, meanwhile, says it raised $295,000 for the quarter. Those 
efforts have largely been backed by deep-pocketed donors. But one millionaire Baldwin won't have to worry about is Eric 
Hovde. The Madison businessman has been toying for months with another bid after finishing second to former Gov. 
Tommy Thompson in the 2012 GOP primary. But insiders have also long believed he would only get in if there was a path 
to win. So that Hovde -- and his deep pockets -- take a pass is another sign to some that Republicans face a difficult year. 
That's particularly true when Hovde says the state Supreme Court results -- a 12-point win for the liberal Milwaukee 
County Judge Rebecca Dallet -- validated his decision. Hovde's move is also one less variable in the GOP primary. Had 
he gotten in, some say, it would have provided competition to Nicholson, a business consultant and former Marine, for the 
outsider's mantle and it could have complicated state Sen. Leah Vukmir's hopes to cross the needed threshold to secure 



the party's endorsement at the May state convention. They also don't have to worry about Hovde's personal money 
making it even harder to raise cash for their campaigns. Instead, the two are left to continue duking it out -- which they 
have so far been more than happy to do. A Nicholson campaign memo knocks the "the political establishment in 
Washington and Wisconsin" for "efforts to sway voters in another direction as they look to protect one of their own." 
Vukmir fires back the memo is "childish and arrogant" while insulting to the grassroots. Insiders also note the memo's 
argument that Vukmir should consider a failure anything less than 85 percent of the vote during the convention 
endorsement process. Considering the needed threshold is 60 percent, some see that as a sign a candidate with low 
hopes is trying to raise expectations for the other side in a pre-emptive strike. Insiders also dive into the fundraising 
numbers from the GOP candidates -- and how far behind Baldwin they are. Nicholson raised more than $1 million during 
the first three months of the year and will report more than $800,000 in the bank, his campaign said. Vukmir pulled in 
$600,000 and had $650,000 cash on hand. Meanwhile, some also see a boost for Baldwin in Gov. Scott Walker ringing 
the alarm about a possible blue wave coming. If the guv's race turns into a blowout for the incumbent, some argue, it 
would make it that much more difficult for Baldwin to win re-election because she would need a significant number of 
Baldwin-Walker voters to win. If the guv's warning about a blue wave come true and his race ends up a nailbiter, insiders 
add, all the better for Baldwin in securing a second six-year term.  

Guv ads: Weeks after the Democratic Governors Association announces plans to drop $5 million on ads after Labor Day 
in the Wisconsin race, its GOP counterpart ups the opening bidding with $5.1 million to support Scott Walker over the final 
five weeks of the campaign. Considering Walker chaired the group in 2017, has been a significant fundraiser for the RGA 
and has been ringing the alarm bell about his race, it's no surprise to some insiders that the group would come in heavy 
for him. The RGA declares it is "all-in" for Walker's re-election and the $5.1 million is not a limit of what it may spend in 
Wisconsin. There's also no guarantee the group will spend all of it -- or the DGA will ultimately plop down the $5 million it's 
promised. In both cases, the groups are reserving air time to take advantage of rates before demand goes through the 
roof with an expensive U.S. Senate race on the ballot as well. So if it hits October and other states become bigger 
priorities, the money could shift elsewhere. Still, Republicans expect the RGA to deliver for Walker. The group first 
announced plans to spend $20 million in Florida, Nevada, Ohio and Arizona. The second round of $14 million includes 
Wisconsin, which accounts for more than a third of that planned buy. The other states are: Alaska ($1.5 million), 
Connecticut ($1.7 million), Minnesota ($2.3 million), Kansas ($1.1 million) and Tennessee ($2.2 million). That Wisconsin is 
such a big chunk of the early reservations is a sign to Dems that Republicans are truly spooked about their chances 
considering the losses in the 10th SD special election and the state Supreme Court race. Republicans, though, counter it's
a reflection of the national money that is expected to flow into Wisconsin.  

Randy Bryce: Fans of the "IronStache" hail him for forcing Paul Ryan into early retirement. Republicans guffaw at the 
suggestion the Caledonia ironworker was any real threat to the House speaker. Still, he continues to be a fundraising 
dynamo as a first-time House candidate, and many national prognosticators see the race as more competitive with Ryan 
now out of the picture. Some handicappers have downgraded the Republican seat to "lean Republican" or even making it 
a toss-up. Still, some insiders ask how the development will impact Bryce's fundraising. Will he pull in even more money 
as some on the left see him as pushing out Ryan? Or will those donors turn their attention elsewhere now that their 
ultimate objective -- denying Ryan a return to the House after this fall -- is guaranteed. Meanwhile, Republicans point to 
several numbers out of the district to back up their contention Ryan wasn't in any trouble from Bryce or the other Dem in 
the race, teacher Cathy Myers. Beyond President Trump winning the district by 10 points in 2016, conservative Supreme 
Court candidate Michael Screnock won the 1st CD with 52.6 percent of the vote even as he lost statewide by a dozen. 
And polling last month by a GOP firm found Ryan leading Bryce 55 percent to 34 percent with 51 percent of likely voters 
having a favorable impression of Trump. Not exactly fertile ground for a Dem wave, some Republicans argue. Bryce's 
campaign releases its own poll showing him at 42 percent against a generic GOP challenger, who would get 41 percent. 
What's more, Ryan's departure puts Republicans in a tight squeeze to raise money, something that has not been a 
problem on the Dem side. Myers is often overlooked by national media, but the teacher and Janesville School Board 
member still raised more than $500,000 during the first three months of the year. That's not bad for a first-time House 
candidate. But it's also been badly overshadowed by Bryce's haul. His campaign says Bryce raised $2.1 million in the 
three-month period, finishing the quarter with $2.3 million in the bank. That's also some $4.75 million raised since he got 
into the race -- a significant head start on any Republican who decides to get in. So far, UW Regent Bryan Steil, the 
general counsel at a plastic film manufacturing firm, looks like a good bet to formally enter the race. And some insiders 
believe the same about GOP state Sen. Dave Craig, of Big Bend. After all, he's not up for re-election to his Senate this 
this fall, meaning it would be a free shot. And the former Ryan aide has built up some credibility with the GOP base during 
his time in the Legislature as a conservative voice in the Senate. Then there's the question of whether someone comes 
out of the woodwork to run. With a four-month window until the primary, a candidate who could self-finance cannot be 
discounted, some say. Some others are still kicking the tires, including state Rep. Samantha Kerkman, of Salem, and 
former Racine County Exec Jim Ladwig. Still, insiders aren't surprised a number of Assembly members in safe GOP seats 
pass on a bid considering the short window to get in and raise big bucks. Assembly Speaker Robin Vos and former state 
and national GOP Chair Reince Priebus also decide against bids. But many insiders didn't see the pair as likely 
candidates even as their names were floated early. Vos has got a popcorn factory to run and a difficult environment for his 
caucus this fall. Priebus, meanwhile, has a great gig in the DC suburbs, and you don't go from White House chief of staff 



to House freshman, some add. In the end, insiders say the southeastern Wisconsin seat is far from a sure thing for Dems 
-- even in a bad environment for Republicans. Republicans also believe once they start lacing into Bryce -- if he wins the 
Dem nomination -- some of the sheen will come off his candidacy as they focus attention on his past troubles such as 
falling behind on child support payments. The fact former U.S. Rep. and current state Rep. Peter Barca is considering 
getting into the race is a sign to some that Bryce may not be that strong a candidate once the race really heats up. But if 
he wins the nomination and continues stockpiling cash, insiders say, Bryce's chances would look a lot better against a 
Republican candidate trying to catch him in the fundraising race rather than going into an election against Ryan and the 
$10.5 million the speaker had in the bank at the end of March. 

Mixed

Paul Ryan: There is no shortage of hot takes on the speaker's decision to pull the plug on his re-election bid to spend 
more time with his family. And history ultimately will judge his legacy as the first House speaker from Wisconsin and one-
time veep nominee. But for now, he has a challenge to deal with, insiders say: Keeping his caucus together and the gavel 
in his hand. Ryan's decision to forgo a re-election bid rather than run and quit post November shocks the national political 
class. Backers hail him as the intellectual leader of the national GOP, while detractors pick apart his legislative 
accomplishments after two decades in the House. Supporters see the tax cut package as a career-long goal realized, 
while opponents note he announces his retirement just as the Congressional Budget Office estimates it will produce a $1 
trillion deficit. And while fans sing his praises as an all-around good guy, others question why he didn't pull together the 
backbone to more forcefully stand up to President Trump. In the meantime, Republicans have urgent concerns. One, 
Ryan has proven to be the best fundraiser to hold the speaker's gavel. Just two days before his retirement announcement,
Ryan's political operation was touting the more than $54 million he's raised this cycle alone and the more than $40 million 
transferred to the NRCC. Ryan's camp says that's an unprecedented amount for a speaker's political organization. But will 
donors keep opening their wallets for a lame-duck speaker? Even Ryan backers acknowledge that could be a difficult 
task. There's also some early pushback from a few members who want a leadership election now, rather than waiting until 
after the election; they want certainty and to avoid a behind-the-scenes leadership race that could distract from the task of 
trying to hold onto the majority. Ryan, the day after his announcement, shrugs off the suggestion, saying it "makes no 
sense to take the biggest fundraiser off the field." There's also the challenge of keeping Ryan's seat in GOP hands. 
Beyond questions about his ability to fundraise as a lame duck, many see his decisions as a psychological blow to the 
caucus in sending a message about the GOP's chances of holding onto the majority this fall. Ryan's backers insist he will 
put all of his energy into helping his fellow Republicans. There also had been a theory that Ryan would run and then 
resign if he won. But Ryan supporters say that idea misreads who he is as a person. That violates the sacred vow to 
voters, they say, and is not something Ryan would do. Still, he was sitting on more than $10.5 million in his personal 
campaign account at the end of March, and it would be a minor miracle for another Republican to step into the race and 
raise that kind of money -- unless that person is a self-funder. Ryan could transfer it all to the NRCC. But some question if 
the group would be willing to direct a significant chunk of it to the 1st with a host of incumbents that need to be protected. 
Some Republicans are confident it wouldn't take that much money to hold the 1st with its GOP lean. They add Ryan likely 
was reassured the district would stay red after seeing conservative Supreme Court candidate Michael Screnock win it by 
5 points even as he lost statewide by 12. Still, Dems say the spring electorate is typically older and whiter in April than the 
one that turns out in November. That could be a boost to their chances to win back the seat Ryan has had since his 
election in 1998.  

Legislative retirements: Republican Tom Weatherston's decision to hang it up after this session makes it an even dozen 
members of the Assembly who have decided they're not coming back, while five are on their way out from the Senate. 
Still, the 17 members who have decided to move out -- or try moving up -- is still below average for the past decade of just 
more than 19. And only a handful of those seats will truly be in play this fall, insiders say. Weatherston's Racine-area 
district likely won't be one of them considering Hillary Clinton took just 41 percent of the vote there in 2016. In announcing 
his decision to retire, the 68-year-old Weatherston said there were many reasons for the decision, most of them personal. 
That includes the death of his wife April in 2016 after a battle with a rare type of blood cancer, the birth of a grandson, 
building a new home and getting engaged. He is one of five Assembly members to announce their retirement with no 
plans to seek another office, while three reps are leaving to run for the Senate, one is running for guv, one is retiring 
ahead of a 2019 mayoral bid, one already won local office and resigned, and one joined the Walker administration. That 
last one is Republican Keith Ripp, who was often a Dem target, but regularly beat back the challenges easily. His south-
central Wisconsin seat, though, will now be filled in a June 12 special election, with Dems shooting for another talking 
point to build their case a blue wave is coming. Among the other open seats, Rep. Kathy Bernier's, appears to be the most 
competitive. Dems have targeted the Chippewa Valley seat since Bernier won it with 50.2 percent of the vote in the 2010 
GOP wave. But she eclipsed 52 percent in 2012 and 2014 before hitting 58 percent in 2016. But with the snapback 
against Donald Trump, the dynamics of the district could change. The seat of outgoing Rep. Dale Kooyenga, who's 
running for the Senate, will be worth at least keeping an eye on. The district in the Milwaukee suburbs went to Hillary 
Clinton with 48.3 percent of the vote in 2016. But some saw that as the Trump effect considering Scott Walker won 60.7 
percent there in 2014. Will it return to that kind of GOP performance, or will it be another example of the impact Trump is 
having on the Republican brand with suburban, educated voters? The Senate departures open up more possibilities for 



pickups. First up will be Frank Lasee's old seat in northeastern Wisconsin, which will be filled during the June special 
elections after the GOP lawmaker resigned in December to join the Walker administration. Despite its GOP lean, the Dem 
enthusiasm seen in recent elections has insiders viewing the seat as in play, and liberal Supreme Court candidate 
Rebecca Dallet won the district in the state Supreme Court race. Insiders also believe GOP Sen. Terry Moulton's seat in 
the Chippewa Valley area will be in play. And the 5th SD, which Leah Vukmir is leaving to run for the U.S. Senate, will be 
worth watching. Like Kooyenga's Assembly seat, it has traditionally been deep red. But Trump's underperformance there 
in 2016 -- a 1-point win -- could be something to watch. On the flip side, the seat of Dem Sen. Kathleen Vinehout has 
been competitive in GOP wave years. But even with her leaving the seat to run for guv, it could be a challenge for 
Republicans if they continue to face a strong headwind. 

Falling

Lena Taylor: The Milwaukee Dem is cited for allegedly berating a bank teller in what some insiders see as a "don't you 
know who I am?" moment -- never a good thing for a public official. It also serves to remind people of Taylor's other 
baggage, including a reputation for running roughshod over her staff. But some insiders question whether Taylor will face 
any penalties with her caucus over the outburst. According to reports, Taylor used a racially charged epithet in berating 
the teller, who is also African-American, for not cashing the lawmaker's check due to insufficient funds. Milwaukee Police 
officers, who were already at the bank, observed the dispute and issued the citation, though Taylor's attorney is now trying 
to quash it. This isn't the first time she's tried that. After being cited in 2009 for crossing the centerline in her vehicle, the 
ticket was rescinded by a captain before then-Chief Ed Flynn reinstated it. It also isn't the first time insiders have 
wondered if Taylor's behavior would wear thin with constituents. But she easily beat back a primary challenge in 2016, 
and some say that's because others underestimate her passion for serving her constituents and representing their issues 
-- regardless of how that plays with some in Madison. Still, Taylor has a high-profile appointment on the Joint Finance 
Committee, and some question whether that should be in jeopardy, though it's likely not an issue Minority Leader Jennifer 
Shilling wants to deal with amid a building blue wave that could significantly boost the caucus in its quest to retake the 
majority. In the end, some argue, the whole thing will likely blow over, because it's simply too toxic an issue for Dems to 
dive into.  

Dale Kooyenga: With taxpayers on the hook for a $30,000 settlement in a lawsuit over his actions, the Brookfield 
Republicans announces he will reimburse taxpayers "with the assistance of family and friends." But that sounds like using 
campaign funds to cover the settlement, and insiders aren't sure that will put the issue to rest. When asked about the 
settlement at a town hall meeting, Kooyenga originally noted the state does not require employees to personally cover the 
costs. He cited as an example the $18.9 million settlement with a teen inmate who was left severely brain damaged after 
hanging herself in a cell. Kooyenga reversed course not long after, a sign to some that he realized that approach could be 
a political liability. He then announces, "with the assistance of family and friends, I intend to fully reimburse the taxpayers." 
Kooyenga doesn't expand on that, and his office did not provide further details. But election law experts believe he could 
use campaign funds to cover the costs. Kooyenga, who's running for an open state Senate seat, finished December with 
$237,646 in the bank, giving him ample room to cover the settlement. At the same time, it's not ideal for a candidate to 
drop $30,000 on something like this with a campaign to run, some say. It remains to be seen how competitive the 5th SD 
will be this fall. It's a seat Gov. Scott Walker won with 60.1 percent of the vote in 2014. But Donald Trump took a plurality 
there in 2016 at 46.8 percent, a 1-point win over Hillary Clinton. That, some say, is a sign of the impact Trump has had on 
the GOP brand with suburban voters, particularly women. Will that district snap back to its traditional GOP performance 
come fall, or will the blue wave hit there, too? Kooyenga also has taken his lumps from Dems over his comments that his 
military training lead to him taking the sign as a security precaution. But some Republicans counter plenty of GOP voters 
won't hold it against Kooyenga for pulling down an anti-Trump sign. 

****************************************

Tuesday: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday, April 17 with Madison Mayor 
Paul Soglin to discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742



****************************************

WALKER SPENDING FOR STATE PLANE USE RISES IN 2017 AS DEMS KNOCK SHORT HOPS, DC TRIPS

Gov. Scott Walker and his cabinet spent twice as much in 2017 on taxpayer-funded flights as the governor was gearing 
up for his re-election run than in 2015, when he was running for president, records show.  

The guv and his cabinet spent a total of $391,372 on state plane use across Wisconsin and the nation in 2017, compared 
to $190,016 in 2015. Spending on flights in 2016 was $376,806.  

Walker's spending on flights in 2017 was his highest since taking office. And it came at a time Walker travelled regularly 
as the state budget process dragged on into late September of that year.  

Flight costs for the guv and his cabinet have steadily risen from $184,088 in 2011, although those numbers compiled by 
DOA do not include the lieutenant governor.  

Walker's frequent flights first became a point of controversy during his 2014 re-election campaign. Taxpayer-funded air 
travel has been a sticking point for previous governors, including both Democrat Jim Doyle and Republican Scott 
McCallum, whose trip from Madison to Janesville in 2002 drew ire from some Dems.  

Walker occasionally has taken similar short flights -- previous records show he used state planes to make trips as short in 
duration as a 30-mile haul from Milwaukee to Burlington.  

Now, a WisPolitics.com check of the guv's flight records from the past three years shows he and his cabinet have 
continued making short flights, including frequent 60-mile forays from Madison to Waukesha and occasional 40-mile hops 
to nearby Monroe. Those trips, however, were almost always part of multi-stop tours, and the guv's office emphasizes his 
trips are intended to connect with residents.  

"Governor Walker makes it a priority to travel across the state and hear from people about the issues that matter most to 
them, because he believes it's a vital part of his job. The governor has held listening sessions in every county, visited 
more than 75 schools, and participated in hundreds of events in communities across our state," said Walker 
spokeswoman Amy Hasenberg.  

Hasenberg underscored conversations with constituents led to the passage of bills to enhance school funding and safety, 
cut taxes, stabilize health care markets and overhaul welfare programs.  

But a top Dem criticized the governor's frequent use of state planes especially to far-flung destinations like Washington, 
D.C., where he could fly commercial like Wisconsin's congressional delegation.  

Walker has flown frequently in the past three years.  

The guv was on board state planes for 105 flights in 2017, costing $326,705; 113 flights in 2016, costing $322,279; and 
40 flights in 2015, costing $111,091. Those figures don't include flights where the lieutenant governor or cabinet members 
were the only passengers on board.  

WisPolitics.com used DOA's methodology in counting an individual flight, which entails a round trip or multi-stop tour that 
begins and ends in the same city. An individual flight could entail a long-distance trip from Madison to Washington, D.C. or 
a short jaunt to Kenosha, explaining why more flights in 2016 cost less than fewer flights in 2017.  

Wisconsin law allows public officials to use state-owned planes and other vehicles as long as they are not used 
exclusively for campaigning. If officials do campaign while using the plane or vehicle for state affairs, they must pay the 
state a fee of at least 50 percent of the total cost of the trip.  

Walker flew on state planes just two times when he was running for president from July 13 to Sept. 21 of 2015. During the 
same time frame in 2016 he flew on Wisconsin Air Services planes 24 times and in 2017, 22 times.  

For comparison, former Gov. Jim Doyle and his cabinet's flights totaled $208,000 in 2010 and nearly $240,000 in 2009, 
according to previous WisPolitics.com reports.  

Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch also travels frequently on state business. She often requires Wisconsin Air Services to fly from 



Madison to Waukesha to pick her up to fly to other parts of the state, and drop her off back in Waukesha before the plane 
returns to Madison.  

Those trips add about 120 miles or at least $600 to $900 each time she flies.  

"That's ridiculous," said Wisconsin Democratic Party Chair Martha Laning. "I think the lieutenant governor has plenty of 
time to be able to get to Madison and save the taxpayer those funds."  

Wisconsin Air Services charges $7.15 per mile for use of its King Air 360 and $4.76 per mile for use of its PC-12 plane, 
plus $60 per hour during wait time and additional costs.  

In one instance on a multi-stop tour, Kleefisch took a state plane to Menomonie where she then went by car to Woodville 
for a scheduled appearance. While the plane flew on to Eau Claire, where the lt. guv had an appearance later that day, 
she was not on board -- she instead elected to go by car from Woodville to Eau Claire, where she would board the plane 
back to Madison.  

Kleefisch spokesman Alex Lech said that arrangement was most efficient. He defended the lt. guv's flights, arguing they 
help her represent all corners of the state and meet with constituents to generate ideas for Wisconsin's future.  

"We view the state plane as one tool to expand the Lt. Governor's time and reach across Wisconsin, ensuring that no part 
of our state is left out or forgotten by their government. Using the plane, including sometimes departing from or returning 
to Waukesha, allows us to minimize travel time and maximize time with constituents statewide," Lech said.  

Laning, mirroring previous Dem criticism, questioned the governor's use of taxpayer-funded air travel given state budget 
constraints that have prevented further funding of transportation, schools, broadband and other provisions.  

"When you have such a constrained budget, it would be fiscally responsible to be looking at every way that you can save 
money," Laning said.  

Laning said she understands the governor's time is valuable and that some flights, like those between Madison and 
Superior, make sense. She questions the shorter flights -- like those to Kenosha -- and decisions to take state planes to 
Washington rather than fly commercial.  

"To be booking a private plane with only three or five people on it at a cost of over $11,000 is not fiscally responsible. 
There are plenty of flights from Madison or Milwaukee to Washington, D.C., and our congressionals take them regularly," 
she said.  

Flight records show the guv has taken several flights in the last three years of the type Laning criticized.  

For instance, Walker and two staff members in June 2016 flew from Madison to Waukesha to give remarks at Waukesha 
Memorial Hospital before flying to Lake Geneva -- about 30 miles away -- to speak at a high school before flying on to 
Wisconsin Rapids to end the day. The total cost of that trip was $2,796. Each 30-mile trip the guv takes likely costs 
anywhere from $200 to $300.  

Combined travel by car between those destinations would equal about 6 hours and 23 minutes, according to Google 
maps.  

In August 2016, Walker flew to Burlington -- about 60 miles one way or 1.5 hours by car -- to meet with veterans at a cost 
of $749. And in August of 2017, the guv flew from Madison to Kenosha to tour a factory, then flew to Milwaukee -- about 
30 miles or just under an hour drive -- to visit Marquette University and the State Fair.  

Walker also travelled from Madison to Monroe -- about an hour's drive -- to visit Pecatonica High School on a multi-stop 
tour.  

Walker's use of state planes for long haul flights to Washington, D.C. -- which cost about $11,000 roundtrip -- has 
increased in recent years.  

He used state planes to fly to the nation's capital six times in 2017, costing $69,683. Walker was typically accompanied by 
two to four members of his staff on such occasions. One roundtrip weekday flight from Madison to D.C. via commercial 
airlines costs around $570, while a flight from Milwaukee costs about $370.  

The Walker trips usually entailed high-profile meetings. For example, Walker took an $11,409 roundtrip flight to 



Washington on July 26, 2017, with two other passengers to join President Trump in announcing Foxconn's decision to 
build its factory in Wisconsin.  

And he joined Trump on June 15 of that year for a workforce roundtable discussion.  

Another flight to D.C. for a 2016 Governors' Delegation cost taxpayers $21,369 -- double its usual amount.  

That's because the Wisconsin Air Services plane flew from Madison to D.C. Dec. 5 to drop Walker off for his next flight 
abroad to visit Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Afghanistan and Germany. The trip was made to see Wisconsin National 
Guard and Reserve service members as part of the delegation. Walker's plane flew back to Madison that day, and again 
returned to Washington Dec. 9 to fly him back to Wisconsin upon his return to the U.S.  

See the flight records:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/stateplanerecords041318.pdf

FEWER BILLS TO BE SIGNED INTO LAW THIS SESSION COMPARED TO PREVIOUS TWO

Lawmakers are on track to get fewer bills signed into law this session than over the previous two, a WisPolitics.com 
review shows.  

The count includes a series of special session calls that resulted in a slate of welfare overhaul bills and the $3 billion 
Foxconn incentive package. It also includes headline-grabbing bills ranging from one that weakens protections for some 
wetlands to another that bans the Group Insurance Board from contracting or paying for abortions.  

In all, the Legislature passed 367 bills that have either already gotten Gov. Scott Walker's signature or are waiting to be 
signed into law, based off a March 30 analysis from the Assembly and Senate chief clerk offices. That's lower than both 
2015-16 and 2013-14, when 392 and 380 bills, respectively, were enacted.  

The WisPolitics.com check of this session comes as a series of the bills the Legislature has passed are still awaiting 
Walker's signature, compared to figures from past sessions that show the number of bills that have been signed into law. 
This session's overall total could end up lower should the guv decide to fully veto any of the bills he hasn't yet taken up.  

Regardless, the count of 367 bills either signed or waiting to be signed from the current session is higher than the 2011-12 
session, which was marked by the fight over Act 10 and a series of recall elections. Over those two years, just 267 bills 
were passed by lawmakers and signed into law.  

During the 2015-16 session, lawmakers passed bills dealing with right-to-work, prevailing wage, campaign finance, the 
civil service system and abolishing the Government Accountability Board. But the guv didn't convene any special 
sessions.  

Meanwhile, the count for the 2013-14 session, which saw several tax cuts and abortion legislation requiring ultrasounds 
before informed consent, includes seven special session bills.  

While the chief clerks' last update was from March 30, a more recent WisPolitics.com check showed for the 2017-18 
session 273 Senate and Assembly bills have been signed into law, in addition to 94 bills that have been enrolled and not 
yet signed. The figures include the nearly 100 bills the guv signed into law over the past two weeks, including 11 on foster 
care and the nine welfare bills. As bill are signed, they'll move from the "enrolled" count to the larger pool.  

See the status records for the Assembly from 2011-12: http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/180304_11-12Session.pdf
Senate 2011-12: http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180402SenateSession2011_12.pdf
2013-14 session:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180402Session13_14.pdf
2015-16: http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180402Session15_16.pdf
2017-18: http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180402_17-18session.pdf

See the WisPolitics.com Assembly spreadsheet:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180406SessionStats_Assembly.pdf

Senate spreadsheet:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180406SessionStats_Senate.pdf



STATE SUPREME COURT TO HEAR DPI ADMINISTRATIVE RULES SUIT

The state Supreme Court today agreed to hear a lawsuit seeking to force the Department of Public Instruction to submit 
its administrative rules to the guv's administration for review.  

But the justices will first hear oral arguments in May on who should represent state Superintendent Tony Evers in the 
lawsuit.  

Evers has objected to the state Department of Justice representing him, because the agency has sided with the 
conservative Wisconsin Institute for Law & Liberty, which filed the suit, in its view that DPI should have to submit its rules 
for review.  

The state Supreme Court in 2016 ruled DPI did not have to submit its administrative rules for review under a law 
Republicans approved in 2011. The GOP-led Legislature approved a new administrative rules process in 2017 dubbed 
the REINS Act, but DPI has argued it is not subject to that law because of the 2016 decision.  

In today's order, the Supreme Court noted the May 15 oral arguments will focus on if DPI can select its own attorney for 
the suit and whether the guv is a necessary party to the action. The court also directed that all pending motions will be put
on hold pending further action from the justices, and a briefing schedule on the merits of the lawsuit will be scheduled at a 
later date.  

Justices Ann Walsh Bradley and Shirley Abrahamson dissented on the court's decision to take original jurisdiction in the 
suit, saying the Supreme Court has traditionally exercised that authority "very sparingly" and there was no reason this 
case should not first go to the lower courts for consideration.  

Bradley also noted some have suggested WILL has come back to the court on the issue because its composition has 
changed. Former Justice David Prosser, who sided with DPI in the 2016 decision, has been replaced by Justice Daniel 
Kelly.  

Justice-elect Rebecca Dallet will join the court in August, replacing conservative Justice Michael Gableman, who also 
sided with DPI in 2016.  

See the order:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180413Court.pdf

ELECTION STRATEGISTS SEEKING TO WIN OVER 'UNICORN VOTERS' IN NOVEMBER

As the state barrels toward midterm season, election strategists on both sides are working not just to fire up the base, but 
to win over the elusive "unicorn voter."  

Those voters, who label themselves as political moderates or independents, have supported leading Dem and GOP 
candidates -- sometimes on the same ticket. They're the Obama-Trump voters, and the ones who got behind both 
President Obama and Gov. Scott Walker back in 2012.  

And election watchers say 2018 will bring another category of voters: those who back both Walker and U.S. Sen. Tammy 
Baldwin, D-Madison.  

Still, a top Republican strategist is confident the guv will be able to win them over again, just like he did in 2012.  

"My point to everyone is (Walker) consistently wins that middle," Keith Gilkes of Platform Communications told a 
WisPolitics.com event last night in Madison. "What they're looking for is results, and as long as we can convey the results 
of the work that he's done and all that he's fought for, I think those people will come home."  

The event, a 2018 election preview, featured Gilkes, a longtime Walker adviser; Dem campaign consultant Tanya Bjork, a 
senior adviser to both the Obama and Hillary Clinton presidential bids; and Marquette University Law School pollster 
Charles Franklin.  

The three all underscored the importance of statewide candidates' need to appeal to the middle, adding those so-called 
unicorn voters are often the ones who decide elections.  



Bjork said each district marks a different landscape to get to a campaign's winning number. While some districts may only 
require turnout, others require a focus on an independent or swing voter -- most, including statewide races, are about a 
combination of the two.  

She also noted that "big stake issues" like health care can also create divisions among different voting blocs.  

While Franklin hasn't yet looked at the potential Baldwin-Walker voters, he said in his work analyzing the 2012 Obama-
Walker supporters, the size of that electorate could be between 8 percent and 15 percent.  

The Obama-Walker voters, he said, tended to be young 20-somethings that are a bit more likely to live in rural parts of the 
state and are moved by current events and the nature of the candidate, but overall aren't that interested or engaged in 
what's going on around them.  

"Though, you are then trying to win on the backs of that most difficult to reach and predict and turn out and win over 
group," he said.  

Gilkes said it's still important to pursue those voters "because they've proven that they decide who wins the election at the
end of the day."  

"It does not negate your responsibility on either side for each party to turn out their base, because you need the base plus 
each magical unicorn in order to be successful," he said.  

1st CD predictions 

Following House Speaker Paul Ryan's announcement this week that he won't seek re-election, both strategists said 
Republicans have the advantage in holding the seat.  

Gilkes ultimately predicted the 1st CD would remain under GOP control, crediting Republicans for redistricting that district 
"very well" and claiming Ryan's move wasn't demoralizing for the state GOP base, adding he said knew this day would 
come eventually.  

While Bjork agreed there isn't "any guarantee" Dems can pick up the district, she noted the Janesville Republican's 
decision sends a "clear signal (Republicans) believe that they're going to have a hard time in November."  

The district, Franklin earlier in the evening said, is "pretty solidly Republican" and generally gives recent GOP presidential 
candidates a 10 percentage point greater outcome than their statewide results. For example, he said, President Trump in 
2016 won the district by 10 percentage points, but only won statewide by 1, accounting for a difference of 9 percentage 
points.  

And conservative state Supreme Court candidate Michael Screnock, Franklin noted, won the district by 5 percentage 
points, although liberal candidate Rebecca Dallet won the state by 12 percentage points, a difference of 17.  

"It will take a combination of strong candidates for the Democrats in this case and the help from tailwinds from a national 
wave to typically put a district like this into play," he said, adding that national handicappers had rushed to judgment when 
labeling it a "toss-up."  

Still, Bjork was cautiously optimistic about Dems' chances there.  

Asked about the possibility of a "Congressman Ironstache," Bjork said it was more likely now than earlier this week.  

"Certainly I wouldn't have said it was probably possible a few days ago. Today, it's possible," she said. "Honestly I think 
anything's possible this upcoming election cycle."  

Hear the audio:  
https://soundcloud.com/wispolitics/180412wispoleyevent/s-R4BU8

WEEK AHEAD

Tuesday: WisPolitics.com luncheon with Dem guv candidate and Madison Mayor Paul Soglin.  
11:30 a.m.: Madison Club, 5 E. Wilson St., Madison.  



Wednesday: Elections Commission special teleconference meeting.  
- 9 a.m.: 212 East Washington Ave., Madison.  

POLITICAL TV
(Check local listings for times in your area)

"UpFront with Mike Gousha" is a statewide commercial TV news magazine show airing Sundays around the state. This 
week's show features conservative commentator CHARLIE SYKES on House Speaker PAUL RYAN's legacy and reasons 
for retirement; KYLE KONDIK, managing editor of Sabato's Crystal Ball, about the site's rating of the 1st CD as a toss-up; 
and BizTimes Milwaukee reporter CORRI HESS on the fate of the 13 Bon Ton stores in Wisconsin.  
*See viewing times in state markets here: http://www.wisn.com/upfront/
*Also view the show online each Monday at WisPolitics.com  

"Rewind," a weekly show from WisconsinEye and WisPolitics.com, airs at 8 p.m. on Fridays and 10 a.m. on Sundays in 
addition to being available online. On this week's episode, WisPolitics.com's JR ROSS and WisconsinEye's STEVE 
WALTERS discuss House Speaker PAUL RYAN's decision to not seek re-election, Gov. SCOTT WALKER's welfare 
overhaul package and the guv's pledge to send Wisconsin troops to the nation's southern border.  
*Watch the show: http://www.wiseye.org/Video-Archive/Event-Detail/evhdid/12322

Wisconsin Public TV's "Here and Now" airs at 7:30 p.m. Fridays. On this week's program, anchor FREDERICA 
FREYBERG talks with state GOP Executive Director MARK MORGAN about what's ahead for the party following PAUL 
RYAN's retirement announcement; and panelists One Wisconsin Now's SCOT ROSS and BILL McCOSHEN, of Capitol 
Consultants, discuss who might run in the 1st CD. Then, reporter MARISA WOJCIK talks with Dem candidates RANDY 
BRYCE and CATHY MYERS about their bids for the seat.  

"For the Record" airs at 10:30 a.m. Sunday on WISC-TV in Madison. Host NEIL HEINEN talks with members of the First 
Tee of South Central Wisconsin: CYNTHIA WALTON-JACKSON and DAN ROMERO.  

"Capitol City Sunday" airs at 9 a.m. Sunday on WKOW-TV in Madison, WAOW-TV in Wausau, WXOW-TV in La Crosse 
and WQOW-TV in Eau Claire.  

"The Insiders" is a weekly WisOpinion.com web show featuring former Democratic Senate Majority Leader CHUCK 
CHVALA and former Republican Assembly Speaker SCOTT JENSEN. The two debate the reasons behind the GOP's 
welfare overhaul efforts.  
*Watch the video and listen to the show: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisopinion-com-the-insiders-debate-the-
reasons-behind-the-gops-welfare-reform-efforts/

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Send items to staff@wispolitics.com

WisPolitics.com's Tuesday event in Madison features Dem guv candidate and Madison Mayor PAUL SOGLIN. It's the 
latest in series of one-on-ones with major 2018 candidates. Register: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-
with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

Hold these dates for events next month: May 10 with Dem gubernatorial candidate KELDA ROYS in Madison; May 22 
with Democratic guv candidate MATT FLYNN in Milwaukee; and a May 24 Foxconn-related event in Sturtevant with a top 
South Carolina economist who will talk about lessons learned from a big investment from a foreign company, BMW, in his 
state.  
Details to be announced soon.  

WisPolitics.com is also teaming up with the Milwaukee Press Club to host a Newsmaker Luncheon April 25 featuring 
Acting Milwaukee Co. Sheriff RICHARD SCHMIDT. Schmidt will take questions from the audience, as well as a panel of 
journalists: MELINDA DAVENPORT, of WISN 12 News; ASHLEY LUTHERN, of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel; and 
MICHAEL SPAULDING, of Newsradio 620 WTMJ. The event's slotted for 11:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Milwaukee's 
Newsroom Pub, 137 E. Wells St. See more: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/milwaukee-press-club-wispolitics-com-
newsmaker-luncheon-ft-acting-milwaukee-co-sheriff-richard-schmidt/

Assembly Majority Leader JIM STEINEKE has a new policy adviser: TYLER CLARK. Clark previously worked for Rep. 
MIKE ROHRKASTE. See the release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/rep-steineke-office-welcomes-tyler-clark-as-new-



policy-advisor

DAVE ANDERSON, recently retired as assistant deputy secretary at DWD in SCOTT WALKER's administration, is now 
the chair of the Circus World Museum Foundation. A native of Hazelhurst, Anderson has worked for a variety of top 
Republicans, including: TOMMY THOMPSON, SCOTT McCALLUM, BOB KASTEN, TOM PETRI and SEAN DUFFY.  

NED KALIN, chair of psychiatry at the UW-Madison School of Medicine and Public Health, will become the next editor-in-
chief of the American Journal of Psychiatry. Kalin is a co-founder and co-director of the HealthEmotions Research 
Institute and director of the Lane Neuroimaging Laboratory, both at the School of Medicine and Public Health. Kalin will 
succeed the current editor, ROBERT FREEDMAN, when his term ends Dec. 31. See more: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/uw-health-kalin-named-editor-in-chief-of-leading-psychiatric-journal/

U.S. Rep. RON KIND has named the winners in this year's Congressional Art Competition. They are: HANNAH BUTTS, of 
La Farge High School; EMILY JACOBS, of La Farge High School; CAITLYN BROCKMAN, of Tomah High School; and 
ABBEY JACOBS, of La Farge High School. See the release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/u-s-rep-kind-announces-
winners-of-2018-congressional-art-competition/ /  

MARGO ANDERSON, of UW-Milwaukee, and ROBERT YABLON, of UW-Madison, are two featured speakers at an 
upcoming League of Women Voters event later this month. The April 21 event -- on the 2020 census and voting maps -- 
will be held at the Milwaukee Public Library Tippecanoe Branch. See more: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/league-of-
women-voters-event/

Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce Foundation is hosting an event May 15 in Madison on doing business with 
Taiwan. The event will include panelists CHIN-SUNG CHENG, Taipei Economic & Cultural Office Economic Division 
director; KATY SINNOTT, WEDC vice president of international business development; and JOHN OHNESORGE, UW-
Madison Law School East Asian Legal Studies Center director. The event will also include an update on the Foxconn 
project from WEDC Foxconn Key Business Liaison JELA TRASK. See more and register: 
https://wisconsinmanufacturerswiassoc.wliinc21.com//events/Doing-Business-with-Taiwan-5366/details

An upcoming Jewish Family Services event will feature a keynote address from MATTHEW DESMOND, author of the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning book "Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City." The May 16 event, entitled "Home and 
Hope - A Community Call to Action," will also feature a panel discussion from: EARL BUFORD, of Employ Milwaukee Inc.; 
JOHN CHISHOLM, Milwaukee County DA; JENNIFER SEVENICH, of Progressive Community Health Centers; and 
WYMAN WINSTON, of WHEDA. The panel will be moderated by PAULA PENNEBAKER, of YWCA Southeastern 
Wisconsin. Register: http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=bd4b47cab&oeidk=a07ef3lvvii9a0a9259

TIMOTHY RAMTHUN, of the Village of Kewaskum, has announced his bid for the 59th AD. Ramthun, who's running as a 
Republican, has worked since 2010 as an executive business management consultant and is a second-term member of 
Kewaskum's Board of Education. Rep. JESSE KREMER, who currently holds the Assembly seat, announced earlier this 
year he won't seek re-election. See the release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/ramthun-campaign-timothy-ramthun-
announces-candidacy-for-59-th-assembly-district/

Beloit physical therapist BRITTANY KEYES is looking to challenge state Rep. AMY LOUDENBECK, R-Clinton, in the 31st 
AD. Keyes, a 31-year-old Dem, has worked for Beloit Health System since 2015. See Keyes' statement: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/keyes-campaign-beloit-physical-therapist-keyes-will-compete-for-31st-assembly-seat/

ENDORSEMENTS: The following is a list of recent endorsements made for statewide and congressional district elections, 
based on emails received by WisPolitics.com:  

-- Governor: 

DANA WACHS: Rep. TERESE BERCEAU; Milwaukee Bucks Senior Vice President ALEX LASRY.  

MATT FLYNN: Former Dem guv candidate MICHELE DOOLAN.  

-- 3rd CD: 

STEVE TOFT: 3rd District Republican Party. 



For more Names in the News, see subscriber products from earlier in the week plus the press release page at 
WisPolitics.com: https://www.wispolitics.com/

For upcoming events, see the "Week Ahead" in this product and in your e-mail Monday morning. Click here for the online 
calendar: https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

If you have a contribution, e-mail staff@wispolitics.com

LOBBYIST WATCH
(from the state Ethics Commission)

Ten changes were made to the lobbying registry in the past 10 days.  

Follow this link for the complete list:  
https://lobbying.wi.gov/Who/LobbyingRegistryChanges/2017REG/SearchByDateRange
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All rights reserved. Reproduction or retransmission of this publication, in whole or in part, without the express 
permission of WisPolitics.com is prohibited. Unauthorized reproduction violates United States copyright law (17 
USC 101 et seq.), as does retransmission by facsimile or any other electronic means, including electronic mail.
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****************************************

Next Tuesday, April 17: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday, April 17 with Madison Mayor 
Paul Soglin to discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

****************************************

STORY TOPICS
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TOP STORIES

Vos won't run to replace Paul Ryan
... "While I know that our nation's capital desperately needs more conservative 
reformers from Wisconsin, Michelle and I have decided that we can do more 
good continuing to push state-based conservative reforms," Vos said in a 
statement, referring to his wife Michelle Litjens. ... [Priebus, August, 
Loudenbeck] all said Thursday they would not be launching campaigns to 
replace Ryan. [Steil, Kerkman still mulling, Craig] has not yet said whether he 
will run. GOP winner will face either Dem Bryce or Myers, though Barca is 
weighing a run. By Beck, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/8ef1b526-f139-558f-bfb9-7e79a1f2fa7b.html

Priebus says he's not running for Ryan's Wisconsin seat
... told WISN talk-show host Jay Weber that he's "always interested in serving, 
but the timing for me couldn't be worse." ... said it was "great" to rejoin his 



- Energy

- Environment

- Foxconn

- Military

- Technology

- Utilities

- Editorials

- Columns

former law firm ... in no rush to reenter public life. "Being a little separated from 
the daily political grind has been unbelievable, so the answer is no. ... Maybe 
one day ... I think now I've got to concentrate on my career, building a 
retirement. One day, when, I think, I take care of that side of my life, perhaps, I 
would love to be back involved. ... The reality is that there's a lot of great 
candidates there. We'll let someone else deal with it, but they're going to be 
successful, and I'm happy to help them out." By Lima, CNN  
https://politico.com/story/2018/04/12/reince-priebus-not-running-517445

Dem Guvs launch 'Where's Walker?' effort as GOP group plans ad blitz
... on Thursday launched a "Where's Walker?" website dedicated to highlighting 
Gov. Scott Walker's travels throughout the country during his second term, as 
he seeks re-election for a third. ... as Walker is set to headline a fundraising 
dinner Thursday evening for Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner ... days after [RGA] 
announced that it has booked $5.1 million in television ad buys to support 
Walker in the fall. ... [DGA map tracks prez run, RGA chair] ... "Scott Walker has 
made clear that he'd rather chase national political stardom across the United 
States than solve the real problems Wisconsin is facing," said DGA press 
secretary Melissa Miller. A Walker spokesman did not immediately respond. By 
Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/387753d8-7e5f-59b2-966e-df2cf73cf9a9.html

After Ryan, Dems Eye Walker
The blue wave is already crashing through Wisconsin, rippling toward Scott 
Walker. ... Ryan's political earthquake followed a series of developments in the 
Badger State [Dallet, Schachtner] that already screamed trouble for 
Republicans in 2018. ... All the while, GOP Gov. Scott Walker has been 
sounding the alarm, deeming the state Senate result a "WAKE UP CALL," and 
warning of a "BlueWave" in Wisconsin following the Supreme Court race. ... 
receiving 35 percent of [RGA's] most recent batch of investments. And Walker's 
Democratic opponent is anything but settled. At least nine notable names are 
competing for the Democratic nomination, but the field lacks a sterling standout. 
... Evers is the best known initially. But other viable contenders include [Soglin, 
Vinehout, Mitchell] ... Walker's been able to showcase [all-time low] 
unemployment ... benefiting [from] late primary ... Aug. 14, leaving the 
Democrats most of the summer to battle among themselves ... Nevertheless ... 
His approval rating stands at just 43 percent, according to a new Morning 
Consult survey, placing him in the bottom 10 governors in the country. ... easy to 
read why Democrats feel emboldened ... Taking over Ryan's 1st Congressional 
District would be an impressive feat, but upending Walker would essentially 
amount to an end of a conservative era that dawned during the rise of the tea 
party. Dem Bryce, Daily Kos' Nir comment. By Catanese, US NEWS  
https://usnews.com/news/the-run/articles/2018-04-12/after-paul-ryans-
retirement-democrats-set-scott-walker-in-their-sights

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Steel tariffs get mixed reviews ... "Most recently, we've handled a few barge loads of steel coil, a shipload of steel pipe 
and a few shipments of structural steel," said Kevin Beardsley, interim executive director, Duluth Seaway Port Authority. 



"In theory, with the new tariffs, that small amount of steel could go away, but we've had no indication that it will, 
particularly with the exemption for Canada and international trade agreements still being negotiated." On the flip side, said 
Beardsley, the Port of Duluth-Superior figures prominently in the nation's steelmaking industry, with Minnesota ore 
accounting for 80 percent of U.S. first-pour steel. The vast majority of that ore moves through docks in the Twin Ports and 
Two Harbors.  
http://businessnorth.com/2440ffb6-3d9a-11e8-aaa8-17d0a2463aba.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- State employee discipline for sexual harassment ranged from reprimands to termination ... according to records released 
recently by the state Department of Administration. ... involve employees of the state Capitol Police Department, the 
Department of Financial Institutions, two district attorneys offices, DOA Facilities Management and the Department of 
Tourism. ... [DOA's] Green also noted that DOA's records were not comprehensive, and that other agencies may have 
imposed discipline on their own. The State Journal is not naming the individuals involved since they were not charged with 
crimes and, in most cases, it is not known if they challenged the discipline.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/9a4693d2-4330-537e-80b8-4280af36f851.html

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Bice: Forever tied to Trump, Paul Ryan leaves behind a mixed record over 20 years ... Historians will likely have a lot to 
work with when assessing his impact on national politics as he morphed from a disciple of Jack Kemp's inclusive brand of 
big-tent Republicanism to being a wrangler of votes and occasional point man for President Donald Trump. Here's a first 
draft of his mixed record in Washington, D.C., the highs, the lows and the unresolved issues.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/04/12/bice-highs-and-lows-paul-ryans-20-year-career/511274002/

- Local leaders sound off on Paul Ryan plan to exit Congress  
http://gazettextra.com/1136217a-893a-523e-8ca0-42b80cd978f3.html

- Who is in and who is out for Wisconsin's first district race [McCallum]  
http://gazettextra.com/7696ac13-00de-51cf-9bfd-c21dbae56f5b.html

- Paul Ryan is just two years away from collecting a federal pension -- here's how much he'll get, The Wisconsin 
Republican could get a nearly $85,000-a-year pension ... Under the formula laid out in this Congressional Research 
Service study, Ryan would be eligible for an annual pension of nearly $76,000, based on 20 years as an elected House 
member. Throw in his years as a congressional staffer, and the total rises to $84,930 ... same system entitles lawmakers 
to Social Security benefits and the so-called Thrift Savings Plan, which is similar to a 401(k). [CRP's] Baumgart notes that 
members of Congress aren't required to disclose financial interest in or any income gained from federal retirement 
systems and the Thrift Savings Plan, and Ryan has not disclosed the information. ... puts Ryan's personal net worth at just 
over $6 million as of 2016. His wife is a former tax attorney who also received a big inheritance when her mother died. ... 
won't be able to lobby for one year, thanks to a statutory "cooling off" period for ex-House members.  
https://marketwatch.com/story/paul-ryan-is-just-two-years-away-from-collecting-a-federal-pension-heres-what-hell-get-
2018-04-12

- How big of a problem is Ryan's exit for GOP? ... Some see Ryan's exit as an enormous loss for the party that could 
trigger other retirements and hurt morale, and that sends an ominous signal about the GOP's chances this fall. ... Others 
say ... [NYT "nightmare scenario is overhyped] New York Times described as the "nightmare scenario" for Republicans -- 
is being over-hyped. ... "I mean we can try and sugar coat this all we want, but the Speaker's decision isn't going to have 
an impact on the majority one way or the other," said retiring Rep. Charlie Dent (R-Pa.). "We know this is a toxic political 
environment, and that and this election is going to be a referendum on the president of the United States and his conduct 
in office." ... "it's certainly not a positive thing," added [TX GOP strategist] Mackowiak. "I wouldn't be surprised if you had 
five or 10 more retirements." ... [Ryan on Thursday] argu[ed] that calls for him to speed up his exit are short-sighted. "I 
have shattered every fundraising record any Speaker has ever set," Ryan told reporters during his weekly news 
conference. "There is nobody who's come close to being able to raise the kinds of funds that I have, and still can raise, for
this majority. It makes no sense to take the biggest fundraiser off the field -- and I think almost all our members see it that 
way as well." ... GOP strategists, however, warn that Ryan's fundraising may take a hit now that he's leaving. [may shift 
funds to Senate.] NRCC chair Stivers, Rep. Jones agree with Ryan. RSC chair Walker: "If you have a heated [leadership] 
race going on in the House, it may create some energy or tension and that voter comes out. If that's already been settled, 
then maybe there's more of a dormant mind set."  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/382932-how-big-of-a-problem-is-ryans-exit-for-gop

- Ryan Retirement Puts WI-01 at Risk and Throws House GOP Into Deeper Turmoil ... Nearly two years after Ryan initially 
refused to endorse Trump as the nominee, Trump's takeover of the GOP base is nearly complete. Ryan and Trump 



forged passage of a signature legislative initiative--tax cuts--but overall, Trump's populist vision for the party has 
supplanted Ryan's supply-side conservatism. Last week's YouGov poll found Trump's favorability with GOP voters at 80 
percent; Ryan's was just 52 percent. ... his early lame duck status could hamper the ability of his PAC, the Congressional 
Leadership Fund, to raise money to defend other GOP incumbents badly in need of air cover. ... Republicans will have to 
start from scratch without Ryan's $9.6 million campaign account against a Democrat armed with millions and a blue-collar 
profile. ... Bryce, perhaps better known as the "Iron Stache," has been a national phenomenon on MSNBC and in left-
leaning online fundraising circles for months. ... Ryan's retirement shifts Wisconsin's 1st CD from the Solid Republican 
column to the Lean Republican, with the potential for the race to become even more competitive.  
https://cookpolitical.com/analysis/house/wisconsin-house/ryan-retirement-puts-wi-01-risk-and-throws-house-gop-deeper-
turmoil

- Ryan Rejects Giving Up Speaker Post Before January, Some Republican lawmakers suggested donors would be less 
willing to give to Ryan knowing he won't be leading GOP in House next year  
https://wsj.com/articles/paul-ryan-says-he-wont-give-up-speaker-post-until-january-1523555895

- Ryan Shows His Cards in Race to Replace Him ... "I was encouraged that Steve Scalise this morning said that he thinks, 
after the election, that Kevin McCarthy ought to be the person to replace me," Ryan said. "I think that's encouraging, 
because what it shows you is that we have an intact leadership team that supports each other, that's all heading in the 
right direction." ... [but] Scalise, the majority whip, is still in a comically passive-aggressive shadow war with McCarthy, the
current majority leader. ... "I've never run against Kevin, and wouldn't run against Kevin," Scalise said on Fox News 
Thursday morning ... When asked whether it was a fair assessment that Scalise was the more conservative of the two, 
Scalise [said,] "Well look, I don't make up titles. I've got a long record as a conservative who's fought to advance a more 
conservative agenda. Kevin's a conservative too," he added, almost as a pat on the head. ... Scalise [touting his own 
fundraising records] hasn't conceded that it's McCarthy's job yet. Ryan is pushing him to get there.  
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/04/paul-ryan-signals-support-for-kevin-mccarthy-as-replacement.html

- Ryan's House legacy, in photos  
https://politico.com/gallery/2018/04/11/paul-ryan-career-in-congress-photos-002850

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Mayor [Paine] lays plan for Superior  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/government-and-politics/4431251-mayor-lays-plan-superior

COURTS ^top^
- Fox Crossing Municipal Judge Len Kachinsky faces Judicial Commission complaint ... revolving around allegations that 
he continually harassed his clerk for the last year.  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/04/12/fox-crossing-municipal-judge-len-kachinsky-faces-judicial-commission-
complaint/511126002/

EDUCATION ^top^
- MPS board names interim superintendent ... Keith Posley, the district's chief school administration officer, will begin his 
role as interim superintendent on May 21. ... Driver is leaving in July to lead the United Way of Southeastern Michigan in 
Detroit.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/04/13/mps-board-names-interim-superintendent/513798002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Vos won't seek First District Congressional seat now held by House Speaker Paul Ryan [Spicuzza]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/13/robin-vos-wont-seek-first-district-congressional-seat-now-held-house-
speaker-paul-ryan/513919002/

- Vos Won't Run For Paul Ryan's Congressional Seat [White]  
https://wpr.org/assembly-speaker-robin-vos-wont-run-paul-ryans-congressional-seat

- Who will join congressional race? Priebus says 'no', Barca 'considering' ... "The timing just isn't right," Priebus, a 
Kenosha County native whose parents still live here, said in an interview from his Washington, D.C. office. ... "Maybe 
someday, but not right now." ... plans to stay involved politically in Wisconsin but won't back any candidates in a possible 
GOP primary because he has friends who already are interested in running. Once a nominee is chosen, he would support 
that candidate, Priebus said. ... Barca ... "considering" a possible run ... will make a decision "not in a month ... much 



sooner than that. We're at least going to discuss whether it would be good for me to make that run, do our due diligence," 
Barca said. ... "Just friends that I know who saw (Ryan's) announcement and said they hoped I would look at it." Rehash 
Bryce vs. Myers. CD! Dem chair Jonker on Ryan: "What remains to be seen is who his handpicked, Trump-approved 
Republican will be. ... And we will not lessen our resolve to return Wisconsin's 1st District to the people and not the 
corporations and multimillionaires."  
http://kenoshanews.com/bee940c3-8d62-54a9-9acf-224a71512416.html

- Reince Priebus won't run for House Speaker Paul Ryan's seat  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/12/reince-priebus-wont-run-house-speaker-paul-ryans-seat/510858002/

- Priebus says he won't run for Ryan's Wisconsin seat [Bauer of AP]  
http://journaltimes.com/c3a2bcc8-fb5f-56ab-b4a9-f01f320d3232.html

- A man who used to work as Ryan's personal driver is gearing up to run for his seat ... potential Republican candidate, 
Bryan Steil, has been courting some of Wisconsin's top donors as he prepares to enter the fray ... also had discussions 
with the leadership of the Wisconsin state Republican delegation -- some of whom consider Steil a prime contender to 
keep the seat in the GOP's hands ... The state Republican delegation declined to comment. ... Steil currently is the 
general counsel and secretary at Charter NEX Films ... [a UW Regent] ... first vice chairman on the Rock County 
Republican ... deep family roots in Wisconsin make him an ideal recruit for those looking for a counter to any Democratic 
candidate that could oppose him. ... "He's a guy who tells you what he's going to do, explains it, and then goes to 
Washington and acts on his beliefs," Steil said of Ryan [in 2014 Isthmus interview] ... respected Ryan because he's willing 
to have "an adult conversation." WI GOP strategist Scholz said Steil has been courting a run since Ryan ran for VP, 
"Since that time he's been involved with state politics and cutting his teeth in the business community." Steil could inherit 
some of Ryan's fundraising prowess to match leading Dem Bryce's $2.1M in 1Q18. Several other Republicans will likely 
join Steil. Steil declined comment. Ryan office did not return calls.  
https://cnbc.com/2018/04/12/paul-ryan-associate-courting-donors-as-he-prepares-to-enter-house-race.html

- Meet 'Iron Stache,' the Democrat running to replace Paul Ryan in Wisconsin ... "The mission was to repeal and replace 
Paul Ryan with a working person. Obviously, we've been able to push him out ... but there's still a lot of work to do," 
Bryce, a Latino, a veteran and cancer survivor, said in a phone interview with CNN. "We're going to face the same kind of 
money machine that's going to come in place and try to prop up whoever is the Republican nominee." (Kevin Seifert, 
Executive Director of Team Ryan, called claims that Democrats had anything to do with Ryan's decision "laughable.") ... 
[rehash Bryce's kick-off video] Bryce supports a $15 hourly minimum wage, increased staffing at the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration, which oversees job site safety, Medicare for all, and Paid Family Medical Leave. ... has spent 
the last several years working as a political coordinator for Ironworkers Local 8 and as a member of the Milwaukee Area 
Labor Council board of directors. He served on the Racine Labor Council and helped found the Wisconsin Chamber of 
Commerce for Veterans. ... When Bryce decided he wanted to run, he caught the eye of political consultant Bill Hyers ... 
who helped make Bryce's campaign video ... " It was refreshing to see someone running against the speaker with 
complete confidence ... His authenticity comes across and he's not trying to be anything but what he is," Hyers said.  
https://cnn.com/2018/04/12/politics/iron-stache-running-to-replace-paul-ryan/index.html

- "IronStache" Randy Bryce on running in Wisconsin after Paul Ryan took himself out of the game, Bryce ran on 
"repealing and replacing" Ryan. Ryan just repealed himself. ... checks every box for Democrats trying to reclaim white 
working-class voters who went to Trump in 2016. He hails from Caledonia, Wisconsin, a small town in an industrial area 
that voted for Trump in 2016. He's an ironworker and longtime union organizer. He's a cancer survivor, and both of his 
parents are dealing with costly medical issues ... progressive groups Our Revolution and the Working Families Party love 
Bryce's working-class credentials and message. [DCCC] loves that he's raising money at a blistering clip ... "We've been 
running as, 'We need more working people in Washington, DC, making decisions on behalf of us,'" he told me on 
Wednesday. "That's still the same message; it hasn't been a 'vote for me because I'm not Paul Ryan.' ... Last year, I was 
working on a high-rise building, swapping out glass 100 feet in the air, freezing my butt off," Bryce said. "Today, we had 
something to do with Paul Ryan leaving. So we've come a long way in less than a year." Q&A.  
https://vox.com/2018/4/12/17226604

ENERGY ^top^
- Enbridge Reports Discovery Of Dents In Line 5 Under Straits Of Mackinac, Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder Calls For Swift 
Action To Protect Great Lakes  
https://wpr.org/enbridge-reports-discovery-dents-line-5-under-straits-mackinac

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Spring Conservation vote totals announced  



http://apg-wi.com/cd651606-3ebf-11e8-99ab-1395e107370c.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- Group calls for Mt. Pleasant CDA resignations amid blighting controversy: Better Mount Pleasant warning folks their 
homes could be eminent-domained for Foxconn  
http://journaltimes.com/131483d7-4d2c-55b0-a763-c1748d7ca480.html

- Milwaukee Common Council Questions Foxconn's Hiring Goals  
https://wpr.org/milwaukee-common-council-questions-foxconns-hiring-goals

- author Peter Annin: Foxconn: A new chapter in the Great Lakes water wars  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/04/13/foxconn-rekindles-great-lakes-water-wars/511566002/

MILITARY ^top^
- To Reduce Opioid Prescriptions, Tomah VA Looks To Acupuncture, Other Nontraditional Therapies  
https://wpr.org/reduce-opioid-prescriptions-tomah-va-looks-acupuncture-other-nontraditional-therapies

TECHNOLOGY ^top^
- DATCP warns of Apple scams  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/government-and-politics/4431265-datcp-warns-apple-scams

UTILITIES ^top^
- Coal Dust Controversy Spreads At Large Southeast Wisconsin Power Plant, More Neighbors Of We Energies Oak 
Creek Plant Raise Concerns  
https://wpr.org/coal-dust-controversy-spreads-large-southeast-wisconsin-power-plant

EDITORIALS ^top^
- KN editorial: Why can't Ryan's motivation be believed? ... Ryan's desire to be home with his family isn't unique. Former 
vice president Joe Biden, when he was a senator, commuted via Amtrak from his home in Delaware to Washington 
almost daily. Parents whose job forces them to be away from a growing family for long stretches of time can appreciate 
Ryan's desire to not be remembered by his kids as he phrased it, a "weekend dad." We'll take him at his word.  
http://kenoshanews.com/50dead0b-8506-5db1-8c78-f06adcc03a83.html

- RJT editorial: EPA's Pruitt must resign or be fired  
http://journaltimes.com/0d6afc9c-2b61-536e-9bd2-91ca774a2066.html

- WSJ Editorial: Madison wrong to bury history at Confederate graveyard  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/opinion/editorial/editorial-madison-wrong-to-bury-history-at-confederate-
graveyard/article_2fe55acb-e5e7-550f-ad51-3ec32510c1ae.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Paul Fanlund: [UMass.-Amherst] Study finds that racism and sexism are what really drive Trump voters  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b36cf584-b4eb-51c1-8f91-afcf2d6e7194.html

- Wesley Pruden: Paul Ryan and the long goodbye  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/12/paul-ryan-and-the-long-goodbye/

- Michael Barone: Paul Ryan Follows in the Footsteps of Thomas Reed  
https://nationalreview.com/2018/04/paul-ryan-disagreements-with-president-trump/

- Stephen Hayes: Paul Ryan and the End of an Era  
https://weeklystandard.com/stephen-f-hayes/hayes-paul-ryan-and-the-end-of-an-era

- Paul Krugman: The Paul Ryan Story: From Flimflam to Fascism ... an obvious con man, to anyone willing to see -- came 
to become speaker of the House. ... a story that reflects badly not just on Ryan himself, not just on his party, but also on 
self-proclaimed centrists and the news media, who boosted his career through their malfeasance. Furthermore, the forces 



that brought Ryan to a position of power are the same forces that have brought America to the edge of a constitutional 
crisis. ... the single animating principle of everything Ryan did and proposed was to comfort the comfortable while afflicting 
the afflicted. ... And if you ask why Ryan never took a stand against Trumpian corruption, why he never showed any 
concern about Trump's authoritarian tendencies, what ever made you think he would take such a stand? ... It's possible 
that his successor as speaker will show more backbone than he has -- but only if that successor is, well, a Democrat.  
https://nytimes.com/2018/04/12/opinion/paul-ryan-fascism.html

- Mark Strand: Paul Ryan's budget legacy  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/12/paul-ryans-budget-legacy/

- Will Wilkinson: The Self-Destruction of Paul Ryan and the G.O.P.  
https://nytimes.com/2018/04/13/opinion/paul-ryan-donald-trump-republicans.html

- Mona Charen: The Meaning of Ryan's Departure  
https://nationalreview.com/2018/04/house-speaker-paul-ryan-departure-trump-world/

- Tina Nguyen: With Paul Ryan Gone, the G.O.P. Prepares to Eat Itself Alive, "The last thing they need in this 
environment is six months of palace intrigue and everyone stabbing everyone else in the back."  
https://vanityfair.com/news/2018/04/with-paul-ryan-gone-the-gop-prepares-to-eat-itself-alive

- Matt Fuller: Ryan Suggests Steve Scalise Supports Kevin McCarthy For Speaker, This is already getting weird.  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5acf7ad7e4b0edca2cb737c9

- Michael Gerson: God help us. Clearly, Paul Ryan could not.  
https://washingtonpost.com/9d60e47e-3e71-11e8-8d53-eba0ed2371cc_story.html

- W. James Antle: Ryan was waiting for the next Ronald Reagan. He got President Trump ... Ryan's critics on the Right 
have always imagined they could have gotten the Democrats to agree to better spending deals. Now pundits suggest they 
could have done a better job wishing away the Republican primary electorate's choice of Trump. I'll believe it when I see 
it.  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columnists/paul-ryan-was-waiting-for-the-next-reagan-he-got-trump

- Rick Wilson: Trump Takes Out Ryan, and 'It's Going to Be a Civil War,' Everything Trump touches dies, and the 
speaker's legacy is no exception.  
https://thedailybeast.com/donald-trump-takes-out-paul-ryan-and-its-going-to-be-a-civil-war

- Jennifer Ruin: Three ways that Paul Ryan could recover his soul ... [Schumer on floor] "with his newfound political 
freedom, I hope ... he's willing to reach across the aisle, he'll find Democrats willing and eager to work with him." Maybe 
Ryan should take Schumer's suggestion seriously. Here are just a few things he might do: Prevent a constitutional crisis 
[with bipartisan Mueller protection bill] ... would be a gift to Trump -- in essence protecting him from his own impulsiveness 
... halt a trade war and reassert ... Under the Constitution, Congress has sole power to levy tariffs. ... Put a clean DACA fix 
on the floor of the House.  
https://washingtonpost.com/blogs/right-turn/wp/2018/04/12/three-ways

- David D. Haynes: Paul Ryan must defend Robert Mueller against Donald Trump's worst impulses  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/editorials/2018/04/11/paul-ryan-must-defend-mueller-investigation/506996002/
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From: Pastori M. Balele <pmbalele@aol.com>

Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2018 1:40 PM

To: ricedc@doj.state.wi.us

Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov; AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov; 

Amy.Russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov; BeverlyA.Crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Cathy.Jess@wisconsin.gov; David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov; 

Diane.Greisinger@wisconsin.gov; Diane.Milligan@wisconsin.gov; 

Elizabeth.Barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Erin.Crain@wisconsin.gov; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov; GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; 

GovWalkerNewsletter@wisconsin.gov; Heidi.Marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov; Jeff@jeffreyleavell.com; Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

joanna@jeffreyleavell.com; John.Gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov; Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Larry.Jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov; 

LIRC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; LIRC@wisconsin.gov; Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

MorganM.Dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Richard.Henneger@wisconsin.gov; 

Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov; RoseAnn.Wasserman@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Sanjay.Olson@wisconsin.gov; Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us; SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Tracey.Schwalbe@wisconsin.gov; 

Wendy.McCown@wisconsin.gov; andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov

Subject: Haynes v. BFF - ERD-BF&F-ERD Case No. CR201601356

AAG David:

There is a provision in the statutes for LIRC to recall their decisions; I believe within a year.  McCallum 
and Crosson can do that before Ms. Haynes files her first brief. The more I read the transcript in the 
above the more I find it more disturbing as to why Crosson and McCallum lied in their decisions. What 
is their motive to lie? They cannot become millionaires by staying as state employees - unless they get 
money corruptly from businesses they lie for. These are not only racists but corrupt women.  But at 
their age and education! What if lawyers in Wisconsin find McCallum and Crosson lie? For Repub
males to lie is normal or excusable for they want more women to cheat on their wives. But I do not see 
why Crosson and McCallum lie. Today another Republican male governor may resign for raping an 
office woman. This year alone 7 leaders in Repub Party have been caught cheating on their wives or 
groping office women.  You’re now their counsel. Please discuss with them now how to handle Haynes 
v. Blain’s Farm and Fleet case before she files her first brief. I am sorry for these women for their 
behavior.

Pastori M. Balele 



From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2018 9:20 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 04.12.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Dairy Worker Training Program Graduation 
LOCATION: JBCC 
DATE: April 12th

MEDIA: Madison market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Incarcerated Veterans Expo 
LOCATION: FLCI 
DATE: April 17th

MEDIA: Madison media 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: SCI Graduation 
LOCATION: SCI 
DATE: April 20th, 9:30AM 
MEDIA: Eau Claire and Wausau market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Apprenticeship Luncheon 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: May 22nd

MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
APRIL 11 – APRIL 12  

APRIL 11 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Corrections Secretary Pledges No Private Prisons
Madison 365
Wisconsin Department of Corrections Secretary Jon Litscher stated emphatically that he will not ever use private prisons 
in the state of Wisconsin. Secretary Litscher’s position on prison privatization was being questioned by leaders of 
Madison based community organizers who were concerned about the use of private prisons after a series of scandals 
involving privatized prisons in Mississippi. 

Man gets prison for fleeing, crashing into squad car
Sawyer County Record



In an April 3 appearance before Judge John Yackel in Sawyer County Circuit Court, a local man was sentenced to three 
years in prison for first-degree recklessly endangering safety and fleeing an officer in an incident Oct. 19, 2016. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Police identify man found dead on Fox River shoreline
WBAY-TV
Police have identified a man found dead along the Fox River as Gregory R. Schroeder. The body of the 54-year-old 
Greenleaf man was found April 5 on the shoreline near North Broadway Street in De Pere. 
Man pulled from Fox River identified WLUK-TV

TERMINATED

Man sentenced again in Northwoods standoff gets probation this time
WAOW-TV
A Tripoli man convicted a second time for his role in an hours-long standoff with police after a domestic dispute more 
than two years ago was placed on three years probation Wednesday, according to online Oneida County court records. 

25-year-old Trevoer Hull, wanted for armed robbery
WITI-TV
The FBI Milwaukee Division needs your help locating a man in connection with an armed robbery of the Pyramax Bank 
located on National Avenue in West Allis. Officials say 25-year-old Trevoer Hull, is also a wanted accomplice to a serial 
bank robber, Devontae Amos. 

STATE NEWS

Wisconsin Veterans Affairs official personally handled false harassment claim against him
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Jason Stein 
When the state’s former No. 2 official on veterans issues faced a hearsay claim of sexual harassment in 2014, that 
official personally looked into and shelved a claim against him, with an outside review only occurring after the claim was 
made a second time a year later. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Idaho Department of Correction's mentoring program aims to aid prison parolees
Idaho State Journal
Pocatello resident Kelsi Poole says she struggled at first when she was released from a Boise-area prison in December 
after serving nine months for drug abuse. “I didn’t really have a desire to follow the rules at the time or to get my life 
together,” Poole said. 

Wardens say they were blamed for SC inmate's escape. Now they're suing for defamation
The State
The former wardens of the S.C. maximum-security prison from which an inmate escaped last summer say they were 
wrongly blamed — and as a result, publicly humiliated — for the prison's botched response, and are suing the 
Department of Corrections for defamation. 

APRIL 12 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Part 1: Local boy enjoys freedom and mobility thanks to work of inmates
WBAY-TV, Sarah Thomsen 



Joseph Towne is all smiles in his new motorized wheelchair. The five-year-old Fond du Lac boy now has freedom and 
mobility like he's never had. Joseph has cerebral palsy, but he doesn't let it limit his mission to take on the world. 

Part 2: A humbling duty: inmates refurbish wheelchairs for Honor Flight vets
WBAY-TV, Sarah Thomsen 
Wisconsin veterans recently returned from a whirlwind trip to Washington, DC, as part of the Old Glory Honor Flight. 
Some of the veterans on that flight used wheelchairs cleaned and maintained by inmates at Redgranite Correctional. 

10 years later, friends and family want to demolish building that was scene of murder
WSAW-TV, Maria Szatkowski 
Last month marked 10 years since Rochelle Anderson was murdered in Tomahawk. The 25-year-old's body was found 
March 22, 2008. She was stabbed and beaten to death where she worked at the Zephyr Fuel and Convenience Store on 
the 400 block of N. 4th Street in Tomahawk. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Oneida Co. shooting, standoff suspect Welsh now free after re-prosecution, re-sentencing
WJFW-TV, Ben Meyer 
Sixty-two-year-old Kenneth Welsh reunited with his wife, Mary Butler, in Oneida County on Wednesday. Welsh was 
released after spending nearly two years in jail and prison under suspicion he shot at Butler in 2016 in Tripoli. 

State drug charges against central Wisconsin couple dismissed
WAOW-TV
Prosecutors in Trempealeau County are dismissing state charges against a Tomahawk man and a Wausau woman 
arrested following police chases that led to the seizure of nearly 300 pounds of marijuana, two guns and some Mexican 
currency, according to online court records reviewed Wednesday. 

TERMINATED

Chippewa County man accused of stealing from Bloomer business while dropping off job application
WQOW-TV
A Chippewa County man looking for a job, ended up with a stolen wheelbarrow and a theft charge instead. According to 
the criminal complaint, Adam J. Greene, 32, dropped off a job application at Bloomer Hardware March 27. On his way 
out of the store, he stole a child's wheelbarrow. 

Eau Claire man charged with impersonating an officer
WQOW-TV
An Eau Claire man is charged with impersonating an officer, after police said he tried to recruit area kids to participate in
an internship, by representing himself as a Drug Enforcement Agency agent. Zachery Wojcik, 20, is charged with a 
misdemeanor. 

Woman allegedly beat victim into unconsciousness in bar fight
Racine Journal Times
A Racine woman is facing two charges after she allegedly beat another woman until she was unconscious in a February 
bar fight. Denise L. Wolfe, 36, of the 1000 block of West Lawn Avenue in Racine is charged with substantial battery, a 
class I felony, and disorderly conduct, a class B misdemeanor. Although the incident occurred Feb. 7, charges were not 
filed until March 27. Wolfe’s initial appearance in the case was Wednesday. 

STATE NEWS

Gov. Walker: Richard Schmidt will remain acting sheriff for remainder of Clarke’s term
WITI-TV
Richard Schmidt will remain the Milwaukee County acting sheriff for the remainder of ex-Sheriff David Clarke's term, 



which ends on Jan. 7, 2019, Gov. Scott Walker announced Wednesday, April 11. Gov. Walker announced he will not 
appoint a replacement to fill the vacancy created by Clarke’s resignation. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Female inmate used as “human bait” in Denver prison sex assault sting but perpetrator was not charged, lawsuit says
Denver Post
A woman who says she wore a hidden mike to help build a case against a Denver Women’s Correctional Facility canteen 
supervisor accused of sexually harassing and assaulting inmates has sued prison investigators because the man was not 
charged for groping her crotch during the sting. 

Inmate Appeal Of Prison Porn Policy Returned To Lower Court For Correction
SDPB Radio
Inmate Charles Sisney sued in U.S. Federal District Court in Sioux Falls, leaving that court to balance an inmate's civil 
rights against the need to maintain a safe and orderly institution. Under the newest policy, not only pictures are banned, 
but also prose. And images that can be banned include nudity in any context, including art or modern photography. 

Illinois Department of Corrections needs $420 million to get through June
The State Journal-Register
The Illinois Department of Corrections needs an extra $420 million to get through the remainder of the budget year, 
which ends June 30, agency officials told the Senate Appropriations Committee Wednesday morning. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK

The message is certainly about the state not being for sale, that the voters are the ones who are going to decide who wins 
these races, not the big-money interests.  
- Supreme Court Justice-elect Rebecca Dallet in an interview with WisPolitics.com after her victory over Sauk County 
Judge Michael Screnock.

Last summer, she stated that her intention was to follow the law and that she was committed to the rule of law. Last week 
at our debates she went back to that message. It's my hope that is who we will see as Justice Dallet, and only time will 
tell.  
- Screnock, speaking to supporters after the race was called for Dallet. 

Tonight's results show we are at risk of a #BlueWave in WI. The Far Left is driven by anger & hatred -- we must counter it 
with optimism & organization. Let's share our positive story with voters & win in November.  
- Gov. Scott Walker in a tweet following Dallet's win.

I don't think it's anger. I think it's the opposite. I would say it is voting out of optimism and what's possible. I think that 
people are motivated, and they're inspired.  
- Democratic strategist Melissa Baldauff.

Does Dallet's Supreme Court race win signal a Dem wave in November? Vote and comment in a new WisOpinion poll: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/does-dallets-supreme-court-race-win-signal-a-dem-wave-in-november/

It's going to be up to future legislatures to figure out what the treasurer's office should do, because right now there's not 
much there.  
- Treasurer Matt Adamczyk, after voters overwhelmingly rejected a constitutional amendment he supported to eliminate 



the office. The treasurer's only responsibility is to serve on the Board of Commissioners of Public Lands, as the office was 
stripped of nearly all its duties over the last decade. 

There was a bunch of pressure actually both within my own party and my family and I registered back when I was more 
able to commit to running a fulltime campaign. And now with my work demands I travel out of state more often.  
- Republican Thomas Hiller explaining his decision to drop his bid for treasurer. 

The philosophy now is all I want is 50 percent plus one vote. That's a badge of honor that I just got the conservative base 
or I just got the liberal base and we were able to win and I don't have to worry about those other people. I wanted every 
vote.  
- Former Gov. and HHS Secretary Tommy Thompson during a Wisconsin Institute for Public Policy and Service 
discussion in Wausau. Thompson, a Republican who served as HHS secretary under President George W. Bush, 
appeared along with former UW Madison Chancellor Donna Shalala, a Democrat who served as HHS secretary under 
President Bill Clinton.

There clearly is unhappiness with the current leadership and it's being reflected across the country in local elections as 
much as it is in national election. But you know, politics can change on a dime.  
- Shalala.

I'm not going to give the complete details, but the military, when I was in the military, military intelligence -- and when you 
have something like a sign against a curved wall in a place where it shouldn't be, is that is a clear risk, OK? You can't just 
leave signs that conceal something in the public.  
- Rep. Dale Kooyenga, R-Brookfield, explaining during a town hall meeting why he removed a sign from the Capitol last 
year that was critical of Republicans for supporting President Trump. The state has agreed to pay $30,000 in taxpayer 
money to settle a suit brought by the Madison man, Donald Johnson, who had obtained a permit to display the sign. 

This had nothing to do with military training. It had to do with he can't control his emotions.  
- Sen. Jon Erpenbach, D-Middleton.

POLITICAL STOCK REPORT
--A collection of insider opinion-- 
(Mar. 31-Apr. 6, 2018) 

Rising

Rebecca Dallet: Progressives are used to their Supreme Court candidates taking blows for being soft on crime, not 
delivering them. They're used to being vastly outspent, not going toe-to-toe with conservatives financially. And they're 
used to watching opportunities to pick up seats slip through their fingers. But, insiders note, they're also not used to 
having candidates who cut the same profile as Dallet, who racks up a 12-percentage-point victory in a super-charged 
Dem environment. In addition to her time on the Milwaukee County Circuit Court, Dallet has deep experience as a 
prosecutor, giving her the opportunity to talk credibly about putting away the bad guys. Some conservatives say she took 
a page out of their playbook with her mixture of being a former prosecutor and a current judge. The only thing missing was 
surrounding herself with law enforcement as much as possible, one of the tried and true tenets of the conservative plan 
for a Supreme Court race. Dallet started out the race talking about her experience, but started focusing more on values as 
Middleton attorney Tim Burns made a play in the primary from the left. After besting Burns in the three-way race with Sauk 
County Judge Michael Screnock, Dallet continued to talk about values. But her first ad of the general election also hit 
Screnock over light sentences for a child predator and a rapist while Dallet says she's been "delivering justice to victims 
and their families in some of the toughest cases of rape and child abuse." The message made some liberals uneasy, 
because it borrowed tactics typically used by conservatives. But it's a message that wins, others counter. Dallet had her 
slip ups, including remarks at a California fundraiser that the state GOP turns into an attack over her affinity for "San 
Francisco values." As a candidate, you have to know you're always being taped, no matter where you are, some say. Still, 
the flub -- and the judges who dropped their support of Dallet -- did little damage. Her win also will cut the conservative 
majority to 4-3, and it's already got some looking ahead to the next two years. Liberal Justice Shirley Abrahamson turns 
85 in December. But liberal court watchers expect her to run for another 10-year term next year, in part, because it's 
easier for a liberal incumbent justice to win than for a progressive candidate seeking an open seat. On the conservative 
side, 2nd District Appeals Court Judge Brian Hagedorn, a Walker appointee and former chief legal counsel for the guv, 
has already been floated as a possible candidate. If Abrahamson runs and wins, that would set up 2020 as a battle royale 
for control of the court with Walker-appointed Justice Daniel Kelly set to face voters for the first time to retain the seat. 
That scenario, insiders say, carries the possibility of a Supreme Court campaign the likes of which have never been seen 
in Wisconsin.  



Dems: Insiders say liberal Judge Rebecca Dallet's win in an April Supreme Court race doesn't guarantee Dems anything 
for the November general election. But combined with their win in the 10th SD special election, they say it gives the party 
another talking point in the argument that a blue wave is headed Wisconsin's way come November. Dems have another 
opportunity to continue building their case with June special elections for two open legislative seats that had been in GOP 
hands. Republicans are quick to refute the notion the Supreme Court results are a perfect indicator of what's going to 
happen this fall. After all, they point out, conservative Michael Gableman knocked off incumbent Justice Louis Butler in 
April 2008, seven months before Barack Obama led the biggest blue wave to hit Wisconsin in 40 years. Still, even 
conservatives acknowledge the court race results are another indicator the Dem base is more fired up their than side -- 
and some are worried whether they can turn that around by November. After conservative Judge Michael Screnock got 
46.3 percent of the vote in the three-way February Supreme Court primary, some Republicans argued their heralded 
turnout operation would be enough to get him across the finish line if he got enough air cover from outside groups. But the 
conservative TV buy for Screnock came in late, and for the first time in several election cycles, the GOP turnout operation 
did not deliver. The reality, some insiders say, is a turnout operation is only as good as its last win. So while the Dems' 
ground game has taken its lumps recently, it's hard to know who really has the better operation considering Republicans 
enjoyed anti-Obama waves in 2010 and 2014 and a pro-Trump one in 2016. On the other side, while Dems quietly touted 
their efforts ahead of the Supreme Court race, it's hard to know what impact it really had, some argue. Instead, any party's 
GOTV benefits from riding a wave of voter sentiment rather than driving it. Still, that wave seems to be building for Dems, 
some say. It's not just that Dallet won an open Supreme Court seat -- the first time a candidate backed by liberals has 
done that in 23 years -- it's the 12-percentage-point margin by which she did it. She won GOP-leaning counties such as 
Brown, overperformed in conservative ones like Waukesha, and drove up big margins in Dem-leaning ones such as 
Dane, Eau Claire and La Crosse. Dems also estimate the Supreme Court results in the 42nd AD was pretty even and that 
Dallet won the 1st SD with at least 52 percent of the vote. Considering both are GOP-leaning seats, that gives the party a 
little bounce heading into the June special elections. That's particularly true, some argue, because the enthusiasm in the 
Dem base doesn't seem to be waning. It's anyone's guess right now who will turn out for those special elections. But 
considering the results in the 10th SD and the Supreme Court race, some say, getting Dems to the polls should be a lot 
easier than in past years.  

See more below on ads and spending in the race.

State treasurer: Voters soundly reject a bid to eliminate the office -- leaving some insiders to wonder, "Why?" There have 
been attempts over the past century to get rid of the constitutional office. But Republicans figured it was all but a done 
deal this time, considering little was left for the office to do after its few remaining powers were largely stripped away in 
recent years. So Republicans declared it a waste of taxpayer resources, slapped it on the spring ballot and expected 
voters to nix it, possibly clearing the path to go after the secretary of state's office, too. Instead, 61.8 percent of voters 
shoot down the change. Immediately afterward, the group Save Our Fiscal Watchdog, which did an $85,000 TV buy 
urging voters to keep the office, called on lawmakers to restore some powers "so we can guard our taxpayers' money 
from any and all fiscal abuse or corruption." Beyond that group's effort, the liberal Greater Wisconsin Committee's 
referendum arm -- Make Your Vote Count -- also ran a digital ad urging a vote against eliminating the state treasurer's 
office to fight back against "the Walker power grab." Some suspect the effort was backed by the teachers unions with 
some fearful of the proposed change to replace the treasurer with the lt. guv on the board that oversees the Common 
School Fund. Still, neither effort was big enough to really burn in a message. Some analysts figure most -- if not all -- of 
those who supported Milwaukee Judge Rebecca Dallet in the Supreme Court race opposed getting rid of the amendment. 
After all, she had the backing of Dems, who are ready to fight anything backed by Republicans. But insiders also wonder 
how the "no" vote got to 61.8 percent. One theory is that those going to the polls tend to vote against such ballot 
measures if they don't understand them or haven't heard about them. That makes sense to some election watchers, 
because the treasurer's office debate was overshadowed so much by the Supreme Court spending and ads. There are 
also those who suggest some may have voted no, mistakenly believing that meant they wanted to get rid of the office. 
However it happened, GOP Treasurer Matt Adamczyk, who campaigned on getting rid of the office and is running for the 
Assembly this fall, says it will be up to future legislatures and guvs what to do with it. Still, he argues some old 
responsibilities -- like overseeing the college savings and unclaimed property programs -- shouldn't come back. Along with 
the effort to get rid of the treasurer's office, some in the Legislature have also pushed the idea of getting rid of the 
secretary of state, another constitutional office that's a shell of what it once was. But don't expect an effort anytime soon to 
try that after what happened Tuesday, some say. 

Mixed

Chris Abele: The Milwaukee County exec has freely spent his money for his own campaigns. This spring, he dropped 
close to $600,000 on five county board races with his preferred candidates winning three. But his effort against County 
Board Chair Theodore Lipscomb comes up short, and his preferred candidate did not win in another district where the 
incumbent lost in the primary. It's a curious approach to some insiders, who wonder why Abele isn't looking to build 
bridges rather than create even more hostile enemies. Then again, others add, things aren't exactly working well between 
Abele and some on the board as it is. Some fear the precedent that Abele is setting. Is it healthy for democracy for a 



single elected official -- even with Abele's resources -- to be digging deep to take out opponents?  

Andre Jacque: The GOP establishment isn't exactly thrilled with the idea of the far-right state rep being the Republican 
nominee in the open 1st SD. And few things drive that home more than members of Assembly leadership endorsing his 
primary opponent. Still, insiders say the tight window for the May 15 GOP primary ahead of the upcoming special election 
could play in Jacque's favor. And being able to cast yourself as someone who's battling leadership might not be a bad 
thing in the current environment that seems to favor outsiders, they add. Jacque, R-De Pere, has had a contentious 
relationship with GOP leadership, including when he chaired the Labor Committee in 2015 and called a public hearing and 
vote on repealing the prevailing wage while leaders in both houses were still negotiating on the issue. Speaker Robin Vos, 
R-Rochester, called it a stunt and didn't give Jacque a chairmanship for the 2017-18 session. Jacque called it a small 
price to pay for remaining true to his convictions, proclaiming he works for his constituents, not the speaker. To his critics, 
it was for being untrustworthy and not a team player. They add he's also not been a proficient fundraiser and is a very 
conservative member of the Assembly in a district that showed Tuesday it's not deep red. So insiders see several 
motivations for two members of Assembly GOP leadership -- Majority Leader Jim Steineke, of Kaukauna, and John 
Nygren, of Marinette -- to endorse Jacque rival Alex Renard, the operations manager at Renco Machine Company Inc. in 
Green Bay. Renard's backers believe he can appeal to anti-abortion activists -- some of Jacque's core supporters. And he 
can run as a true outsider, rather than someone who's been in office for more than seven years and is an "outsider" for 
being on the outs with leadership. Still, either Republican could face tough sledding in June if the results look anything like 
they did in the state Supreme Court race. Milwaukee Judge Rebecca Dallet, who was backed by liberals, did well in the 
area, and Dems say their early calculations suggest she won the 1st SD with at least 52 percent of the vote. To them, it's 
a sign that enthusiasm is on their side, and that will be key in what is expected to be a low turnout race like a June special 
election right after many schools go on summer break. Dems also believe their candidate -- Door County Economic 
Development Corp. Executive Director Caleb Frostman -- is a good fit for the district. Republicans push back on the notion 
that what happened in the non-partisan Supreme Court race is a perfect predictor for a true partisan contest. Still, insiders 
wonder if Republicans in Madison will try to get directly involved in the primary to benefit Renard -- quietly or otherwise. 

Falling

Scott Walker: The guv issued a wake-up call to his supporters after Dems won the 10th SD in a January special election. 
Now, he's warning them of a five-alarm fire. But if the conservative base wasn't willing to rally after what happened in that 
special election three months ago, some wonder, what would it take to get them fired up and engaged? Insiders note it's 
likely not all about Walker. Some Republicans are embarrassed about the president. Some are irked with national 
Republicans for the failure to repeal Obamacare. And there are those who aren't thrilled with Walker's move to the middle 
with his latest budget and election-year initiatives. Whatever it is, insiders note, it's got Walker issuing a call to arms 
against a possible blue wave that he suggests is fueled by anger and hatred on the left that threatens his reforms. 
Hogwash, Dems counter. Wisconsin voters want their state back and are tired of Walker driving the state to the right. 
Some say Walker has been successful by mobilizing his base and then peeling away independents by showing them 
while they may not always agree, he'll make the hard decisions and at least take action. But if his base isn't motivated, 
there's a problem with that formula. Some Republicans, though, counter November will look much different than April with 
Walker actually on the ballot and not just a conservative Supreme Court candidate with a low profile. The bigger the fight, 
the greater the intensity. And the intensity for Walker will perk up dramatically once he's challenged one-on-one by a Dem 
opponent, some argue. Still, while the Supreme Court results may not be a perfect indicator of what may be to come, 
insiders say the guv did not want to see a conservative lose that race -- especially by double digits -- because of the 
narrative that Dems are making a comeback in Wisconsin. And it's catching some national attention. Inside Elections 
moves the Wisconsin guv race from likely Republican to lean Republican.  

Michael Screnock: The second guessing goes hand-in-hand with the losing. So after the conservative Sauk County 
judge loses a bid for the state Supreme Court, the critics tee off. He got in too late. He wasn't vetted by the conservative 
coalition. He didn't have the right connections to conservative donors. He came from the wrong part of the state without a 
significant base and wasn't even popular in his home county, which he lost. Even his tuba ad was tone deaf, critics 
chimed. Still, some argue that collectively does not add up to a blowout, suggesting he was a victim of the environment as 
much as anything else. Conservatives had early worries about Screnock after Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce, the 
conservative Wisconsin Alliance for Reform and the state GOP collectively spent about $800,000 to help get him through 
a three-way primary in February, when he wound up with 46.3 percent of the vote. Still, some backers figured once 
conservative groups really opened up on Milwaukee Judge Rebecca Dallet, it would propel Screnock to victory. But as the 
days ticked away in the general election, the cavalry was nowhere to be found. Insiders had a series of guesses about 
what was going on, and some conservatives talk about a late scramble for money from deep-pocketed donors in a last-
minute attempt to swing the race. But the WMC Issues Mobilization buy didn't swamp the airwaves. Instead, figures 
shared with WisPolitics.com show Dallet and her allies had the edge on TV and radio in the final two weeks. And some 
conservatives went into the final stretch thinking the state GOP really had something with its hit on Dallet over "San 
Francisco values" following her comments to a California fundraiser. But it didn't seem to have a noticeable effect on the 
outcome. Compared to 2015 -- the last time there was a contested Supreme Court race on the ballot without a 



presidential primary -- turnout was up in places like the WOW counties -- Waukesha, Ozaukee and Washington, the heart 
of deep-red GOP territory. But Screnock fell short of the marks he needed to balance out high Dem turnout in Dane and 
Milwaukee counties. That suggests to some that a bump in turnout compared to three years ago was Dems heading to 
the polls, even in GOP areas. While there are those who want to knock Screnock as a flawed candidate -- and even his 
backers acknowledge he didn't run a perfect campaign -- it's debatable if anything could have overcome a Dem electorate 
that's so jazzed up to turn out against Scott Walker, Donald Trump and Republicans in general. Still, some conservatives 
are already vowing to have more say in who their side puts up next year before writing another check.  

See more on Supreme Court spending below.

Treig Pronschinske: The GOP state rep has already lost one re-election bid this year. Dems are hoping it's a sign he'll 
lose another this fall. Pronschinske, who pulled a surprise upset in the 2016 election for his western Wisconsin Assembly 
seat, lost his re-election bid as Mondovi mayor -- badly. Pronschinske took 35.6 percent of the vote, while Brady Weiss, 
who was endorsed by the Wisconsin AFL-CIO, won with 63.5 percent. Dems are happy to point out his loss in the 
community of about 2,600, particularly since Pronschinske is a top target this fall. His upset win over then-Dem Rep. Chris 
Danou was fueled, in part, by the Trump wave and caught many in Madison off guard. Even then, though, he only won the 
city of Mondovi by 10 votes over Danou, an early sign of the trouble he faced this spring, some say. Looking ahead to 
November, Dems already have two candidates ready to run for the western Wisconsin seat, which typically has a decent 
Dem lean. Farmer and business owner Rob Grover worked with Danou on his past races, while Jackson County Supv. 
Max Hart is a banker and farmer. If the Dem enthusiasm stays where it is -- no easy task for seven months -- 
Pronschinske could face an uphill battle for re-election.  

Dale Kooyenga: Taxpayers are on the hook for a $30,000 settlement after the GOP state rep took a permitted sign from 
the Capitol rotunda that he found offensive. Not exactly a great talking point when you're running for an open state Senate 
seat in November. But then Kooyenga raises eyebrows with his insistence he took the sign because his military training 
suggested its placement could endanger the public. The suit stems from an incident in May, when Kooyenga took the sign 
that didn't identify President Trump by name, but called him corrupt and a "serial groper" while knocking Republicans for 
supporting him. After Donald Johnson, who had a permit for the sign, complained about its absence, Capitol Police say 
security footage showed Kooyenga took it. That resulted in the suit, which in turn led to the $30,000 settlement. Kooyenga 
tells a town hall he should have handled the situation differently, but blamed political opponents for the blow up. He also 
said his military training taught him a sign against a curved wall posed a risk, prompting Dems to call it laughable. 
Regardless, the question is whether it could hurt his bid for Leah Vukmir's Senate seat that includes the western suburbs 
of Milwaukee. It's a strong Republican seat, insiders note, and some GOP voters may see it as a badge of honor that 
Kooyenga took down a sign hitting the president and Republicans. But Republicans have had their struggles with 
suburban women under Trump. And Dem opponent Julie Henszey, a corporate trainer, executive coach and outdoor 
adventure guide, is already knocking Kooyenga over the settlement. It remains to be seen, some say, if it will turn into a 
significant factor in the race.  

Wisconsin ag products: When China hit back on President Trump's tariffs, much of the attention was on big-ticket items 
like recycled aluminum and pork. But China's response hits 128 items, 94 of which are agricultural, and many that are vital 
to the Wisconsin economy. Among the targets: cranberries -- the state fruit -- which were already subject to a 30-percent 
tax. That now rises to 45 percent. The Chinese response also includes an increase of 15 percent on ginseng, a particular 
problem for Wisconsin. Much of that is produced in Marathon County, which has become the hub of Wisconsin's export of 
ginseng. China is the most important market for state ginseng growers, with over 85 percent of the state's ginseng 
exported to China or brought there as a gift in 2017. That equals $30 million in sales to Wisconsin's 180 ginseng 
producers. The next biggest recipients for ginseng are other, smaller Asian markets like Taiwan and the domestic market. 
Jackie Fett, executive director and head of marketing for the Ginseng Board of Wisconsin, says while "it's a bit too early to
tell" what the impact of the tariff will be, the tariff could hit Wisconsin producers directly, causing their profit margins to 
drop. In a more optimistic future, she says growers could find buyers for their product at a higher price. But many Chinese 
distributors are saying they could take their business to Canada -- the largest producer of North American ginseng. And 
things could get worse. President Trump calls China's retaliation unfair and instructs the U.S. Trade representative to 
consider if $100 billion in additional tariffs would be appropriate and, if so, which products to target. While the president 
continues to ratchet up the pressure, national pundits note some of the areas that could be hardest hit are in Trump 
country. The situation spurs U.S. Sen. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., to say Trump is "threatening to light American agriculture on 
fire. Let's absolutely take on Chinese bad behavior, but with a plan that punishes them instead of us. This is the dumbest 
possible way to do this." 

****************************************

April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-assembles some of 



Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy 
Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate clients alike, and 
longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state level, and senior 
adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

****************************************

SPENDING SURGE HELPED BOOST DALLET DURING CAMPAIGN'S CLOSING WEEKS

Rebecca Dallet and her allies significantly outspent the pro-Michael Screnock forces on TV and radio during the final two 
weeks of the spring campaign, helping drive her surprising margins in places such as Brown and Marathon counties, 
according to numbers shared with WisPolitics.com.  

Between broadcast TV, cable and radio, Dallet and Greater Wisconsin spent more than $1.5 million statewide between 
March 19 and Election Day, according to the figures from a Dem source.  

By comparison, Screnock and Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce spent just less than $1.1 million.  

Some of that late advantages showed up in the Green Bay market, where Dallet enjoyed a more than 2-to-1 advantage on 
the air with about $330,000 spent on her behalf and almost $162,000 to benefit Screnock, according to the figures.  

In the 15 counties that comprise the Green Bay media market, Dallet beat Screnock 88,718 to 82,330. That includes 
winning 55 percent in Brown County, 56 percent in Outagamie County and 57 percent in Winnebago County. The three 
are the most populous in the media market -- and all three went for conservative Justices Rebecca Bradley in 2016 and 
David Prosser in 2011 as they won close statewide victories.  

Spending over the final two weeks of the race is just one piece of Dallet pulling 56 percent of the statewide vote in her 
victory over Screnock in Tuesday's Supreme Court race, the first time a candidate backed by liberals won an open seat in 
23 years.  

There's also the primary spending -- about $659,000 from WMC and the Wisconsin Alliance for Reform to help Screnock, 
according to the liberal One Wisconsin Now -- and independent expenditures, which tilted heavily in Dallet's favor, 
according to filings with the Ethics Commission.  

There are also issue ads, which are not reported to the state, and the fundraising by the candidates themselves: Dallet 
reported almost $1.2 million in receipts between June 1 and Tuesday's election, boosted by $200,000 she gave the 
campaign, while Screnock collected nearly $1.1 million, with $413,905 of that coming from the state GOP.  

The filings and ad numbers provide a look at key reasons behind Tuesday's results, which will narrow the conservative 
majority on the state Supreme Court to 4-3 from the current 5-2. And the resources progressive forces put up in the 
campaign are notable considering past Supreme Court races. The Wisconsin Democracy Campaign, for example, 



estimated outside groups backing Justice Rebecca Bradley in 2016 outspent by a 4-to-1 margin those supporting the 
liberal challenger, appeals court Judge JoAnne Kloppenburg.  

The numbers shared with WisPolitics.com only include the final two weeks leading up to the general election and do not 
account for expenditures such as mail or GOTV ahead of the primary. WisPolitics.com also checked the numbers with 
other sources that track media buys and found comparable figures.  

Dallet also enjoyed a more than 2-to-1 spending advantage in the Milwaukee market at $610,000 vs. $267,000, according 
to the numbers shared with WisPolitics.com.  

While she narrowly lost the 10-county media market, her margin improved significantly from 2011, when Prosser beat 
Kloppenburg in a race that became a referendum on Act 10.  

Then, Prosser won 57.4 percent of the vote in the Milwaukee media market. Screnock, though, pulled in 50.5 percent of 
the vote there.  

Of the state's five largest media markets, Madison was the only one where Screnock had an advantage over Dallet during 
the final two weeks of the race. But the spending appeared to make little difference.  

Though WMC and Screnock dropped $297,000 in the market, compared to $180,000 by Dallet and the Greater Wisconsin 
Committee, her margin of victory in the 11-county media market improved compared to 2011. Then, Kloppenburg took 
67.8 percent of the vote in the region, while Dallet won 72 percent.  

Dallet also enjoyed a spending advantage in the La Crosse/Eau Claire and Wausau/ Rhinelander markets, winning both. 
She took 57.6 percent in La Crosse/Eau Claire and 51.7 percent in Wausau/Rhinelander.  

Pro-Dallet forces dominated in independent expenditures in campaign's final stretch

Along with the TV edge in the closing weeks, groups backing Dallet in the Supreme Court race vastly outspent pro-
Screnock forces via independent expenditures, records show.  

A WisPolitics.com check of independent expenditures between Feb. 21 and April 4 shows liberals throwing $956,855 
behind Dallet, while those backing Screnock reported $54,887.  

Those figures include a $534,844 buy from the Greater Wisconsin Political Independent Expenditure Fund. Along with a 
$50,000 online component, that buy included $469,791 for TV ads, which were included in the numbers shared with 
WisPolitics.com by a Dem source on the radio and TV buys in the closing weeks.  

Even with that piece pulled out, the groups backing Dallet still had a 9-to-1 edge.  

Much of the cash from the few groups backing Screnock came during the last two weeks leading up to Election Day.  

The National Rifle Association backed the largest effort, putting $44,160 on March 28 into postcards and postage 
supporting Screnock. American Majority Action made the second largest effort, spending $7,918 on campaign staffer 
wages and brochures.  

The conservative Americans for Prosperity, meanwhile, reported $2,808 on staff salaries and canvassing expenses.  

But those numbers pale next to figures for Dallet, whose supporters put down cash consistently since the end of February. 

Beyond the Greater Wisconsin Political Independent Expenditure Fund, the National Democratic Redistricting Committee 
was the second largest spending for Dallet with $165,000 through the month of March. The efforts included $142,000 in 
digital ads supporting Dallet and about $23,000 in online ads opposing Screnock.  

For Our Future, meanwhile, spent $157,801 between February and late March into digital ads and brochures supporting 
Dallet and criticizing Screnock, plus canvassing and phone banking efforts.  

During a conference call with reporters this week, National Democratic Redistricting Committee Executive Director Kelly 
Ward said the group's overall investment in Wisconsin was more than $500,000. Along with the digital ads it did, the group 
pumped money into For Our Future and worked with the Black Leaders Organizing for Communities in Milwaukee, End 
Citizens United and the Greater Wisconsin Committee.  



Ward declined to say how much the group gave Greater Wisconsin, which did issues ads that are not reported to the state 
and independent expenditures that are.  

The fourth largest spender for Dallet was High Ground Action Fund, which ended up dishing out $90,000 March 24 for 
online ads supporting her.  

Other groups supporting Dallet include the Center for Popular Democracy Action, which spent $8,560, and Planned 
Parenthood, which spent $500. 

****************************************

April 17: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday April 17 with Madison Mayor 
Paul Soglin to discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

****************************************

WEEK AHEAD

Wednesday: State Natural Resources Board meeting.  
- 8:30 a.m.: State Natural Resources Building, 101 S. Webster St., G09.  

POLITICAL TV
(Check local listings for times in your area)

"UpFront with Mike Gousha" is a statewide commercial TV news magazine show airing Sundays around the state. This 
week's show features state Dem Party Chair MARTHA LANING on the surge in women candidates this year, Republican 
ERIC HOVDE on the 2018 U.S. Senate race and UW-Stevens Point Chancellor BERNIE PATTERSON on the 
controversy over proposed cutbacks in humanities majors at UWSP.  
*See viewing times in state markets here: http://www.wisn.com/upfront/
*Also view the show online each Monday at WisPolitics.com  

"Rewind," a weekly show from WisconsinEye and WisPolitics.com, airs at 8 p.m. on Fridays and 10 a.m. on Sundays in 
addition to being available online. On this week's episode, WisPolitics.com's JR ROSS and WisconsinEye's STEVE 
WALTERS discuss the results of Tuesday's Supreme Court election, a $30,000 settlement the state reached after 
Republican Rep. DALE KOOYENGA removed a sign in the Capitol rotunda and the impact on Wisconsin of a potential 
trade war with China.  
*Watch the show: http://www.wiseye.org/Video-Archive/Event-Detail/evhdid/12316

Wisconsin Public TV's "Here and Now" airs at 7:30 p.m. Fridays. On this week's program, anchor FREDERICA 
FREYBERG talks with UW-Madison Journalism Professor Lewis Friedland about the decision by Sinclair Broadcasting to 
require local stations to run "fake news" editorials. Freyberg also discusses concerns about Chinese tariffs on ginseng 
with Wisconsin Ginseng Board President BOB KALDUNSKI and spring election results with UW-Milwaukee professor 
MORDECAI LEE.  

"For the Record" airs at 10:30 a.m. Sunday on WISC-TV in Madison. In this week's episode, host NEIL HEINEN 
discusses graduation rates with Madison Metropolitan School District Secondary Education Chief of Schools ALEX 
FRALIN, East High School Principal MIKE HERNANDEZ and Capital High Principal KARYN STOCKS-GLOVER.  



"Capitol City Sunday" airs at 9 a.m. Sunday on WKOW-TV in Madison, WAOW-TV in Wausau, WXOW-TV in La Crosse 
and WQOW-TV in Eau Claire.  

"The Insiders" is a weekly WisOpinion.com web show featuring former Democratic Senate Majority Leader CHUCK 
CHVALA and former Republican Assembly Speaker SCOTT JENSEN. This week, they debate whether Gov. SCOTT 
WALKER and majority Republicans did enough in the legislative session to prepare for the coming election storm.  
*Watch the video or listen to the audio: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisopinion-com-the-insiders-debate-whether-
state-republicans-did-enough-to-prepare-for-november/

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Send items to staff@wispolitics.com

Thursday's WisPolitics.com event in Madison assembles top experts to assess the political landscape after April 3 and 
look ahead to November.  

*Thursday's election-year preview at the Concourse Hotel in Madison is sponsored by the Wisconsin Counties Association 
along with Charter Communications. The evening event will feature Marquette Law School Poll Director CHARLES 
FRANKLIN plus Democratic strategist TANYA BJORK and GOP strategist KEITH GILKES. Register here: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

*Also this month an April 17 Madison Club luncheon with Dem guv candidate and Madison Mayor PAUL SOGLIN. 
Register: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

KATIE ILIFF is the State Senate Democratic Committee's new finance director. Iliff, who works in Senate Minority Leader 
JENNIFER SHILLING's Capitol office, replaces previous SSDC finance director HANNAH AKBIK, who is now managing 
Dem CALEB FROSTMAN's campaign in the 1st SD.  

TIMOTHY SVOBODA has taken over communications in U.S. Rep. GLENN GROTHMAN's office after his previous 
spokeswoman left at the end of February. Svoboda has been working at the Glenbeulah Republican's office for a little 
more than a year. He replaces former communications director BERNADETTE GREEN, who left to head to Silicon Valley 
to work as a public relations specialist at PayPal. Green had worked in Grothman's office since May 2016.  

The Cook Political Report has moved GOP U.S. Rep. SEAN DUFFY's re-election race to "likely Republican" from "solid 
Republican." It's one of 13 changes Cook announced today to its ratings in congressional seats. See more: 
https://cookpolitical.com/analysis/house/house-overview/april-house-overview-ratings-changes-13-districts

BRYAN LESSWING has joined Dem U.S. Sen. TAMMY BALDWIN's campaign as communications director. Baldwin's 
campaign said he previously worked for EMILY's List.  

Author and consultant JUSTIN GILLIS is slated to keynote the Center for Journalism Ethics' annual conference on April 27 
titled "Division, Denial and Journalism Ethics." Gillis spent nearly a decade reporting environmental science for The New 
York Times, and is currently working on a book on how to solve global warming. See more and register: 
https://ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/2018conference/

Former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations SAMANTHA POWER is the featured speaker at Wisconsin Women in 
Government's April 25 Scholarship and Recognition Gala. The organization will award UW-Madison School of Social 
Work senior fellow ROBERTA GASSMAN with a legacy award, and UW School of Medicine and Public Health diversity 
and inclusion communications manager BEVERLY HUTCHERSON with a Rising Star award. See more and register: 
https://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?oeidk=a07ef1tbotuda5d5683&oseq=&c=22939cc0-fd5b-11e7-
9e60-d4ae527b77f8&ch=22ab1c60-fd5b-11e7-9e64-d4ae527b77f8

Milwaukee Public Schools Superintendent DARIENNE DRIVER, who has led the district for four years, announced she 
will leave her post to become president and CEO of United Way for Southeastern Michigan. Driver will resign effective 
July 6.  

VANESSA SOLIS, who served as a legislative aide to then-Dem state Rep. PEDRO COLON from 2007-10, will become 
principal of Nativity Jesuit Academy in Milwaukee July 1. The Catholic school on the city's south side hired Solis in 2014 to 
lead its first K4 class and she most recently has been working as the elementary school director.  

Former Gov. and national health secretary TOMMY THOMPSON and former UW-Madison Chancellor and U.S. Health 
and Human Services Secretary DONNA SHALALA were featured speakers at the Wisconsin Institute for Public Policy and 



Service's 10-year anniversary celebration in Wausau on Wednesday. BILL KRAUS, who was a co-chair for Common 
Cause in Wisconsin and instrumental in the campaigns of LEE SHERMAN DREYFUS, MEL LAIRD and others (often in 
tandem with BOB WILLIAMS), received the inaugural lifetime achievement award named after him. Also in attendance 
were UW System President RAY CROSS and state Supreme Court Justice ANN WALSH BRADLEY.  
*Read Kraus' acceptance speech: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/bill-kraus-wipps-lifetime-achievement-award-for-civic-
leadership-acceptance-speech/
*See a video of the event:  
http://www.wiseye.org/Video-Archive/Event-Detail/evhdid/12314

The Wisconsin Procurement Institute and Society of American Medical Engineers are set to host their 2018 Joint Industry 
Days and Federal Agency Forum featuring presentations by Chicago Department of Aviation Deputy Commissioner 
FRANK GRIMALDI, U.S. Small Business Administration Regional Administrator ROBERT SCOTT, EPA Region V Chief of 
Staff KURT THIEDE, and Defense Security Service agent ABIGAIL MADDEN. The event will take place next week in 
Northbrook, Ill. See more and register: https://samejidfaf.org/

The Wisconsin State AFL-CIO mourns the loss of JOHN W. SCHMITT, who served as its president from 1966 to 1986. 
Current organization president PHIL NEUENFELDT wrote Schmitt, a lifelong trade union member, was passionate about 
strengthening the labor movement in Wisconsin. Visitation is Saturday from 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. at St. Anne's Salvatorian 
Campus Chapel, 3800 N. 92nd St. in Milwaukee, with a funeral mass at 10:30 a.m.  
See more: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisconsin-state-afl-cio-mourns-passing-of-president-emeritus-john-w-schmitt/

Former state Attorney General PEG LAUTENSCHLAGER, who was the first woman in state history to hold the post when 
she was elected in 2002, died recently at 62 after a battle with cancer. Lautenschlager in 2016 was appointed first 
commissioner of the newly formed Elections Commission, from which she resigned shortly after her son, JOSH KAUL, 
announced his bid for AG. There will be a memorial service from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. April 15 at Whispering Springs Golf 
Course in Fond du Lac.  
See the WisPolitics.com story: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/lautenschlager-first-woman-to-serve-as-wisconsin-ag-
has-died/

Former Deputy State Treasurer JOHN RADER died March 18 at age 74. During his many years of public service, he was 
also appointed by Gov. TOMMY THOMPSON, a longtime friend from college at UW-Madison, to several positions in the 
Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations and Department of Revenue. After he and his wife Jacquelyn moved 
to Washington Island in 2007, Rader served on the Washington Island Town Board and was elected its town chairman. A 
memorial service will be held April 14 at Trinity Lutheran Church on Washington Island. Visitation will begin at 10 a.m, with 
the service at 11 a.m., and with a lunch to follow.  
See the obit: http://host.madison.com/news/local/obituaries/rader-john-william/article_bb1ccc12-115f-5094-8140-
ac15446053b0.htm

ENDORSEMENTS: The following is a list of endorsements made for statewide and congressional district elections in the 
last week, based on emails received by WisPolitics.com:  

-- 1st CD

RANDY BRYCE: League of Conservation Voters Action Fund 

For more Names in the News, see subscriber products from earlier in the week plus the press release page at 
WisPolitics.com: https://www.wispolitics.com/

For upcoming events, see the "Week Ahead" in this product and in your e-mail Monday morning. Click here for the online 
calendar: https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

If you have a contribution, e-mail staff@wispolitics.com

LOBBYIST WATCH
(from the state Ethics Commission)

Five changes were made to the lobbying registry in the past 10 days.  

Follow this link for the complete list:  
https://lobbying.wi.gov/Who/LobbyingRegistryChanges/2017REG/SearchByDateRange
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****************************************

April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-assembles some of 
Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy 
Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate clients alike, and 
longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state level, and senior 
adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

****************************************

STORY TOPICS

- 2018 governor 
campaign

TOP STORIES

'Why would we keep it?' Walker says voters should eliminate treasurer's 
office
... The current treasurer says his job is a waste of money ... "The Legislature is 
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not going to give this office any more duties, so if they're not going to give it 
more duties, I guess I'd ask the question, why would we keep it?" Adamczyk 
said in a telephone interview. ... and has an ally in Gov. Scott Walker ... 
"Republicans and Democrats have said for years it was an obsolete position. I'm 
gonna vote yes on eliminating it," Walker said. ... but Democrats and a former 
treasurer [Voight] says voters should maintain the office. ... Voight's group spent 
$80,000 on TV ads, including in Milwaukee. He said the treasurer's old powers 
should be restored. ... "No governor, not politician, or any political party should 
be above our state constitution. Our founding fathers, if this passes, I think 
they'd be rolling in their graves," said Voight. 5 states, including MN, have axed 
their Treasurer. By Keith, FOX6NOW  
http://fox6now.com/2018/04/02/why-would

WI voters to decide state Supreme Court, local races
... [Supreme Court, Treasurer referendum] are the only two statewide ballot 
items in today's spring election ... Voters in the Chippewa Falls School District 
are being asked to vote on a $65 million referendum, and to choose two school 
board members to fill four open seats. In Chippewa County, voters will decide 
11 contested Chippewa County Board supervisor races. Supreme Court, 
Treasurer analysis. By Bauer of AP, CHIPPEWA HERALD  
http://chippewa.com/58816a27-9028-57d9-8b35-258790f5c492.html

State could get $7M in federal funds for election security if lawmakers OK 
match
... Magney said the commission could have a special meeting in the coming 
weeks to discuss the grants. ... [2016] attempted cyberattacks in Wisconsin 
were not successful, but officials say they expect them to happen again in future 
campaigns. JFC co-chairs Darling and Nygren did not say whether they would 
support the $350K match. JFC has no acted on WEC request for 3 more 
positions. By Sommerhauser, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/07c2e70a-b01c-5cfc-bcfd-28030894e559.html

Ryan gets a lift from Southwest Airlines in touting $1.5T tax overhaul
Ryan touted, "More jobs, higher wages, more competitive, resilient businesses 
that don't go through boom-bust cycles." But Ryan wasn't the most active 
salesman in the building. Southwest CEO Kelly repeatedly praised the "very, 
very meaningful tax reform," thanking Ryan for his leadership on multiple 
occasions. Airline's employees then shared stories of what they've done with 
their $1,000 bonuses enabled by the tax cut. Among the uses were SMU tuition, 
beach vacation for mom, new washer/dryer, supporting a family in Kenya. GOP 
hopes the warm and fuzzy Southwest tax event will stick with voters instead of 
Dem rants about the tax cut being a debt-laden giveaway to the rich. The event 
was intended to help vulnerable Rep. Sessions, who did not appear onstage 
with Ryan. Ryan had best laugh: "I just came to ask for more flights into 
Milwaukee. Is this the right place?" Ryan spokesman said he'd use some TX 
time to "raise resources for House Republicans." Ryan on Tuesday will also visit 
Catholic Charities Fort Worth to "discuss workforce development and strategies 
for effectively helping Americans escape poverty." BY Benning, DALLAS NEWS 
https://dallasnews.com/news/politics/2018/04/02/house-speaker-paul-ryan-gets-
lift-southwest-airlines-touting-15-trillion-tax-overhaul

############  



STORY TOPICS
############ 

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Walker Is Quietly Keeping His National Profile Alive, Amid his reelection campaign ... campaigning and helping out 
Republicans all over the country. ... [as RGA chair] raised money for (ultimately unsuccessful) candidates in New Jersey 
and Virginia. He also planted flags in three states [IA, NV, SC] important to anyone with White House ambitions ... even 
went to bat for the Republican incumbent in the unexpectedly high-profile race for mayor of Omaha, Nebraska, after 
Bernie Sanders got behind her challenger. ... in 2018 he has headlined a fundraiser for Rep. Steve Pearce's bid for 
governor in New Mexico, picked a favorite in Michigan's heated gubernatorial primary, and chosen sides in a combative 
Senate primary in West Virginia by endorsing Patrick Morrisey. This month he will headline a fundraiser for Illinois Gov. 
Bruce Rauner ... Those close to Walker insist his first priority is reelection ... But they also acknowledge that Walker is 
methodical and strategic about his endorsements ... rooted in a clash with organized labor and public employee unions ... 
"Gov. Walker endorses candidates who are willing to go big and bold, with reforms to state government that take on the 
big government special interests," Brian Reisinger, a senior adviser to Walker's political team, told BuzzFeed News. ... 
[Trump doubt] creates some space for an old 2016 rival such as Walker -- who, unlike, say, John Kasich, is not seen as a 
threat to challenge Trump in 2020 ... "Scott Walker is more focused on keeping his frequent flyer status than keeping his 
job as governor of Wisconsin," said [DGA's] Leopold. ... Other Republicans ascribe Walker's value to his Midwestern, 
regular-guy personality. Matthews for NV's Laxalt, Allison for Rauner comment.  
https://buzzfeed.com/henrygomez/scott-walker-is-quietly-keeping-his-national-profile-alive

- Two Wisconsin groups team up for online vote in hopes of narrowing Democratic governor field ... [post-Sanders] Our 
Wisconsin Revolution ... and the Wisconsin Working Families Party teamed up last fall to launch the Wisconsin's Choice 
campaign. ... has held nine events featuring candidates in the Democratic primary field. ... plans to hold a series of online 
votes between April 16 and the August 14 primary election to narrow down the list of candidates based on supporters' 
rankings, said Our Revolution Wisconsin co-chair Sarah Lloyd. ... Lloyd, who ran unsuccessfully for Congress against 
Republican Rep. Glenn Grothman in 2016, said about 1,000 people have attended candidate events so far. ... Political 
newcomer Bob Harlow, the first to enter the field, was also the first to end his campaign last week. DPW's Conklin said 
party remains neutral.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/a0b4a74a-5742-5396-bc6e-9aacf73d06b9.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Constitutional amendment would do away with state treasurer ... If it's rejected, the next treasurer will be elected in 
November. If the amendment is adopted, the office would go away at the end of this year.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37866255/constitutional

- Supreme Court race, referendum on eliminating state treasurer and key local races on Tuesday ballots [see Courts, 
Columns]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/02/wisconsin-supreme-court-race-referendum-eliminating-state-treasurer-
and-key-local-races-featured-tue/463634002/

- Local, state races reach final stage  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/01/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Races-br-reach-br-final-br-
stage-div.html

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Watch Americans Tell Ryan How Thankful They Are For Tax Reform ... Ryan, [W&M chair] Brady, traveled to Southwest 
Airlines' Dallas, Texas, headquarters Monday ... Southwest employees took little time to tell Ryan and Brady what they 
are doing with their bonuses. 39:51 video  
http://dailycaller.com/2018/04/02/paul-ryan-tax-reform/

- Ryan, Brady tout tax cuts at Southwest Airlines headquarters  
http://thehill.com/policy/finance/381340-ryan-brady-tout-tax-cuts-at-southwest-airlines-headquarters

- Ryan in North Texas, Holds Town Hall at Southwest Airlines  
http://wbap.com/2018/04/02/house-speaker

- Ryan comes to North Texas  
http://wbap.com/2018/04/02/speaker-of



- Ryan Touches Down at Southwest During Fund-Raising Trip  
https://nbcdfw.com/news/local/478588863.html

- New signs point to big trouble for Paul Ryan, 'He may just want to put those rumors to rest and bow out gracefully' ... 
Bryce is pulling in more cash than any challenger to Ryan in the last two decades. ... Hitt [for Bryce] told Mediaite. "The 
speaker is facing a well-funded, well-organized opponent with broad support, locally and nationally, in an extremely anti-
incumbent environment. He may just want to put those rumors to rest and bow out gracefully." ... [cited Lamb's win in PA] 
"Trump only won our district by 10; he won PA-18 by 19." Rehash Amodei's Ryan resignation rumor, Ryan's rebuttal, 
Ryan's undeclared re-election candidacy.  
http://wnd.com/2018/04/news-signs

- Ryan holds town hall in Texas but won't face his own constituents  
https://shareblue.com/paul-ryan-town-hall-texas-not-wisconsin/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Soglin again looks to rein in capital spending  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/0cc95ef2-1ffc-50a0-8e19-fa34504a72fc.html

- Leschensky led with quiet approach ... Leschensky, 72, died Sunday at his home in Cornell. The former Cornell mayor 
served as Chippewa County Board chairman from 2006 to 2008.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/03/30/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Leschensky-led-with-quiet-
approach-div.html

- [Caledonia] Election contest turns ugly ... The flyer attacks candidate Fran Martin, who is running against incumbent 
Trustee Ed Willing. The flyer did not mention Willing by name.  
http://journaltimes.com/af204758-6ee1-51f9-9268-61850e8f3f29.html

- La Crosse County committee sends 'chicken' ordinance to full board ... would allow people living in platted town 
subdivisions to keep chickens, rabbits and some other farmyard fowls in their yards.  
http://lacrossetribune.com/41c917ed-4bc7-5ffe-a29d-f80c89dceb53.html

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- [$30K] SARE Sustainable Agriculture Grant awarded [to UW-Extension, Ashland-Bayfield County] ... for the "Extending 
the Season in Northern Wisconsin Through Processing Vegetable Production" project.  
http://apg-wi.com/7cd2ac8e-347f-11e8-84d9-3740fa65dd1a.html

- Wisconsin ginseng growers worry about new Chinese tariffs  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/04/02/wisconsin-ginseng-growers-worry-new-chinese-tariffs/477949002/

COURTS ^top^
- Supreme Court race tops Tuesday ballot  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/850b12da-00c6-591b-bd7a-e9d82b70bfbe.html

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- PolitiFact: RNC Chair Ronna McDaniel says U.S. Census Bureau has asked citizenship questions for decades ... last 
time all households were asked about U.S. citizenship was in the 1950 census. But in the decades since, some version of 
the question has been asked in nearly every census ... 2020 census calls for asking all households the citizenship 
question. ... Mostly True.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/apr/03/ronna-mcdaniel/rnc-chair-ronna-mcdaniel-says-us-census-bureau-
ask/

EDUCATION ^top^
- UW-Madison professor [Eckhardt] receives $425,000 [Kauffman Foundation] grant to study entrepreneurship on campus 
http://host.madison.com/wsj/e38434b9-a713-55f6-9337-b8da24de4e94.html

- WI, MN struggling with substitute teacher shortage  



http://kbjr6.com/story/37864360/minnesota

- Anti-racism clause added to Eau Claire school resource officers policy  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/02/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Resource-br-officers-br-policy-
br-revised-div.html

- Run, hide, fight and drill, drill, drill: Parker teachers train for school shooting  
http://gazettextra.com/27d0c8cd-febe-57ee-b794-e41af6ec1d17.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Weather [snow] could be factor in spring elections  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/02/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Factoring-in-weather-div.html

- Madison voters set record for in-person absentee voting ... From March 12 through Saturday, 6,125 people cast in-
person absentee ballots ... [eclipsing] spring of 2016, a presidential primary year, with 5,550 in-person absentee ballots 
cast. ... Clerk Maribeth Witzel-Behl said elections with races for City Council seats, mayor and presidential primaries 
typically have higher voter turnout. The trend is up for turnout in spring elections in Madison.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/14f834c2-365f-5c1a-9516-ca6ddcc79eb6.html

- Could Sheboygan County voter turnout top 20 percent? County clerk thinks so  
https://sheboyganpress.com/story/news/2018/04/02/could-sheboygan-county-voter-turnout-top-20-percent-county-clerk-
thinks-so/479372002/

- Ryan challenger raised more than $2M last quarter  
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/381242-ryans-dem-challenger-raised-more-than-2-million-last-quarter

- Facing long odds, potential Speaker Ryan challenger sees uptick in fundraising ... Bryce has raised $4.75 million since 
June 2017 according to filings ... "We have a lot of enthusiasm to repeal and replace Paul Ryan," Bryce told ABC News in 
an interview Monday. ... Ryan, who won the district by more than 30 points in 2016 and has nearly $10 million in cash on 
hand  
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id=54184673

- [Dr.] Chris Kapsner announces 23rd District Senate run: Dem would face Rep. Berier to replace Moulton  
http://chippewa.com/9942686a-7769-50b0-9735-8854d9e12dd3.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Bayfield County farm-raised deer to be tested for CWD  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/science-and-nature/4425833-bayfield-county-farm-raised-deer-be-tested-cwd

FOXCONN ^top^
- WEDC and construction managers help subcontractors become Foxconn bidders.  
http://kenoshanews.com/ffde023e-6f0b-52f5-80e3-abe578393964.html

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Madison hospitals recognized for LGBTQ inclusion efforts ... Human Rights Campaign Foundation named two area 
health care providers "Leaders in LGBTQ Healthcare Equality." ... Three UW Health hospitals ... William S. Middleton 
Memorial Veterans Hospital ... received the top designation.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/c0b7fc1e-04ed-564c-8000-fd5c7812e082.html

- Merger of Aurora Health Care and Advocate Health Care is completed  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/health-care/2018/04/02/merger-aurora-health-care-and-advocate-health-care-
completed/478565002/

- Health officials raise awareness of the importance of organ donation  
http://kenoshanews.com/af2e8bc5-c6d5-5e0f-a65c-40fbd12689b9.html

MANUFACTURING ^top^



- Epicurean feels right at home in Superior ... Designer and manufacturer of kitchen cutting boards and tools, Epicurean 
made the move from Duluth at the beginning of 2017. The city of Superior assembled an incentives package of $100,000 
for site improvements to the property ... [WEDC] awarded a $512,000 loan to Epicurean in 2016 as an incentive to set up 
shop in Wisconsin. WEDC's Maley touts credits for many border crossing businesses, "It essentially wipes out the state 
income tax for a manufacturing company. It's a big selling point with companies moving from other states."  
http://businessnorth.com/d6e6f2a8-360e-11e8-becd-a3f4240e5d22.html

MEDIA ^top^
- John Nichols: The Real Problem With Sinclair, They have a right to their conservative opinions. But media consolidation 
and one-size-fits-all content damages the discourse in communities nationwide.  
https://thenation.com/article/the-real-problem-with-sinclair/

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Polaris fined $27M for failing to report vehicle problems  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37862750/polaris

REGULATION ^top^
- Pizza, Pad Thai and Pot: Home Delivery of Marijuana Is Legal in These States ... Colorado, Washington state, Alaska 
and Washington, D.C., don't allow home delivery of marijuana. Oregon, California and Nevada do, but services are not 
universal. In Oregon, state data shows that close to two-thirds of counties have a dispensary licensed to make 
recreational marijuana deliveries. In California, marijuana industry advocates say that less than a third of cities and 
counties in the state allow retail marijuana sales, which could include home delivery. But illegal and quasi-legal delivery 
businesses are widespread regardless of the law.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/04/03/pizza-pad-thai-and-pot-home-delivery-of-
marijuana-is-legal-in-these-states

TECHNOLOGY ^top^
- A dark side of technology: Smartphones, social media can adversely affect children's mental health ... "It has a much 
bigger impact than we have any idea of, so far. We're just beginning to scratch the surface of the kind of impact it has," 
[therapist] Hinrichs said. "From 2007 to 2015, the suicide rates doubled among teen girls and they went up among teen 
boys about 30 percent. Overall, they've gone up almost one-third, about 30 percent in the last seven or eight years." ... 
Complementing Hinrich's assessment, the [Clinical Psych Journal] report noted suicide attempts by teens aged 13-18 
increased 33 percent between 2010 and 2015, with a sizable spike in 2012. While the typical teen stressors--such as 
homework burden or academic pressure, not to mention economic hardships--didn't see a notable change, smartphone 
usage crossed an eye-opening threshold: More than half of American teenagers had their hands on a smartphone that 
year. By 2015, that figure had climbed to 73 percent. ... "Kids are hyper social at that age. They determine a lot of their 
self-worth from their friends, not their families of origin," Hinrichs said. "Social situations are really, really important." ... 
While it may seem teenagers are forming connections and being more social than their parents ever were, Hinrichs said, 
the truth is constant smartphone and social media use creates a ... "deep-seated loneliness" that can deteriorate into full-
blown depression and suicidal ideation if left unchecked.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4425769-dark-side-technology-smartphones-social-media-can-adversely-affect-
childrens-mental

COLUMNS ^top^
- Christian Schneider: Wisconsin spring elections, Screnock-Dallet Supreme Court race, may not tell us much  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/04/02/wisconsin-election-screnock-dallet-supreme-
court-race/478542002/

- Steven Walters: Supreme Court race replays issues of 2011  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/02/the-state-of-politics-court-race-replays-issues-of-2011/
Dallet vs Screnock a rerun of Kloppenburg vs Prosser for Supreme Court in 2011?  

- Mitch Henck: Election a test of blue wave for Dems?  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/98f564f0-fd39-5b77-8d27-b0a1b3ba5f88.html

- defense atty. Casey Hoff: Recusal At Issue in High Court Race, Screnock opposes recusal rule, even if he gets $1 
million from group that brings cases to court.  



https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/02/op-ed-recusal

- Steven Walters: Court Race Replays Issues of 2011, Dallet vs Screnock a rerun of Kloppenburg vs Prosser for Supreme 
Court in 2011?  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/02/the-state-of-politics

- FOIC's Christa Westerberg: Government policies put public health at risk  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/ef1fa4eb-0bb4-5bea-a14d-b6bde411f456.html

- WDC: Republican Governors Group Has State Clout, The DC-based association gets Wisconsin donors, gave $18 
million to Walker's three elections.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/02/campaign-cash

- Charlie Sykes: 'The Pope's Mess', replacing Hope Hicks, and Walker's folly  
http://weeklystandard.com/the-popes-mess-replacing-hope-and-walkers-folly/article/2012131
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From: Pastori M. Balele <pmbalele@aol.com>

Sent: Monday, April 2, 2018 12:58 PM

To: Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Jennifer.Koepp@wisconsin.gov

Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov; AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov; 

amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov; andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov; 

beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Cathy.Jess@Wisconsin.gov; 

David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov; Diane.Greisinger@wisconsin.gov; 

Diane.Milligan@wisconsin.gov; elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Erin.Crain@Wisconsin.gov; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov; GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; 

heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov; 

Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov; john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov; Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov; 

LIRC@wisconsin.gov; Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov; ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US; 

Richard.Henneger@wisconsin.gov; sanjay.olson@wisconsin.gov; 

SBrandtner@kwiktrip.com; Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us; SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov; tcrone@vonbriesen.com; 

Tracey.Schwalbe@wisconsin.gov; Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

wendy.mccown@wisconsin.gov

Subject: Balele vs. PDQ ERD Case No. CR201203887

Attachments: PDQ -REQUEST TO REMAND CASE-ERD.docx

Hi,

My Summons server dropped off the attached document at your offices. As pointed in the attached 
document, I hope LIRC and ERD officials will now honor the published opinions cited in the 
document.letter. Thanks and have wonderful work-week.

Pastori M Balele
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Pastori M. Balele, 6777 Schroder Road #4, Madison WI 52711 

 

April 2, 2018 

 

 

Ms. Koepp, Chief Clerk. 

Labor and Industry Review Commission 

P.O. Box 8126 

Madison, WI 53708-8126 

 

Mr. Robert Rodriguez 

Department of Workforce Development/Equal Rights Division 

201 East Washington Street 

Madison, WI 52703 

  

Reference:  Pastori M. Balele v. PDQ/Kwik Trip 

                    ERD Case No. 201203887 

Subject: Motion to LIRC to Remand Case to DWD/ERD 

 

Dear Officials: 

This letter serves as Balele’s follow up on his e-mail dated March 28, 2018 to LIRC. Therefore, 

this letter is simply to make sure his request is formal and that he expects response from LIRC and 

ERD.  In that e-mail Balele asked LIRC to remand Balele v. PDQ ERD Case No. 201203887 to 

ERD to hear it on its merit. ERD and LIRC did not have authority to dismiss the case using the 

issue preclusion doctrine. The issues that caused ERD and LIRC to dismiss the case were the same 

as those in Balele v. Sears ERD Case No. CR201501655; Balele v. DOC CR201700277 and Balele 

v. DOC CR201700278.  In the latter three cases ERD admitted, by action, that the federal district 

court decisions did not have preclusion effect in the three cases.  But ERD decision not honoring 

the three federal district court decisions came after Balele argued that ERD and LIRC did not have 

authority to use the issue preclusion doctrine to dismiss WFEA complaints. Aldrich ¶94; Aldrich 

¶95; Aldrich ¶147. 

In fact, Balele’s arguments were bolstered by AAG Finkelmeyer who represented McCallum, 

Jordahl Dave Falstad and others in Balele v. Roggensack L.C.#2016CV2626. In his arguments 

AAG Finkelmeyer told the circuit court, among others, that although LIRC and ERD decisions 

were void, so long as they were not reversed by courts, Balele’s claim was too late and therefore 
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he should accept the decisions whether he liked it or not. AAG Finkelmeyer’s statement is that of 

a racist and corrupt person for no normal American would ever argue like that. Neylan v. Vorwald, 

121 Wis.2d 481, 488, 360 N.W.2d 537, 540 (Ct. App. 1984). Finkelmeyer would never accept his 

parents to be abused by government agencies; and say his parents should accept being abused. 

AAG Finkelmeyer arguments would work perfectly in primitive and corrupt governments; but not 

in Wisconsin, a developed country ruled by laws.  

 AAG Finkelmeyer, when writing his brief, did not even bother to investigate that Balele had three 

cases with similar issues and that ERD decided did not to give preclusive effect to federal district 

court decisions. Given that ERD decisions did not give preclusion effect on the three cases, Balele 

was right to argue that Balele v. PDQ ERD Case No. 201203887 decisions by ERD and later by 

LIRC were void per Aldrich ¶94and Aldrich ¶95. In fact, despite McCallum, Falstad, Maxwell and 

Jakubowski knowing of Corey inept arguments, they still argued that their decisions in Balele v. 

PDQ, although void, were too old to be reversed. But ERD and LIRC officials knew a void 

judgment is a nullity, does not have preclusive effect and does not have time limit to be attacked 

or rescinded.  Neylan v. Vorwald, 121 Wis.2d 481, 488, 360 N.W.2d 537, 540 (Ct. App. 1984). 

Balele hopes McCallum, Falstad and Maxwell will obey Vorwald despite McCallum had intoned 

in the past that she does not have to obey published court opinions, a depiction she demonstrated 

in Balele v. PDQ when she refused to obey Aldrich.  Thank God her husband lost the governor’s 

job.  If Scott McCallum had been elected, Blacks would have been slaves again. 

Recently the Wisconsin Supreme Court justices declined to review Balele v. Roggensack 

L.C.#2016CV2626 on appeal as No. 2016AP2534. This was because Balele had named them all 

as defendants. (Attachment). As authority to recuse themselves, the justices gave State ex rel. Cook 

v. Houser, 122 Wis. 534, 100 N.W.2d 964. (1904). That means Balele v. PDQ case should be 

decided by government officials who were not involved in previous corrupt decisions in Balele v. 

PDQ.  The only state officials eligible to hear the case are in DWD/ERD. After all, LIRC is just a 

reviewing agency which does not hear cases as trier of facts. Balele has learned ERD has many 

investigators and ALJs to investigate and hear cases.  That means on remand DWD/ERD will 

assign different officials other than Russell or Gelhard to decide the case. Russell and Gelhard 

decisions were not only a fraud; but also caused chaos in the Wisconsin judicial system. 

Balele is not surprised that discrimination cases last a long time in agencies and courts. For 
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example, FDNY discrimination case spanned seven years, a landmark lawsuit alleging that written 

exams for prospective firefighters were biased against blacks and Hispanics. New York paid $98 

mi as back pay. In the air hostess attendants’ discrimination case, the case lasted for more than 

6 years before it was finally resolved. The core reason in all those cases was that initial decision 

makers were corrupt and wanted Blacks and females continue to be treated as less human beings.    

The dynamics in Balele v. PDQ were the same. Amy Russel, Gelhard and officials at LIRC did 

not want Balele to have justice despite they knew their decisions were a fraud and therefore void. 

Now we have females like McCallum, Crosson, Russel and Maxwell abusing Blacks thus faking 

to forget how White females were abused by white males. White females are now picketing again 

against Trump for abusing and groping them.  That is hypocrisy.  

 

Balele does not understand why grown-ups like Russel, Gelhard, McCallum, Jordahl Dave Falstad 

continue to act corruptly despite their law degrees and experience. Two Illinois governors are in 

prison for corruption. Balele cannot not understand why Wisconsin state government workers 

cannot learn from jailed government workers in Illinois and in other states.   Mr. Herje, Moriarty, 

Ed Wall left state service in disgrace. Three years ago, Ms. Stepp then DNR Secretary, ordered 

her staff not to allow Blacks in her office. About six years ago, Attorney Olmanson sued in state 

court to prohibit Balele from applying for DOC jobs because he was a Black male. Recently, Balele 

received e-mail from Mr. Jakubowski stating that he had quit state service. But this was after Balele 

caught him advising his staff, including ALJ Selsor and Mr. Grimm, to dismiss Balele’s complaints 

fraudulently. Six months ago, Ms. McCallum, Falstad and Maxwell caused to be filed a document 

in the court appeals to sanction Balele as a Black male. The Court of Appeals rejected their request.  

Three months ago, McCallum, while knowing that LIRC decision in Balele v. PDQ was void, 

accepted advice from Attorney Crone a white male. That means McCallum as a decision-maker 

still believes is inferior to white males.  That was shameful on the part of Ms. McCallum. These 

are just a few examples when Balele caught White government officials displaying their hatred 

against Blacks.  Balele is wondering what these white government officials talk about Blacks 

behind doors if they display such hatred publicly. It is too now late for them. Blacks are here to 

stay as their own country just as themselves so claim.  

  

State government officials should learn from the Wisconsin Supreme Court Justices. They recused 
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themselves after being named as defendants in Balele v. Roggensack. Amy Russel should have 

recused herself. But her supervisors Larry Jakubowski and Robert Rodriguez encouraged her not 

to recuse herself and advised her to act fraudulently causing chaos in the Wisconsin judicial 

system. Recently, Balele caught Ms. Crosson lying in her decision in Haynes v. Blain’s Farm and 

Fleet. Believe it or not McCallum, Falstad and Maxwell did not find Crosson’s behavior as 

offensive to Wisconsin justice. McCallum, Falstad and Maxwell simply accepted Crosson’s lies. 

Reading their decision in Haynes v. Blain Farm and Fleet, we found that the three officials did not 

even bother reviewing the evidence in the case, a dereliction of their positions. If these three are 

bored with their jobs, Wisconsin people should ask them either to retire or resign or establish their 

own law firms where they can enjoy discriminating against Blacks; instead of using tax dollars to 

abuse African-Americans for being in Wisconsin. 

  

For the reasons stated above, Balele is asking LIRC to remand Balele v. PDQ now Balele v. PDQ 

/Kwik Trip case to ERD for be heard on its merits. 

 

Sincerely 

 

 

Pastori M. Balele  

6777 Schroeder Road #4 

Madison, WI 53711 

E-mail: pmbalele@aol.com 

 

Cc: Attorney Crone,  

      Kwik Trip 
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WISCONSIN SUPREME COURT 

 

DECISION  
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   OFFICE OF THE CLERK 

Supreme Court of Wisconsin 

110 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 215 

P.O. Box 1688 

MADISON, WI 53701-1688 

TELEPHONE (608) 

266-880 

FACSIMILE (608) 

267-0640 

Web Site: www.wicourts.gov 

March 13, 2018 

Hon. Frank D. Remington Gabe Johnson-Karp 

Circuit Court Judge Assistant Attorney General 

215 S. Hamilton St., Br. 8, Rm. 4103 P.O. Box 7857 

Madison, WI 53703 Madison, WI 53707-7857 

Carlo Esqueda Pastori M. Balele 

Clerk of Circuit Court 6777 Schroeder Rd., #4 

215 S. Hamilton St., Rm. 1000 

Madison, WI 53703 

Madison, WI 53711 

You are hereby notified that the Court has entered the following order: 

 

No. 2016AP2534 Balele v. Roggensack L.C.#2016CV2626 

A petition for review pursuant to Wis. Stat. 808.10 having been filed on behalf of 

petitioner-appellant-petitioner, Pastori M. Balele, and considered by this court; 

IT IS ORDERED that the petition for review is denied, without costs. 

 

Sheila T. Reiff 

                                                                                              Clerk of Supreme Court 

       Mr. Balele's initial petition for supervisory writ filed in the circuit court named all members 

of this court as respondents. Nonetheless, because there is no one else to decide Mr. Balele's 

petition for review filed in this court, pursuant to the rule of necessity all members of this court 

have participated in considering and deciding the petition for review. See, e.g., State ex rel. Cook 

v. Houser, 122 Wis. 534, 100 N.W.2d 964 (1904). 
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK

It is amazing how far out-of-state liberals will go to push a meaningless process that's a waste of the taxpayer's money.  
- Gov. Scott Walker during WTMJ's Insight 2018 the night before calling special elections in the 1st SD and 42nd AD, 
which have been vacant since late December. Walker's decision follows successive court losses in a lawsuit filed by a 
group affiliated with former Obama administration AG Eric Holder. 

This court, and no court that I'm aware of, is at liberty to ignore the law in order to facilitate the Legislature's consideration 
of bills that might become law.  
- Dane County Judge Richard Niess, declining to put on hold an order for Walker to call the special elections to give time 
for the Legislature to consider a bill that would have changed requirements for calling special elections. 

Representative government and the election of our representatives are never "unnecessary," never a "waste of taxpayer 
resources," and the calling of the special elections are as the Governor acknowledges, his "obligation" to follow by virtue 
of (state statute).  
- The 2nd District Court of Appeals, also declining to delay the deadline for Walker to call the special elections. 

I think we're all frustrated by the idea of elections running concurrently. But the idea of stopping elections once they've 
been ordered is probably a bridge too far.  
- Assembly Majority Leader Jim Steineke, R-Kaukauna, on the Assembly and Senate calling off an extraordinary session 
on legislation to change requirements regarding special elections. The bill would have also made changes to allow military 
and overseas voters to receive ballots electronically and extend the length of time between a primary and special election 



to 8 weeks to allow military and overseas voters more time to submit their ballots. 

I agree that we don't want to disenfranchise voters, however ... we are disenfranchising the thousands of voters who are 
without representation. If [Walker] had ordered a special at the time he had created these vacancies, the election could 
have been scheduled for the spring election, and there would have been none of this confusion.  
- Sen. Mark Miller, D-Monona, who called the military voting changes a "trojan horse." He noted the Senate received the 
military voting bill from the Assembly in late February.

I make the commitment right now, here to all of you, that I will recuse myself from a case if that group that is spending that 
money is in front of me in a case. That's the kind of recusal we need from judges and justices.  
- Supreme Court candidate Rebecca Dallet pledging during a Milwaukee debate to recuse herself from any cases 
involving parties who've spent large sums to support her campaign. The Milwaukee County Judge challenged rival 
Michael Screnock to do the same. The Sauk County judge said he handles recusals on a case-by-case basis and will 
remove himself from any case in which he doesn't feel he can be impartial. 

While she can talk the talk about recusal, her actual actions during this campaign show that she doesn't actually walk the 
walk.  
- Screnock knocking Dallet for accepting donations from attorneys with cases before her.

It's a very sad commentary that political calculations, or politics, always seem to trump sound public policy decisions in 
this body.  
- Rep. Leon Young, D-Milwaukee, after Assembly Minority Leader Gordon Hintz stripped him of three of his committee 
assignments and a part-time staffer. The move follows Young pushing a floor amendment to ban assault weapons during 
last week's debate on school safety legislation. Young said the caucus opposed his amendment ahead of the floor vote 
because members wanted to avoid forcing Dems in rural areas to take a tough vote.

POLITICAL STOCK REPORT
--A collection of insider opinion-- 
(Mar. 24-30, 2018) 

Rising

Dems: Some Republicans are adamant it makes no sense to have special elections in June to fill two legislative seats 
vacant since December considering they'll both be on the ballot this coming November. But insiders say the law wasn't on 
the GOP's side, and now Republicans have to hope the races in the 1st SD and 42nd AD don't turn into another data 
point suggesting a Dem wave this fall. When Gov. Scott Walker appointed state Sen. Frank Lasee and state Rep. Keith 
Ripp to his administration, he had no plans to call special elections because the Legislature would adjourn before the 
seats could be filled. But as Walker resisted pressure from Dems to call the elections -- particularly after the GOP loss in 
the 10th SD -- the National Democratic Redistricting Committee went to court to force the issue. Initially, Republicans blew 
off a Dane County judge's order for Walker to call the special elections as the work of a liberal activist. But after the state 
DOJ's arguments fell on deaf ears with a different Dane County judge and the conservative 2nd District Court of Appeals, 
the administration drops its legal challenge. To some, it was a sign the DOJ arguments were on shaky legal ground and it 
made no sense to keep losing in court and putting off the inevitable. After declining a trip to the state Supreme Court, 
Walker issues the special election call for June 12. That's followed quickly by GOP legislative leaders announcing they've 
dropped plans to push a bill that would have undercut the court orders and overhauled special election laws. Senate 
Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald, R-Juneau, said the chamber "cannot pass" the special elections bill "now that the 
elections are underway." Assembly Majority Leader Jim Steineke, R-Kaukauna, added while Republicans were frustrated 
by the idea of a special election being held at the same time candidates are running for the fall, "the idea of stopping 
elections once they've been ordered is probably a bridge too far." To some, that's acknowledgment of how bad the optics 
had become as Republicans tried to shut down the special elections. They also believe this was a self-inflicted wound for 
the GOP. Why couldn't Lasee and Ripp simply have waited until spring before joining the Walker administration? If the 
administration had just waited until after the second Tuesday in May -- the cutoff for calling special elections in an even-
numbered year -- none of this would have been a problem. And the arguments DOJ made in court only exacerbated the 
bad optics, insiders say. Common sense may dictate special elections aren't needed with lawmakers already wrapped up 
for the session. After all, even if Walker had called the elections the day Lasee and Ripp resigned, the general election 
would have been concurrent with the regular spring election on Tuesday, according to the Elections Commission. But the 
law calls for special elections, regardless, and it was odd to watch a Republican-led DOJ make arguments that seemed to 
run contrary to the law, insiders add. For Dems, it's another golden opportunity to pick up seats after their win in the 10th 
SD. Both seats have a definite GOP lean. But in a year that saw Dems pick up the 10th SD after Donald Trump won it by 
17 points in 2016, no GOP-leaning seat can be considered safe, election watchers say. That's particularly true in a low-
turnout special election. Dems are almost gleeful at the idea that only the most motivated voters will turn out for those 



races, particularly when polls show enthusiasm is clearly on their side. Republicans, meanwhile, hope for some kind of 
backlash against the special elections that could get the base fired up. Both sides, though, note there's more that goes 
into winning a race than just the environment and motivation. It's also candidates, turnout and money. Republicans have a 
primary in the 1st SD with state Rep. Andre Jacque and Alex Renard, the operations manager at Renco Machine 
Company Inc. in Green Bay. Some Republicans fret if Jacque is the nominee, it would make it tougher to hold the district. 
He does not have a reputation as a strong fundraiser -- or as a team player in the Capitol -- and is an uncompromising 
conservative that some see as a tough fit for a district that leans Republican, but not in a deep red way. Dems, 
meanwhile, are thrilled with Caleb Frostman, the executive director of the Door County Economic Development Corp. The 
Dem field in the 42nd AD, meanwhile is still taking shape. Lodi Ald. Ann Groves Lloyd, a UW-Madison adviser whose 
family has farmed in the area for 150 years, files to run. Meanwhile, George Ferriter, who lost to Ripp in 2014 and 2016, 
had filed to run in the November election, as did fellow Dem Tyler Raley, of Rio. Ferriter says he'll wait to see who gets in 
for the special election before deciding if he wants to make a bid, though some Dem leaders are hoping to avoid a primary 
that could divert resources. On the GOP side, Jon Plumer, a member of the Lodi Town Board and small business owner, 
jumps in. Some Republicans are pessimistic about their chances come June considering what they saw in the 10th SD. 
But if conservative Sauk County Judge Michael Screnock wins Tuesday's Supreme Court race, it may tamp down some of 
the talk about Dem enthusiasm. On the flip side, a win by Milwaukee County Judge Rebecca Dallet would only add more 
fuel to that fire, they add.  

Ryan rumors: Chatter about whether the Janesville Republican will run for re-election this fall has swirled for weeks in 
Washington, D.C. And it fires up again as U.S. Rep. Mark Amodei, R-Nev., says on a show back home the rumor is Ryan 
is getting ready to resign in the next 30 to 60 days and Rep. Steve Scalise, R-La., will be the new speaker. Ryan's office 
declares flat out, "The speaker is not resigning." Days after Amodei fires up the rumor mill, The Associated Press cites a 
person familiar with Ryan's thinking in reporting the speaker plans to file paperwork to seek re-election and to win his seat. 
Ryan's campaign operation insists nothing has changed since his last round of public comments that he'll talk it over with 
his wife and then make a decision. "The Speaker speaks for himself on this topic, and there is no update to his last public 
comments," says spokesman Jeremy Adler. As close as it's getting to campaign season -- nomination papers can be 
taken out in mid-April and are due June 1 -- some Wisconsin insiders are convinced Ryan will seek re-election. If he opted 
against a bid now, they add, it would be morally devastating to the caucus and would send a message that things are 
going to be so bad that even the GOP leader is getting out. Instead, some Republicans expect Ryan to run and then 
decide his fate. If Republicans lose the majority, expect Ryan to leave Congress, some argue. Even if they come back 
with a smaller majority, some can see the Janesville Republican walking away. But they also expect that decision to be 
made later -- after Ryan runs for re-election. 

Mixed

Supreme Court race: The campaign for a 10-year term on the state's highest court heads into the home stretch with a 
flurry of ads and a whole lot of questions about what the electorate will look like come Tuesday. In a normal April election, 
the voters tend to be older and whiter than in a November race -- a dynamic that favors conservatives. Still, insiders point 
out this year is anything but normal. Dems have a big enthusiasm edge and have been racking up special election wins 
across the country. But insiders also note Supreme Court races aren't always a perfect indicator of voters' mood. After all, 
conservative Justice Annette Ziegler won a race in 2007 right after a Dem wave, and Justice Michael Gableman, who this 
spring's winner will replace, knocked off an incumbent in 2008 before Barack Obama brought the biggest blue wave in 40 
years to Wisconsin. Still, others point out the electorate is more partisan than it was a decade ago, and partisan cues 
abound in this race. Sauk County Judge Michael Screnock has enjoyed the backing of the state GOP to the tune of about 
$400,000 before it's all said and done, while Milwaukee County Judge Rebecca Dallet has been endorsed by Dems that 
range from U.S. Sen. Cory Booker, of New Jersey, to former Vice President Joe Biden. Insiders ask, when's the last time 
you saw a former vice president wade into a Wisconsin Supreme Court race? To some, that's a sign Dems are trying to 
nationalize the race. And why wouldn't they? With the energy on their side, every Dem voter they can get plugged into this 
race, the better. Before the blast of ads, insiders on both sides gave Dallet an edge due to the environment. But they're 
trying to get a handle on whether the late TV ads have scrambled the calculation. When the WMC Issues Mobilization 
Council hit the air, some conservatives predicted it would be an attempt -- albeit late -- to go big and loud to move voters. 
When the Greater Wisconsin Committee got up, insiders wondered if the liberal group's ads would be overshadowed. 
Greater Wisconsin didn't have to match WMC dollar-for-dollar to be competitive, some argued. As the race winds down, 
each side seizes on every little development to claim momentum -- or a foul up. Screnock rolls out another two judges 
who have switched their endorsement from Dallet as conservatives try to make the case Dallet is bleeding support. 
Another judge was listed as a Dallet backer on her website when he was in fact a Screnock backer. Dems, meanwhile, 
quickly point to a story featuring a victim's family member calling for WMC to pull its ad hitting Dallet over the sentence 
she gave a man convicted of assaulting his granddaughters. The Milwaukee County DA's office gets involved, saying the 
ad "disgracefully identifies the relationship of the offender to his victims, thereby re-victimizing the victims and family for 
political gain." WMC defends the spot, saying it merely repeats publicly available information. Meanwhile, the state GOP 
makes Dallet's comments about "San Francisco values" part of its closing argument in the campaign. The party says it's 
spending $200,000 on radio, digital ads, mail and billboards featuring Dallet's remarks at a San Francisco fundraiser. 



That's not the kind of money that can burn in a message statewide over a week, some say. Instead, it's designed to get 
the conservative base fired up and to the polls on Tuesday. Because in the end, insiders say, that's what's going to decide 
the race. Some conservatives are already lamenting the late start they say Screnock got and the lack of ads defining 
Dallet. It's the cookie cutter conservative Supreme Court race without much to stand out in this environment, some say. 
They also wonder how this race will play out without conservative Charlie Sykes in front of a Milwaukee radio microphone. 
There are plenty of conservative voices still up in the market. But Sykes had a unique focus on Supreme Court races and 
an ability to move the base. Add in that Jerry Bader is no longer on the air in Green Bay, and it's one less piece of the 
conservative machine to drive turnout, election watchers note. Republicans still have a strong ground game, some 
conservatives say, and that could be the difference come Tuesday. But others see several factors in Dallet's favor. 
Beyond the environment, she's getting outside help that liberal candidates haven't been used to in recent Supreme Court 
campaigns. And if she pulls off the win, some say, it will be one more example Dems cite nationally that a blue wave is 
coming.  

Sex offender placement: Rural counties have long complained about being a dumping ground for sex offenders from 
other communities after they're released from prison. But the guv nixed an effort to address that in the budget, saying it 
was non-fiscal policy that should be thoroughly vetted in a separate bill. Backers resurrect the idea and get the guv to sign 
the bill into law -- albeit with one significant change. The main thrust of the new law requires sexually violent offenders to 
be released within their county of residence, eliminating the ability of courts to place them elsewhere for "good cause." To 
find places to house the offenders, counties are required to create a temporary committee to identify options. In some 
places, there have been so many restrictions placed on where released sexually violent offenders can live that it makes 
finding a place to house them difficult. So the legislation would have eliminated a requirement under current law that says 
a sex offender has to be placed at least 1,500 feet away from school premises, child care facilities, public parks, places of 
worship and youth centers. But Walker uses his veto pen to nix that language, along with another provision that would 
have gotten rid of the requirement that says someone who commits a sexually violent offense against an at-risk adult 
cannot live within 1,500 feet of a nursing home or assisted living center. Bill backers knew taking out those restrictions 
would be controversial, but they believed it was needed to give counties more flexibility to house their offenders at home. 
They also realize the politics of the issue. So it's understandable to some why the guv decided to keep restrictions on 
placing an offender near a school, for example, going into an election.  

Meteor Timber: The Georgia company is going to have to wait on an administrative law judge for a ruling on its permit for 
a frac sand operation after all. As Assembly Republicans rushed through their extraordinary session, they quietly added 
an amendment to a jobs bill that would have paved the way for the western Wisconsin project. But with Senate Majority 
Leader Scott Fitzgerald, R-Juneau, now saying his chamber would only come back to take up tax credits for Kimberly-
Clark, that effort looks dead. The DNR approved a permit for the $70 million project Meteor Timber proposed. But 
environmental groups sued, arguing the project would destroy a wetland that includes rare white pine and red maple. 
Project backers have countered the company plans to restore more than 630 acres of other land, it would be a job creator 
for the area and the amended bill would allow the company to move ahead with the project while the permit is being 
challenged. Still, the bill was already facing uphill odds after GOP Sen. Rob Cowles, of Green Bay, said he believed there 
was enough opposition in his caucus to beat back the amended legislation. That means backers will now have to wait for 
an administrative law judge to rule on the challenge to the company's permit. 

Falling

Leon Young: If you want caucus discipline, sometimes you have to hand out some caucus punishment. So insiders view 
the Milwaukee Dem being stripped of three committee assignments and a half-time legislative aide as a message from 
Minority Leader Gordon Hintz about what happens when members go against the wishes of the caucus and put their 
colleagues in a difficult spot. The move comes after Young sought during the floor vote on a school safety package to add 
an amendment that would ban assault weapons. Hintz challenged the amendment's relevance to the bill, and it was 
quickly ruled not germane. Hintz' office isn't talking about a "closed caucus matter," but several days after the punishment 
is handed down, Young says it was all due to his amendment. He adds the caucus was opposed to it ahead of the floor 
vote because members wanted to avoid forcing Dems in rural areas to take a tough vote, but he decided to pursue the 
issue anyway. So to some insiders, Young has no one to blame but himself. Dems are in such a deep minority for a series 
of reasons. And one way to start climbing out of the hole is to have a more coherent message in floor debates and to 
recognize what works in one district may not play well in another. Some Dems view the move as heavy-handed. After all, 
Young says it's an issue important to his district and he's just representing his constituents' interests. Others are less 
sympathetic. If the team decides to go in a direction and you refuse, they say, there has to be consequences. That's 
especially true when you don't have a reputation for putting in an effort to help the team and you catch your colleagues off 
guard with a poorly worded amendment that some feared would affect hunting rifles, insiders say. Some also suggest the 
punishment isn't that severe. After all, considering it's coming down in late March with the session essentially over, the 
moves are largely symbolic, they add. Young isn't the first caucus member to be disciplined: fellow Milwaukee Dem Daniel 
Riemer had his half-time staffer taken away over his cooperation with Republicans on a campus free speech bill, though 
that position has since been restored. And Rep. Josh Zepnick, another Milwaukee Dem, is no longer caucusing with 



Assembly Dems after he was accused of kissing two women without their permission at political events. Young questions 
why Milwaukee Dems seem to be the ones held out for punishment. But others scoff at the suggestion, and many see it 
as a necessary step to bring some message discipline to the caucus.  

Drunken drivers: Efforts to crack down on drunken driving in Wisconsin often face several hurdles, among them the 
increased costs to the judicial system. But advocates make some progress with the guv's signature on SB 135, which 
permanently revokes the license of someone who has four or more drunken driving offenses or someone who commits 
two or more OWI offenses and has two more of more "qualifying convictions." Those include certain homicides that 
involve use of a motor vehicle and some felonies that include the use of a motor vehicle. The new law allows those whose 
licenses have been revoked to apply for reinstatement if they meet certain requirements.  

Farmland preservation: Participation is down in a program that gives farmers tax breaks for preserving their ag land, and 
state ag officials are trying to find out why. According to the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection, 
just under 12,000 people claimed $16.6 million in tax credits through the program in 2016, down from the 13,000 people 
who received about $18 million in credits the year prior. It's also down from about 16,000 claims in 2010. DATCP sent out 
3,000 surveys in 15 counties to collect feedback on the program -- the first significant assessment of the program since 
2009. Still, some changes in the program could be factors in the declining participation. That includes the requirement that 
participants have a nutrient management plan for manure and other fertilizers and for landowners to perform one soil 
sample for every five acres. 

****************************************

April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-assembles some of 
Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy 
Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate clients alike, and 
longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state level, and senior 
adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

****************************************

DEM, REPUBLICAN PARTIES USING TUESDAY'S ELECTION AS DRY RUN FOR FALL TURNOUT OPERATIONS

Unlike its GOP counterpart, the state Dem Party is not pumping in-kind contributions into the state Supreme Court race.  

But that doesn't mean it's sitting out the contest.  

"We are working hard to turn Democrats out to vote," said state Dem spokeswoman Melanie Conklin.  

The state GOP's role in this spring election has received decidedly more attention leading up to Tuesday's vote. The party 



had contributed $347,510 to Sauk County Judge Michael Screnock's campaign through Tuesday, according to a check of 
campaign finance reports, and planned an overall investment of about $400,000 in the race. The party is also planning to 
use its get-out-the-vote operation as a dry run for this fall.  

While the Dem Party has not reported any in-kind contributions to Milwaukee County Judge Rebecca Dallet, Conklin said 
the party is also using the spring election to test out its beefed-up field program. The party has long used its coordinated 
campaign, run in conjunction with Dem candidates, for its turnout operation, and U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison, is 
a significant piece of that with her re-election on the ballot this fall.  

Baldwin's campaign said it began working with the party on the coordinated campaign a year ago, which it says is the 
earliest the effort has had organizers on the ground. That effort also included doing more than 20,000 doors leading up to 
Dem Patty Shachtner's win in the 10th SD special election in January.  

The Baldwin campaign said it has 104 community teams, which it describes as neighbors working together to coordinate 
voter contact programs in their communities. Last weekend's efforts included Baldwin attending phonebanks and canvass 
launches in Milwaukee and Racine.  

The campaign said this weekend it will have more than 150 phonebanks and canvass launches across the state.  

The state GOP, meanwhile, declined to offer specifics on its GOTV effort for the spring race. But it said the party has 
more than 300 volunteer teams doing doors, making phone calls and writing letters to the editor as part of its effort to turn 
out Republicans. That is coordinated out of the party's 10 field offices that are operated by RPW staff.  

That is in addition to the radio, mail, digital ads and billboards the state party is spending $200,000 on in the closing days 
to knock Dallet over "San Francisco values," referencing remarks she made during a California fundraiser earlier this 
week.  

RPW Executive Director Mark Morgan said that moment "crystallized the entirety of the campaign," saying Dallet is 
beholden to liberal special interests.  

"It also crystallizes the fact she's telling voters one thing in Wis and telling them another when she's at fundraisers in 
California," he said.  

Conklin said the Dem Party's efforts ahead of Tuesday's election do not meet the requirements to be reported as an in-
kind contribution. For example, the party is not doing radio, mail or other ads urging votes for Dallet. Also, its canvassing 
is geared toward turning out Dem voters in general for Tuesday's election, which includes a series of local races, and is 
not focused on Dallet.  

Still, Wisconsin Right to Life today filed a complaint with the state Ethics Commission against Dallet for not reporting in-
kind contributions for the help from the coordinated campaign.  

Ethics Commission counsel David Buerger said he could not comment on whether the agency had received the 
complaint.  

Generally speaking, he said in-kind contributions must be coordinated between a candidate and a committee. A general 
GOTV campaign that's not coordinated with a candidate would not meet that requirement, he said.  

Buerger added a canvassing effort that expressly urged people to vote for a particular candidate could qualify as an 
independent expenditure. But it would only have to be reported if the effort included expenditures of at least $2,500.  

See the WRTL release on the complaint:  
http://wrtl.org/legislationelections/newsroom/rebecca-dallet-isnt-playing-by-the-rules/

Check the WisPolitics.com Election Blog for coverage of tonight's Supreme Court debate:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/election/

ATTORNEYS WITH CASES BEFORE DALLET GAVE MORE THAN $42K TO HER CAMPAIGN

State Supreme Court candidate Rebecca Dallet received donations from at least 20 lawyers with active cases before the 
judge during the most recent campaign finance reporting period, a WisPolitics.com review shows.  



The donations totaled $21,241 during the six-week-long spring pre-election period and spanned 31 cases among 20 
attorneys, according to a review of the latest reports and online court records. The recent donations push her total 
contributions from lawyers with cases before her since she announced her bid to more than $42,000.  

The review comes as the Milwaukee County judge has fielded attacks from the state GOP for using her courtroom to raise 
donations from attorneys with cases before her.  

Meanwhile, WisPolitics.com didn't find any donations to Sauk County Judge Michael Screnock from attorneys who had 
active cases before his courtroom between Feb. 6 and March 19.  

The check follows a recent Wisconsin State Journal report that detailed $21,100 in contributions from 39 attorneys with 
102 cases before Dallet's court between June 2, 2017, the day after Dallet got into the race, and Jan. 31, 2018, based on 
information provided by the state GOP. That, combined with the $21,241 WisPolitics.com found, means Dallet's received 
at least $42,341 from attorneys with cases before her over the course of her campaign.  

When asked for comment, Dallet campaign manager Jessica Lovejoy declined to directly discuss the findings. She did, 
however, underscore Dallet's approach to campaign finance during the race.  

"Judge Dallet has taken a principled stance against the flood of special interest money that is trying to buy justice in our 
courts," she said in a statement.  

Lovejoy also took a jab at Dallet's opponent.  

"Michael Screnock has accepted millions in special interest support, but still claims he can still be impartial if they're party 
in a case before him. Wisconsin voters can spot a wolf in sheep's clothing," she said.  

But Screnock campaign spokesman Sean Lansing said the donations raise questions about Dallet's ability to remain 
impartial in cases.  

"This continues to beg the question: why do attorneys arguing cases in Judge Dallet's court, who rely on her to be fair and 
impartial, feel compelled to contribute to her campaign--often within days of appearing before her?" he said.  

To conduct the review, WisPolitics.com identified contributions from donors whose occupations were listed as attorneys or 
lawyers in the pre-election reports Dallet and Screnock filed with the state. WisPolitics.com then used online court records 
to identify active cases involving those attorneys when the contributions were made.  

Of the 31 found, all were civil cases.  

One was settled almost a month after an attorney for the plaintiff donated to Dallet; four have a jury trial scheduled for the 
coming months; 19 were in the pre-trial stage; five were in the early stages of the case; and one is scheduled to be 
dismissed.  

The final case was transferred to Dallet three months after it was filed. In that instance, Milwaukee attorney W Patrick 
Sullivan donated $100 to Dallet's campaign five days after the case was added to her workload.  

Still, the biggest donation -- $10,000 on Feb. 21 -- came from Elections Commission Chair Mark Thomsen, who also has 
two pending personal injury cases before Dallet. That includes the case that's scheduled to be dismissed in mid-April and 
another with a pre-trial conference scheduled for November. The donations from the other 19 attorneys range from $100 
to $2,000 total.  

The check also turned up two instances in which multiple attorneys on a case donated to Dallet -- although in both, the 
lawyers were on the same side. For example, Thadd Llaurado and Keith Richard Stachowiak, two attorneys for the 
plaintiff in a personal injury case, each gave Dallet $275 and $500, respectively. The pair works at Murphy & 
Prachthauser in Milwaukee.  

The state GOP this month filed a complaint with the Judicial Commission singling out eight cases in which it claims Dallet 
solicited and raised contributions within two weeks of a hearing or conference with the attorney who contributed to her 
Supreme Court campaign.  

The WisPolitics.com check, meanwhile, shows three attorneys who did so during the pre-election reporting period. In one 
personal injury case, Eric Knobloch, an attorney for the plaintiff, gave Dallet's campaign $702 on Feb. 22, then appeared 
before her four days later for a final pre-trial meeting.  



Overall though, many of the cases involving attorneys who donated won't be decided until after the new justice would be 
seated on Aug. 1. Should Dallet win, that would mean she would have no say in some of the attorneys' cases currently 
before her.  

For example, Milwaukee attorney Gregory Cook, who donated $500 to Dallet Feb. 6, will argue on behalf of the plaintiff in 
a property damage case whose final pre-trial conference is not scheduled to occur until September, five months after the 
Supreme Court election.  

See the WisPolitics.com spreadsheet of attorneys and cases:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/180330Dallet.pdf

****************************************

April 17: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday April 17 with Madison Mayor 
Paul Soglin to discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

****************************************

WEEK AHEAD

Tuesday: Spring general election.  
- 7 a.m. polls open statewide.  

Thursday, Friday: Board of Regents meeting.  
- 9 a.m.: Gordon Dining and Event Center, 2nd floor, 770 W. Dayton St., Madison.  

POLITICAL TV
(Check local listings for times in your area)

"UpFront with Mike Gousha" is a statewide commercial TV news magazine show airing Sundays around the state. This 
week's show features TOM STEYER of NextGen America on his involvement in various Wisconsin races; campaign and 
communications strategists TANYA BJORK and BRIAN FRALEY on the state Supreme Court race; and Assembly 
Minority Leader GORDON HINTZ on Dem competitiveness in the upcoming special elections in the 1st SD and 42nd AD. 
*See viewing times in state markets here: http://www.wisn.com/upfront/
*Also view the show online each Monday at WisPolitics.com  

"Rewind," a weekly show from WisconsinEye and WisPolitics.com, airs at 8 p.m. on Fridays and 10 a.m. on Sundays in 
addition to being available online. On this week's episode, WisPolitics.com's JR ROSS and WisconsinEye's STEVE 
WALTERS discuss the spring election, the legal fight over the special elections and what the field might look like for those 
races.  
*Watch the show: http://www.wiseye.org/Video-Archive/Event-Detail/evhdid/12304

Wisconsin Public TV's "Here and Now" is preempted by the Supreme Court debate, which will air today at 7 p.m. The one-
hour debate will take place at the studios of WPT and be simulcast on WPT and WPR live. The event will also be 
livestreamed at wpt.org and wpr.org.  

Check the WisPolitics.com Election Blog for coverage: https://www.wispolitics.com/category/election/



"For the Record" airs at 10:30 a.m. Sunday on WISC-TV in Madison. Host NEIL HEINEN talks with BEN and JUDY 
SIDRAN about The Madison Reunion, a summer event to celebrate a 50th anniversary "cultural Woodstock."  

"Capitol City Sunday" airs at 9 a.m. Sunday on WKOW-TV in Madison, WAOW-TV in Wausau, WXOW-TV in La Crosse 
and WQOW-TV in Eau Claire.  

"The Insiders" is a weekly WisOpinion.com web show featuring former Democratic Senate Majority Leader CHUCK 
CHVALA and former Republican Assembly Speaker SCOTT JENSEN. This week, the two handicap the Supreme Court 
race.  
*Watch the video and listen to the show: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisopinion-com-the-insiders-handicap-the-
supreme-court-race/

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Send items to staff@wispolitics.com

Upcoming WisPolitics.com events in Madison include:  

*An April 12 special election-year preview at the Concourse Hotel in Madison sponsored by the Wisconsin Counties 
Association along with Charter Communications. The evening event will feature Marquette Law School Poll Director 
CHARLES FRANKLIN plus Democratic strategist TANYA BJORK and GOP strategist KEITH GILKES. Register here: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

*And an April 17 Madison Club luncheon with Dem guv candidate and Madison Mayor PAUL SOGLIN. Register: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-43322492742

Dem CHRIS KAPSNER, a Boyceville emergency room doctor, today announced his candidacy for the open 23rd SD. 
Republican TERRY MOULTON, of Chippewa Falls, is not seeking re-election. See the release: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/kapsner-campaign-announces-run-for-state-senate/

Brown County Supervisor STAUSH GRUSZYNSKI this week received the the Brown County Conservation Alliance's 2018 
Local Legislator of the Year award. Gruszynski, political director of the Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters, is 
seeking to replace Rep. ERIC GENRICH in the Assembly. Genrich is running for Green Bay mayor and won't seek re-
election this year. See the release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/brown-co-supv-gruszynski-receives-2018-local-
legislator-of-the-year-award/

Secretary of State DOUG LA FOLLETTE has received a Special Service Award from the Wisconsin Education & Media 
Technology Association for his commitment to public school libraries. La Follette is a member of the Board of 
Commissioners of Public Lands. See more: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/board-of-commissioners-of-public-lands-
wisconsins-k-12-library-and-technology-professionals-present-secretary-of-state-la-follette-with-their-special-service-
award/

Former state Supreme Court Justice LOUIS BUTLER was recently inducted into National Black Lawyers Student 
Association's Hall of Fame. Butler is an attorney at DeWitt Ross & Stevens. See more: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/dewitt-ross-stevens-attorney-louis-butler-inducted-into-national-black-lawyers-student-
associations-hall-of-fame/

Wisconsin Public Radio is debuting a new weekend program. The program, called BETA, is hosted and produced by 
DOUG GORDON. He also served as a producer for WPR's "To the Best of Our Knowledge." BETA debuts April 7, and will 
air on Saturdays at 9 a.m. on the NPR News & Classical Music Network and at 11 a.m. on The Ideas Network. See the 
release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wpr-beta-wprs-new-weekend-program-debuts-april-7/

IRA HELFAND, a medical doctor and past president of Physicians for Social Responsibility, is giving a talk April 10 in 
Madison about the dangers of nuclear war. The talk is slated for 7 p.m. at First Baptist Church, 518 N Franklin Ave., 
Madison. See more on the event: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/discussion-on-the-risk-of-nuclear-war-with-ira-helfand/

Milwaukee Mayor TOM BARRETT has brought on a new communications coordinator: MAYRA ALANIZ, replacing 
JONATHAN FERA, who left the post in August, according to his LinkedIn page. Alaniz, a Milwaukee native, graduated 
from Georgetown University with a degree in government in 2017.  

MICHAEL LUCKEY will become the first director of the new state Interagency Council on Homelessness. Luckey is 



currently a staffer for Assembly Majority Leader JIM STEINEKE, R-Kaukauna. He starts in the post Monday.  

This year's Wisconsin International Trade Conference is scheduled for May 9 in Milwaukee and will feature keynote 
speaker ELIZABETH ERIN WALSH, the assistant secretary for Global Markets and director general of the U.S. & Foreign 
Commercial Service in the U.S. Department of Commerce International Trade Administration. Also invited to speak at the 
all-day event are Gov. SCOTT WALKER and Lt. Gov. REBECCA KLEEFISCH. See more and register: 
http://www.wisconsintradeconference.org/

ENDORSEMENTS: The following is a list of endorsements made for statewide and congressional district elections in the 
last week, based on emails received by WisPolitics.com:  

-- Supreme Court: 

REBECCA DALLET: Former Vice President JOE BIDEN; NARAL Pro-Choice America; Giffords, the gun safety group 
founded by former U.S. Rep. GABRIELLE GIFFORDS and her husband Captain MARK KELLY; Voces de la Frontera 
Action.  

MICHAEL SCRENOCK: Supreme Court Justice ANNETTE ZIEGLER, Volunteers for Agriculture Committee, Racine 
County Circuit Court Judges ROBERT REPISCHAK and WYNNE LAUFENBURG.  

-- Governor: 

MATT FLYNN: Former Dem guv candidate BOB HARLOW.  

-- Lt. Governor: 

MANDELA BARNES: Working Families Party. 

For more Names in the News, see subscriber products from earlier in the week plus the press release page at 
WisPolitics.com: https://www.wispolitics.com/

For upcoming events, see the "Week Ahead" in this product and in your e-mail Monday morning. Click here for the online 
calendar: https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

If you have a contribution, e-mail staff@wispolitics.com

LOBBYIST WATCH
(from the state Ethics Commission)

Four changes were made to the lobbying registry in the past 10 days.  

Follow this link for the complete list:  
https://lobbying.wi.gov/Who/LobbyingRegistryChanges/2017REG/SearchByDateRange

(c)2018 WisPolitics.com. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction or retransmission of this publication, in whole or in part, without the express 
permission of WisPolitics.com is prohibited. Unauthorized reproduction violates United States copyright law (17 
USC 101 et seq.), as does retransmission by facsimile or any other electronic means, including electronic mail.

LINKS: Home page | Press releases | Calendar | Interviews | Contact us | Budget Blog | Election Blog | Quorum Call | DC 
Wrap
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TUE News Summary -- 27 March 2018

Exclusively for WisPolitics Subscribers - DO NOT FORWARD

Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/tue-news-summary-senate-to-take-up-special-elections-bill-ryan-denies-resignation-
rumor/
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April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-assembles some of 
Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy 
Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate clients alike, and 
longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state level, and senior 
adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/
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Senate to take up bill curtailing special legislative elections
... Senators have ended their regular period of voting but would come back in 
what is called "extraordinary session" to vote on the bill. The Senate Committee 
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on Elections and Utilities plans to hold a public hearing on the bill Wednesday. 
... Senate Organizational Committee voted 3-2 along party lines Monday to 
reconvene on April 4 to take up the bill. ... Under the proposed bill special 
legislative elections couldn't be held after April spring elections in even-
numbered years and would have to be called by early December in the 
preceding year. But there would no longer be statutory language directing the 
governor to call a special election on a specific timeline. Fitzgerald emphasized 
that the state Constitution still requires the governor to fill such vacancies, but it 
doesn't specify a time frame. "This eliminates the need for multiple elections in a 
short timeline, saving taxpayer dollars and avoiding voter confusion," Fitzgerald 
said. ... he was open to the bill including a Democratic proposal that special 
elections be called within 60 days of a vacancy occurring. As initially proposed, 
the bill sets no time frame, creating the possibility that a governor could hold a 
vacant seat open for more than a year. ... "Gov. Walker and legislative 
Republicans are so desperate to maintain their grip on power that they are 
changing laws to silence voters," said Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling 
... Sen. Lena Taylor, D-Milwaukee, said the bill is "as crooked as a bag of 
snakes." By DeFour, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL [see Elections]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6cbd1cd1-3ee9-5e6f-a24d-f84c4255bcb3.html

Walker goes to court to get more time to cancel two special elections
... On Monday, attorneys for Walker asked that the judge give Walker until April 
6 to call the special elections. That would improve his chances of getting 
lawmakers to approve the legislation that would cancel these special elections 
and end the requirement that governors promptly call special elections when 
vacancies occur in the Legislature. By Marley of MJS, APPLETON POST 
CRESCENT  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/27/gov-scott-walker-goes-
court-get-more-time-cancel-two-special-elections/461545002/

Walker: $100 million school safety plan to address 'any threat'
... Monday ... signed the bill into law in front of fourth-graders at Victor Haen 
Elementary School. ... "Schools are already safe places in this state," Walker 
said. "This will help make sure they're even safer going forward. ... We're 
making sure that any threat to our schools is one that can be addressed by 
these grants," he said. ... has frequently compared his legislation to the steps 
taken to make airports safer across the country in the wake of 9/11. "We want to 
make sure the same thing is true at all of our schools." Outagamie Exec. Nelson 
statement mystified it took so long for Walker to act, "After Sandy Hook he did 
nothing. After Aurora, nothing. After San Bernadino and Orlando, nothing," he 
said. "Even after Oak Creek, where six innocent people were murdered in his 
virtual back yard, he remained idle," said bill would not satisfy teen marchers, 
"The students were clear. They are calling for common-sense reform and they're 
calling for it now." By Mueller, APPLETON POST CRESCENT  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/03/26/457792002/

Dallet Promises To Recuse Herself From Special Elections Case, State 
Supreme Court
Candidates Begin Final Week Of Debates: Holder's NDRC sued Walker to force 
special elections, won ruling against Walker, also spent at least $140,000 
backing Dallet. Dallet at Milwaukee Bar forum said she'd recuse if the ruling was 



appealed to Supremes, "That's the kind of recusal we need from judges and 
justices," repeatedly called on Screnock to recuse on cases involving WMC, but 
Screnock said later, "That's a question decided on a case by case basis, as the 
issue presents itself." Dallet: "They have been buying justices for the last 
decade, and we need to stop it. Now, why would my opponent think it's okay? 
Because they're buying him." Screnock: "They understand that we need stability 
and predictability in the law, that we only have when we have justices who will 
simply uphold the rule of law." By Quirmbach, WPR  
https://wpr.org/dallet-promises-recuse-herself-special-elections-case

Vukmir rolls up support in Senate race from GOP insiders and activists
... Tonette Walker endorsed Vukmir and the governor's younger son Alex signed 
on to her campaign ... [but] "The governor is remaining neutral in the U.S. 
Senate race and plans to support the Republican who wins the primary and 
becomes the nominee," said Walker campaign spokesman Brian Reisinger. ... 
Vukmir has picked up some intriguing support. [Rep.] Joel Kleefisch ... husband 
of [neutral] Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch, is backing Vukmir. And Rachel Campos-
Duffy, the wife of [neutral] U.S. Rep. Sean Duffy, is due to co-host a fundraiser 
Tuesday with Tonette Walker to support Vukmir. ... VilasCo GOP endorsed 
Vukmir, as did [CD 4 chair] Spindell ... $500 from Barron County GOP and $200 
from Price County GOP. ... Dave Anderson, who has attended every GOP state 
convention since 1978 and worked for Republican governors [Walker, 
Thompson, McCallum], " I think it is significant when a spouse of an elected 
official makes a commitment," added Anderson, who said he was leaning 
toward Vukmir in the race but hasn't officially endorsed. "I think it has meaning 
and people read a lot into that."... Several prominent Walker backers support 
Nicholson, including Lake Forest, Ill., businessman Richard Uihlein and Mary 
Stitt, who is leading Nicholson's in-state fundraising effort. Ex-TGT-er Klauser is 
the honorary co-chair of Nicholson's campaign ... "I support Kevin Nicholson 
because he is the only candidate who can -- and will -- beat Tammy Baldwin," 
Klauser said in a statement. "... I support the governor as well, and am taking 
him at his word that he'll remain neutral in this race." By GLauber, MILWAUKEE 
JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/26/453502002/

Paul Ryan denies rumor he will resign
A Nevada Republican shared on Monday what he conceded is a rumor: That 
House Speaker Paul Ryan would resign in the near future and House Majority 
Whip Steve Scalise would claim the gavel. "The rumor mill is Paul Ryan is 
getting ready to resign in the next 30 to 60 days and that Steve Scalise will be 
the new speaker," Nevada GOP Rep. Mark Amodei said on "Nevada 
Newsmakers." ... Ryan's office denied on Monday that he was stepping down. 
"The speaker is not resigning," spokesman Doug Andres told CNN. Amodei's 
office stressed the nature of the congressman's claim was a "rumor he had 
heard." By Watkins, CNN  
https://cnn.com/2018/03/26/politics/paul-ryan-steve-scalise-mark-
amodei/index.html

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 



FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Interview: Ryan On Russia Sanctions, Election 'Meddling,' And Mueller  
Ryan on expelling Russian diplomats over murder in UK: "I think it's fantastic that that other European nations, including 
the Czech Republic right here, followed suit as well. ... this is not something civil nations do. .. This should not be 
tolerated." 8:37 video  
https://rferl.org/a/speaker-paul-ryan-full-interview/29125097.html

- Nancy Pelosi in Jordan, Paul Ryan travels to address Czech Parliament  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/news/congress/nancy-pelosi-in-jordan-paul-ryan-travels-to-address-czech-parliament

- Nevada lawmaker: 'Rumor mill' says Ryan headed for exit ... "The rumor mill is that Paul Ryan is getting ready to resign 
in the next 30 to 60 days and that Steve Scalise will be the new Speaker," Amodei told Nevada Newsmakers ... "Now that 
is interesting, because no one has talked to members on how they are going to vote," he added. "Now, maybe they have 
talked to all of the members but me. I don't know, so that is the rumor mill from last week. ... "If I was just guessing, he 
wanted to do the tax bill," Amodei said, when pressed on why Ryan would decide to leave now. "You know, [former 
Speaker] John Boehner said the same thing: 'Hey, when I checked all of the boxes I thought were important and I'm 
moving on to whatever else.' " Strong for Ryan: "The speaker is not resigning." Fine for Scalise: "Whip Scalise is proud to 
serve alongside Speaker Ryan and fully supports him to remain Speaker. Our whole leadership team is focused on 
working with President Trump to deliver more conservative wins." BY THE HILL  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/380365-nevada-lawmaker-rumor-mill-says-ryan-headed-for-exit

- After rumors fly, Paul Ryan's office says he's 'not resigning'  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/03/26/after-rumors-fly-paul-ryans-office-says-hes-not-resigning/460869002/

- Ryan's office says he's not resigning, report draws scorn from Politico, Post  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/2018/03/27/speaker-paul-ryans-office-says-hes-not-resigning-report-draws-scorn-
politico-post/461471002/

- Ryan Denies He's Resigning  
https://yahoo.com/news/paul-ryan-denies-apos-resigning-111332505.html

- Ryan dismisses resignation rumors  
https://cbsnews.com/news/paul-ryan-dismisses-resignation-rumors/

- Ryan denies rumor he will resign  
https://cnn.com/2018/03/26/politics/paul-ryan-steve-scalise-mark-amodei/index.html

- Rumor Mill: Is Paul Ryan Leaving?; UPDATE: He's Not Leaving Says Speaker's Office: WaPo's DeBOnis tweet: "Please 
keep in mind: Amodei is a mid-level appropriator. No leadership post. He has no idea what is inside Paul Ryan's head. 
Few if any do. That said, the rumor mill has indeed been spinning."  
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2018/03/26/is-n2464923

- Lawmaker Says Rumor Swirling That Ryan Will Resign; Speaker's Aide Says Otherwise  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5ab97262e4b0decad04d1b2d

- 'The speaker is not resigning:' Ryan's office dismisses GOP lawmaker's rumor  
https://washingtonpost.com/e232265a-313b-11e8-8abc-22a366b72f2d_story.html

- Hagar: Rumor is that Paul Ryan may resign as U.S. House speaker, Scalise will replace him, Amodei says  
https://rgj.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/26/460544002/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Seven Milwaukee County Board supervisor seats contested in April 3 spring election  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/03/26/seven-milwaukee-county-board-supervisor-seats-contested-
april-3-spring-election/446510002/

- City pay scheme keeps union, administrative employees' wages fair  
http://gazettextra.com/news/government/city-pay-scheme-keeps-union-administrative-employees-wages-
fair/article_f881750b-60ca-5e84-b7fe-9ca51a5b1e56.html



AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- Fewer Wisconsin Farmers Taking Part In Farmland Preservation, DATCP Sends Out Surveys To Gauge Interest, 
Information About Program ... Around 13,000 people claimed roughly $18 million in tax credits through the program in 
2015. However, just under 12,000 received $16.6 million in tax credits in 2016, said [DATCP's] Volk ... claims in 2016 
represents a nearly 25 percent decrease from [2010] ... "We're trying to get a better sense of what's happening, how 
landowners view the program," Volk said.  
https://wpr.org/fewer-wisconsin-farmers-taking-part-farmland-preservation

CIVIL LIBERTIES ^top^
- High school students marching 4 days to Paul Ryan's office for gun restrictions ... The four-day march of Shorewood 
High School students is called "50 Miles More." Students are marching 12 miles a day during their spring break, starting 
Sunday and ending with a rally in front of Ryan's office Wednesday. Marchers speak in 1:02 video: "Because he has 
shrugged away and buried possible legislation on common sense gun reform in the past, that specifically calling out him is 
what we need to do to get common sense gun reform rolling in this country." "We are prepared to continue to march and 
continue to raise our voices until change is heard."  
http://abcnews.go.com/US/high-office/story?id=54011110

- Wisconsin Students Marching Over 50 Miles To Paul Ryan's Hometown For Gun Reform ... "We're definitely a little sore 
in the feet and in some of the joints, but our spirits are high," [Shorewood HS'] Fardella ... told HuffPost by phone Monday 
as he marched through the "middle of nowhere. ... This is definitely what I'd like to be doing on my spring break," he said. 
"It wasn't my original plan, but I'm much happier doing this and effecting some change with my fellow students than just 
being on a beach somewhere." ... marchers have been subjected to a few negative statements from passing drivers and 
bikers but overall have felt supported, said Alemitu Caldart ... "We just respond by saying, 'Spread love, not hate.' [We 
hope] to show people that we're not done until actual change is made." ... spokeswoman for Ryan said he "respects those 
expressing their views." "The House recently enacted new laws to keep children safe without infringing on constitutional 
rights," she added. :49 video of marchers.  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5ab8e379e4b008c9e5f9537d

- Students marching to Ryan's hometown for gun reform are getting nationwide attention  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/wisconsin/2018/03/26/students-marching-paul-ryans-hometown-gun-reform-getting-
nationwide-attention/458974002/

- HS students are marching 50 miles to Ryan's home town to call him out on guns  
https://washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2018/03/26/high-school

- Students Trek 50 Miles to Paul Ryan's Hometown to Continue March for Our Lives  
https://yahoo.com/news/students-trek-50-miles-paul-222653719.html

- Nearly 200 rally for gun control: in Ft. Atkinson  
https://dailyunion.com/2049d7d2-2690-5a8d-a74c-9909e88eeb0e.html

- Central Wisconsin students join March for Our Lives rallies to protest gun violence  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/03/24/central-wisconsin-students-join-march-our-lives-rallies-protest-gun-
violence/456049002/

- Wisconsin community still recovering 1 year after shooting: at Marathon Savings Bank in Rothschild  
http://lacrossetribune.com/cc0e2ee9-e689-56aa-9dc2-81877fec4e1a.html

COURTS ^top^
- 'She didn't let anyone push her around': Rebecca Dallet seeks seat on state Supreme Court ... Dallet, 48, grew up in 
suburban Cleveland. Her parents divorced when she was 6 and Dallet said she had to grow up fast as her mom put in 
long hours as a teacher and in other jobs. ... She majored in economics at Ohio State University and got a full scholarship 
to Case Western Reserve University Law School. On her first day there, she attended a picnic and met Brad Dallet, whom 
she would later marry. ... "She's a small package but she didn't let anyone push her around," [Magistrate] Goodstein said 
of the 5-foot-1-inch Dallet.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/27/454166002/

- Contentious debates, big money, attack ads mark week before race  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/26/wisconsin-supreme-court-races-final-week-lots-ads-and-lots-



debates/457742002/

- Application accepted for judge vacancy. Walker filling seat of Rock Judge Bates  
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180326/applications_accepted_for_judge_vacancy

CULTURE ^top^
- Baldwin, local officials grapple with changing nature of fight against illicit drugs ... La Crosse County law enforcement 
nearly eradicated methamphetamine produced in home labs about a decade ago, Chief Deputy Jeff Wolf told the 
Wisconsin Democrat and representatives of health agencies and groups throughout the region during a round table 
discussion in La Crosse about the opioid crisis. ... "Now they have found a way to produce it in Mexico" and smuggle it 
into the United States, Wolf said, adding that another concern is dealers' increasing tendency to use carfentanil to lace 
other heroin and other drugs. ... Roughly 90 percent of 28 deaths in La Crosse County attributed to overdoses last year 
involved multiple drugs, such as heroin, methamphetamine and fentanyl, county Medical Examiner Tim Candahl said. ... 
Baldwin, who noted that the topic is particularly close to her heart because one of the reasons her grandparents raised 
her was her parents' drug use, cited her bipartisan work to help secure a $3 billion increase in federal funding to fight 
opioid abuse that President Donald Trump signed last week. Coupled with $1.7 billion already set aside to battle the 
opioid epidemic, that amounts to nearly $5 billion for treatment resources, she said.  
http://lacrossetribune.com/6358e189-ef3e-510b-8ccb-8eb687d83508.html

ECONOMY ^top^
- Living wage forum set for April 5 ... While such an [2.9%] employment figure is very good news, according to University 
of Wisconsin Professor of Applied Economics, Steven Deller, there is reason for tempering the celebration over the job 
numbers.  
https://dailyunion.com/2049d7d2-2690-5a8d-a74c-9909e88eeb0e.html

- Walker taps Rhinelander for possible economic opportunity zone, Investment tax incentive aims to boost development  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=80888

EDUCATION ^top^
- Memorial High School classes resume under shadow of threat, Police step up presence after 4 students were ID'd as 
possibly planning an attack for the first day after spring break  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/03/26/lt-div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-gt-Classes-resume-under-
shadow-of-threat-lt-div-gt.html

- Eau Claire school board letter addresses threat at high school, Board lists steps it's taking to keep students safe  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/03/27/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Letter-br-addresses-threat-br-at-
high-school-div.html

- Walker signs School Safety Plan in Kaukauna  
https://nbc26.com/news/gov-scott-walker-signs-school-safety-plan-in-kaukauna

- Walker Signs $100M School Safety Bill, Plan Lets DOJ Offer Grants To Improve School Building Security  
https://wpr.org/walker-signs-100m-school-safety-bill

- Nine local educators and students to receive awards from Kohl Educational Foundation  
http://kenoshanews.com/0a2d320f-c78f-56ce-a848-c1f61c2bf5ba.html

- Milton campaign finance complaint targets Kvapil, Smith: in school board races  
http://gazettextra.com/ef52eccb-1fcf-513a-899d-349b2e6b3c20.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- GOP Bill Would Restrict Wisconsin Special Elections, Plan Would Undercut Court Order Telling The Governor To Call 
Elections For 2 Vacant Seats ... Asked during a stop in Kaukauna Monday whether he would comply with that order, 
Walker suggested he hoped the court would change its ruling based on the Legislature's plan to change the special 
election laws. "If they change that, I presume the judge would modify the ruling," Walker said Monday. ... "I just think right 
now there's different ways to interpret that, but if the law's changed, I think it'll be pretty crystal clear," Walker said 
Monday.  
https://wpr.org/gop-bill-would-restrict-wisconsin-special-elections



- GOP bill would supersede judge's order that Walker schedule special elections  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/26/gop-bill-unveiled-mondaygov-scott-walker-would-no-longer-have-
quickly-call-special-elections-under-g/460036002/

- Vice President Pence to campaign for Cramer in North Dakota ... trying to unseat Dem US Sen. Heitkamp ... Pence also 
is scheduled to speak at an event on tax reform. He's to deliver a similar speech in Minneapolis on Wednesday.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37812917/vice

- In wake of Wisconsin case, Supreme Court to hear another key redistricting challenge ... justices will hear Wednesday ... 
a Republican challenge to a Democratic-leaning congressional district in Maryland ... Decisions in the Maryland case and 
the earlier one from Wisconsin are expected by late June. ... Wisconsin and Maryland cases complement each other. In 
Wisconsin, the justices have a broad theory about partisan line-drawing. ... In Maryland, the single-district approach looks 
a lot like the way civil rights groups try to prove that race played too large a role in the drawing ... Over the past 16 months 
... Federal judges threw out a state legislative map in Wisconsin and a congressional plan in North Carolina. In 
Pennsylvania, the state Supreme Court invalidated the state's congressional districts and replaced them with a court-
drawn plan. ... "In taking these two cases, the Supreme Court wants to say something about partisan gerrymandering. It's 
clear the Supreme Court is not walking away from the issue," said Michael Li, senior counsel at the New York University 
law school's Brennan Center for Justice.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/9f740fd1-02ac-5513-8caf-ad693863adb3.html

- League of Women Voters has presence in Rhinelander area  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=47&ArticleID=80891

- Voters in Portage County to weigh school funding, ATV questions  
https://stevenspointjournal.com/story/news/2018/03/27/voters-portage-county-weigh-school-funding-atv-
questions/458313002/

FOXCONN ^top^
- James Rowen: Why Did MMAC Do Foxconn Study? Maybe to help Republican candidates facing voters who don't think 
Foxconn will help economy.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/03/24/op-ed-why

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- To fight racial disparities, Madison partnership to launch breastfeeding awareness campaign  
http://host.madison.com/ct/20c8a88f-bc16-5d6b-a754-c2bab22b3a68.html

- Pleasant Prairie greenlights $130M Aurora facility  
http://kenoshanews.com/news/local/pleasant-prairie-greenlights-m-aurora-facility/article_e4769011-1094-5b8f-ad6a-
d1a63d8485f6.html

- Vasectomies as well as tubal ligations out at Ascension All Saints: due to religious reasons  
http://journaltimes.com/e9dbc25a-99ca-5124-8ebc-11080c4acab6.html

LABOR ^top^
- [IUOE] Iron Expo scheduled April 3-5 ... in Hinckley ... event will be the largest of its kind to be held in North America.  
http://businessnorth.com/042d4a0c-3103-11e8-a294-8b144e0bef97.html

- Resource fair to help people get into construction  
http://journaltimes.com/344f059f-215b-53be-af00-f5b117a205f2.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Beacon managers and Madison police look for ways to reduce high police calls to homeless day center  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/f8887246-6aaf-5b24-b064-a6cdf5475fd0.html

- The untold story of how a gaming geek with a checkered past pulled off the biggest lottery scam in U.S. history ... [Eddie 
Tipton's cryptic two-line] code would let him narrow the drawing's winning odds from 5 million to 1 to 200 to 1. And, over 
time, it would allow him to hijack at least five winning drawings totaling more than $24 million in prizes in Colorado, 



Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas and Oklahoma -- the biggest lottery scam in U.S. history.  
https://jsonline.com/story/tech/news/2018/03/26/lottery-jackpot-scam-eddie-tipton-iowa-secret-code/457818002/

- Expert witness [Lee]: No need for DOJ to redact informants' real names, Retired DEA special agent challenges DOJ on 
omissions ... The Times sued the DOJ last year after the law enforcement agency redacted the names of employees and 
law-enforcement officers disciplined for various infractions. The DOJ released the nature of the infractions, as well as the 
disciplinary measures meted out, but, in many of the instances, redacted employee names.  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=80890

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Loan forgiveness program attracts dentists to the Iron Range  
http://businessnorth.com/98f5d16a-3106-11e8-9848-b33b9f87e2ff.html

- The Latest: Fentanyl in Prince's body was exceedingly high  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37815364/the

- Sweeping gun reform proposals on the table again in Minnesota  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37813001/sweeping

- Gov. Dayton to share pre-k funding plan Tuesday  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37815549/gov

REAL ESTATE ^top^
- Former GM and JATCO sites listed for $15.7 million  
http://gazettextra.com/news/business/former-gm-and-jatco-sites-listed-for-million/article_bee288f1-467b-56b1-9453-
7ac5e07a1fae.html

TOURISM ^top^
- Caledonia, Wind Point to be featured on Milwaukee PBS show  
http://journaltimes.com/640aaba5-7cf9-5964-9d1f-eed13a6b84e1.html

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- Why It's Illegal to Roll Through Stop Signs on Your Bike -- For Now  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/03/27/why-its-illegal-to-roll-through-stop-signs-on-your-
bike-for-now

TRIBES ^top^
- Lac Courte Oreilles band files lawsuit against opioid drug manufacturers, distributors  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37813038/lac

EDITORIALS ^top^
- CT Editorial: Our endorsements for Dane County Board  
http://host.madison.com/ct/0173c70c-0659-51a0-9fbc-ad5a2a7a4825.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- John NIchols: Wisconsin's April 3 candidates have bigger, better ideas than jokers in Washington, D.C. ... Several 2018 
candidates have illustrated how individual contenders can remake the debate. Milwaukee County Circuit Judge Rebecca 
Dallet has certainly done this by campaigning for the state Supreme Court ... Sun Prairie School Board member Marilyn 
Ruffin is seeking re-election as an especially savvy advocate for diversifying the staffs of public schools. ... County Board 
contender Yogesh Chawla. ... has put issues of open government and participatory democracy front and center  
http://host.madison.com/ct/53fcd81f-9a76-5de8-88ca-b57021013511.html

- Steven Walters: 13 Issues for Walker, Legislators, Who won, who lost on 13 key issues in 2017-2018 legislative 
session?  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/03/26/the-state-of-politics



- David A. Clarke Jr. and John R. Lott Jr.: Leaving the most vulnerable defenseless  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/26/how-the-naacp-embrace-of-liberal-ideology-on-gun-c/

- Rep. Adam Jarchow and WILL's Cori O'Connor Petersen: Again Congress lets down farmers, rural Wisconsin  
https://rightwisconsin.com/2018/03/26/again-congress-lets-down-farmers-rural-wisconsin/

- Tom Still: Most votes in the Legislature are bipartisan  
http://kenoshanews.com/opinion/syndicated_columnists/still-most-votes-in-the-legislature-are-
bipartisan/article_6b3ed8de-3e2e-5802-99c0-f476e07eda8c.html

- Charles P. Pierce: Wisconsin Republicans Are Desperate to Not Hold an Election, Scott Walker and his allies will do 
anything except democracy.  
https://esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a19596036

- Gregory Humphrey: Why Legislators Matter, And why Walker and Republicans should allow special elections for districts 
lacking them.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/03/26/op-ed-why

- Sen. Jennifer Shilling: Homeowners Getting Stuck With Tax Bill, "Dark store" loophole shifts corporate property taxes to 
homeowners, Republicans won't address problem.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/03/25/op-ed-homeowners

- Mitch Henck: People still cheated under Wisconsin's voter ID law  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/afd96a5b-3ade-5cd7-9309-0b6d1ee72142.html
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Michael Screnock outraised Supreme Court rival Rebecca Dallet during the pre-election 
reporting period, in part, due to $133,514 he received from the state GOP through in-kind 
contributions, according to a check of their campaign finance reports.

That pushed the party's total investment in Screnock's campaign to $244,472 through March 19. He's 
since received another $93,369, according to his late contribution reports. That pushes the the party's 
overall outlay to $337,841.  

Screnock received another $6,560 from county and congressional district chapters of the Republican 
Party.  

Dallet did not report any contributions from the state or local Dem parties.  

For the period covering Feb. 6-March 19, Screnock, a Sauk County judge, reported $480,647 in 
receipts, $506,219 in expenses and had $64,641 cash on hand to close the period. He also reported 
$12,477 in incurred obligations.  

For the same period, Dallet, a Milwaukee County judge, received $417,401, spent $253,697 and had 
$400,794 in the bank. She listed $281,000 in outstanding loans she has given her Supreme Court 
campaign and a past circuit court bid.  

-- Beyond the state GOP donations, Screnock also received $119,000 from nine donors.

That includes $20,000 each from Beloit billionaire Diane Hendricks, chair of ABC Supply, and her 
daughter and company executive Kim Hendricks. He also received $15,000 from Racine retiree Fred 
Young, a longtime GOP donor.  



Screnock received $10,000 each from: Thea Buholzer, whose family owns the Klondike Cheese Co.; 
Illinois businessman Dick Uihlein; and Tim Michels, Patrick Michels, Kevin Michels and Barbara 
Michels.  

Tim, Patrick and Kevin Michels are all executives with Michels Corp., while Barbara is married to Tim, 
who ran for the U.S. Senate in 2004.  

Screnock also got a $9,000 donation from Louis Gentine, the retired CEO and chair of Sargento 
Foods.  

Other notable donors include Eric Hovde, a Madison businessman who's considering a run for U.S. 
Senate. He gave Screnock $2,000.  

-- Dallet received $58,200 from committees, compared to the $140,074 Screnock pulled in from 
groups.

Dallet's biggest donations were $18,000 each from WEAC PAC and MTI Voters, while she also 
received $12,500 from John Miller, the retired CEO of Miller-St. Nazianz, and $10,000 from attorney 
Mark Thomsen, the chair of the state Elections Commission.  

Dallet's other $5,000 donors included: Milwaukee County Exec Chris Abele, longtime Dem donor 
Lynde Uihlein, Milwaukee attorney Michael Hupy, philanthropist Marianne Lubar, WEAC Region 3 
PAC and Operating Engineers 139 PAC.  

She also received $2,500 from former Dem guv candidate Mary Burke and $1,000 from several Dem 
electeds, including: former Gov. Jim Doyle, former U.S. Sen. Herb Kohl, former U.S. Rep. Steve 
Kagen, former state Sen. Tim Cullen and state Rep. Fred Kessler.  

-- Screnock outspent Dallet during the period on advertising.

Screnock listed $171,093 for TV, $86,347 on radio and $153,031 on mailers. The latter includes 
$115,366 in in-kind donations from the state GOP. Those contributions also count toward a 
candidate's spending.  

Screnock also reported $51,344 in consulting fees during the period.  

Dallet spent $166,901 on TV during the period, $9,305 on brochures and yard signs, and $7,346 for 
online ads.  

She spent $31,500 on consulting fees and listed $20,863 in expenses for campaign wages and 
employment taxes.  

See Screnock's report:  
https://cfis.wi.gov/ReportsOutputFiles/KateLSpringPre-Election20186752e3262018100837PMCF-
2Report.pdf

See Dallet's report:  
https://cfis.wi.gov/ReportsOutputFiles/0104609SpringPre-Election2018a91ff326201872856PMCF-
2Report.pdf



-- The state GOP today announced an ad campaign hitting Dallet on "San Francisco values." 

A party spokesman said it's part of a $200,000 investment the state GOP is putting into the closing 
weeks of the campaign to help Screnock. Some of that spending is already reflected in Screnock's 
fundraising reports, and combined with spending ahead of the February primary, the party's total 
investment is expected to hit about $400,000 to back Screnock for the full campaign.  

The campaign includes a radio ad, digital spot, mail and billboards. They all center around Dallet's 
comments to a San Francisco fundraiser last week.  

The radio spot opens with the narrator saying Dallet claims she'll "stand up for our values, but there's 
a problem." It then plays clips of Dallet speaking to a Wisconsin audience and of her remarks to a 
San Francisco fundraiser that "your values are our Wisconsin values that we've lost along the way."  

The narrator says, "Wisconsin hasn't lost anything worth finding in San Francisco -- and Dallet doesn't 
belong on the Supreme Court." It closes with the narrator urging a vote for Screnock April 3.  

The billboards will be in Waukesha, Green Bay and Madison starting Wednesday.  

Listen to the radio ad:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJWbCCyL21A&feature=youtu.be

See an example of the direct mail piece:  
https://www.wisgop.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/SCREN-SJ-WI-012-Contrast-3.pdf

See a version of the digital ad:  
https://www.wisgop.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/WIGOP-GP-WI-ADS-066.jpg

See an example of the billboard:  
https://www.wisgop.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Billboard-Mockup-1.jpg

-- The state DOJ is asking a Dane County judge to push back the deadline for Gov. Scott 
Walker to call special elections in two legislative seats.

That would allow time for the Legislature to meet in extraordinary session next week to pass a bill that 
would render moot the lawsuit seeking to force Walker to order the elections in the 1st SD and 42nd 
AD, DOJ argued in a motion filed Monday.  

The request, if granted, would move the deadline by which Walker must call the special elections to 
April 6 instead of Thursday. The Assembly and Senate plan to meet April 4 to pass a bill circulated 
yesterday that would remove the provision in state statute requiring special elections to be called "as 
promptly as possible."  

The bill would also create a new requirement that would mean legislative vacancies occurring after 
early December of odd-numbered years would not be filled until the regular November election the 
following year.  

In the DOJ motion, AG Brad Schimel argued an extended timeline would allow the Legislature to pass 
its legislation before the guv makes a special election call, which he argues would prevent "needless 
voter confusion."  



If lawmakers do not pass their special election legislation, Schimel said the guv intends to hold 
elections for the 42nd AD and 1st SD on June 12, regardless of whether he receives a deadline 
extension. A primary, if needed, would be May 15.  

DOJ is asking the court to make a final decision on the relief motion by end of business today.  

The agency also argued making the proposed legislation retroactive would not violate the 
constitutional rights of those who filed to force the guv to call the special elections.  

Read the motion:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/motionforrelief032618.pdf

-- Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald is arguing the GOP's special elections bill would 
"fix" current law to prevent disenfranchising military and overseas voters. 

Fitzgerald contends state statute was never altered to match up with new August primaries, which 
had before occurred in September.  

"If Judge (Josann) Reynolds' ruling stands, military voters seeking to vote in those elections may be 
disenfranchised. Clerks would likely not have adequate time to send out, and receive back, ballots 
from military and overseas voters," Fitzgerald said in a statement.  

He added the bill would also make clear the timeline for when a general rather than special election 
should fill a vacancy. If the state followed court order, he argued special elections would run 
concurrently with the general, for which nomination papers are due April 15.  

-- A hearing on the GOP proposal is scheduled for Wednesday.

See the hearing notice:  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1431603

-- As part of the extraordinary session legislation, Fitzgerald said he'd consider a bill from 
Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling, D-La Crosse, that would require the guv to call a 
special election within 60 days of a vacancy. 

Current law does not provide a deadline for when the guv should make that call.  

See Fitzgerald's statement:  
https://jwyjh41vxje2rqecx3efy4kf-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/180326Fitz.pdf

-- Gordon Hintz's office isn't saying why the Assembly minority leader pulled Rep. Leon 
Young, D-Milwaukee, off three of the four committees on which he'd been serving this 
session.

The move comes after Young sought during the floor session Thursday to add an amendment to the 
school safety bill that would ban semiautomatic weapons. But Hintz, D-Oshkosh, challenged the 



relevance of the amendment to the bill, and it was quickly ruled not germane.  

Since taking over as minority leader last fall, Hintz has often talked about a need for better message 
discipline from Assembly Dems.  

"It was a closed caucus matter," said Hintz spokesman Aaron Collins.  

Young continues to serve on the Joint Survey Committee of Tax Exemptions, which last met in 
August.  

He was pulled off Financial Institutions, Housing and Estate, and Insurance.  

Young, who was first elected to the Assembly in 1992, did not immediately respond to an email sent 
late yesterday seeking comment. The district phone number listed on the Legislature's website and as 
his residence on his campaign registration statement has been disconnected.  

See Young's amendment:  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2017/related/amendments/ab843/aa7_ssa2_ab843

-- The Department of Justice's Office of School safety will be established immediately, says 
AG Brad Schimel. 

In a statement, he added the office, created under the GOP's school safety plan, would temporarily 
be staffed by existing agency personnel until a permanent director is hired.  

Schimel called for applications in the statement.  

"I look forward to providing necessary training and resources to make our children safer and welcome 
these significant responsibilities because I know that DOJ is best suited to provide public safety 
leadership and expertise," Schimel said.  

He also outlined the process for schools to accept $100 million in available school safety grants. It will 
require interested schools to submit a safety project approved by local law enforcement, its cost and 
the general construction timeline.  

-- Tony Evers' guv campaign has revamped his website to add new sections on issues, news 
coverage and endorsements.

See the site:  
https://www.tonyevers.com/

-- Gov. Scott Walker has scheduled stops in Waukesha and Elk Mound, where he will discuss 
the state's 2.9 percent unemployment rate and the school safety plan he recently signed into 
law.

****************************************



April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-
assembles some of Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages 
for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political 
spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate 
clients alike, and longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state 
level, and senior adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

****************************************
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The Madison Club

TOP HEADLINES

Walker: $100 million school safety plan to address 'any threat'
... Monday ... signed the bill into law in front of fourth-graders at Victor Haen Elementary School. ... 
"Schools are already safe places in this state," Walker said. "This will help make sure they're even 
safer going forward. ... We're making sure that any threat to our schools is one that can be addressed 
by these grants," he said. ... has frequently compared his legislation to the steps taken to make 
airports safer across the country in the wake of 9/11. "We want to make sure the same thing is true at 
all of our schools." Outagamie Exec. Nelson statement mystified it took so long for Walker to act, 
"After Sandy Hook he did nothing. After Aurora, nothing. After San Bernadino and Orlando, nothing," 
he said. "Even after Oak Creek, where six innocent people were murdered in his virtual back yard, he 
remained idle," said bill would not satisfy teen marchers, "The students were clear. They are calling 
for common-sense reform and they're calling for it now."  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/03/26/457792002/



Senate to take up bill curtailing special legislative elections
... Senators have ended their regular period of voting but would come back in what is called 
"extraordinary session" to vote on the bill. The Senate Committee on Elections and Utilities plans to 
hold a public hearing on the bill Wednesday. ... Senate Organizational Committee voted 3-2 along 
party lines Monday to reconvene on April 4 to take up the bill. ... Under the proposed bill special 
legislative elections couldn't be held after April spring elections in even-numbered years and would 
have to be called by early December in the preceding year. But there would no longer be statutory 
language directing the governor to call a special election on a specific timeline. Fitzgerald 
emphasized that the state Constitution still requires the governor to fill such vacancies, but it doesn't 
specify a time frame. "This eliminates the need for multiple elections in a short timeline, saving 
taxpayer dollars and avoiding voter confusion," Fitzgerald said. ... he was open to the bill including a 
Democratic proposal that special elections be called within 60 days of a vacancy occurring. As initially 
proposed, the bill sets no time frame, creating the possibility that a governor could hold a vacant seat 
open for more than a year. ... "Gov. Walker and legislative Republicans are so desperate to maintain 
their grip on power that they are changing laws to silence voters," said Senate Minority Leader 
Jennifer Shilling ... Sen. Lena Taylor, D-Milwaukee, said the bill is "as crooked as a bag of snakes."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6cbd1cd1-3ee9-5e6f-a24d-f84c4255bcb3.html

Dallet Promises To Recuse Herself From Special Elections Case
State Supreme Court Candidates Begin Final Week Of Debates: Holder's NDRC sued Walker to force 
special elections, won ruling against Walker, also spent at least $140,000 backing Dallet. Dallet at 
Milwaukee Bar forum said she'd recuse if the ruling was appealed to Supremes, "That's the kind of 
recusal we need from judges and justices," repeatedly called on Screnock to recuse on cases 
involving WMC, but Screnock said later, "That's a question decided on a case by case basis, as the 
issue presents itself." Dallet: "They have been buying justices for the last decade, and we need to 
stop it. Now, why would my opponent think it's okay? Because they're buying him." Screnock: "They 
understand that we need stability and predictability in the law, that we only have when we have 
justices who will simply uphold the rule of law."  
https://wpr.org/dallet-promises-recuse-herself-special-elections-case

'She didn't let anyone push her around': Rebecca Dallet seeks seat on state Supreme Court
... Dallet, 48, grew up in suburban Cleveland. Her parents divorced when she was 6 and Dallet said 
she had to grow up fast as her mom put in long hours as a teacher and in other jobs. ... She majored 
in economics at Ohio State University and got a full scholarship to Case Western Reserve University 
Law School. On her first day there, she attended a picnic and met Brad Dallet, whom she would later 
marry. ... "She's a small package but she didn't let anyone push her around," [Magistrate] Goodstein 
said of the 5-foot-1-inch Dallet.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/27/454166002/

Vukmir rolls up support in Senate race from GOP insiders and activists
... Tonette Walker endorsed Vukmir and the governor's younger son Alex signed on to her campaign 
... [but] "The governor is remaining neutral in the U.S. Senate race and plans to support the 
Republican who wins the primary and becomes the nominee," said Walker campaign spokesman 
Brian Reisinger. ... Vukmir has picked up some intriguing support. [Rep.] Joel Kleefisch ... husband of 
[neutral] Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch, is backing Vukmir. And Rachel Campos-Duffy, the wife of 
[neutral] U.S. Rep. Sean Duffy, is due to co-host a fundraiser Tuesday with Tonette Walker to support 
Vukmir. ... VilasCo GOP endorsed Vukmir, as did [CD 4 chair] Spindell ... $500 from Barron County 
GOP and $200 from Price County GOP. ... Dave Anderson, who has attended every GOP state 
convention since 1978 and worked for Republican governors [Walker, Thompson, McCallum], " I think 
it is significant when a spouse of an elected official makes a commitment," added Anderson, who said 
he was leaning toward Vukmir in the race but hasn't officially endorsed. "I think it has meaning and 
people read a lot into that."... Several prominent Walker backers support Nicholson, including Lake 



Forest, Ill., businessman Richard Uihlein and Mary Stitt, who is leading Nicholson's in-state 
fundraising effort. Ex-TGT-er Klauser is the honorary co-chair of Nicholson's campaign ... "I support 
Kevin Nicholson because he is the only candidate who can -- and will -- beat Tammy Baldwin," 
Klauser said in a statement. "... I support the governor as well, and am taking him at his word that 
he'll remain neutral in this race."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/26/453502002/

Paul Ryan denies rumor he will resign
A Nevada Republican shared on Monday what he conceded is a rumor: That House Speaker Paul 
Ryan would resign in the near future and House Majority Whip Steve Scalise would claim the gavel. 
"The rumor mill is Paul Ryan is getting ready to resign in the next 30 to 60 days and that Steve 
Scalise will be the new speaker," Nevada GOP Rep. Mark Amodei said on "Nevada Newsmakers." ... 
Ryan's office denied on Monday that he was stepping down. "The speaker is not resigning," 
spokesman Doug Andres told CNN. Amodei's office stressed the nature of the congressman's claim 
was a "rumor he had heard."  
https://cnn.com/2018/03/26/politics/paul-ryan-steve-scalise-mark-amodei/index.html

Interview: Ryan On Russia Sanctions, Election 'Meddling,' And Mueller
Ryan on expelling Russian diplomats over murder in UK: "I think it's fantastic that that other European 
nations, including the Czech Republic right here, followed suit as well. ... this is not something civil 
nations do. .. This should not be tolerated." 8:37 video  
https://rferl.org/a/speaker-paul-ryan-full-interview/29125097.html

In wake of Wisconsin case, Supreme Court to hear another key redistricting challenge
... justices will hear Wednesday ... a Republican challenge to a Democratic-leaning congressional 
district in Maryland ... Decisions in the Maryland case and the earlier one from Wisconsin are 
expected by late June. ... Wisconsin and Maryland cases complement each other. In Wisconsin, the 
justices have a broad theory about partisan line-drawing. ... In Maryland, the single-district approach 
looks a lot like the way civil rights groups try to prove that race played too large a role in the drawing 
... Over the past 16 months ... Federal judges threw out a state legislative map in Wisconsin and a 
congressional plan in North Carolina. In Pennsylvania, the state Supreme Court invalidated the 
state's congressional districts and replaced them with a court-drawn plan. ... "In taking these two 
cases, the Supreme Court wants to say something about partisan gerrymandering. It's clear the 
Supreme Court is not walking away from the issue," said Michael Li, senior counsel at the New York 
University law school's Brennan Center for Justice.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/9f740fd1-02ac-5513-8caf-ad693863adb3.html

****************************************

April 17: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday April 17 
with Madison Mayor Paul Soglin to discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP 
Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 



AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-
43322492742

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 9 a.m. - 10 a.m.: U.S. Rep. Grothman town hall meeting. Random Lake.  
https://grothman.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=599

- 11:30 a.m.: Tech Council Innovations Network luncheon. Features a panel discussion on the federal 
role in manufacturing and cybersecurity. Panelists include: Buckley Brinkman, executive director and 
CEO, Wisconsin Center for Manufacturing and Productivity; David Vasko, director of advanced 
technology for Rockwell Automation; and Tom Thompson, president, Teel Plastics.  
http://wisconsintechnologycouncil.com/event/federal-role-in-manufacturing-cybersecurity-topic-of-
march-27-innovation-network-lunch/

- 11:45 a.m.: Milwaukee Rotary Club. Features a discussion with Supreme Court candidates Rebecca 
Dallet and Michael Screnock. Rotary meetings are open to members, invited guests and media.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/milwaukee-rotary-club-36-2/

- 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.: U.S. Rep. Glenn Grothman town hall meeting. Waldo.  
https://grothman.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=599

- 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.: Rep. Evan Goyke Reception.  
http://wispolitics.com/2018/rep-goyke-reception/

- 5:15 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.: U.S. Rep. Grothman town hall meeting. Cleveland.  
https://grothman.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=599
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All rights reserved. Reproduction or retransmission of this publication, in whole or in part, 
without the express permission of WisPolitics.com is prohibited. Unauthorized reproduction 
violates United States copyright law (17 USC 101 et seq.), as does retransmission by facsimile 
or any other electronic means, including electronic mail.
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From: Petri, Keith G - DOC <Keith.Petri@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 23, 2018 7:45 AM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC

Subject: RE: GBCI

Good morning, 

In addition to the below email I sent you yesterday something else disturbing happened yesterday. At some point in the 
day yesterday several staff observed the business administer leaving Warden Eckstein’s office crying with tears flowing 
from her eyes. It seemed after this happened it quickly spread around the institution.  When I went to bed last night I 
couldn’t sleep as I was still disturbed by this. I began thinking to myself and asking myself some questions. I thought I 
wonder what may have caused this I have worked with the business administrator for my entire career and she has 
never displayed this before and has always been reasonable. I asked myself the following questions, is this job worth it, 
will this ever end, what does this do for morale and retention as several staff observed this and now it is spreading 
around. I came to the conclusion that it isn’t just my thoughts and that most other staff likely feel the same way. I am 
once again asking you to please help us out with this as it is getting further out of hand. Thank You and have a good day

From: Petri, Keith G - DOC  
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2018 12:12 PM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Subject: GBCI 

Good Afternoon Sir,       

I am a Correctional Officer at GBCI and have been for almost 20 years. I have worked for several different 
administrations here and elsewhere including a short stint at RCI when I first started.  Up until these last few years I have 
always enjoyed coming to work and doing my job. Recently that has been a challenge under our current GBCI 
administration. I understand and appreciate your recent efforts to make some changes here and to make things better 
for the institution. Unfortunately and sadly it is not working and it is proved on a regular basis. I could go on and on with 
the many different examples but I will keep an extremely long story short. They have created an environment here 
where most staff have simply given up and are failing to do their job because they feel it don’t even pay to try anymore. 
I struggle everyday lately to find  it in me to come to work and I frequently think about quitting but keep reminding 
myself that I must make it to my seniority date in July before I can quit or I will lose my sick leave. As I look at the staff 
and talk to the staff around me they seem to share the same thoughts. I have never felt this way in my life and this is all I
think about now.    
                As I write this letter to you I think of the 4-5 security staff (not counting the non security staff that are leaving) 
that have recently turned in their transfer or resignation letters to leave here. With a local academy class coming here I 
think this is a good thing. I quickly am reminded that under the current circumstances they will likely all quit,  leaving us 
right where we started or with even less staff than we started.  I have built a lot of good relationships with fellow staff in 
my time here. With that in mind I keep in touch with several who have recently transferred out. They have only good 
things to say about their new institution and there leaders which makes me believe it is only here and we can certainly 
do better. When I see the current administration walking around the institution I like many simple try to avoid them 
because it seems that they have no respect for any of us. To put it simple this isn’t any way to run a prison or to run 
anything for that matter.                 
                I had attended the pay it forward session yesterday and was once again reminded that they do not appear to 
have any respect for us as staff.  Ms. Haese, Sara Cooper and Bill Pollard all commended the staff here for everything 
they do (By the way all three are very well respected former employees of GBCI) while our administration stood in the 
back of the room silent. After the session may staff reminisced about some of the previous administrations and how nice 



it was to work here under them.   In summary I am asking you to please help us out as we desperately need it. Thank 
You and have a good day COII Keith Petri 



From: wheeler@thewheelerreport.com

Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 5:10 PM

To: DOCDLManagementExecutiveTeam@wisconsin.gov

Subject: Wheeler Report - 03/19/18 PM

Attachments: banner-blue-on-white-520px.jpg; powerphplist.png

Monday, March 19, 2018 - PM 

SEN. MOULTON & REP NERISON ANNOUNCE THEY WON’T SEEK RE-ELECTION; 
REP. BERNIER ANNOUNCES

Sen. Terry Moulton has announced he won’t seek re-election to SD-23. 

Rep. Lee Nerison announced he won’t seek re-election to AD-96. 

Rep. Kathleen Bernier announced she will run for SD-23 this year. 

ADDITIONS TO THE SENATE CALENDAR FOR 11 AM, TUESDAY, MARCH 20

Appointments: 

 Board of Trustees of the Medical College of Wisconsin: Jon Hammes 
 Board of Regents of the UW System: Gerald Whitburn, Cris Peterson, Jason Plante 

SB-807 Juvenile Corrections (Wanggaard, Van) Juvenile correctional facilities, youth aids, 
providing an exemption from emergency rule procedures, granting rule-making authority, and 
making an appropriation. 

COMMITTEE NOTICE

Assembly Education, 12:30 pm, Wed, Mar 21, 328 NW 
(Google Calendar Ical/Outlook) Executive Session On:



MR8 AB1 School Safety Grants (Assembly Organization) Grants to schools for school safety 
and safety-related upgrades to school buildings, equipment, and facilities; providing an exemption 
from rule-making procedures; and making an appropriation. 

MR8 AB2 Office of School Safety (Assembly Organization) Creating an office of school safety in 
the Department of Justice and making appropriations. 

MR8 AB3 Suspected Violence Reporting (Assembly Organization) Mandatory reporting of 
suspected intent to carry out violence involving a dangerous weapon or explosive in or targeting a 
school and providing a criminal penalty. 

MR8 AB4 Model Bullying Policy (Assembly Organization) The Department of Public 
Instruction's model school policy on bullying by pupils. 

MR8 AB5 School Safety Plans (Assembly Organization) School safety plans. 

MR8 AB6 School Camera Footage (Assembly Organization) Allowing a school board to share 
safety camera footage with law enforcement. 

FILED WITH JOINT FINANCE

DOA. Report on the general fund cash forecast. No action required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

Emergency Rules Now in Effect 

Controlled Substances Board. (CBS 2) EmR1716. Scheduling cyclopropyl fentanyl. (September 
9, 2017 – September 6, 2018)

DATCP. (ATCP 70) EmR1717. Food processing plants. (October 1, 2017 – February 27, 2018)

DATCP (ATCP 99, ATCP 100, ATCP 101). EmR1803. Grain dealers, milk contractors, and 
vegetable contractors. (February 1, 2018 – January 31, 2020).

DATCP (ATCP 20). EmR1806. Definition of prohibited noxious weed seeds. (February 22, 2018 
– Julye 21, 2018).

DATCP (ATCP 22). EmR1807. Industrial hemp. (March 2, 2018 – July 1, 2020)

DATCP (ATCP 22). EmR1808. Industrial hemp. (March 9, 2018 – July 1, 2020)

DCF (DCF 201). EmR1801. Child care subsidy program integrity. (March 11, 2018 – August 7, 
2018).



Dentistry Examining Board. (DE 13) EmR1714. Designating continuing education on the topic 
of prescribing controlled substances. (October 1, 2017 – February 27, 2018)

DNR. (NR 10, NR 12, NR 19) EmR1210. The wolf hunting and trapping season and regulations 
and a depredation program. (Aug. 18, 2012 – until permanent rules take effect)

DNR. (NR 10) EmR1215. Coyote hunting season. (October 1, 2012 – until permanent rules take 
effect)

DNR. (NR 8, NR 10, NR 12, NR 20, NR 23) EmR1613. Customer and outreach services rules 
related to the automated system for delivering recreational license products. (March 14, 2016 – 
July 1, 2018).

DNR (NR 20, NR 25). EmR1804. Lake trout harvest limits in Lake Superior. (February 6, 2018 – 
Julye 5, 2018). 

DNR (NR 20). EmR1809. Lake trout bag limit and season for Lake Michigan. (March 17, 2018 n-
August 13, 2018) 

DOJ (Jus 19). EmR1805. Standards and procedures for frequent sobriety testing pilot program. 
(February 6, 2018 – July 5, 2018). 

DPI (PI 34). EmR1802. Revisions to emergency rules governing licensure as a result of 2017 
Wisconsin Act 59. (January 11, 2018 – June 12, 2018). 

DSPS. (SPS 302, SPS 320, SPS 327, SPS 381, SPS 383) EmR1703. Camping Units. (February 
6, 2017 – July 1, 2018 or the date on which permanent rules take effect).

Veterinary Examining Board (VE 11). EmR1718. Professional assistance program for 
veterinary professionals. (November 22, 2017 – April 20, 2018).

Scope Statements

Ethics Commission (ETH 1). SS 025-18. Campaign finance. 

DWD (DWD 81). SS 026-18. Worker’s compensation treatment guidelines. 

DATCP (ATCP 22). SS 027-18. Industrial hemp. 

Notices of Submittal of Proposed Rules to Legislative Council Clearinghouse

DATCP (ATCP 17). CR 18-018. Livestock premises registration. 

DATCP (ATCP 21, 40, 42, 65, 71, 72, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 90, 91, 92, 94, 99, 105, 118, 163, 164, 
165, 166). CR 18-019. Various minor and technical rule changes. 

DATCP (ATCP 20). CR 18-020. Seed labeling and sale; addition of palmer amaranth and 
waterhemp as listed prohibited noxious weed seeds. 

Rule-Making Notices



DATCP (ATCP 17). CR 18-018. Livestock premises registration. 

 5 pm: Mon, April 16, Board Room 106, DATCP, 2811 Agriculture Drive, Madison. 

Notices of Submittal of Rules to Legislature in Final Draft Form

DNR (NR 20). CR 17-041. Administrative rules related to lake trout bag limit and season for Lake 
Michigan. 

Controlled Substances Board (CSB 2). CR 17-085. Scheduling AB-CHMINACA, AB-PINACA 
and THJ-2201 

Controlled Substances Board (CSB 2). CR 17-086. Scheduling MAB-CHMINACA 

Controlled Substances Board (CSB 2). CR 17-087. Scheduling of 4-MePPP and a-PBP 

Controlled Substances Board (CSB 2). CR 17-088. Scheduling of 5F-ADB, 5F-AMB, ADB-
FUBINACA, MDMB-CHMICA and MDMB-FUBINACA 

Controlled Substances Board (CSB 2). CR 17-089. Scheduling of 4-Fluoroisobutyryl Fentanyl. 

Board of Nursing (N 1). CR 17-096. Approvals for schools of nursing 

DOA (ER-MRS 1, 6,7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22, 27, 30, 32, 34, ER 1, 18, 21, 43, 46).
CR 18-006. Definitions, absences, resignation, affirmative action and equal opportunity, 
grievance, merit recruitment & selection, layoff, probation, personnel transactions, career 
executive employment, limited term employment, and project employment provisions 

Final Permanent Rules Filed with LRB for Administrative Code Publication

Pharmacy Examining Board (Phar 15). CR 16-085. Compounding pharmaceuticals. 

Public Notices

DHS. Medicaid payment plan for State Fiscal Year 2018. Discontinuation of the Approved 
Nursing and Allied Health Activities Add-On. 

To review today's releases, click here to visit us at mailinglist.thewheelerreport.com

Copyright 2018 Wheeler Reports, Inc. All rights reserved.  
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****************************************

April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-assembles some of 
Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy 
Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate clients alike, and 
longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state level, and senior 
adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

****************************************

STORY TOPICS
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TOP STORIES

GOP crusader Walker reaches to center in volatile Wisconsin
... In private meetings, public forums and his own policy moves, Walker has 
made clear he sees worrisome signs for the GOP and the hard-line 
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conservatism that's marked his eight years in office. Wisconsin, which helped 
hand the White House to Republicans, is looking for something different, Walker 
has said, and Democrats are motivated. ... [Schachtner] election should be a 
"wake-up call" ... acting on his own advice. ... [[Act 10 leader] now backing [ACA 
support] efforts ... describing his policy differences with Democrats as modest. 
... "We heard from people across the state. These aren't Republican or 
Democrat issues. These are things people care about in Wisconsin," Walker told 
[AP] ... [rehash Act 10, recall] Walker sounded different at the Republican 
Jewish Coalition meeting in Las Vegas last month. ... Other Democrat-friendly 
policies he's promoting include protecting Wisconsin's popular SeniorCare 
discount prescription drug program, bolstering funding for schools and sending 
families $100 for each child younger than 18. The money would arrive in late 
summer, just before the fall election. ... came out against arming teachers, 
something he previously was open to. ... focus on swing voters stands in glaring 
contrast to his first presidential campaign video in 2015, in which he said his 
GOP rivals "haven't consistently taken on the big fights" and boasted, "I know 
how to fight and win." Today he doesn't declare victory. "In the end, we're a blue 
state and, at best, we made it purple," Walker told AP. OWN's Ross: "Walker is 
campaigning as if his first two terms did not exist." RJC's Brooks, Walker prez 
teamer Epstein comment. By Beaumont and Bauer of AP, MIAMI HERALD  
https://miamiherald.com/article204578869.html

Democratic field for Wisconsin governor is still a jumble with no clear 
front-runner
... [Evers] best known of the nine notable challengers ... hasn't picked up 
decisive momentum or lost a single rival. Meanwhile, jumbled along with him are 
eight more candidates ... [without] a strong advantage across all of the metrics, 
such as polling, fundraising, endorsements, social media presence and policy 
proposals. Brief analysis for Evers, Soglin, Flynn, VInehout, McCabe, Mitchell, 
Wachs, Roys, Gronik. Dem strategist Zepecki: "Spring training for the 
Democratic candidates for governor is going to be longer than it is for the 
Milwaukee Brewers. ... It is going to be a three-week campaign because I can't 
imagine anyone having the resources to get on TV for longer than that." RPW's 
Zimmerman: ""The failure of the Democrat candidates to gain traction is 
evidenced by their anemic fundraising, staff reorganizations and increasingly 
hostile rhetoric." Mitchell, Gronik, Olsen for Wachs, Kennedy for Flynn 
comment. By Stein, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/09/democratic-field-wisconsin-
governor-still-jumble-no-clear-front-runner/398737002/

Baldwin searches for right path to keep key Senate seat
... Why, state Sen. Leah Vukmir wondered [at WisPol luncheon with Baldwin], 
had Baldwin voted against the GOP tax overhaul that cut taxes for the middle 
class? Without a hint of irritation at the ambush, Baldwin quickly flipped the 
question, pointing out middle-class relief would be temporary and blaming the 
tax changes for a northeastern Wisconsin paper company laying off 600 
workers. Those workers don't care about the tax cuts, Baldwin said. ... soft-
spoken but tough ... persona she's banking on to help her win a second term ... 
ramping up a campaign that plays up her work on moderate and core Wisconsin 
issues. Her first TV ads last week touted her [Trump-supported] buy-America 
plan ... work with ... McCain on lowering drug costs. ... also squarely on board 



with signature Democratic issues such as stronger gun control, universal health 
care and continuing [DACA]. ... [RPW's Morgan] accuse Baldwin of shape-
shifting to downplay her liberal bent. ... opposing the GOP's tax cut ... support 
for universal health care. "That's the dichotomy she's got to deal with." ... 
Senate's first openly gay member, but she's never made fighting for gay rights a 
central part of her platform. ... criticized as slow to respond to a [[Tomah VA] 
whistleblower complaint over opioid prescriptions ... has diluted the attacks by 
working with [victim Simcakoski's] family ... Koch brothers and other 
conservative groups have spent more than twice as much against her than 
against all other Democratic Senate incumbents and candidates combined, $3.1 
million ... [plus] another $3.1 million spent on [Nicholson's] behalf. ... [EMILY's 
List's] Schriock ... making Baldwin's re-election a top priority. ... Tammy has had 
a very successful career in getting elected to things that she wasn't supposed to 
get elected to," said U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan, a Democrat who has known 
Baldwin since they served on the local county board together in the early 1990s. 
Brockway, the retired truck driver, said he tells other Trump supporters to give 
Baldwin a chance. ... "she tells it from the heart. She does what's right for 
people. ... Some of these people in Washington, they don't hear us." By BAUER 
of AP  
https://apnews.com/1f2d433c33bd485b85b4c59f34910f5e

Johnson: Russia investigation has to 'come to a close'
... [Friday in Kansasville addressing Union Grove CoC] "What I know right now, I 
don't think in any way, shape or form, Russia affected the results of the election. 
... I think Robert Mueller is a man of integrity, you see the type of rigorous 
investigation he's undertaking. I wish James Comey would've done that with the 
Hillary Clinton email scandal, quite honestly." Johnson has been critical of the 
process ... [saying] Mueller "should resign" because of conflicts of interest, and 
... investigations by the Senate and House should have been concluded before 
a special counsel was assigned. "The problem with a special counsel is it just 
gets out of control," Johnson said. "We need to bring this (investigation) to a 
close. We need to find some certainty. We have enormous problems facing this 
nation and having this over this administration's head is not a good thing." BY 
Torres, RACINE JOURNAL TIMES  
http://journaltimes.com/586794e0-37af-5f19-a788-6d9014ada0f5.html

Jake Leinenkugel is key player in ugly power struggle at the VA
Leinenkugel, the Wisconsin beer magnate who is now a senior adviser at the 
Department of Veterans Affairs, is among the aides feuding with Secretary 
David Shulkin.  
... leadership crisis is based on interviews with 16 administration officials and 
other observers. Most spoke on the condition of anonymity to offer candid views. 
... friction grew so intense that Ullyot, Leinenkugel and VA's legislative-affairs 
chief, Brooks Tucker, met regularly to plot the ouster of Shulkin and his top 
aides ... Leinenkugel advocated he take over as deputy secretary until a 
permanent replacement could be found. Ullyot declined to comment. 
Leinenkugel has said previously that he has routinely expressed his "concerns 
and suggestions for improvements." He did not return messages seeking 
comment for this report. Efforts to reach Tucker were unsuccessful. ... Last 
week, [VHA's] Sandoval ... appeared unexpectedly at the first meeting between 
new [COS] O'Rourke and [new health Deputy] Vojta ... told Vojta he was 



representing the White House ... inquired about Vojta's loyalty to Shulkin and 
Bowman. ... Sandoval did not respond ... Cashour, VA's press secretary, said 
the meeting never happened. By Rein of WaPo, MINNEAPOLIS STAR 
TRIBUNE  
http://startribune.com/476385473

Ryan's Piecemeal Approach May Keep GOP Infrastructure Push Afloat
But speaker's strategy of multiple bills could complicate Senate passage ... 
keeps hope for one of the president's top policy priorities alive, while setting 
more realistic expectations for what will get done this midterm election year. ... 
"We think it's easier to break it into pieces," he said [to HD workers in Atlanta 
last week.] ... said the FAA extension ... to be the first infrastructure bill out of 
the gate. ... many lawmakers expect it to be attached to the fiscal 2018 omnibus 
... [with] a "down payment" on infrastructure ... Other specific bills that Ryan said 
would be part of the piecemeal infrastructure overhaul include a longer-term 
FAA reauthorization, the biennial Water Resources Development Act authorizing 
water infrastructure projects like ports and inland waterways, and legislation to 
streamline the permit approval process. ... didn't mention the [$1.5T] grant 
programs, or some infrastructure the administration wants to fund like the 
energy grid, rural broadband and Veterans Affairs hospitals. He did mention 
reducing regulations ... [touted] "traditional infrastructure you're thinking of, 
which is like highways and roads and bridges [but panned Dem's Schuster-
DeFazio plan to boost gas tax to fund dwindling Highway Trust Fund] ... if he 
can pass all or most of them out of the House, he can deflect blame to the 
Senate. "It could be challenging to get infrastructure done in light of everything 
else we have to do," Sen. John Thune ... [said] proposed $200 billion and some 
lawmakers want more -- is "a big problem." [Cornym dittoed.] ... "I've said all 
along: Ryan is ideologically opposed to the federal government funding a 
national transportation system," [DeFazio] said. "... I told President Trump if he 
wanted to do a real gas tax increase that he was gonna have to take on the 
speaker of the House and his leadership team." By McPherson, ROLL CALL  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/ryans-piecemeal-approach-may-keep-gop-
infrastructure-push-afloat

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Governor Walker to sign sparsity aid legislation into law Monday  
https://channel3000.com/news/governor-walker-to-sign-sparsity-aid-legislation-into-law-monday/714734499

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Ryan makes stop in Savannah [Friday] ... to meet with local business leaders ... pictured in a Facebook post with 
Savannah Police Department Assistant Chief Robert Gavin. ... Thursday, Ryan was in Atlanta to meet with employees 
from Home Depot. Ryan was there to speak with employees about the recently passed tax-reform.  
http://wjcl.com/article/house-speaker-paul-ryan-makes-stop-in-savannah/19398135

- Ryan visits Savannah  
http://wtoc.com/story/37697863/house

- Johnson says, 'Let's not be snookered again' in talks with North Korea ... on CNN's "State of the Union" Sunday. ... "Let's 
not be Charlie Brown to North Korea's Lucy. We've seen this movie before, that's why we've called on President Trump to 



make sure we maintain the maximum pressure campaign. If anything I would continue to ratchet up sanctions until they 
have complete, verifiable and irreversible denuclearization."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/11/sen-ron-johnson-says-lets-not-snookered-again-talks-north-
korea/414664002/

- Senate Homeland Security chairman: 'Let's not be Charlie Brown to North Korea's Lucy'  
http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/377815-senate-homeland-security-chairman-lets-not-be-charlie-brown-to-north

- GOP Sen. Johnson: 'I would' back bill opposing tariffs ... In an interview with CNN's Jim Acosta ... "I would, but I doubt 
it'd have any chance of passing, and if it passed, that we'd have the votes to override the veto," Johnson said. [see 
Manufacturing]  
https://cnn.com/2018/03/11/politics/ron-johnson-opposes-tariffs/index.html

- Johnson: Wisconsin could be among states 'most affected' by tariffs ... "You can't predict how your trading partners may 
react. People do things out of anger that may not be rational," he said Sunday on "UpFront with Mike Gousha."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/5a19fb11-110c-59be-ab07-9642d2d888eb.html

- Johnson: Trump must keep pressure on NK ahead of talks  
https://cnn.com/2018/03/11/politics/ron-johnson-pressure-campaign-north-korea-cnntv/index.html

- Johnson says President Trump needs to increase pressure on North Korea  
https://cbs58.com/news/senator-johnson-says-president-trump-needs-to-increase-pressure-on-north-korea

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- From Perch on Agriculture Committee, Darren Soto Champions Public Seed Reforms ... paired up with U.S. Rep. Mark 
Pocan, D-Wisc., to unveil the "Seeds for the Future Act" to reform federal funds going to farmer and researchers 
developing seeds, including supporting more feed diversification. The proposal also ensures various federal agencies are 
on the same page with the program. "Many American farmers struggle to access seeds that work best for their climate, 
geography, and purpose," said Pocan when he brought the bill out. "We must take steps to help secure our diverse seed 
stocks for years to come and the Seeds for the Future Act will do so by increasing investment in the development of 
publicly available, farmer-ready varieties."  
http://sunshinestatenews.com/story/perch-agriculture-committee-darren-soto-champions-public-seed-reforms

- Wisconsin beekeepers see high bee losses this winter  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/03/11/wisconsin-beekeepers-see-high-bee-losses-winter/414968002/

COURTS ^top^
- Wisconsin Supreme Court candidates differ on how to fight heroin, meth ... crenock, who leads a treatment court in his 
county, said the state should focus on writing clear laws and guidelines for those courts. There is too little guidance 
available right now for judges who are making the difficult decisions about when to lock up addicts who re-offend, he said. 
Dallet argues more funding for drug courts and treatment programs.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/12/wisconsin-supreme-court-candidates-differ-how-fight-heroin-
meth/408895002/

CULTURE ^top^
- UW-Madison think tank sponsors essay contest on whether to abolish birthright citizenship ... Center for the Study of 
Liberal Democracy at the University of Wisconsin-Madison [funded by the conservative Bradley and Koch foundations] 
chose the 14th Amendment to the Constitution for its annual essay contest. ... invited undergraduate students to write 
1,000-word essays responding to the question: "Should the Citizenship Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution be repealed or modified to restrict more precisely the definition of who may claim citizenship?"  
http://host.madison.com/ct/89e6d505-0164-5b25-94c1-e75a7bfe4ee7.html

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- Bice: The drinking age in Wisconsin is 21? That's news to Sen. Ron Johnson ... told a liberal talk show this week that 18-
year-olds should be able to purchase a firearm since, among other things, they can legally drink beer at that age.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/09/bice-drinking-age-wisconsin-21-thats-news-sen-ron-
johnson/409636002/



- Johnson Thought the Drinking Age Was 18 [AP]  
https://usnews.com/news/best-states/wisconsin/articles/2018-03-09/sen-ron-johnson-thought-the-drinking-age-was-18

- Johnson: Lower Drinking Age To 18, GOP Senator Admits He Didn't Know Current Legal Drinking Age  
https://wpr.org/sen-ron-johnson-lower-drinking-age-18

EDUCATION ^top^
- Controversy follows UW-Stevens Point decision to cut Humanities programs  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/e9f59317-6d91-545a-a95e-c64befb44447.html

- Madison-area school districts offer policies, support for anti-gun walkout scheduled for Wednesday  
http://host.madison.com/ct/0737dc19-a973-5a2b-8239-fa3c68105c5c.html

- Here's How To Prevent The Next School Shooting, Experts Say ... On conference calls and in Google docs they shaped 
a concise, eight-point "Call for Action To Prevent Gun Violence In The United States of America." About 200 universities, 
national education and mental health groups, school districts, and more than 2,300 individual experts have signed on to 
support ... Their topline message: Don't harden schools. Make them softer, by improving social and emotional health.  
https://npr.org/sections/ed/2018/03/07/590877717

- JUULing is the new teen vaping fad taking over school bathrooms ... the JUUL -- a trendy new vape with different flavors 
and enough nicotine to match a pack of cigarettes. ... While [merchant] Lindauer considers the JUUL to be a better 
alternative than cigarettes, he says most customers are college and high school-aged nonsmokers and he doesn't want to 
put them on the road to nicotine addiction. "I don't like selling to people if I can refer them to something else," Lindauer 
said about JUUL. "I use it a lot and wish I didn't."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/03/12/juuling-new-teen-vaping-fad-taking-over-school-
bathrooms/378192002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Eric Hovde gives high-profile GOP speech in Madison, remains undecided on U.S. Senate race ... Addressing Dane 
County Republicans, the Madison businessman discussed his family's roots in Norway and Wisconsin, quoted from an 
article that extolled 1950s-style values and lamented: "Folks, our culture is in trouble, and I mean serious trouble. I like to 
say the left has won the cultural wars that started in the late '60's, and the American people have lost. "  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/03/11/eric-hovde-gives-high-profile-gop-speech-madison-remains-undecided-u-s-
senate-race/414721002/

- Vukmir, Nicholson court GOP grass roots in U.S. Senate race: From caucuses to dinners, Leah Vukmir and Kevin 
Nicholson barnstorm across the state in bid to win nomination  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/03/10/leah-vukmir-kevin-nicholson-court-gop-grassroots-wisconsin-u-s-senate-
race/413610002/

- Baldwin defiant as millions in outside money pours in against her in Senate race ... groups backed by Richard Uihlein, a 
Lake Forest, Ill., businessman who co-owns Pleasant Prairie-based Uline Corp., have put more than $4 million into the 
race. Uihlein supports Republican Kevin Nicholson. Baldwin's response? "These out-of-state billionaires think they own 
Wisconsin," she said in a statement to the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. "Well, they don't. Wisconsinites want a senator 
who works for them not special interests."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/12/tammy-baldwin-defiant-millions-outside-money-pours-against-her-
senate-race/410526002/

- Ryan's Primary Challenger Hires Widely Recognized Anti-Semite As Spox ... Paul Nehlen said in a statement that he 
reached out to [ex-CalSt.-Long Beach prof.] MacDonald "after reading some of Dr. MacDonald's work. We hit it off, and 
well, here we are," Nehlen said. "When I broached the subject of Dr. MacDonald's interest in joining the campaign with my 
current spokesman, Josh Smith, Josh's reaction was, 'The man is a legend. If he wants to help you, tell him yes 
immediately.'" ... [MacDonald] has written, appeared on and edited for several openly racist media outlets like the 
Occidental Observer and The Political Cesspool. ... In January 2013, he told the David Duke Show that Jewish people 
"don't really have moral principles," but rather "a set of interests." ... [Nehlen in 2016 said] "If pro-white is white 
supremacy, what is pro-Jewish? I reject being called a white supremacist, because clearly pro-white isn't white supremacy 
unless pro-Jewish is Jewish supremacy."  
https://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/paul-ryan-challenger-hires-anti-semite-spox

- PolitiFact: Bernie Sanders, stumping for Paul Ryan opponent Randy Bryce, says Koch brothers gave Ryan $500,000 ... 



wasn't the two Koch brothers but rather one of the brothers, and his wife, who contributed $495,400. ... to a joint 
fundraising committee controlled by Ryan. But it primarily funds campaigns of other Republicans because, by law, only 
$10,800 could go to Ryan's own campaign fund. ... Half True.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/mar/09/bernie-s/bernie-sanders-stumping-paul-ryan-opponent-randy-b/

- Early voting begins today  
http://kenoshanews.com/news/local/early-voting-begins-today/article_e982cfe6-6a1a-59e1-91c9-642c6edfa90e.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- NOAA marine sanctuary: Reactions to Scott Walker's withdrawal of nomination span gamut ... Leaders in local cities who 
had long backed the proposition have described the governor's move as shocking and disappointing ... Opponents, 
meanwhile, have expressed pleasure in what appears, at least for now, the end of a years-long effort to implement federal 
regulations ... that some had speculated could have threatened the state's sovereignty and impinged on private 
landowners' rights. ... [NOAA's] Belva said the agency had reviewed Walker's letter and was "considering next steps." ... 
no more comment. Mayors of Sheboygan, Manitowoc and Port Washington letter to Walker touted sanctuary benefits. 
Hollenberger for Sen. Stroebel supported "the goals of the project" to preserve wrecks ... "that keeps Wisconsin in the 
driver's seat." Rep. Katsma raised similar concerns last year, could not be reached. Rep. Vorpagel supported sanctuary, 
deferred to Walker. CRZLR's Zeller: "Walker made the right decision." Manitowoc's Perlman, Sheboygan's Hamilton 
comment.  
https://sheboyganpress.com/story/news/2018/03/12/411298002/

- Walker pulls request for marine sanctuary after Trump review  
http://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/377626-scott-walker-pulls-national-marine-monument-plans-he-proposed

- Natural Resources Board calls for better messaging regarding CWD in Wisconsin  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=5&SubSectionID=42&ArticleID=80706

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- 9-year-old girl fatally shot by brother on Milwaukee's north side ... Her minor brother has been taken to the Milwaukee 
County Children's Court Center. Jelks' parents, a 29-year-old Milwaukee woman and a 32-year-old Milwaukee man, were 
arrested on multiple charges, police said.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/03/10/8-year-old-girl-fatally-shot-milwaukees-north-side/413679002/

- How Milwaukee's new police chief is changing the department  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/03/09/how-milwaukees-new-police-chief-morales-changing-
department/410021002/

- GOP members support McSally's work to strengthen U.S. border security ... [Gallagher co-sponsored] H.R. 5206, ... 
amend[ing] the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to lawfully establish the Office of Biometric Identity Management (OBIM), 
among other purposes.  
https://riponadvance.com/stories/gop-members

MANUFACTURING ^top^
- Tariffs, trade disputes could raise prices of boats, docks and trailers  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/2018/03/11/tariffs-trade-disputes-could-raise-prices-boats-docks-and-trailers/413934002/

MEDIA ^top^
- Oprah Winfrey doing '60 Minutes' report on trauma, based on Journal Sentinel series  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/03/11/oprah-winfrey-broadcast-life-changing-60-minutes-report-sunday-based-
journal-sentinel-time-heal/412554002/

REGULATION ^top^
- Concerns about tailgate regulations doom winery bill ... [WILL] raised an alarm bell last week, saying the bill could apply 
to private property owners who charge Badgers fans (or Gophers or Cornhuskers fans, for that matter) for parking on their 
property, thus barring tailgating on their property without a liquor license, which can cost thousands of dollars and are 
often limited in number per municipality.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/3a4ed559-60e5-584c-a6a6-2d18662801bf.html



TECHNOLOGY ^top^
- Recent Data Breaches Spark Debate Over 'Reasonable' Notification Rules ... [PA suing Uber over data breach] "Uber 
hid the incident for over a year, and actually paid the hackers to delete the data and stay quiet," [PA AG] Shapiro said ... 
[Los Angeles and Chicago also suing] drawing attention to the vague language in many state laws that defines how 
quickly consumers must be notified once a data breach is discovered. Pennsylvania's phrase "without unreasonable 
delay" is typical of many states, as is "in the most expedient time possible."  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/03/12/recent-data-breaches-spark-debate-over-
reasonable-notification-rules

TOURISM ^top^
- State tourism unveils 2018 ad campaign  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/e881a8a1-648f-5940-902a-4208715a997d.html

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- Projects such as an I-94 stretch including Knapp hill await motorists in region  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/03/11/Projects-such-as-an-I-94-stretch-including-Knapp-hill-await-
motorists-in-region.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- John Nichols: Shirley Chisholm Deserves a Great Big Statue Honoring Her in the Capitol, Kamala Harris and Yvette 
Clarke have a bill that would do just that.  
https://thenation.com/article/shirley-chisholm-deserves-a-great-big-statue-honoring-her-in-the-capitol/

- Dave Zweifel: Slippery Scott's at it again  
http://host.madison.com/ct/668f32eb-b0d4-5fe3-bea4-f96afc4f32da.html

- WDC's Matt Rothschild and OWN's Scot Ross: Open records watchdog FOIC'ed up with Walker award  
http://host.madison.com/ct/3a511ba9-442d-58a9-8f6f-ddfc17e3940e.html

- Emily Mills: Walker's handout a good example of pandering, not planning  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/emily-mills/2018/03/10/scott-walkers-handout-pandering-not-
planning/410657002/
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Some Republican lawmakers are raising objections to a bill that would extend the hours for 
wineries, because last-minute changes to the bill on the Assembly floor could impact 
tailgating around Lambeau Field.

That includes Rep. John Nygren, of the co-authors, and Sen. Rob Cowles, who is withdrawing his co-
sponsorship because of the issue.  

"As a representative that is a Packers season ticket holder, I understand the importance of this time 
honored tradition," said Nygren, R-Marinette. "I am working with all parties to address that unintended 
consequence in hopes of achieving what the original goal was, to afford wineries the opportunity to 
stay open later."  

Cowles, R-Green Bay, released a memo from Leg Council that found the amended bill could impact 
renting a private home near Lambeau Field for a pre-game party and tailgating outside a private 
home after paying to park there, though "the interpretation and enforcement would likely depend on 
the relevant facts."  

The amendment included a provision barring owners of private property rented for specific events 
from allowing alcohol to be consumed on the premises without a retail license or a permit. Leg 
Council noted that would affect weddings, fundraisers and parties at rented, unlicensed premises.  

Cowles said while he supported the original intent of the bill to extend winery hours to midnight rather 
than 9 p.m., there were too many "unintended consequences" to continue supporting it.  

"Tailgating is synonymous with not only Green Bay, but Wisconsin, and I believe it is simply 
unreasonable to ask a homeowner to apply for a liquor license to allow a few tailgaters to get ready 
for gameday in their yard," Cowles said.  



See the memo to Cowles about tailgating near Lambeau:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/180310Cowles.pdf

See a Leg Council memo on the substitute amendment:  
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2017/related/lcamendmemo/ab433.pdf

-- VoteVets says it's up with a new $1 million TV buy defending U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin from 
a new attack ad over the Tomah VA.

The spot opens with a clip from a $1.6 million buy released last week by the Concerned Veterans for 
America as a narrator says, "Out-of-state billionaires are playing politics with Wisconsin's veterans."  

Another adds the attacks against Baldwin, D-Madison, have been labeled "false and misleading by 
local news organizations and independent fact checkers."  

"Here's the truth," the second narrator says. "Sen. Tammy Baldwin called for multiple investigations 
and worked across party lines to pass reforms that strengthened oversight at VA hospitals like 
Tomah."  

VoteVets tweeted a link to the ad Friday, but a spokesman did not return an email over the weekend 
seeking additional details about the buy.  

See the spot:  
https://youtu.be/rzRtemtwj8w

-- The super PAC backing Republican Leah Vukmir for U.S. Senate released its first radio ad 
today, saying she "stood strong" with Gov. Scott Walker against "union thugs."

A spokesman for Wisconsin Next PAC said it is a six-figure buy and will run statewide. The group 
also has done mail for Vukmir, R-Brookfield, in her race with former Marine and business consultant 
Kevin Nicholson for the GOP nomination to face U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison.  

The 60-second radio ad opens with the narrator saying "times were tough" in 2011 with rising 
unemployment and mounting deficits. But "conservatives like Gov. Scott Walker and Leah Vukmir had 
a plan."  

"The liberals tried to stop them. Union thugs stormed the Capitol, making threats. But Leah Vukmir 
and Scott Walker stood strong," the narrator says, adding Vukmir "led the fight" in the Senate to pass 
the guv's plan to "rein in the unions."  

The narrator says Walker has called Vukmir a "great leader, an outstanding lawmaker," adding she 
will crack down on sanctuary cities, oppose illegal immigration and secure the borders.  

The narrator concludes, "Conservative Leah Vukmir for U.S. Senate. Tested. Trusted. Consistent."  

Listen to the spot:  
https://soundcloud.com/krobillard/wisconsin-next-pac-radio-ad-for-us

-- The state GOP today announced several billboards knocking Supreme Court candidate 



Rebecca Dallet as a hypocrite.

One reads, "Hypocrite Rebecca Dallet took money from attorneys with over 100 cases before her." It 
directs people to DoubleTalkDallet.com.  

The party said the billboards are in Eau Claire, Green Bay and Milwaukee.  

It references a Wisconsin State Journal story that Dallet has presided over 102 cases involving 39 
attorneys who have donated a combined $21,100 to her state Supreme Court campaign.  

See a mockup:  
https://www.wisgop.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Billboard-Mockup.jpg

-- Gov. Scott Walker will be at Riverdale High School in Muscoda this morning to sign 
legislation boosting sparsity aid for small, rural schools and allowing low-spending districts 
to collect more in property taxes.

Ahead of the bill signing, Walker had a stop planned at the Governor's Conference on Tourism in 
Appleton.  

-- U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson called President Trump's steel and aluminum tariffs risky and said 
Congress may hold hearings on them. 

"Maybe this is a negotiating tactic. It's kind of a risky one if it is," the Oshkosh Republican said on 
"UpFront with Mike Gousha," produced in partnership with WisPolitics.com.  

Johnson said the positive things that have happened in the economy since Trump took office could 
be "completely undermined" by a trade war.  

"You just can't predict how this is going to end, at all," he said.  

Johnson said he and other Republican lawmakers have been pushing back for months against the 
idea of tariffs, but "the president has believed this for decades, and he's implementing it."  

Johnson said he has written to Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross seeking the economic justification 
for the tariffs, and that Congress will probably hold hearings.  

"Hopefully we can continue to talk to (Trump) and we'll be able to limit the damage," Johnson said.  

-- Also on the program, attorney Jodi Habush Sinykin with Midwest Environmental Advocates 
said Racine's request for 7 million gallons of water a day from Lake Michigan for Foxconn may 
not comply with the Great Lakes Compact. 

"The request to serve Foxconn has a problem with compliance with the threshold requirements of the 
compact," she said.  

She said Mt. Pleasant, where the Foxconn plant will be located, is a "straddling community," partly 
within and outside the basin.  



"For communities like that who are seeking to provide water outside the basin, you must meet a 
threshold requirement, which is that the water be used for public water supply purposes," she said.  

"In the compact it is carefully defined that 'public water supply purposes' are those provided to a 
group of largely residential customers," she said.  

"Here it's the opposite. Foxconn is not residential; it's a private industrial complex," Habush Sinykin 
said.  

She said member states of the Great Lakes Compact could ask for a regional review of the water 
diversion request.  

See more from the show:  
http://www.wisn.com/upfront

****************************************

April 12: WisPolitics.com Election Year Preview 

The WisPolitics.com election year preview-brought to you by the Wisconsin Counties Association-
assembles some of Wisconsin's foremost political experts to lay out the challenges and advantages 
for Gov. Scott Walker, Sen. Tammy Baldwin and all of the candidates from across the political 
spectrum who will be navigating the 2018 ballot.  

The event will take place Thursday, April 12, at 5:30 p.m. at Madison's Concourse Hotel.  

The program, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., features:  

- Platform Communications' Keith Gilkes, a top consultant to conservative candidates and corporate 
clients alike, and longtime adviser to Governor Walker.  

- Tanya Bjork, a top consultant to Democratic campaigns and groups both at the national and state 
level, and senior adviser to both the Obama and Clinton campaigns.  

- Professor Charles Franklin, director of the Marquette University Law School poll.  

Tickets:  

Individual Cost: $45 per person. Appetizers included, Cash bar.  

Group Cost: $400 per table (10 seats) with two bottles of wine per table.  

Event sponsors: Wisconsin Counties Association (title sponsor) and Charter Communications  

More information and registration: http://wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-election-year-preview/

****************************************

TOP HEADLINES



GOP crusader Walker reaches to center in volatile Wisconsin
... In private meetings, public forums and his own policy moves, Walker has made clear he sees 
worrisome signs for the GOP and the hard-line conservatism that's marked his eight years in office. 
Wisconsin, which helped hand the White House to Republicans, is looking for something different, 
Walker has said, and Democrats are motivated. ... [Schachtner] election should be a "wake-up call" ... 
acting on his own advice. ... [Act 10 leader] now backing [ACA support] efforts ... describing his policy 
differences with Democrats as modest. ... "We heard from people across the state. These aren't 
Republican or Democrat issues. These are things people care about in Wisconsin," Walker told [AP] 
... [rehash Act 10, recall] Walker sounded different at the Republican Jewish Coalition meeting in Las 
Vegas last month. ... Other Democrat-friendly policies he's promoting include protecting Wisconsin's 
popular SeniorCare discount prescription drug program, bolstering funding for schools and sending 
families $100 for each child younger than 18. The money would arrive in late summer, just before the 
fall election. ... came out against arming teachers, something he previously was open to. ... focus on 
swing voters stands in glaring contrast to his first presidential campaign video in 2015, in which he 
said his GOP rivals "haven't consistently taken on the big fights" and boasted, "I know how to fight 
and win." Today he doesn't declare victory. "In the end, we're a blue state and, at best, we made it 
purple," Walker told AP. OWN's Ross: "Walker is campaigning as if his first two terms did not exist." 
RJC's Brooks, Walker prez teamer Epstein comment.  
https://miamiherald.com/article204578869.html

NOAA marine sanctuary: Reactions to Walker's withdrawal span gamut
... Leaders in local cities who had long backed the proposition have described the governor's move as 
shocking and disappointing ... Opponents, meanwhile, have expressed pleasure in what appears, at 
least for now, the end of a years-long effort to implement federal regulations ... that some had 
speculated could have threatened the state's sovereignty and impinged on private landowners' rights. 
... [NOAA's] Belva said the agency had reviewed Walker's letter and was "considering next steps." ... 
no more comment. Mayors of Sheboygan, Manitowoc and Port Washington letter to Walker touted 
sanctuary benefits. Hollenberger for Sen. Stroebel supported "the goals of the project" to preserve 
wrecks ... "that keeps Wisconsin in the driver's seat." Rep. Katsma raised similar concerns last year, 
could not be reached. Rep. Vorpagel supported sanctuary, deferred to Walker. CRZLR's Zeller: 
"Walker made the right decision." Manitowoc's Perlman, Sheboygan's Hamilton comment.  
https://sheboyganpress.com/story/news/2018/03/12/411298002/

Democratic field for Wisconsin governor is still a jumble with no clear front-runner
... [Evers] best known of the nine notable challengers ... hasn't picked up decisive momentum or lost 
a single rival. Meanwhile, jumbled along with him are eight more candidates ... [without] a strong 
advantage across all of the metrics, such as polling, fundraising, endorsements, social media 
presence and policy proposals. Brief analysis for Evers, Soglin, Flynn, VInehout, McCabe, Mitchell, 
Wachs, Roys, Gronik. Dem strategist Zepecki: "Spring training for the Democratic candidates for 
governor is going to be longer than it is for the Milwaukee Brewers. ... It is going to be a three-week 
campaign because I can't imagine anyone having the resources to get on TV for longer than that." 
RPW's Zimmerman: ""The failure of the Democrat candidates to gain traction is evidenced by their 
anemic fundraising, staff reorganizations and increasingly hostile rhetoric." Mitchell, Gronik, Olsen for 
Wachs, Kennedy for Flynn comment.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/09/398737002/

Baldwin searches for right path to keep key Senate seat
... Why, state Sen. Leah Vukmir wondered [at WisPol luncheon with Baldwin], had Baldwin voted 
against the GOP tax overhaul that cut taxes for the middle class? Without a hint of irritation at the 
ambush, Baldwin quickly flipped the question, pointing out middle-class relief would be temporary and 
blaming the tax changes for a northeastern Wisconsin paper company laying off 600 workers. Those 
workers don't care about the tax cuts, Baldwin said. ... soft-spoken but tough ... persona she's 



banking on to help her win a second term ... ramping up a campaign that plays up her work on 
moderate and core Wisconsin issues. Her first TV ads last week touted her [Trump-supported] buy-
America plan ... work with ... McCain on lowering drug costs. ... also squarely on board with signature 
Democratic issues such as stronger gun control, universal health care and continuing [DACA]. ... 
[RPW's Morgan] accuse Baldwin of shape-shifting to downplay her liberal bent. ... opposing the 
GOP's tax cut ... support for universal health care. "That's the dichotomy she's got to deal with." ... 
Senate's first openly gay member, but she's never made fighting for gay rights a central part of her 
platform. ... criticized as slow to respond to a [Tomah VA] whistleblower complaint over opioid 
prescriptions ... has diluted the attacks by working with [victim Simcakoski's] family ... Koch brothers 
and other conservative groups have spent more than twice as much against her than against all other 
Democratic Senate incumbents and candidates combined, $3.1 million ... [plus] another $3.1 million 
spent on [Nicholson's] behalf. ... [EMILY's List's] Schriock ... making Baldwin's re-election a top 
priority. ... Tammy has had a very successful career in getting elected to things that she wasn't 
supposed to get elected to," said U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan, a Democrat who has known Baldwin since 
they served on the local county board together in the early 1990s. Brockway, the retired truck driver, 
said he tells other Trump supporters to give Baldwin a chance. ... "she tells it from the heart. She 
does what's right for people. ... Some of these people in Washington, they don't hear us."  
https://apnews.com/1f2d433c33bd485b85b4c59f34910f5e

Johnson: Russia investigation has to 'come to a close'
... [Friday in Kansasville addressing Union Grove CoC] "What I know right now, I don't think in any 
way, shape or form, Russia affected the results of the election. ... I think Robert Mueller is a man of 
integrity, you see the type of rigorous investigation he's undertaking. I wish James Comey would've 
done that with the Hillary Clinton email scandal, quite honestly." Johnson has been critical of the 
process ... [saying] Mueller "should resign" because of conflicts of interest, and ... investigations by 
the Senate and House should have been concluded before a special counsel was assigned. "The 
problem with a special counsel is it just gets out of control," Johnson said. "We need to bring this 
(investigation) to a close. We need to find some certainty. We have enormous problems facing this 
nation and having this over this administration's head is not a good thing."  
http://journaltimes.com/586794e0-37af-5f19-a788-6d9014ada0f5.html

Jake Leinenkugel is key player in ugly power struggle at the VA
Leinenkugel, the Wisconsin beer magnate who is now a senior adviser at the Department of Veterans 
Affairs, is among the aides feuding with Secretary David Shulkin. ... leadership crisis is based on 
interviews with 16 administration officials and other observers. Most spoke on the condition of 
anonymity to offer candid views. ... friction grew so intense that Ullyot, Leinenkugel and VA's 
legislative-affairs chief, Brooks Tucker, met regularly to plot the ouster of Shulkin and his top aides ... 
Leinenkugel advocated he take over as deputy secretary until a permanent replacement could be 
found. Ullyot declined to comment. Leinenkugel has said previously that he has routinely expressed 
his "concerns and suggestions for improvements." He did not return messages seeking comment for 
this report. Efforts to reach Tucker were unsuccessful. ... Last week, [VHA's] Sandoval ... appeared 
unexpectedly at the first meeting between new [COS] O'Rourke and [new health Deputy] Vojta ... told 
Vojta he was representing the White House ... inquired about Vojta's loyalty to Shulkin and Bowman. 
... Sandoval did not respond ... Cashour, VA's press secretary, said the meeting never happened.  
http://startribune.com/476385473

Ryan's Piecemeal Approach May Keep GOP Infrastructure Push Afloat
But speaker's strategy of multiple bills could complicate Senate passage ... keeps hope for one of the 
president's top policy priorities alive, while setting more realistic expectations for what will get done 
this midterm election year. ... "We think it's easier to break it into pieces," he said [to HD workers in 
Atlanta last week.] ... said the FAA extension ... to be the first infrastructure bill out of the gate. ... 
many lawmakers expect it to be attached to the fiscal 2018 omnibus ... [with] a "down payment" on 



infrastructure ... Other specific bills that Ryan said would be part of the piecemeal infrastructure 
overhaul include a longer-term FAA reauthorization, the biennial Water Resources Development Act 
authorizing water infrastructure projects like ports and inland waterways, and legislation to streamline 
the permit approval process. ... didn't mention the [$1.5T] grant programs, or some infrastructure the 
administration wants to fund like the energy grid, rural broadband and Veterans Affairs hospitals. He 
did mention reducing regulations ... [touted] "traditional infrastructure you're thinking of, which is like 
highways and roads and bridges [but panned Dem's Schuster-DeFazio plan to boost gas tax to fund 
dwindling Highway Trust Fund] ... if he can pass all or most of them out of the House, he can deflect 
blame to the Senate. "It could be challenging to get infrastructure done in light of everything else we 
have to do," Sen. John Thune ... [said] proposed $200 billion and some lawmakers want more -- is "a 
big problem." [Cornym dittoed.] ... "I've said all along: Ryan is ideologically opposed to the federal 
government funding a national transportation system," [DeFazio] said. "... I told President Trump if he 
wanted to do a real gas tax increase that he was gonna have to take on the speaker of the House 
and his leadership team."  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/ryans-piecemeal-approach-may-keep-gop-infrastructure-push-afloat

****************************************

April 17: WisPolitics Luncheon with Mayor Paul Soglin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday April 17 
with Madison Mayor Paul Soglin to discuss his bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP 
Gov. Scott Walker.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-mayor-paul-soglin-tickets-
43322492742

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.: Wisconsin Assembly Democrats kick-off event. Madison fundraising event.  
https://jwyjh41vxje2rqecx3efy4kf-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Madison-
3.12-Flyer.pdf
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From: Schwochert, James R - DOC <James.Schwochert@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Friday, March 9, 2018 12:45 PM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Brown, Kelli R - DOC

Cc: Beier, Kari J - DOC

Subject: RE: GBCI issues - confidential 

I will follow on this and let you know. 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2018 1:14 PM 
To: Schwochert, James R - DOC; Brown, Kelli R - DOC 
Cc: Beier, Kari J - DOC 
Subject: FW: GBCI issues - confidential  

Jim/Kelli: 

Can you shed some new information regarding  situation.  The string of e-mails are below.  I don’t 

necessary need to respond to him if in fact this is in the investigative stage or beyond.  Simply let me know and any 

recommendations that either of you have. 

Thanks, 

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From:  - DOC  
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2018 9:13 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Subject: RE: GBCI issues - confidential  

Yes sir, that would be useful for me to determine what my next step would need to be to resolve the issues.  

Thanks much!!  

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Thursday, March 8, 2018 8:20 AM 
To: Koehler, James A - DOC < > 
Subject: RE: GBCI issues - confidential  



: 

I have heard nothing regarding our past communications.  I can check if you want me to! 

Sincerely, 

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: - DOC  
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2018 8:11 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Cc: Koehler, James A - DOC 
Subject: FW: GBCI issues - confidential  
Importance: High 

Good morning,  

I have not heard anything regarding my below allegations of work rule violations occurring and would like to know if 

there is any intent to investigate or how this is being addressed?   

Thanks for your time,    

 

Email threads are below for your reference:  

: 
I believe, correct me if I am wrong, that we communicated that it would be difficult for me to assist in any manner if I 
could not share your concerns forwarded to me in an e-mail. So it is not surprising that someone contacted you 
regarding your concerns. I sincerely hope no one is harassing you over your contact with me and rest assured your 
employee and employment rights are important to all of us. If there is a specific issue you wish me to further investigate 
please let me know. 
Respectfully, 

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: - DOC  
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2017 10:36 AM 



To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Subject: FW: ? 

It appears that my email was shared or at-least that I sent one was shared to one of the persons listed in the complaint. 
Kidding or not harassment is starting regarding the interviews taking place, these statements are the exact definition of 
whistle blower.  
This is the environment we are working in.  
This is exactly why I stated in the email that everyone fears retaliation and I wished it to remain confidential.  

From: Schreiber, Patrice A - DOC  
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2017 10:15 AM 
To: - DOC 
Subject: RE: ? 

I was kidding you. I was going to see if he wanted to interview a different white shirt since you are not here tomorrow. 

He wanted to interview you and was wondering why you emailed him. He still wanted to interview you but you are not 
available.  

If you did not email him then someone else did and he thought it was you. 

Patrice Schreiber, HR Director 
2833 Riverside Drive 
Green Bay, WI 54307 
Green Bay Correctional Institution 
920-436-3310 

From: - DOC  
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2017 10:11 AM 
To: Schreiber, Patrice A - DOC 
Subject: ? 

What did you mean this morning when you said that Clements said I emailed him so he doesn’t really need to interview 
me?  

Also what did you mean when you said that it was all my fault?  

Thanks  

From: - DOC  
Sent: Wednesday, October 11, 2017 6:57 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC <Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov> 
Subject: GBCI issues - confidential  
Importance: High 

Issue’s stemming over the course of a year directly related to the management at GBCI.  

placed hands on me, rubbing my shoulders, verbalizing that I looked tense and should relax. I told him to get 

his hands off of me and he responded just relax and continued to rub my shoulders. This made me feel uncomfortable 

and it was an unwanted contact. I told him to stop however he continued. I witnessed him place hands on other 



supervisor’s as well. I discussed my displeasure with  after a few months and received the response that all 

of the supervisor’s, including her, are on the edge and she just wants to ride out her few years and leave, not create any 

waves. This is unacceptable. I fear retaliation similar to that imposed on other Supervisor’s here at GBCI if I were to 

pursue a complaint on the manner. What kind of a work place is that? Furthermore  sent an email which 

included the inappropriate touching by and weeks later no recourse. Therefore it is reasonable for me to believe 

nothing would occur.  

The retaliation I reference refers to several examples I have witnessed over the last year.  

1. was previously an on 1st shift for approx. 10+ years. Until one 

day  walked into the office and did not stand in his presence. It was normal with previous 

 not to stand, as they directed us not to. This  had not, however over 15+ years of past practice 

had been instilled in  Rather than delivering expectations to Supervisor’s the Warden stripped  of his 

investigation position, saying he was not qualified. Interesting that  received an award for his investigation 

contribution to the state, in the same time frame as he was stripped from being an investigator. was placed 

on 2nd shift. felt trapped and pursued promotion in an attempt to get back to 1st shift. He was promoted and 

then placed on 3rd shift. He currently is back on 1st shift.  

2. was the  for years under the direction of several different management regimes. 

It was evident that  and  did not agree on several topics and rightfully so  directives 

clashed with all Supervisors. Due to this continued clash  could not accept that he failed to lead  and 

removed him from admin and placed him in RSHU.  continued to get beat down with fix this, fix that, but 

management will not provide the tools to assist you in doing so. Then they tell that he has to work 1, 2 

and 3 shift hours in RSHU then the next day they pull him from RSHU and tell him he is on 1st shift line, stripping 

him of his Mon-Fri job knowing full well that he will not be able to get any desirable weekends off with vacation 

picks. This placed in tears and he called me stating that they had broken him. A man that has served the 

institution for so many years had been broken due to abuse of power and vindictive behaviors by his leadership. 

Luckily he was able to get a position 2.5 hours from his home to escape the torture that is GBCI.  

Further abuse of power/retaliation/disregard for 5 universal truths/etc..  

1. In 2016 Supervisor’s completed all their vacation picks. Shortly after  held a meeting asking how we felt 

about changing the schedule to that of Red Granites. (People from all over joke that GBCI is now Red Granite 

north as many of the same principles practiced at a medium institution are now being imposed at GBCI due to 

leadership ties to Red Granite.) We all voiced our displeasure with the schedule due to the increased days in a 

row worked, weekends off would be split in half, increased OT coverage, the fact that we just completed 

vacation picks which would be void due to the schedule change, increased burn out, lack of factual supportive 

data displaying advantages to the schedule, etc… However within hours  announced that we would be 

operating under the new schedule and we would all need to re-do our vacation picks. So another words he held 

a meeting to gauge the push back and how pissed the office would be and didn’t give any of our feedback a 

thought. He did state that if we were able to create a schedule that satisfied his needs he would gladly consider 

changing it. His needs were sups all here one day a week and 2 sups on third shift.  

How the schedule change directly affected me: My wife and I completed picks together as I was informed most of the 

office did. My wife was not able to change her vacation picks at the hospital and with the new schedule I was unable to 

get a majority of the vacation picks I had previously picked, I was denied 30+ picks, another supervisor was denied picks 

in which he had purchased plane and hotel accommodations already and ended up having to bite the cost of cancelling, 

he quit the DOC months after this. Furthermore my wife had reduced her hours at work to 32 after the birth of our child, 



in doing so she took of Thursday’s as my schedule called for me being off every other Thursday with the change I was 

now off Tuesday and Wednesday, had  had the decency to inform me of this my wife could’ve elected one of those 

days off. In 2017 this schedule displayed a true difference in vacation picks I went from being able to get desired dates 

off with my family and rarely 2-3 times in 2 years of being forced to being denied 27 vacation picks and being forced 

multiple times per month.  

We  created a schedule reducing consecutive work days (reduce burn out) reducing OT by 1-2 shifts per 

month, given sups every other weekend off again, increasing sups working per day on shift for 7-8 days of each month, 

increased the 3rd shift coverage, allowed for hearing officer position etc.. I presented the schedule with the list of 

advantages to the current schedule and  said no within 15 seconds and walked out of the office,  

was present for the disrespectful display. I then presented this schedule to .  presented as 

if he knew nothing about our schedule and kept arguing how 12 hour shifts are difficult to manage, however the 

schedule I was presenting does not have 12 hour shifts. I found that rather interesting as well considering the DOC 12 

hour pilot program and the fact the paper mills and other companies have been using 12 hour shifts for years. Any rate, 

he said it was decision however he would look at it. After two weeks of hearing nothing I figured I was being 

appeased and no looking was being done so I asked about the schedule and received the response, it’s  

decision. I question Schueler as to what he was able to determine were the beneficial comparisons of our current 

schedule to our proposed schedule and he simply repeated its  decision. What a pile of crap. How belittling and 

disrespectful to not acknowledge a unified concern. As one professional to another we should be able to extend one 

another more of a reasoning than because I said so. I displayed several points in which the entire office stated was 

advantages to the proposed schedule and neither  nor  could present why their current schedule is better. 

I’m not saying that they have to but it is an obvious problem and therefore invest some time to compare and decide 

which is better. If you can’t identify any advantage to the current schedule to our proposal then it causes turmoil that is 

not necessary just admit that this is a better schedule and implement it. I whole heartedly believe that because it was 

not their idea or does not affect their lives they do not care which is absolutely ridiculous. I told ,  and 

 this is why people are leaving and they said, leave, we will replace you.  

 School hallway procedures- A meeting was held asking for feedback/ideas on how to satisfy some proposed 

changes to school hallway operations. Teachers, officers, etc.. attend the meeting and offer criticism, 

alternatives; problems that they feel would need to be addressed prior etc.. at the conclusion of the listening 

session they announce that the changes go into effect in a couple days. Well what was the meeting for? Again to 

gauge the push back etc.. They do things backwards. Why ask for input if you disregard it and do what you want 

anyways, it just pisses people off even more. Poor leadership traits. Studies have proven this.  

2. Bed restraints- demands that we remove an offender from restraints for range of motion whether he 

wants to comply or not we will use force if necessary to remove him from restraints. What? Why on earth would 

you create a risk for officer safety by removing an offender from restraints the verbalizes his intent to batter 

staff if he is removed from restraints? We’re going to use force on an offender to force him into something that 

is his option? What is the gain vs risk in doing such? There is no way this is anything but abuse of power and 

neglect to officer safety.  



3.  called  and myself to office and shut the door. Began to question why I placed the 

term, “uprising” in the shift report. I explained that the shift report read interviewed offenders who mentioned 

uprising. I had previously talked to him on the phone regarding the matter as I felt it rose to the level of concern 

to inform people, which is the purpose of the shift report. He began to yell stating that I will not put that in the 

shift report, do you understand? I stated not really. He began yelling more stating that he is the biggest gang 

leader and that we do not question what he says we just do as we are told or he will find someone who will. He 

touched base on how it must be my generation, really. This man has never spoke to me other than to question a 

decision or yell, he knows nothing about me.  

4. called me in the office with  stating that he did not like my email. I questioned which one.  

stated the one about the Sniper team touring OSCI. Background-  and attending a GBCI Sniper 

training at the range and the  stated that he wanted the entire team to go to OSCI tour the facility and 

map out approaches, ranges etc.. to get data in preparation if we were ever needed and to get it done soon. So I 

contacted OSCI arranged the date, gate memo, etc.. and sent out the notification to staff when responded 

no just  and I would be going. I responded with that is not what the  had said. He took offense 

and stated in the closed door session that the  said those things to place a good supportive front to the 

team but had told him differently and this is the direction that was given and that I am not to question it 

especially in an email. I said so another words the  lied to the team and you’re yelling at me for calling 

out the lie. He said if you continue to send these emails questioning stuff you’re going to be moved to 2nd shift- 

abuse of power, vindictive behavior, and intimidation. I told him to go ahead and do what he has to do I’m not 

adjusting my moral compass to satisfy him or anyone else it is not my responsibility to own other peoples lies. 

This was the second time  had threatened to place me on second shift.  

5.  was yelling at management staff in a meeting for not sending staff to OSCI to assist with the recent 

searches during the lockdown.  attempted to speak and was cut-off by the  and told not 

to speak.  was never allowed an opportunity to talk. It was brought to light that the  was 

informed of the dates of need but failed to tell us and was shifting the blame to us. attempted to speak 

about his discontent with the treatment he just received and the  stated he didn’t care if the entire 

office quits or transfers, we’re going to do what he says or there will be consequences.  

6.  received a fine, negative law enforcement contact however I do not see an IR submitted. Policy 

reads negative law enforcement contact requires the completion of an IR, but apparently the rules don’t apply 

to upper management.  

7. , one of the most dedicate staff at GBCI has just been pulled from his 1st shift  

position. I’m not sure of any justification for such an action. I would conclude that it is directly related to the fact 

that he sent an email to Madison staff concerning the treatment he received during the meeting, mentioned 

previously in this letter.  

8.  head of maintenance put in his resignation yesterday. In speaking with he had no intention to 

leave however the management here is constantly belittling him and he won’t tolerate the mistreatment. I 

believe it is note- worthy that he took the same position at another company, interesting. Tells me it is not the 

job but rather the environment (people) in which you work for.  



Studies show that people typically don’t quit the jobs they quit the leadership.  

There are more incidents however you get the point. There is no five universal truths, respect to multidisciplinary teams 

who present different views from the  and an abuse of power/vindictive behavior occurring at GBCI. Staff have 

left and will continue to leave. It is stressful enough, stats prove, but to add this management into the mix creates an 

unbearable environment.  

I used to love my job which is evident in my past involvement as an FTO, Sniper, movement committee member, and 

seeking additional training to be more involved. However at this point in time I could care less about the institution 

because they obviously don’t care about their employees. I can’t wait to pursue my new career and escape this 

environment. I can’t imagine why anyone knowing what I know would consider staying, you have Cpts/Lts with years in 

being mistreated and abused, telling me that is what I have to look forward to, c’mon what future is that for anyone.  

I’d appreciate this being confidential so I too am not railroaded like  and so many others.  



From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 5, 2018 9:29 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 03.05.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Appreciation Night for Can Do Canines 
LOCATION: JCI 
DATE: March 5th

MEDIA: Eau Claire/Wausau markets 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Wisconsin Counties Association Board Meeting 
LOCATION: Jefferson Street Inn, Wausau 
DATE: March 16th

MEDIA: TBD 
STATUS: Approved 
NOTE: Secretary Litscher will be speaking to the board 

EVENT: SCOPES Program Interview 
LOCATION: SCI 
DATE: March 29th

MEDIA: Claire Sarafin, WQOW-TV 
STATUS: In process 
NOTE: Marshfield Clinic is a partner. 

EVENT: Mobile Welding Lab Interview 
LOCATION: PDCI 
DATE: April 4th

MEDIA: Bennet Goldstein, Dubuque Telegraph-Herald  
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Dairy Worker Training Program Graduation 
LOCATION: JBCC 
DATE: April 12th

MEDIA: Madison market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: KMCI Tour and Interview 
LOCATION: KMCI 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Emily Davies, WSAW-TV 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Wheelchair Program Interview 
LOCATION: RGCI 
DATE: Will be rescheduled 



MEDIA: Sarah Thomsen, WBAY-TV 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
MARCH 2 – MARCH 5 

MARCH 2

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Racine correction officer under investigation over social media posts
WTMJ-TV
A sergeant with the Racine Correctional Institution is being investigated because of his words, not his actions. The 
sergeant allegedly made the comments on our TODAY'S TMJ4 Facebook page a little more than a month ago on January 
29, 2018, while protesters were marching in response to two Racine Police officers shooting and Killing 26-year-old 
Donte Shannon. 

2 corrections staff resign, 1 demoted following handling of Lussier case
WSAW-TV
The Vilas County Sheriff said two corrections officers have resigned after they were placed on leave following their 
handling of a suspect who wanted to turn himself in, and was turned away. Sheriff Joe Fath said another corrections 
officer was suspended and demoted and two other face disciplinary action. 
Vilas County jailers punished for failures in wanted man case WAOW-TV

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

UPDATE: Jury finds man guilty in Portage Co. murder trial
WAOW-TV
A jury has found a Dane County man guilty of killing another man in what police called a Portage County drug deal gone 
bad. Kyle Engen was found guilty of second-degree intentional homicide, two separate charges of attempted second-
degree intentional homicide and the possession of a firearm as a previously convicted felon. 
Jury finds man guilty on all counts in Stevens Point 2016 homicide case WSAW-TV

UPDATE: Barron Co. man charged in connection with a death investigation now sentenced
WEAU-TV
The Barron County man charged in connection with a death investigation has been sentenced. Michael Wojciechowski, 
38, was sentenced Friday to three years and nine months in prison and three years of extended supervision in Barron 
County Court. 

Suspect in Eau Claire drug bust reaches plea deal
WQOW-TV
A suspect in a major marijuana bust in Eau Claire reached a plea deal. Blake Handrick pleaded not guilty to a federal 
charge of possessing marijuana with intent to deliver. Handrick and several others were accused of selling large 
quantities of pot and making a profit of $650,000. 

Family argument leads to 2 men shot near 13th and Cottage; no arrests
WITI-TV
Milwaukee police are investigating a double shooting that happened near 13th and Cottage on Saturday, February 24th. It 
happened around 12:40 p.m. According to police, two men sustained non-life threatening gunshot wounds during an 
incident surrounding a family argument. 

Two hurt after police chase, crash in Milwaukee
WISN-TV



Two people are in custody after a police chase and crash in Milwaukee. The crash happened around 1:00 a.m. Thursday 
near 38th Street and Capitol Drive. It appears that a car hit a tree and knocked down a street sign. 

TERMINATED

2 men arrested in string of 'unprecedented' area bank robberies, police say
WISC-TV
Madison police have arrested two Fitchburg men in connection with a string of robberies in the area. At a news 
conference Friday, Madison police Chief Mike Koval said 29-year-old Jonathon L. Thompson and 18-year-old Kiefah A. 
Marbra were arrested Thursday in connection with multiple ongoing bank robbery investigations that took place over 
about six weeks. 
Police arrest 2 men in connection with 9 Madison area armed bank robberies WMTV-TV
Police make arrests in string of recent bank robberies WKOW-TV

Man shot by Chase Bank security guard identified
WMTV-TV
Authorities have identified a man that died following a shooting during an attempted bank robbery in Madison on 
Thursday afternoon. The Dane County Medical Examiner’s Office said 35-year-old Luis Marty Narvaez of South 
Milwaukee was pronounced dead at the scene. 

New Info: Eau Claire officer cleared by DA in fatal July shooting
WQOW-TV
An Eau Claire police officer is cleared in the fatal shooting of a man last July. District Attorney Gary King said officer Jesse 
Henning was justified in the use of lethal force on July 22, 2017 during an incident that resulted in the death of Michael 
Caponigro. 

Green Bay police arrest suspect in Monday night Speedway robbery
WBAY-TV
Green Bay police made an arrest for the robbery of an east-side gas station, six hours after notifying the public they 
identified a suspect. The Speedway on East Mason St., near Abrams St., was robbed shortly after 10 p.m. Monday by a 
man who pulled a knife on the clerk. 

STATE NEWS

Jail staffers accused in Terrill Thomas death appear in court; 2 enter not guilty pleas to charges
WITI-TV
Three jail staffers accused in the death of inmate Terrill Thomas appeared in court on Friday, Mar. 2. The three accused 
face the following criminal charges: Obstructing an officer (Evans), Misconduct/office-act/inconsistent duty (Evans), and 
Neglect of resident of penal facility (Meadors & Ramsey-Guy). 

Commission picks Wolfe as interim elections chief
AP
The state Elections Commission has chosen a new interim administrator. The commission voted unanimously Friday to 
temporarily promote Assistant Administrator Megan Wolfe to the lead position and submit her name to the state Senate 
for confirmation as the permanent administrator. 

Wisconsin public employees, teachers own stock in a major gun manufacturer
WISC-TV, Amanda Quintana 
Wisconsin public employees, including teachers, own shares in a major gun company. Many of them are investing 
without even knowing. Since the shooting that killed 17 at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Florida, the public 
has been shining a light on the financial institutions and companies that support the firearms industry. Companies like 
Delta, Hertz and MetLife have severed ties with the National Rifle Association as a result. Wisconsin’s connection to the 



gun industry was first reported in the New York Times on Monday. The article named 11 other state pension funds that 
own shares in gun manufacturing. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Michigan prisons short 740 corrections officers, paying $70M in OT
Michigan News, Brad Devereaux 
As the inmate population drops in the state’s prisons, along with the number of guards, Gov. Rick Snyder says the 
Michigan Department of Corrections needs more money for staffing. There are about 740 vacancies for corrections 
officers, and about 50 officers are leaving each month, MDOC spokesman Chris Gautz said in February. 

Laid-off jail bosses sue sheriff, say he kept acupuncturist for inmates - but Dart denies it
The Chicago Tribune, Steven Schmadeke 
Seventeen former Cook County Jail commanders laid off amid budget cuts late last year are suing onetime boss Sheriff 
Tom Dart and other county leaders, alleging the firings were retaliation for trying to start a union. 

Amid nightmare flu season, FDA working on next year's vaccine
CBS News
With a nasty flu season still raging, it didn’t help that this year’s influenza vaccine was just 25 percent effective against 
H3N2, the dominant strain. So the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is bent on making sure next year’s flu shot works 
better, agency commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb said in a statement released Monday. 

MARCH 5

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Wisconsin doubles GPS monitoring despite five years of malfunctions, unnecessary jailings
Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism, Riley Vetterkind 
Cody McCormick spent much of the past seven years incarcerated or on probation after being convicted of fourth-
degree criminal sexual conduct in Minnesota. Since he had his supervision transferred to his home state of Wisconsin in 
late 2016, McCormick has been repeatedly thrown in jail. 

Opponents claim GPS monitoring violates civil rights; judges not so sure
Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism, Riley Vetterkind 
U.S. courts have not yet reached a final conclusion on whether GPS monitoring violates the civil rights of offenders, who 
find the devices socially embarrassing, physically uncomfortable and intrusive. 

Homeless offenders create gaps in Wisconsin’s GPS monitoring system
Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism, Riley Vetterkind 
Michael walked out of the Oshkosh Correctional Institution in April 2017 at age 60 with $140 to his name, a record as a 
sex offender and a GPS monitoring bracelet strapped to his ankle. 

Electronic monitoring pioneer wants less punishment, more reward
Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism, Riley Vetterkind 
Robert S. Gable and his late twin brother Kirkland invented the first electronic monitoring system for criminal offenders, 
tracking the location of at-risk teenagers and probationers in Massachusetts in the 1960s. Electronic monitoring has 
come a long way since then, but not necessarily to the liking of Gable, a professor emeritus of psychology at Claremont 
Graduate University in California. 

Minimum-security inmate who walked away from Waukesha work site in custody
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
A minimum-security inmate who walked away from a work release site was taken into custody Saturday night, according 



to a state Department of Corrections spokesman. Authorities were looking for Mario Jacobs, a minimum-security inmate 
who had walked away from a work release site in Waukesha County. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

US Marshals seek 4 high-value suspects convicted of various sex crimes
WITI-TV
They are not associated with each other and they likely have never met. But they seem to play by the same rules. Sex 
crimes have sent four men behind bars and they’ve all failed to stick to the terms of their supervised release according 
to the agent handling their cases. 

5 to be formally charged Monday in Wayne Valliere death
WSAW-TV
Five men arrested following the death of Wayne Valliere, Jr. are expected to be formally charged March 5 in Iron County 
Circuit Court. Valliere Jr., 25, was reported missing Christmas Day. He was last seen Dec. 22. 

Two men charged in connection with Eau Claire burglaries
WEAU-TV
Two men have been directly charged in connection to a string of burglaries across Eau Claire County. According to a 
criminal complaint filed Friday, 18-year-old Gavin Potter and 20-year-old Mark Dickinsen, both from Eau Claire, are 
linked to five burglaries at four houses during a six-month span. 

Man killed in chase, crash on Milwaukee's south side identified
WISN-TV
A man killed in a police chase and crash on Milwaukee's south side has been identified. Police said just before midnight, 
a Greenfield police officer tried to pull over the driver of a pickup truck for speeding, but the driver fled and the pursuit 
continued into Milwaukee. 

Flatoff trial to begin Monday
WLUK-TV
A felony murder trial is set to begin Monday morning at the Winnebago County Courthouse for a police shooting in 
December of 2015. Police officers shot and killed Michael Funk. But Brian Flatoff is charged in causing Funk's death while 
committing a crime. 

STATE NEWS

Missing North Carolina girl may be headed to Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
A missing 16-year-old North Carolina girl may be headed toward Milwaukee with an adult male, according to an alert 
issued by the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children Sunday. Abigail Allen was last seen in Jacksonville, NC 
Sunday. 

Opioid overdose among children nearly doubles, study says
CNN
The number of children admitted to hospitals for opioid overdose has nearly doubled since 2004, according to a new 
study. The study, which published Monday in the journal Pediatrics, looked at children between ages 1 and 17 who were 
admitted to hospitals and pediatric intensive care units with opioid-related diagnoses from 2004 to 2015. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Parenting in prison: Ohio nursery offers inmate moms, children a chance to bond
Cleveland.com
One-month-old Javon Jackson fidgets with his mom's jacket as he drinks from his bottle and holds her hand. His mom 



coos. Her friends laugh, and a precocious, 2-year-old toddler stops by and waves hi. In all, it is a typical, upbeat moment 
for any mother and child -- until prison officials tell Javon's mom, Janisha Meredith of Cleveland, that a head count is 
scheduled in 5 minutes. 

Court Date Ordered for Transgender Patient Fighting NH Department of Corrections
NH1
Kevin “Kelly” Gearhart of Manchester will have her day in court next week to argue why she shouldn’t be incarcerated at 
the Secure Psychiatric Unit at the men’s prison in Concord after pleading not guilty by reason of insanity to receiving 
stolen property, attempted theft and escape just over a year ago. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 



From: Beier, Kari J - DOC <Kari.Beier@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 1, 2018 12:24 PM

To: dave barlow

Cc: Litscher, Jon E - DOC

Subject: RE: Seniority

Mr. Barlow – I apologize for the delay in responding.  I’ve looked into your situation, and your seniority date is 
correct.   The reason for one’s departure does not play a part in calculations of seniority dates.  If you were informed 
differently, that was unfortunately in error.   

Below are the Administrative Code provisions related to continuous service dates and the 5-year rule: 

ER 18.02(2)(a)(a) Only the most recent period in continuous employment status in either the unclassified service 

under s. 230.08 (2), Stats., or as a permanent employee in the classified service or both shall be counted in determining 

an employee's length of continuous service. This excludes time served as a limited term employee or in those positions 

under s. 230.08 (2) (k), Stats., regarding youth camps and students respectively. The inclusion of time served in a 

project appointment is governed by s. ER 18.05 (3) and (4). ER 18.02 Note Note: Section 230.08 (2) (k), Stats., was repealed.  

ER 18.02(2)(b) (b) The continuous employment status of an employee eligible for annual leave shall not be 

considered interrupted if the employee:  

ER 18.02(2)(b)1. 1. Was on an approved leave of absence.  

ER 18.02(2)(b)2m. 2m. Left the service and is reemployed within 5 years, subject to the following:  

ER 18.02(2)(b)2m.a. a. Employment prior to leaving the service and upon returning to the service within 5 years 

must be as a permanent, classified employee or as an    unclassified employee other than a limited term employee.

Since you left state service and did not return within the five-year mark, your appointment is considered a new original 
appointment with a new seniority date.  We have no discretion on this.     

Thank you - Kari 

-- 

Kari Beier 
Director, Bureau of Personnel & Human Resources 
Phone:  (608) 240-5496 
Work Cell:  (608) 219-2357 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 9:00 AM 
To: dave barlow 
Cc: Beier, Kari J - DOC 
Subject: RE: Seniority 

Mr. Barlow: 
First let me apologize if I did not respond.  However if you wrote on October 22, 2015, as you state in your e-mail, I was 
not working in the department at that time.  If you meant 10/22/16 then I should have received your e-mail and should 
have responded.  I will forward this request to an individual who will assist me in getting you an answer. 
Respectfully, 



Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: dave barlow [mailto: ]  
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2018 5:24 PM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Subject: Seniority 

Mr. Secretary Jon Litscher  

    I sent this message to you on Octorber 22, 2015,  I did not hear from you or anyone. There are other officers 
that got their time back, after coming back from being fired or quitting.
  I started with the state on 04/23/2001 at the Wisconsin Resource Center, transferred to 

Oshkosh Correctional Institution in 2005. In 2008 I had to resign due to a Medical Illness. Before 

I resigned, the former HR At Oshkosh Correctional Institution and union representative said, I 

could come back and keep my time but my time would be adjusted. I asked about the 5 year 

mark. They told me because of my illness, they would over look the 5 year mark. I talked to 

other officers they told me to contact you about my seniority date. I am asking you for your 

help. I would just like my seniority back. I started back with Oshkosh Correctional Institution on 

04/04/2016. I feel it should be adjusted to 04/04/09. 

Thank you for your time 

Sincerely  

   David Barlow 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any accompanying documents contain 
information belonging to the sender which may be confidential and legally privileged. This information is only 
for the use of the individual or entity to whom this electronic mail transmission was intended. If you are not the 
intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or action taken in reliance on the contents of the 
information contained in this transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, 
please immediately contact the sender and delete the message. Thank you.  



From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 10:54 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 02.27.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Dog Program Interview 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: March 2nd

MEDIA: Amy DuPont, WITI-TV 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Appreciation Night for Can Do Canines 
LOCATION: JCI 
DATE: March 5th

MEDIA: Eau Claire/Wausau markets 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Wisconsin Counties Association Board Meeting 
LOCATION: Jefferson Street Inn, Wausau 
DATE: March 16th

MEDIA: TBD 
STATUS: Approved 
NOTE: Secretary Litscher will be speaking to the board 

EVENT: Wheelchair Program Interview 
LOCATION: RGCI 
DATE: TBD  
MEDIA: WBAY-TV 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Dairy Worker Training Program Graduation 
LOCATION: JBCC 
DATE: April 12th

MEDIA: Madison market 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
FEBRUARY 26 – FEBRUARY 27  

FEBRUARY 26  

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Man shoots, kills attacker during attempted robbery outside northwest side business: police
WISN-TV
a man fought back and shot another man who was trying to rob him early Monday in the parking lot of Milwaukee 



MachineTool Corporation in the city’s northwest side Silverswan neighborhood, police said. 
‘It’s a war zone:’ Workers not surprised after man shot, killed would-be carjacker in Milwaukee WITI-TV
24-year-old man shoots, kills 21-year-old man who attempted to rob him on Milwaukee's north side WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee Police: Man dies from injuries after being shot by man he tried to rob WDJT-TV

Five arrested in Forest County drug investigation
WAOW-TV
A four-month investigation into drug trafficking led to five arrests, according to a news release from the Forest County 
Sheriff’s Office. The Forest County Sheriff’s Office Drug Task Force made the arrests Monday, Feb. 12 after conducting 
multiple controlled buys in the area. 
Five arrested, others wanted in Forest County drug bust WJFW-TV
Nine charged in Forest County drug bust WLUK-TV

Ashland Co. man, 44, facing charges in counterfeit 20s case
WSAW-TV
The Park Falls Police Chief said they’re recommending a 44-year-old Glidden man be charged with uttering and bail 
jumping after he’s accused of passing counterfeit $20s. Keith Kerfoot is not in custody. 
UPDATE: Park Falls police refer counterfeit money charge against Ashland County man to DA's office WJFW-TV

Racine man facing homicide charge in Rosie's overdose incident
Racine Journal Times
A Racine man is facing charges for allegedly selling a fatal dose of heroin to a man who reportedly overdosed inside 
Rosie’s Restaurant. A charge was filed on Monday against Lawrence L. Price, 30, of the 1000 block of Grand Avenue. 

Meet Sanga Lynch
Social Development Foundation
When Sanga Lynch stumbled across an ad promoting a Social Development Commission training class, he saw it as a sign 
from above. Lynch ignored an earlier flier but when the same message appeared again in his Facebook feed, he paused. 
Coincidence?  Lynch didn’t think so. 

Trial begins for suspect in Stevens Point 2016 homicide case
WSAW-TV
A five-day trial began Monday for the Dane County man charged with the March 2016 fatal shooting of Deonta Lezine, 
21. Kyle Engen is charged with second degree intentional homicide. Engen told people he acted in self-defense, 
according to witness statements cited in court documents. 

Man found unresponsive at East Town Mall, arrested for heroin
WMTV-TV
Police responded to an unresponsive man who overdosed in the men’s bathroom at East Town Mall around 5:19 p.m. on 
Sunday. According to the Madison Police Department, when police arrived they gave the man Narcan to revive him. 

TERMINATED

Man arrested, allegedly pointed gun into victim's face, Madison police say
Wisconsin State Journal, Bill Novak 
A Madison man was arrested early Saturday morning after he allegedly pointed a gun into the face of another man. 
Maruice Carpenter, 28, was tentatively charged with pointing a firearm at another person, and possession of a firearm 
by a felon, Madison police said. 
MPD: Man points gun at victim after money dispute WMTV-TV
Madison man arrested on suspicion of pointing firearm WISC-TV

Athens man, 56, accused of sexually assaulting woman with dementia
WAOW-TV



A 56-year-old Athens man visiting an assisted living center in Rothschild had sexual contact with a woman who suffers 
from dementia and would be unable to consent to sex, according to a criminal complaint filed Monday. 

UPDATE: Man killed in Clark County crash identified
WSAW-TV
An 84-year-old man killed Saturday as a result of a traffic crash near Withee has been identified as Ambrose Schuh. 
Investigators said Schuh was west on Highway 29 when he signaled to turn right, but realized he was turning the wrong 
way and attempted to turn left from the right lane, crossing into the path of the milk truck. 
Turn from wrong lane kills pickup driver in Clark Co. WAOW-TV
One man killed in Clark County crash WQOW-TV

STATE NEWS

Group led by Eric Holder sues Scott Walker over vacant legislative seats
The Cap Times, Jessie Opoien 
A group led by former U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder on Monday filed a lawsuit against Gov. Scott Walker for his 
decision to leave two vacant legislative seats open for nearly a year. Seats in the state’s 1st Senate District and 42nd

Assembly District were vacated in late December when Walker appointed Sen. Frank Lasee, R-De Pere, and Rep. Keith 
Ripp, R-Lodi, to administrative positions. 

Onalaska Chief of Police tenders resignation
WQOW-TV
On Friday night, the Onalaska Police Chief, Jeffrey Trotnic, tendered his resignation. News 19 reached out to both 
Onalaska Mayor Joe Chilsen and City Council President Bob Muth, and both city officials did confirm Trotnic’s tendered 
resignation. 

Walker appoints new Jackson Co. DA
WEAU-TV
Gov. Scott Walker appointed Daniel Diehn to the position of Jackson County District Attorney. It happened Monday. 
Diehn will fill the vacancy created by the passing of Jackson County District Attorney Gerald Fox. 

Older workers see opportunity in Wisconsin job market
AP
Northern Wisconsin businesses that are having trouble finding employees are hoping to lure retirees to work or keep 
people nearing retirement on the job longer. Economic development experts say low unemployment rates, a lot of new 
workers and a growing number of people on the cusp of retirement have created a major demand for workers, 
Wisconsin Public Radio reported. 

Former Mosinee deputy fire chief sues to block release of 'defamatory' records
Wausau Daily Herald, Haley BeMiller 
The former deputy chief of the Mosinee Fire District is pushing back against the disclosure of documents about her 
employment and recent resignation from the department. Emily Dobeck resigned in late January, to be effective Feb. 10.

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Drone delivery to jail? VT bill aims to thwart that
Burlington Free Press
A bill presented by members of the Vermont House, if passed, would restrict how close to state correctional facilities 
people would be able to fly drones. Vermont Department of Corrections Deputy Commissioner Mike Touchette said this 
would help prevent contraband from entering facilities via drone and protect prison security practices from observation 
by outsiders. 



La. Dept. of Corrections sued for use of solitary confinement for mentally ill
The Louisiana Weekly
A lawsuit filed Feb. 20 in U.S. District Court in Baton Rouge alleges that Louisiana Department of Corrections officials and 
employees at the David Wade Correctional Center in Homer have subjected prisoners to cruel, harmful conditions that 
have either caused or exacerbated mental illnesses in inmates. 

Two Wende correction officers charged with trying to bring drugs into prison
The Buffalo News
Two correction officers at Wende Correctional Facility were arrested Saturday for allegedly trying to bring drugs into the 
maximum security prison in Alden, State Police said Monday. Gregory A. Sulkowski, 38, of Blasdell and James J. Keller, 
37, of Buffalo were both charged with first-degree promoting prison contraband and seventh-degree criminal possession 
of a controlled substance. 

FEBRUARY 27  

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

FOX11 Investigates violence against staff at Lincoln Hills
WLUK-TV
Wisconsin is moving forward on transforming the juvenile prison system. The state assembly unanimously passed a bill 
last week that would close Lincoln Hills by 2021, and replace it with small state facilities and county run facilities. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Man charged in November armed robbery near JoJo's
Racine Journal Times
A Racine man was charged with being party to attempted first-degree intentional homicide, among other charges, for 
his alleged role in a November armed robbery. Larice D. Evans, of the 1200 block of Racine Street, faces three felony 
charges relating to the Nov. 22 episode near JoJo’s Quick Market near 16th and Indiana streets. 

‘Didn’t have to die:’ Officials hope deadly shooting of would-be carjacker is a wake-up call
WITI-TV
A carjacking suspect was shot and killed by his would-be victim early Monday, Feb. 26 near 91st and Fond du Lac in 
Milwaukee, and we've learned the alleged carjacker also had a gun. It happened shortly before 5:50 a.m. near 
Milwaukee MachineTool Corporation. 

TERMINATED

McQuay sentenced to 41 1/2 years in prison for fatal shooting
Racine Journal Times
Nearly 2 ½ years after the fatal shooting of 14-year-old Vista Jackson, a Racine teen has been sentenced to 41 ½ years in 
prison. Her admitted killer, Keller G. McQuay, was sentenced Monday in Racine County Circuit Court. 

‘A bit surprising:’ 2 charged in wake of bar-time brouhaha outside West Bend Taco Bell
WITI-TV
Police are investigating a bar-time brouhaha at Taco Bell in West Bend that happened early on Feb. 17 -- and was caught 
on camera. It's led to charges against two men. The scene was outside of a Taco Bell drive-through around 2 a.m. on 
Saturday, Feb. 17. 

Convicted sex offender charged after allegedly providing childcare in Chippewa Falls
WQOW-TV
A convicted sex offender is charged, accused of babysitting children against his court order. Two parents told Chippewa 
Falls police that Joshua Kohlbeck provided childcare at his residence in Chippewa Falls 



EC man charged with sexual assault of a child faces up to 120 years in prison
WQOW-TV
An Eau Claire man faces up to 120 years in prison after he was charged with three counts of sexual assault of a child. A 
$10,000 signature bond was set for Trent J. Woodman Monday morning. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

16 inmates indicted after fight at Cook County Jail
The Chicago Tribune
A Grand Jury indicted 16 current Cook County Jail inmates on one count each in connection with a large fight that broke 
out in a maximum security unit this month. The charges of mob action came one week after the Feb. 16 melee, during 
which two inmates were so badly injured that they had to be treated at local hospitals, according to a statement from 
the sheriff’s office. 

Corrections officer assaulted by inmate on Feb. 15 has died, DOC secretary says
WPMT-TV
A corrections officer who was attacked by an inmate in mid-February at State Correctional Institution (SCI) at Somerset 
has died, according to a statement released by Department of Corrections Secretary John Wetzel. 

State allows private prison operator CoreCivic to investigate itself over inmate riot
The Republic
The state Department of Corrections has begun a criminal investigation into the inmates who rioted Sunday at Red Rock 
Correctional Center in Eloy, leaving a dozen inmates and two officers injured. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 



From: WisPolitics.com <news@wispolitics.com>

Sent: Monday, February 26, 2018 10:25 AM

To: jon.litscher@wisconsin.gov

Subject: MON News Summary: Walker tax cut, Lincoln Hills closure plan in jeopardy; Sanders 

stumps for Bryce
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MON News Summary -- 26 Feb. 2018

Exclusively for WisPolitics Subscribers - DO NOT FORWARD

Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/subscribers-only/news-summary/

****************************************

March 7: WisPolitics DC breakfast with U.S. Rep. Mike Gallagher and the Millennial Action Project

Green Bay-area Congressman Mike Gallagher joins Millennial Action Project President Steven Olikara, a Wisconsin 
native and UW-Madison graduate, to talk about top generational issues in the 2018 election year.  

Date: Wednesday, March 7.  

Time:  
Breakfast and check-in start at 8:30 a.m., with program going from 9 to 10 a.m.  

Location:  
AT&T Forum, 5th floor (near Union Station)  
601 New Jersey Avenue NW  
Washington, DC 20001  
https://attdcforum.com/  

Cost: $25  

PRE-PAYMENT REQUIRED. Click here to register and pay the $25 fee (put  
"March 7 DC event" in purpose of payment line):  
http://secured-site7.com/wispolitics/online_payment/

Partners: Wisconsin Alumni Association, UW-Madison  

Sponsors of the WisPolitics DC event series: Michael Best / Michael Best Strategies, WSP Health Solutions, AARP 
Wisconsin and Xcel Energy.  

****************************************

STORY TOPICS

- White house

- State government

TOP STORIES

Walker tax cut, Lincoln Hills closure plan in jeopardy
... Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald ... [said] he was cut out of 
negotiations between the governor and Assembly ... will have serious problems 
getting through the Senate with no changes. ... "I have a ton of questions [on 



- Federal 
government

- Local government

- Banking and 
investment

- Courts

- Culture

- Economy

- Education

- Elections

- Foxconn

- Health care

- Law and order

- Manufacturing

- Media

- Mining

- Public health and 
safety

- Real estate

- Editorials

- Columns

Lincoln Hills plan]. We weren't involved in the process at all. I wasn't invited to 
any meetings. I have a ton of concerns. ... They continue to cut deals between 
the governor and Assembly and I don't know why they think that will result in 
bills becoming law."... said the new system could be "completely unraveled" by 
a lawsuit. ... [Speaker VOs] said he's worked with individual senators -- including 
Sen. Van Wanggaard on the Lincoln Hills plan -- who could then work with 
Fitzgerald to get bills passed. ... no conscious decision to leave Fitzgerald out of 
the process. "I have learned negotiating with the Senate sometimes is like 
getting Jell-O to mold. ... If the Senate doesn't want to pass the tax cut, they can 
kill it and take the blame." Hasenberg for Walker: "We have been and will 
continue to work with both the Senate and Assembly to get positive things done 
for the people of Wisconsin." Fitzgerald said Senate committees continue work 
on the bills ahead of final session on March 20, "I can't believe they wouldn't 
come back and take some of the changes from the Senate." By Bauer of AP, 
WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/e5cbb674-c6dc-5952-9e1c-6fc51df80f30.html

Fitzgerald lists 'serious concerns' with juvenile prison plan, needs sheriff 
support
... "Everybody wants Lincoln Hills to be closed, and I think if the vote is 'should 
we actually get rid of that facility,' we'd probably have 32 senators in our 
chamber right now that would vote yes." ... issue is what to do after it closes. ... 
"I just am not there," Fitzgerald said [on "Capital City Sunday"]. "Instead of one 
Lincoln Hills you're going to have five Lincoln Hills? That doesn't make much 
sense to me." ... suggested that the Legislature close Lincoln Hills with a 
timeline of around 2021, allowing time for Walker to form a "blue ribbon 
commission" that includes sheriffs. ... also said a fix for Wisconsin's roads would 
likely be open road tolling "at some point in the future." ... called the one-time 
sales tax holiday recently passed by the Assembly "gimmicky," and wasn't sure 
how much Senate support there is for the $100 child tax credit ... thinks "the 
votes were there" for the tax credit a few weeks ago, but worries that the 
momentum for the bill slowed down in the Assembly. By Speckhard Pasque, 
CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b11f906a-114b-5513-ae83-ec903bca2603.html

Will suburbs where Trump struggled come through for Walker in 2018 
race?
... The battle for the suburbs is central to the 2018 election, thanks largely to 
President Donald Trump's weakness among college-educated voters. But 
roughly eight months out, the political signposts often seem in conflict with other 
[growing economy, tax cut hopes vs. Dem wins in special elections]. ... Signs 
abound that Trump is a political drag on his party among suburbanites, 
especially those with college degrees. But in Wisconsin, many of the same 
suburbs where Trump ran poorly in 2016 have a robust history of support for 
Gov. Scott Walker ... In interviews this month with dozens of [WOW counties] 
voters at a home improvement show, a pancake breakfast and a winter festival, 
there were few signs that Walker's southeastern Wisconsin base is wobbly. ... 
Trump lost the WOW counties badly to Ted Cruz in the 2016 Wisconsin primary. 
He won them in the general election against Hillary Clinton, but by disappointing 
margins. ... [in AD 59 special,] Rick Gundrum kept the seat in GOP hands. But 
he won by just 13 points. And the city of West Bend [which backed Trump in 



2016 by 29 points] ... voted narrowly Democratic, something that had happened 
just once in the past 40 years. [CD5 GOP chair Kiernan blamed low turnout, 
"People just weren't paying attention. But I don't think it's bad to have a wake-up 
call."] ... Part of the challenge for Republicans this fall is simply matching the 
breathtaking numbers they have put up in these communities in recent mid-
terms. ... Jim Wesp, a business owner in West Bend, said he was deeply 
bothered that Walker turned into a Trump supporter after once trying to rally 
opposition to Trump's nomination (an about-face made by virtually the entire 
GOP establishment). ... Views of Trump among WOW county voters were more 
positive in the dozens of interviews conducted for this story than they were in 
dozens of interviews conducted in the same counties on the eve of the 2016 
election. ... consistent with polling ... "They can say it is still (Walker's) base and 
they are right. And we can say that base can very well be weakened by 
reactions to him and reactions to Trump and to national Republicans," said 
[Dem pollster] Maslin. ... Well-known incumbents like Walker have "the ability to 
maintain their support to some degree in the face of national forces," said [MU 
Law pollster] Franklin. At the same time, he said, having some immunity to 
national forces "doesn't mean that you're completely immune." Rep. Neylon, biz 
columnist Torinus, some voters comment. By Gilbert, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/02/23/365172002/

Ryan declares, 'We're going to win,' while Sanders urges Dems to back 
Bryce
... During his remarks [Saturday] at the Country Springs Hotel, Ryan discussed 
the Feb. 14 mass shooting ... but made no mention of whether Congress will 
take up legislation. ... "we're all still praying and grieving; our hearts are still kind 
of sunk" ... [suspect] "slipped through a whole bunch of cracks. So, number one, 
we have to make sure that doesn't happen again. We have to make sure that 
people who are mentally unstable ... don't have the ability to go do this. It's 
important that we get to the bottom of this and fix this while preserving citizens' 
rights. ... [Dems] are going to try and psych all of us out, so that we can say, 
'Oh, gosh, midterm elections are so hard,'" said Republicans would work hard, 
pass reforms and win, drawing sustained applause from the audience. ... 
Speaking to an overflow crowd at Memorial Hall in Racine, Sanders ... sought to 
portray Ryan as working for moneyed interests ... while saying Bryce represents 
the interests of hard-working families. "Randy is not just running against Paul 
Ryan ... he is running against all of corporate America," Sanders said. "He is 
running against Wall Street, he is running against the Koch brothers and the 
entire billionaire class." ... resurrected many of the themes from his 2016 
presidential bid, including income inequality, stagnant wages and the need for 
greater access to affordable health care. ... In America, nobody who works 40 
hours a week should be living in poverty." ... drew repeated cheers from the 
crowd as he ticked off his signature issues, including "Medicare for all. In every 
other major country on earth ... health care is a right, not a privilege. ... 
American people understand that there are common-sense gun safety laws that 
can and should be passed." ... Bryce said he was awe-struck to be on the same 
stage with Sanders ... "This time last year I was hanging off the side of the 
Northwestern Mutual building ... I first got a call from the Sanders campaign ... to 
ask if there were any job actions where Senator Sanders could be helpful. And 
that just kind of blew me away." echoed many of Sanders' points [including 



$15/hr min wage and Medicare for all] ... "It is clear that this Congress has no 
idea of what it's like to be in the middle class today. ... We need someone who 
will help pass the Butch Lewis Act so that the pensions that working people 
have been paying into their entire lives are secure." ... [supports $$$ for] opioid 
crisis "so that people who are addicted because of the greed of drug companies 
can get back on their feet" and a pathway to citizenship for DACA "so that the 
American dream doesn't die." By Glauber and Barrett, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/02/24/370298002/

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Wisconsin Democrats Encouraged By President's Call For Gun Restrictions, Rep. Moore Says Trump's Positions Avoid 
Bigger Discussion On Whether Civilian Should Be Able To Own Assault Weapons: Dem US Reps. Moore, Kind, Pocan 
comment, GOP US Rep. Gallagher statement.  
https://wpr.org/wisconsin-democrats-encouraged-presidents-call-gun-restrictions

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- New spending and tax cuts to cost more than $700 million under actions by Wisconsin lawmakers  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/23/new-spending-and-tax-cuts-cost-more-than-700-millionlawmakers-
rush-pass-more-than-700-million-new-sp/365260002/

- No experience necessary, Recent law school grad [Sean Brown] will oversee $14 million budget, 140 employees in 
consumer protection/trade division ... Harsdorf announced Brown's appointment in an internal departmental posting 
obtained by Isthmus. She said Brown, in his recent state government post, "performed General Counsel legal duties for 
the Division of Industry Services and prosecuted professional licensing violations through the administrative law process." 
She noted he completed law school, but did not mention his graduation date. She also did not cite any experience related 
to consumer protection or trade practices. DATCP's COsh comments.  
https://isthmus.com/news/news/no-experience-necessary-datcp-sean-brown/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Baldwin urges bipartisan gun changes ... Baldwin, who said she owns a gun, said Wisconsin has a strong hunting and 
fishing culture and support for the Second Amendment. However, she said 97 percent of the population would agree on 
common sense safety measures.  
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180223/baldwin_urges_bipartisan_gun_changes

- PolitiFact: After Parkland, Paul Ryan cites law on mentally ill and guns, but it has limited reach ["Remember, we do have 
laws on the books designed to prevent people with mental illnesses from getting firearms."] ... A federal law [1968 Gun 
Control Act], and some state laws, do prohibit people adjudicated as "mentally defective" or involuntarily committed to a 
mental health facility from possessing a gun. But experts say that standard includes people who do not pose a danger to 
others. And it does not account for a much larger set of people who might be dangerous but have not been diagnosed 
with, or treated for, a serious mental illness. ... our rating is Half True.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/feb/26/paul-ryan/wake-parkland-paul-ryans-claim-about-laws-aimed-st/

- 'Get to the bottom of this:' House Speaker Paul Ryan talks gun reform during Waukesha visit  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/24/get-to

- Speaker Ryan: Shooter 'Slipped Through a Bunch of Cracks'  
https://newsmax.com/politics/paul/2018/02/25/id/845343/

- Ryan: Shooter "slipped through the cracks"  
https://tmj4.com/news/local-news/speaker-paul-ryan-shooter-slipped-through-the-cracks

- Ryan Addresses Florida School Shooting, Midterm Elections During Pewaukee Event  



https://wpr.org/ryan-addresses-florida-school-shooting-midterm-elections-during-pewaukee-event

- Stalled Effort to Ban 'Bump Stocks' Illustrates Challenge of Changing State Gun Laws  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/02/23/stalled-effort-to-ban-bump-stocks-illustrates-
challenge-of-changing-state-gun-laws

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Mayor Tom Barrett unveils housing plan for Milwaukee: 10 years, 10,000 new or improved households  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/02/25/mayor-tom-barrett-unveils-housing-plan-milwaukee-10-years-
10-000-new-improved-households/361501002/

- 'Sanctuary cities' bills [AB 190, SB 275] quietly not voted on  
http://journaltimes.com/8c98e26f-9e30-561e-ab77-5dc2d1b1c611.html

- Agenda: 'Dark store' help for East Town Mall, De Pere roundabout, Bullfrogs, Zima ethics hearing  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/02/25/agenda-dark-store-refund-east-town-mall-pere-roundabout-
mcdonalds-bullfrogs-ashwaubenon-zima-ethics/361426002/

BANKING AND INVESTMENT ^top^
- Dairyland State Bank joining Superior Choice Credit Union ... will operate under the Superior Choice Credit Union name 
and charter. Existing employees of both organizations will be retained.  
http://businessnorth.com/4d1da3ae-1661-11e8-9439-776dec298bff.html

COURTS ^top^
- WI labor unions file lawsuit over Act 10, saying it violates free speech ... Operating Engineers of Wisconsin Local 139 
and Local 420, argues that Act 10 violates free speech and free association ... "has caused and continues to cause 
irreparable injury to the unions." [Defendants are Walker, Schimel, WERC chair Daley.] ... filing is on the heels of a case 
to be heard at the U.S. Supreme Court, Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, that is 
trying to overturn a previous decision, from Abood v. Detroit Board of Education. The Abood case held that all employees 
covered by a union contract must pay union dues but those funds cannot be used for political purposes. ... "Act 10 is 
constitutional and it will be upheld as it has been in the past, regardless of the outcome in Janus," Walker spokesman 
Tom Evenson said. Plaintiff atty. Sweet comments.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/02/24/370280002/

- Supreme Court hears Eau Claire case, Conservative lawyer [WILL's Esenberg] grilled by state justices on dispute over 
TIFs ... [AG] Schimel is backing the city in the case saying if the challenge is successful it could affect the $10 billion 
Foxconn project in Racine County where the village of Mount Pleasant has approved a $764 million TIF district for the 
Taiwanese manufacturer.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Daily-Updates/2018/02/23/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Supreme-Court-hears-EC-
case-div.html

- Kringle company name at center of lawsuit ... O&H Danish Bakery ... filed a lawsuit Feb. 20 in circuit court against 
Elkhorn-based Wisconsin Kringle Co. and its registered agent, Val Secor. ... alleges Secor and his company used 
knowledge he obtained through work, which is not available to the general public, to start a competing business that has 
allegedly caused damage to O&H.  
http://journaltimes.com/17d86a87-d06d-5327-a2b6-a354035e3609.html

- Once again, it's conservative v. liberal for high court race  
https://isthmus.com/news/news/once-again-conservative-v-liberal-for-high-court/

- [DouglasCo] Court orders placement of out-of-county [Superior] sex offender [in Beloit] ... comes just as a bill passed the 
Wisconsin State Senate aimed at requiring counties to place certain offenders cleared for release in their home counties 
following treatment. Dem Rep. Spreitzer said Assembly removed Senate amendment.  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180223/court_orders_placement_of_out-of-county_sex_offender

CULTURE ^top^
- Racial incident reported at Franklin High School for second time in four weeks ... Stephon Chapman, a small forward for 
the Horlick High School Rebels, said fans in the Franklin student section made monkey noises when he lined up to take 



his free throw ... After the game, he said, a white male adult shouted a racial slur at players, most of them African-
American, as they boarded their bus. ... "It felt so disrespectful," he said, noting that opposing players were not part the 
problem. "But our coach was really good. He just kept saying we don't stoop to that level."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/02/24/racial-incident-reported-franklin-high-school-second-time-four-
weeks/370101002/

- Taking a stand, A new book gives context to the tradition of activist athletes  
https://isthmus.com/arts/sports/we-matter-gives-context-to-the-tradition-of-activist-athlete/

ECONOMY ^top^
- Legal marijuana brings new sales to Pope Scientific of Saukville ... Orders for their sophisticated distillation apparatus -- 
to the unschooled eye, tangles of tubes, flasks and valves -- were flowing in, but Pope's leaders weren't saying much 
about where they were going. ... were for "industrial customers." ... No more. ... It advertises in publications such as 
Marijuana Business Daily and Marijuana Venture. It established a special cannabis-oriented website separate from its 
mainstream business site. It even set up an Instagram account. ... "It's funny," [VP] Segal said, pointing to the 55-year-old 
company's decades of experience building distillation equipment for laboratories and for companies producing such things 
as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, foods and fragrances. "For us it's a lot of the same schtick. We've been there." ... Thirty 
states and the District of Columbia have legalized medical marijuana. Eight of those states, and the district, allow 
recreational use. ... trend [New Frontier's Kaiga said] is toward other cannabis-infused products ... "I can tell you that that 
sector has increased our revenue significantly," he said. "Let's just say 'very significantly.'" GreenWave Advisors' Karnes 
wrote AG Sessions' implied crackdown is "just noise."  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/02/25/365310002/

- Milwaukee Bucks arena: Breakneck pace reaching final stages; major decisions to come  
https://jsonline.com/story/sports/nba/bucks/2018/02/26/milwaukee-bucks-arena-breakneck-pace-reaching-final-stages-
major-decisions-come/367579002/

EDUCATION ^top^
- Wisconsin Association of School Boards: Conversation about arming teachers should start at local level ... "Armed 
Educators (and trusted people who work within a school) love our students and will protect them," Trump tweeted 
Saturday. "Very smart people. Must be firearms adept & have annual training. Should get yearly bonus. Shootings will not 
happen again - a big & very inexpensive deterrent. Up to States." WASB's Butler on "Gousha" doesn't think there's a top-
down, one-size-fits-all solution, suggested asking local police, liability carriers and teachers for input, called Assembly bill 
granting armed safety officers "a step in the right direction," but noted K-4 not included and grant funding is uncertain. 
Senate Majority Leader Fitzgerald on "Capital City Sunday" has not discussed armed security guards, but has pondered 
more electronic security or structures like corridors or vestibules outside entrances to better identify threats.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b61cde37-cb87-5f7b-b566-26e7e8b714e3.html

- COP model in Unified schools helps reduce student citations  
http://journaltimes.com/5aef7522-1c8e-50fc-8afd-b4bf04763349.html

- Red Caboose day care teacher who confronted armed [meat cleavers] intruder in 2004 retires after 38 years  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/ca169043-b117-57b7-97a4-d0003da82c01.html

- Baldwin proposes legislation to make tuition free at two-year colleges ... "With a stronger investment in job training and 
workforce readiness, the America's College Promise Act [modified from last session] can help get workers back on their 
feet through rough transitions and ensure that job-seekers will have the skills that businesses are looking for in this 
economy," Baldwin told about 45 people gathered at Fox Valley Technical College's Public Safety Training Center. ... In-
demand credentials or certificates would be emphasized ... "There are shifts that we see in various sectors, or major plant 
closures for example, where people need retraining, they may be going back, they may be returning, they may be 
upgrading their skills for a better-paying job and we want to make this opportunity available to all," she said. ... FVTC 
President Susan May told the gathering that every week she hears employers' concerns about the future workforce, the 
growing shortage of working-age people in Wisconsin and the skills gap.  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/02/23/366953002/

- Disaster Capitalism Hits Higher Education in Wisconsin, The president of the University of Wisconsin System is trying to 
reconcile a well-funded assault on public institutions with the state's deep blue sea of support for accessible education. ... 
Recognizing that the access and affordability the UW Colleges provide throughout this predominantly rural state could 
well make this move controversial, Cross kept the merger a secret between him and the regents, surprising even the 
current UW Colleges chancellor with an announcement in October. ... Recognizing that "the search for truth" can be a 



complicated pursuit, Chapter 36 linked its lofty mission to iron-clad protections for tenure and academic freedom and 
affirmed the centrality of democratic governance to these pursuits. ... have now come under ALEC-funded fire from 
Governor Walker, state legislators, and the governor-appointed Board of Regents. ... As yet, it is unclear what the merger 
plan will mean for the fate of these institutions ... A recent "No Confidence" resolution by the UW Stout Student senate 
termed Cross's leadership "ruinous." If the purpose of university administration is to provide broad access to democratic 
public higher education, they are correct.  
https://thenation.com/article/disaster-capitalism-hits-higher-education-in-wisconsin/

- Preparing for Siena Catholic Schools: Catholic schools grading and assessment evaluated  
http://journaltimes.com/ef0fc91a-fea2-5986-aa93-b9ee883b5714.html

- Janesville School Board will consider new salary structure for teachers  
http://gazettextra.com/news/education/janesville-school-board-will-consider-new-salary-structure-for-
teachers/article_85147320-6d59-516c-befb-e5bc982aad18.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Ryan: 'We're going to win' despite midterm challenges, Democrats in Washington are increasingly optimistic that they 
can slip 24 GOP held seats to take back the majority in the House. 20:50 video of Ryan's speech  
http://wisn.com/article/paul-ryan-were-going-to-win-despite-midterm-challenges/18714478

- Ryan speaks at Lincoln Reagan Dinner in Pewaukee  
http://wisn.com/article/paul-ryan-speaks-in-pewaukee/18708287

- Sanders campaigns for Bryce in Racine  
http://journaltimes.com/370c1bbe-9d2d-51ec-acbb-240fef04e8aa.html

- Ryan: 'We're going to win' despite midterm challenges [AP]  
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/paul-53348349

- Sanders Wants to Be a Kingmaker in the Race for Congress, In Wisconsin, the senator is fomenting a working-class 
Rust Belt insurrection against Trump. ... Sanders carried Wisconsin's first district (and won all but one county in the state) 
during the 2016 primary, so he's a good hype man to have. But Bryce, who is still a longshot against one of the most 
powerful (and well-funded) politicians in America, is just one part of a broader push by Sanders to leave his mark on the 
2018 elections. ... On Friday he rallied with Chuy Garcia, a Cook County commissioner who is the odds-on favorite to 
replace retiring Rep. Luis Gutierrez, and Pete D'Allesandro, a top Sanders campaign staffer in Iowa who is now vying for 
the Democratic nomination to take on Rep. David Young in the state's third congressional district. Garcia's district is safely 
Democratic; D'Allesandro is running in a district Democrats have made a top target in their bid to retake the House. 
Sanders has also endorsed former NAACP president Ben Jealous, another campaign ally, in the Democratic primary for 
governor of Maryland.  
https://motherjones.com/politics/2018/02/bernie-sanders

- Sanders makes campaign stop in Racine for Randy Bryce  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/24/sen-bernie

- Bon Iver's Manager Announces Run for Congress in New 'Wisconsin' Video  
http://variety.com/2018/politics/news/bon-1202709367/

- Chi-Hi grad, Bon Iver manager makes Congress run against Duffy  
http://chippewa.com/4c383f72-f648-572c-86b3-c6afd9388cc8.html

- Found: Good candidates, The Wisconsin Democratic Senate Committee is on a promising path  
https://isthmus.com/opinion/democratic-senate-committee-candidates/

FOXCONN ^top^
- Carthage to host public forums about Foxconn impact ... The public forums in the next few weeks will address the future 
Foxconn's potential effects on the region, and the national and international trends that the Foxconn project embodies. 
Panelists will include community leaders and Carthage faculty from a variety of academic departments.  
http://journaltimes.com/23c50aff-beee-5e5b-aa7f-7d591c934c59.html



HEALTH CARE ^top^
- SMS event focuses on drug abuse trends, treatment ... The Community Drug Addiction Awareness event runs 5:30-8:30 
p.m. Monday at Superior Middle School. It includes free food, speakers, local resource tables and more.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/crime-and-courts/4408032-updated-sms-event-focuses-drug-abuse-trends-treatment

- All work, no pay: Area home health care provider shuts doors as payments for services rendered fail to come, Some 
firms hired by the state to arrange care for Medicaid patients have so far not paid a Chippewa Valley home health provider 
... Those MCOs owe Home Helpers a total of $185,000, with one of them, Inclusa, accounting for about $168,000 of the 
uncollected bills, Phillips said, arguing that few small businesses could survive with such a high accounts receivable 
balance. Phillips provided a spreadsheet purporting to show hundreds of unpaid bills Home Helpers submitted to Inclusa 
over more than two years.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/25/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-All-work-No-pay-div.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Wanggaard bill targeting human trafficking passes ... [SB 541] will now head to Gov. Scott Walker's desk for approval. ... 
allowing the DOJ to issue administrative subpoenas to hotels to obtain basic guest information if there is a reasonable 
suspicion of human trafficking activity.  
http://journaltimes.com/ba74acc7-c73c-5b35-8462-83c65824a4e2.html

- Trotnic confirms his resignation as Onalaska police chief ... would not elaborate  
http://lacrossetribune.com/9d06e4d9-b268-5007-bb99-570fb0a9ba4d.html

MANUFACTURING ^top^
- Senator Tammy Baldwin visits Beloit company ... Fairbanks Morse has supplied American made diesel engines to the 
U.S. Navy and Coast Guard for over 70 years. "Too often we've seen policies that have eroded Wisconsin's and 
America's manufacturing base. Certainly when we're using taxpayer dollars, your dollars, we ought to be making 
commitments to America's inputs and American workers," said Baldwin. ... will formally introduce the Made in America 
Shipbuilding Act after Congress returns to session next week  
http://wifr.com/content/news/474913233.html

- [Baldwin] Legislation could give 30 percent business boost to Fairbanks  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180223/legislation_could_give_30_percent_business_boost_to_fairbanks

MEDIA ^top^
- Kratz: New docu-series on Avery case will 'finally' bring out the truth ... "Convicting a Murderer," an eight-part 
documentary that pledges to take a wider view ... Documentary filmmaker Shawn Rech of Cleveland will oversee the 
project, which is set to air in the fall of 2019. The documentary, which has yet to be sold, will be filmed in Appleton. It will 
be produced via Transitions Studio. Netflix is working on a sequel to "Making a Murderer," but no release date has been 
announced.  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/local/steven-avery/2018/02/26/kratz-new-docu-series-avery-case-finally-bring-out-
truth/366802002/

MINING ^top^
- Assembly in late-night move tailors language to help controversial Wisconsin sand-mining project. ... last-minute 
amendment to a wetlands bill, were written to benefit Meteor Timber ... planning to build a sand-processing plant and rail 
spur near I-94 in Monroe County catering to the frac sand industry. ... land now features a rare hardwoods swamp, and in 
May the [DNR] approved the company's plans to destroy 16.25 acres of wetlands in exchange for the company making 
other environmental improvements. Clean Wisconsin's Feinauer: "It's clear that the DNR had been leaned on, muscled 
into a permit." ... At an administrative proceeding that starts Monday in Tomah, the groups [Clean WI, MEA] will present 
testimony from a retired wetlands specialist [Trochlell] who worked on the case and says agency staff were pressured by 
higher-ups at the DNR into making a decision in favor of Meteor. ... A representative of Meteor described the 
environmental groups as an "angry, uninformed vocal bully trying to put a stop to an environmentally conscious resource 
development." Rep. Hebl OK with bill, objected to last-minute Tusler amendment. DNR's Dick no comment, Tusler did not 
respond.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/23/assembly-late-night-move-tailors-language-help-controversial-
wisconsin-sand-mining-project/368817002/



PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- Area departments hold major emergency drill, Exercise simulated a major fire in downtown Rhinelander  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=47&ArticleID=80546

REAL ESTATE ^top^
- 'Dark store' issue reveals ironies and more questions ... some of the state's biggest big-box retailers have been 
exploiting a loophole in Wisconsin law to avoid paying their legitimate share of property taxes in their communities. In 
what was an act of frustration, the Pleasant Prairie Village Board passed a resolution last week "to protect local 
businesses, apartment owners and homeowners from tax shifts relating to the Dark Store ... tax loopholes." ... [Sen. 
Wirch] legislation to close the tax loopholes has been drafted and has collected bipartisan support. However, Republican 
leadership in the Legislature blocked it from being heard.  
http://kenoshanews.com/696ccda5-7057-534f-89d8-d42d8574f54b.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- RJT editorial: Women should be able to opt for tubal ligation ... disturbing new All Saints hospital policy ... will prohibit 
women at its facilities from getting tubal ligations ... takes effect in July.  
http://journaltimes.com/50d31aee-baf4-5575-af64-498e3e7b2c0a.html

- WSJ Editorial: Of course police officers should stay in Madison's high schools  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/15b48e1b-461b-5e2b-a388-4d621f80521d.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Dave Zweifel: Gun control comes down to the voters  
http://host.madison.com/ct/2d533fd0-3dc0-5e9c-8fda-0893a984ce31.html

- A.J. Nino Amato: Gun restraining order law could help protect children  
http://host.madison.com/ct/87c9a2ba-6ceb-5ea7-a70d-da44936889c9.html

- Emily Mills: After Florida school shooting, ditch the NRA and spineless politicians and follow the kids  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/02/23/after-florida-school-shooting-teens-change-gun-
debate/365331002/

- Neil Willenson: Dear Emma Gonzalez: After Parkland shooting, your brave movement may change the gun debate  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/02/22/emma-gonzalez-after-parkland-school-shooting-your-
movement-inspires/362905002/

- Sen. Leah Vukmir: Don't believe the lies -- Wisconsin women win with Walker ... For far too long, society has tolerated 
the left's justification for the murder of unborn babies because they have so creatively messaged this horrific act as a 
women's health issue. Sorry ladies, I'm the type who calls it like I see it. You are not pro-choice, you are pro-abortion. 
Your watered-down terminology is a societal cop-out, particularly when one considers the likelihood that many of those 
murdered babies were likely going to grow up as strong, independent women -- so much for their health. ... I will not stand 
by silently while women claim we are only strong thanks to government. Women are courageous and diverse. Instead of 
embracing our differences and enabling us through expanded liberty and individual responsibility -- liberals want us 
brainwashed and indebted to them. The left's policies fail women ... With Republican leadership, women are empowered 
and succeeding. To say otherwise is false, and I won't let my Democrat colleagues perpetuate these lies.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/295671f7-2031-5473-b7ba-c64d05ff1eff.html

- Christian Schneider: Send us your cash: How foreign investors could help protect Wisconsin's way of life  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/02/23/foreign-investors-could-protect-wisconsin-
culture/367535002/

- John Nichols: Lower the Voting Age to 16, Young people who are smart enough and engaged enough to shape the 
debate about gun violence are smart enough and engaged enough to vote.  
https://thenation.com/article/lower-the-voting-age-to-16/
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Thursday: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 with U.S. Sen. 
Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-41889783470

****************************************
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TOP STORIES

Screnock, Dallet advance to April 3 general election
... Screnock piled up huge advantages in Waukesha, Washington and Ozaukee 
counties and also won handily in Kenosha and Jefferson counties. With most of 
the ballots counted, he had 46% of the vote. In Milwaukee County, Dallet won 
over Screnock while Burns trailed badly. Dallet also overwhelmed Burns in his 
home of Dane County. Statewide, Dallet had 36% to Burns' 18%. Screnock: 
"She's asked voters to vote for her so she can advocate for positions. It's a 
platform of being an advocate from the bench." Dallet: "Judge Screnock is 
clearly supported by the Republican Party, hashtag Wisconsin right, the 
recipient of $1 million of special interest money so far and is going to continue to 
just do the bidding of special interest money and of his political allies." Burns: "I 
obviously have been pretty vocal about my concerns about the right wing of the 
Republican Party. I just disagree so much with (Screnock's) political views. I 
believe it will impact him as a judge." More analysis. By Marley and Glauber, 



- Economy

- Education

- Elections

- Health care

- Law and order

- Manufacturing

- Minnesota

- Public health and 
safety

- Real estate

- Regulation

- Retail

- Utilities

- Editorials

- Columns

MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/20/352693002/

Assembly sends reinsurance legislation to Gov. Walker's desk
... 79-16 ... with 19 Democrats ... would allow the state to seek a federal waiver 
to offer a reinsurance program, [$50M state, $150M fed] covering 80 percent of 
medical claims costing between $50,000 and $250,000. ... Rep. Novak said plan 
will cut premiums 2% by 2020. ... The state Senate also approved the bill on 
Tuesday. By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/cf98fbe9-d59c-5e16-8cde-4665efc9c20e.html

In local stop, Walker touts his bill as ACA fix
Reinsurance plan would help lower premiums for those buying coverage in 
private marketplace ... "The acknowledgement is that the folks in Washington, 
who got elected saying they were going to repeal and replace Obamacare, they 
haven't done it after a year ... and I'm not waiting to fix the problems," Walker 
said in a stop at HSHS Sacred Heart Hospital. "Washington's failed, and we're 
going to lead." By Lindquist, EAU CLAIRE LEADER TELEGRAM  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/20/In-local-stop-Walker-
touts-his-bill-touted-as-ACA-fix.html

Assembly approves $50 million rural economic development program
... a measure Walker has said applies to 56 of the state's 72 counties. ... Despite 
some Democratic criticism of its timing, the bill passed unanimously. The bill has 
not yet been taken up by the Senate. Rep. Tranel led cheerleaders, "Coming 
from a rural part of Wisconsin, I can tell you firsthand how important is is and 
how vital it is that we invest in rural Wisconsin," won amendment directing 
WEDC to prioritize grants for underserved communities in rural counties. Dem 
critics like Shankland argue pittance, "This is going to give (rural communities) a 
tiny little piece, maybe a blueberry or an apple, but they want a whole piece of 
the pie." By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/80c16edf-f7d5-50d0-ae1c-09590b2e35ea.html

Senate passes welfare reform bills; 'Public assistance should be a 
trampoline, not a hammock'
... [voted on party line] to increase the current 20-hour per-week work or job 
training requirement for able-bodied adults to 30 hours and include parents with 
school-aged children ... to require drug screening, testing and treatment ... for 
public housing. ... prohibit anyone from receiving food stamps and other 
Medicaid benefits if they own a home worth double the median value -- or about 
$321,000. ... all previously passed the Assembly and now go to Walker. Guv 
statement: "We believe public assistance should be a trampoline, not a 
hammock. These reforms will help people move from government dependence 
to true independence through the dignity that comes from work. I thank the 
Legislature ... especially Speaker Robin Vos and Senator Chris Kapenga. 
Wisconsin continues to lead the way on welfare reform." Vukmir statement: "The 
important changes we passed today will encourage personal responsibility, 
accountability, and help prevent fraud and abuse of taxpayer dollars. ... ensure 
that those who are most needy are given a hand up toward independence rather 
than a handout." BY AP, FOX6NOW  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/20/wisconsin-senate



AG Brad Schimel says he'd train gun-carrying teachers if state law allowed 
it
... "Law-abiding gun owners don't go out and shoot up schools," Schimel said 
Tuesday in an interview on WTMJ-620 AM, less than a week after a gunman 
killed 17 people at a Florida high school ... "When you make a school a gun-free 
school zone, the only person that you're stopping is the law-abiding gun owner 
that doesn't want to get in trouble. ... As soon as (school shooters) see a law 
enforcement officer or some other person pointing a weapon at them, they 
usually turn the gun on themselves or they surrender. So the quicker we get 
someone in there to confront them the better off, the more lives we can save." ... 
Josh Kaul, Schimel's Democratic opponent for attorney general, and the liberal 
advocacy group One Wisconsin Now, blasted Schimel's remarks. "It's alarming 
that anyone -- let alone our AG -- would think arming teachers is a good idea." 
Speaker Vos open to idea, "The proposals have not generated the broad 
support I'd like to see," such as no-permit concealed carry. Rep. Kremer on 
Monday proposed concealed carry in private schools and reducing the penalty 
for carrying a weapon on public school grounds to a Class B forfeiture. 
Assembly Dems on Tuesday sought to force a floor vote on background check 
bill, while GOP sought to remove background checks in favor of several other 
provisions, including grants to schools to hire armed police guards. Also 
Tuesday, the state Senate on a voice vote approved SB 408, creating felony for 
straw buyers for gun-barred persons. Minority Leader Hintz said an armed 
officer at the Florida high school hadn't stopped the gunman, touted broad 
public support for Dem gun regs. Anti-Violence's Bonavia, some teachers 
comment. By Johnson and Kyle, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL [see Civil 
Liberties]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/20/355495002/

Milwaukee leaders to announce bid for 2020 Democratic National 
Convention
... [announcement this morning at City Hall] will include Mayor Tom Barrett, Rep. 
Gwen Moore (D-Wis.), Alex Lasry, senior vice president for the Milwaukee 
Bucks, and MMAC President Tim Sheehy. ... The convention would bring an 
estimated 50,000 visitors and have a $200 million economic impact ... Some 
$1.4 billion in downtown development projects are either underway or 
completed. ... Earlier this month, the Milwaukee Bucks announced plans to bid 
for the NBA All-Star Game for 2022 or 2023. By Nelson and Glauber, 
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/2018/02/21/milwaukee-leaders-announce-
bid-2020-democratic-national-convention/358094002/

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Why Statehouse Interns Are Especially Vulnerable to Sexual Harassment ... The #MeToo movement has revealed a 
long-standing culture of harassment in state legislatures. Since October, about two dozen male state lawmakers have 
resigned, said they will resign, or been forced from their leadership roles after being accused of harassment or assault. ... 
In most states, unpaid interns -- in legislatures or other workplaces -- aren't considered to be employees and therefore 
aren't protected against workplace sexual harassment under the federal Civil Rights Act. ... In an effort to protect interns in 
all workplaces, at least seven states enacted laws between 2013 and 2015 that made all unpaid interns "employees" 



under the law. ... Some states, such as New York and Washington, limit interactions between state lawmakers and 
interns, according to a recent [NCSL] review ... New York's policy does not allow "fraternization." No WI mention.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/02/21/why-statehouse-interns-are-especially-
vulnerable-to-sexual-harassment

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Progressive group targets GOP moderates on immigration ... iAmerica Action announced it will spend $250,000 in 27 
House districts [including Ryan's], many of which have large Hispanic populations. ... House leadership has pledged to 
whip [Goodlatte] bill ... but has largely ignored bipartisan measures supported by many of the representatives targeted by 
the ad, most notably [Hurd-Aguilar] proposal. Ryan is only WI member targeted.  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/374635-progressive-group-targets-gop-moderates-on-immigration

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Milwaukee County Supervisor David Sartori ousted in primary as James Davies and Steven Shea advance to April 3 
election  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/02/20/milwaukee-county-supervisor-david-sartori-ousted-primary-
james-davies-and-steven-shea-move-april-3-e/352807002/

- Fox Cities primary election results: 2 advance for Kaukauna mayor: Penteman, DeCoster  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/local/2018/02/20/fox-cities-voters-head-polls-primary-election/329324002/

- Challengers top Zima, DeWane in City Council race  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/politics/elections/2018/02/20/challengers-garner-more-votes-than-zima-de-
wane-green-bay-city-council-primary/354431002/

BANKING AND INVESTMENT ^top^
New law opens doors for corporations to balance profit with social good ... Gov. Scott Walker signed Act 77 into law last 
November, making Wisconsin the 34th state to allow benefit corporations [registered by DFI]. The defining characteristic 
of the new species of business is an explicit mission to make a "material positive impact on society and the environment," 
as the new law puts it. ... [sustainability consultant] Starik noted that on the whole, there is a dearth of research on 
whether benefit corporations are effective vehicles for doing good: "It's the big question. We don't know yet."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/e402539b-a805-559c-b0d9-a93d0270b0cb.html

CIVIL LIBERTIES ^top^
- Contentious gun regulation debate embroils state Assembly [Mosiman, DeFour]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/413b04d9-2d8a-53d0-8ac2-8ae359b1744d.html

COURTS ^top^
- Michael Screnock and Rebecca Dallet advance in Supreme Court race [Beck - see Henck column]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/b3deca06-14a7-5bf7-8e87-1dc60e39c168.html

- Brendan Dassey's legal team asks U.S. Supreme Court to hear his appeal  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/local/steven-avery/2018/02/20/breaking-brendan-dasseys-legal-team-asks-u-s-
supreme-court-hear-his-appeal/355803002/

ECONOMY ^top^
- Baldwin pitches 'Made in America' legislation ... visited the Lidgerwood-Mundy machine shop in Superior [Tuesday] to 
meet with employees, tour the facility and highlight her work to boost Wisconsin's manufacturing economy. ... unveiled her 
new Buy American legislation, the Made in America Shipbuilding Act ... Baldwin said. "Strong Buy American standards 
drive local economic growth and create good paying jobs that support Wisconsin families. The Made in America 
Shipbuilding Act is about doing right by workers in Wisconsin and across the country." ... Baldwin will formally introduce 
the Made in America Shipbuilding Act after Congress returns ... complements Baldwin's past Buy American efforts to 
ensure American workers and products are prioritized.  
http://superiortelegram.com/business/manufacturing/4406421-baldwin-pitches-made-america-legislation

- Baldwin announces 'Made In America' legislation during statewide tour ... spoke with area residents Tuesday at the 



Black Cat Coffee House  
http://apg-wi.com/22a25c00-16bb-11e8-b8f4-6b223ce384d6.html

EDUCATION ^top^
- La Follette High parents discuss school security, fights with MSD Superintendent Jen Cheatham  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/09cab285-f4a7-5b21-824f-b4954f20a068.html

- Waukesha students, faculty who participate in National School Walkout [over FL shooting] could face punishment  
https://jsonline.com/story/communities/waukesha/news/waukesha/2018/02/20/waukesha-students-faculty-who-participate-
national-school-walkout-could-face-punishment/357293002/

- Student arrested, guns surrendered after threat at Hartford Union High School  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/02/20/student-arrested-guns-surrendered-after-threat-hartford-union-high-
school/356084002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Wisconsin sees bump in spring primary turnout despite weather ... above-average statewide turnout with 11.7 percent  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/85b9b95e-187f-54e8-8567-338697094f0f.html

- Bice: Five takeaways from Wisconsin's primary election ... 1. WMC and the GOP to the rescue ... 2. Dems don't want 
Dems to run as Dems in judicial races ... 3. Wisconsin likes women judges ... 4. So much for the revolution [Sanders 
linkage failed to lift Burns even in his own county] ... 5. Abele machine is up and running  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/daniel-bice/2018/02/21/bice-five-takeaways-wisconsins-primary-
election/357653002/

- Pro-Paul Ryan PAC hits Nancy Pelosi for calling tax cuts 'crumbs': 'Every dollar counts' ... part of the Conservative 
Leadership Fund's ongoing spending against Democrat Conor Lamb in the race to fill [Rep. Murphy-R's] vacant 18th 
congressional district seat in Pennsylvania. The PAC has poured over $2 million to back Republican Rick Saccone ... part 
of an ongoing effort by Republican groups to improve the standing of the tax law with voters after it started with very low 
popularity after its passage. According to a new Survey Monkey poll, the tax law is supported by 51 percent of voters, 
while 46 percent disapprove. That was the first poll to show the law's popularity climb above 50 percent. CLF's Bliss: "By 
mimicking Nancy Pelosi's offensive talking points, Conor Lamb continues to show that he is out of touch and too liberal for 
PA-18 families and their values." March 13 election.  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/pro/article/2649585

- Democrats struggle for economic message, While Republicans tout benefits of their tax overhaul law, Democrats face an 
uphill battle in crafting an economic message that can compete. ... "Main Street is BOOMING thanks to our incredible TAX 
CUT and Reform law," President Donald Trump tweeted Tuesday. Hours earlier, House Speaker Paul Ryan said: "Tax 
reform continues to gain public support and drive record optimism, even as Washington Democrats still insist it's all just 
'crumbs.'" ... referred to a remark last month by House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi ... "The Democrats don't have one 
unified message that works across the board," Republican strategist Evan Siegfried said. GOP consultant Susan Del 
Percio said their messaging is further muddled by multiple-candidate primaries in which challengers range from "super 
liberal to moderate." ... Democratic consultant Brad Bannon said party members should highlight corporate tax cuts that 
are permanent while those for individuals expire, and that Medicare and Social Security may be cut to plug deficits 
created by the tax bill. ... "The Democrats came out with a good message last summer," [Dem Rep. Suozzi] said of 
Schumer's pitch for "A Better Deal" focused on higher wages and lowering the cost of living for families. "But it should 
have been bulked up with details by now." [see Schneider column]  
https://newsday.com/news/nation/1.16888426

- Walker backs West Virginia attorney general in GOP Senate primary ... praised Morrisey for his conservative record and 
for fighting Obama-era coal regulations. "Patrick has fought for West Virginians while defending the rule of law, and he is 
ready to keep fighting for them as a champion of conservative reform in Washington, D.C." Morrisey statement said 
Walker's endorsement "will excite the many conservatives across West Virginia and the nation who have rallied to our 
campaign." Rep. Jenkins and ex-Massey CEO Blankenship also seek May 8 GOP nomination to face Manchin in 
November. ... VP Pence launched a series of attacks on Manchin's voting record during a visit to the state last month. 
Manchin responded that Pence's comments are "why Washington sucks," and suggested the vice president targeted him 
because of his bipartisan reputation. Cooks rates race a toss-up. WV was Trump's biggest state.  
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/374728-scott-walker-backs-west-virginia-attorney-general-in-senate-race



HEALTH CARE ^top^
- [on 18-14 party line] Senate passes abortion limits for public workers ... Under Assembly Bill 128, public workers could 
not use their government-provided health insurance plans for abortions except in cases of rape or incest or to preserve 
the life of the mother. ... would apply to state workers and thousands of local government employees who get their 
coverage through the state Group Insurance Board. ... GOP legislators tried to pass a similar measure in 2013, but 
Senate leaders declined to take it up, in part because Sen. Jon Erpenbach (D-Middleton) warned it would trigger "all out 
hell" on the floor of the Senate. But this time, there was no debate on the bill at all and it was quickly approved. Party line 
also approved AB 547 wetlands regs. 31-1 [Craig] approved $6.5 million more for schools in sparsely populated rural 
areas and an estimated $15.6 million more for districts with the tightest budgets. Voice vote approved SB 84 right-to-try 
bill for meds lacking FDA approval.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/20/wisconsin-senate-pass-abortion-limits-public-workers/352983002/

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Cops speak up: Rank and file police officers weigh in on Madison's law enforcement dialogue  
http://host.madison.com/ct/c7e52d2d-fe6f-5e50-a033-88aee6806bb5.html

- First charges from Wisconsin rape kits testing involve Fox Valley case  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/investigations/2018/02/20/first-charges-wisconsin-rape-kits-testing-involve-fox-valley-
case/333231002/

MANUFACTURING ^top^
- A 'Revelation': Harley-Davidson hints at a name for its electric motorcycle engine  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/2018/02/21/revelation-harley-davidson-hints-name-its-electric-motorcycle-
engine/357111002/

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Dayton to outline water quality report Wednesday ... the findings from 10 Water Quality Town Hall meetings held last 
year all across the state. ... a previous report showed more than 40 percent of Minnesota's waters are currently listed as 
impaired or polluted. Dayton has proposed a $167 million investment in his Public Works Bill to help ensure more 
Minnesotans have access to clean water.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37553684/dayton

- 3M: Don't believe health issue from PFCs ... 3M Co. says it is settling a lawsuit by the state of Minnesota over chemical 
disposal without admitting a public health issue. ... to pay $850 million just as the lawsuit was about to go to trial. It 
revolves around 3M's disposal of perfluorochemicals, used for years in products like Scotchgard. ... state [had sued for 
$5B] says the money will be used to clean up and safeguard drinking water in the eastern suburbs of St. Paul. The state 
accused 3M of contaminating groundwater as it disposed of PFCs over decades.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37547931/the

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- Racine confirms increasing number of STD cases ... five-year-record high number of chlamydia and gonorrhea cases in 
the area last year  
http://journaltimes.com/e85f06dc-2f15-5849-8f58-50f4219f9a82.html

REAL ESTATE ^top^
- Legislature votes to boost cap on historic rehab credit ... from $500K to $3.5M  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/1e3ab928-e574-58ae-8233-091e0f8dc5d1.html

REGULATION ^top^
- Assembly votes to loosen rent-to-own laws; bill's fate in Senate unclear  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/20/assembly-pass-scott-walkers-small-town-jobs-bill-ads-lure-illinois-
workers-wisconsin-companies/352937002/

RETAIL ^top^
- Gander Outdoors to open Wednesday in former Onalaska Gander Mountain  



http://lacrossetribune.com/99867de7-ef4e-5adf-82f0-d478a411b4bc.html

UTILITIES ^top^
- A favored route is picked for a high-voltage transmission line from Middleton to Dubuque  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/1551f17ef-422c-551c-9dcd-0c28d2db1baf.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- RJT editorial: It's simple: Public records belong to the people: WILL vs. Brostoff  
http://journaltimes.com/4a4fb383-8a46-513e-b596-23730dd51030.html

- CT Editorial: Killing will continue until Paul Ryan is no longer speaker  
http://host.madison.com/ct/bfbfad4f-3291-5edf-843f-67ddc16980e2.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Randy Rickman: In the wake of another school shooting ... Let's ask our school boards for an audit to understand current 
security and access at our schools and put a plan in place to fix it. When we keep the problem local and the fix is local, 
things move faster, and we gain that sense of needed security quicker. Let's act now so that we don't become the next 
national tragedy.  
http://kenoshanews.com/opinion/publisher-s-corner-in-the-wake-of-another-school-shooting/article_1d7b554c-ef1e-5306-
a81b-45965598e059.html

- Rick Miller: Congressman Paul Ryan: A matter of awareness? ... [lengthy analysis includes Ryan's $1.50/week bigger 
paycheck tweet, white privileged background and education, comparison to accused murderer Tony Thomas, ignorance 
of the social significance of the IQ bell curve on Americans, Ryan's views on govt programs] ... So to conclude, let's return 
to our brief comparison of Tony Thomas and Paul Ryan Jr. It is reported that Thomas is accused of killing his wife in 
January. If this is true, that would make him perhaps a premeditated killer of another human being. If convicted, he will 
likely spend many or all of his remaining years in prison, and ironically public taxpayers will be paying for his upkeep 
(another form of entitlement!). To perhaps stretch a point, Ryan seems to be promoting and following ideological and 
social concepts which, if implemented, have to potential to kill a great many human beings. Can his actions and words 
also be considered a form of premeditated murder?  
http://suindependent.com/paul-ryan/

- Dave Zweifel: Payday lenders have their man [Mulvaney] right where they want him  
http://host.madison.com/ct/9c7568c5-7ccf-5b21-9ea4-09d3305e5a0d.html

- Rep. Lisa Subeck: Republicans take aim at local communities -- again  
http://host.madison.com/ct/2bd52066-6268-5eaf-8866-ac10a268ed84.html

- Mitch Henck: Most progressive court candidate loses again  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/8994c948-c150-51cc-8687-ce2270303d3d.html

- Christian Schneider: Donald Trump 1, MSM 0: As coverage fades, GOP tax cut gets a whole lot more popular  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/02/20/republican-tax-cut-gets-more-
popular/355806002/
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From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2018 9:22 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 02.20.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Opioid Treatment Program Graduation 
LOCATION: Riverview Gardens, Appleton 
DATE: February 22nd

MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Dog Program Interview 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: March 2nd

MEDIA: Amy DuPont, WITI-TV 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Wisconsin Counties Association Board Meeting 
LOCATION: Jefferson Street Inn, Wausau 
DATE: March 16th

MEDIA: TBD 
STATUS: Approved 
NOTE: Secretary Litscher will be speaking to the board 

EVENT: Wheelchair Program Interview 
LOCATION: RGCI 
DATE: March 28th

MEDIA: WBAY-TV 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Dairy Worker Training Program Graduation 
LOCATION: JBCC 
DATE: April 12th

MEDIA: Madison market 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
FEBRUARY 19 – FEBRUARY 20  

FEBRUARY 19  

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Lawmakers revise juvenile corrections overhaul to address county, state concerns
Wisconsin State Journal, Molly Beck 
Lawmakers writing a sweeping overhaul of the state's juvenile corrections system are seeking to clear some of the 



hurdles facing the bill in the waning weeks of the legislative session. Members of the Assembly Corrections Committee 
have introduced a bill to close the Lincoln Hills School for Boys and Copper Lake School for Girls in Irma and replace it 
with new facilities run by counties and the Department of Corrections. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Mayor weighs in on homicide, says alcohol 'should not be an excuse' for lesser sentence
Wisconsin State Journal, Ed Treleven 
In a letter to a Dane County judge, Madison Mayor Paul Soglin said that a man who shot a co-worker to death in 2016 
shouldn't be able to use alcohol as an excuse to avoid a more severe sentence. Last week Soglin wrote to Circuit Judge 
Josann Reynolds urging her to "consider an appropriate sentence" for Ali Hassan, 26, who was found guilty by a jury on 
Jan. 25 of homicide by intoxicated use of a firearm for the Dec. 21, 2016, shooting death of Fatoumatta Jallow, 23, at a 
group home for people with brain injuries where she was working. 

4 children, 2 dogs removed from Clark Co. home during drug investigation
WSAW-TV
The Clark County Sheriff’s Department says two people will be referred for criminal charges after a search warrant 
uncovered drugs and a grenade. Investigators said that Robert bounds, 45, and Savanna Bounds, 32, were arrested Feb. 
16 at a home on E. 1st Street in Neillsville. 
Search turned up illegal drugs, hand grenade in Neillsville WAOW-TV
Search turned up illegal drugs, hand grenade in Neillsville WJFW-TV

Suspected 10th-time OWI driver charged
WLUK-TV
Jeremy Kirst was formally charged Monday with seven counts related to a chase last week, including 10th offense OWI. 
Other felony counts include fleeing an officer and burglary. A $50,000 cash bond was set at a hearing Friday. A formal 
initial appearance is scheduled for Monday afternoon. 

TERMINATED

Sex offender to be released in Clark Co.
WEAU-TV
The Clark County Sheriff’s Office is letting the public know of a convicted sex offender being release. Todd McDonald, 41, 
will be residing in the N7100 block of Pelsdorf Avenue in Loyal. He is scheduled to be Feb. 19. 

STATE NEWS

Expelled UW-Madison student to take plea deal ahead of jury trial
WISC-TV
A former University of Wisconsin-Madison student facing sexual assault, stalking and strangulation charges will plead 
guilty to five counts ahead of a jury trial scheduled for next week, according to one of his attorneys. 
Plea deal reached in sex assault cases of ex-UW student Wisconsin State Journal
Former UW-Madison student Cook to enter pleas to five sex-related crimes, resolve cases WKOW-TV
Alec Cook expected to take plea deal WMTV-TV

Court sets $10K bond for man charged in school shooting threat
WBAY-TV
An Appleton man accused of threatening a school shooting made his initial appearance in Outagamie County Court 
Monday. David Etheridge is charged with a count of Make Terrorist Threats. Court set bond at $10,000. 
Police: Rifles found in home of man who threatened to 'shoot up the school' WLUK-TV
CORRECTIONS RELATED



Nevada Department of Corrections Cutting Costs to Save Money
KOH-AM
As Nevada prisons face rising overtime costs, they are changing some policies to save money. James Dzurenda, director 
of the Nevada Department of Corrections is dropping a policy that required two officers to accompany prisoners to the 
doctor – just that could save $3.5 million in six months. 

FEBRUARY 20  

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Lawmakers make last-minute changes to Lincoln Hills shutdown bill
WITI-TV, Theo Keith 
Lawmakers are making several 11th-hour changes to a bill that shuts down Wisconsin’s only youth prison and moves 
many young inmates to county-run facilities. State Rep. Michael Schraa, chairman of the Assembly Corrections 
committee, told FOX6 News that the changes are in response to concerns raised by counties and the state Department 
of Corrections about the original proposal. 

Inmate walks away from work release site in Milwaukee County
WEAU-TV
Authorities are looking for an inmate who walked away from a work release site in Milwaukee County. The Wisconsin 
Department of Corrections said minimum-security inmate Warren Pernell, confined at Sturtevant Transitional Facility, 
walked away from a work release site in Milwaukee County on Monday, Feb. 19. 
Manhunt underway for minimum-security inmate who walked away from a work release site WITI-TV
DOC: Milwaukee prisoner escapes from a work site WISC-TV

County Board to receive sexual assault lawsuit
Kenosha News
The County Board will receive formal notice Wednesday of a federal lawsuit filed by a woman who was sexually 
assaulted by a guard while she was a work-release inmate. The civil rights lawsuit was filed Jan. 30 by Katie Irving in U.S. 
District Court, stemming from the guard attacking her at the Kenosha County Detention Center. Her suit is seeking 
unspecified damages. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Guns, brass knuckles, drugs: Video shows what led to charges against men arrested at Homestead
WITI-TV
Two men, 19, from Sturgeon Bay, were arrested Saturday, Feb. 10 for possession of narcotics and firearms, including 
three assault rifles on the campus of Homestead High School -- and now, we're getting a closer look at what prosecutors 
say investigators found in their vehicle. 

Sheboygan man arrested for cocaine after throwing snowballs at house
WTMJ-TV
A Sheboygan man was arrested and charged for possession of cocaine after police were called out to a report of a man 
throwing snowballs at a house and banging on the back door. According to a criminal complaint, when officers arrived, 
they found 58-year-old Terry Miller of Sheboygan. 

‘It is murder:’ Family members, others hope for charges against officers who killed Donte Shannon
WITI-TV
Family members, friends and strangers rallied in Racine Monday, Feb. 19 following the fatal officer-involved shooting of 
Donte Shannon, 26, on Jan. 17 near 14th and Park. Organizers said they want to see charges brought against the two 
Racine police officers who shot Shannon. 
Mothers of Dontre Hamilton, Sandra Bland rally for Donte Shannon Racine Journal Times



TERMINATED

Wausau man gets three years in prison for Wendy's holdup in Rib Mountain
Wausau Daily-Herald, Karen Madden 
A Wausau man was sentenced Monday to three years in prison for helping to rob a Wendy's fast-food restaurant where 
employees were ambushed and taped up. Zachary M. Moore, 26, also was given seven years of extended supervision for 
being a party to the crimes of armed robbery and false imprisonment. Two additional counts of being a party to the 
crime of armed robbery and one of false imprisonment were dismissed and read into the record. 

Eau Claire man charged after police find 140 files of child porn
WQOW-TV
An Eau Claire man is charged after police found more than 100 images of child porn on his computer. Matthew Nitz, 39, 
faces six counts of possessing child pornography. Each count carries a maximum sentence of 25 years in prison. 

STATE NEWS

Stevens Point attorney Redfield receives public reprimand
Wausau Daily-Herald, Mark Treinen 
A Stevens Point attorney mishandled fees and court filings in three separate cases for clients and drew a public 
reprimand from Wisconsin's Office of Lawyer Regulation. The agency, a function of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, said 
Jared Redfield of Redfield Law Offices violated several regulations for attorneys in his treatment of clients from 2014 to 
2016. 

Former Mosinee fire chief sues Fire District to block release of documents
Wausau Daily-Herald, Haley BeMiller 
The former chief of the Mosinee Fire District is suing to block the release of records requested after his resignation, 
alleging they contain false information that would hurt his reputation if made public. Doug Jennings left the department 
in late January, a day after he was put on paid suspension by the Mosinee Fire District Board. Former Deputy Fire Chief 
Emily Dobeck also resigned the day Jennings was suspended. 

Onalaska elected officials call for municipal judge resignation
WXOW-TV
There is controversy brewing at Onalaska City Hall. Some elected officials have asked municipal judge John Brinckman to 
resign. That request follows a recent audit of the municipal court found organizational issues and unprocessed citations, 
like traffic and parking tickets. 

Murder suspect arrested at Spring Grove home
WXOW-TV
The Houston County Sheriff's Office, along with several other law enforcement agencies, arrested a man in Spring Grove 
wanted on charges of attempted murder and attempted assault. Sheriff Mark Inglett said in a post on the office's 
Facebook page that authorities arrested Luke Elias Hottel, 36, of Rochester, at a home on Division Street in Spring Grove 
late Monday afternoon. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Michigan convict wrote a hit book, now state wants to collect
The Guardian
A Michigan convict who won accolades for his book of short stories may be forced to give up all he earned from his book 
deal. Curtis Dawkins’ debut, The Graybar Hotel, was published in July by Scribner and details life behind bars in ways 
that have thrilled readers. 

Locked up: Legislation seeks changes to juvenile justice
AP – Alabama



Alabama lawmakers this session will consider an overhaul of the state’s juvenile justice system, which advocates 
contend locks up too many kids for low-level offenses. The bill, which seeks an emphasis on intervention and to limit 
which juvenile offenders get sent to lock-up or moved to adult court, is expected to get a joint hearing by the House and 
Senate judiciary committees later this month. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 



From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Monday, February 19, 2018 9:28 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 02.19.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Opioid Treatment Program Graduation 
LOCATION: Riverview Gardens, Appleton 
DATE: February 22nd

MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Wisconsin Counties Association Board Meeting 
LOCATION: Jefferson Street Inn, Wausau 
DATE: March 16th

MEDIA: TBD 
STATUS: Approved 
NOTE: Secretary Litscher will be speaking to the board 

EVENT: Wheelchair Program Interview 
LOCATION: RGCI 
DATE: March 28th

MEDIA: WBAY-TV 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Dairy Worker Training Program Graduation 
LOCATION: JBCC 
DATE: April 12th

MEDIA: Madison market 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
FEBRUARY 16 – FEBRUARY 19  

FEBRUARY 16  

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

The plan to close Wisconsin's problem-plagued Lincoln Hills teen prison hits obstacles
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Patrick Marley 
A plan to close the state's problem-plagued teen prison is hitting road blocks as lawmakers rush to approve it before 
they wrap up the legislative session in the coming weeks.  The latest sign of trouble emerged Friday when the reform 
group Youth Justice Milwaukee — long a proponent of closing Lincoln Hills School for Boys north — came out against the 
latest proposal, Assembly Bill 953. 

Former teenage car thief: 'I never really was scared to get caught'
WISN-TV, Kent Wainscott 



A 17-year-old convicted car thief, who has been in and out of jail since the age of 12, says he’s stolen so many cars that 
he’s lost count. He told WISN 12 News, “I never really was scared to get caught.” “TJ” said that hearing from crime 
victims in a prison program eventually changed his viewpoint. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Thermal imaging spots two theft suspects in Brodhead backyard; police search for man
WISC-TV
Brodhead police say they used a thermal imaging camera to capture a man they believe may be connected to a rash of 
thefts across Dane county, and are looking for another man. Police arrested 23-year-old Thomas S. Kusch, of Madison, 
Thursday morning after investigators say they used a thermal imaging camera to discover him and a second suspect, 23-
year-old Ruslan M. Fedorov, in the backyard of homes in Brodhead. Police are still searching for Fedorov. 

Sobriety, spirituality and self-love
The Lakeland Times, Abbey McEnroe 
Jessica Mann, 29, of Lac du Flambeau, is all too familiar with the struggles of addiction. But it was her decision to commit 
to a lifestyle change which earned her the title of being the first woman to graduate from the Zaagiibagaa Healing to 
Wellness Court.   

Wausau man charged with attempted homicide jail on $750K bond
WSAW-TV
A 28-year-old Wausau man has been charged with attempted homicide after he’s accused of breaking into a home Feb. 
12 and beating one of the occupants. Carrington Franklin is jailed on $750,000 cash bond. 

Suspected 10th-time OWI driver appears in court
WLUK-TV
A drunken driver who allegedly led police on a high-speed chase in Green Lake County made a court appearance Friday. 
Jeremy Kirst has not been formally charged yet. Bond was set at $50,000 case during the hearing Friday, according to the 
Clerk of Courts office. 
Princeton man facing 10th OWI after high-speed chase WAOW-TV

TERMINATED

Grant County: Man claims he was shot at so police would arrest shooter and he could date wife
Wisconsin State Journal, Bill Novak 
a Lyndon Station man who claimed he was shot at in the Blue River by a man he said owned him money turned out to be 
wanting to date the man’s wife. Michael Spillane, 57, was tentatively charged with obstruction of police by filing a false 
complaint, the Grant County Sheriff’s Office said. 

Racine man in custody after leading police in pursuit
Racine Journal Times
A Racine man is facing numerous charges after reportedly driving away from deputies attempting to pull him over. 
Trevor J. Ottum, 21, of the 600 block of Grove Avenue, is charged with a felony count of attempting to flee or elude a 
traffic officer and 16 felony counts of bail jumping, three counts of misdemeanor bail jumping, a misdemeanor 
obstructing an officer charge and a misdemeanor charge of possession of drug paraphernalia — all as a repeat offender.

Eau Claire man charged with 7 counts of child porn
WEAU-TV
An Eau Claire man has been charged with multiple counts of child porn after officers say they found more than 100 files 
on his computer. Matthew Nitz, 39, was charged in Eau Claire County Court Friday with seven different counts of 
possession of child porn. 

STATE NEWS



2 jail staffers charged in Milwaukee County Jail inmate's death resign; sheriff seeks to fire a third
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Ashley Luthern 
Less than a week after prosecutors charged three jail staffers in connection with the dehydration death of an inmate, 
two of the staffers have resigned and another will likely be fired. Sheriff's Maj. Nancy Evans, 48, was charged with felony 
misconduct in office and obstructing an officer. Jail Lt. Kashka Meadors, 40, and correctional officer James Ramsey-Guy, 
38, were each charged with neglecting an inmate, a felony offense. 
UPDATE: Two of three Milwaukee jail officials charged in inmate's 2016 dehydration death resign WISN-TV
2 of 3 jail staffers accused in death of inmate Terrill Thomas have resigned WITI-TV
Two jail staffers charged in inmate death of Terrill Thomas have resigned, third recommended for termination WDJT-TV

EC County receives $80,000 to help inmates re-enter society
WQOW-TV
Eau Claire and Dunn Counties are each receiving $80,000 from the Wisconsin Department of Justice to help inmates 
successfully enter society. They are two of four counties selected for a new pilot program. 

High court: OK to delay release of union election records
The Lakeland Times, Richard Moore 
The Wisconsin Supreme Court disappointed open-records advocates last week when it ruled 5-2 that officials could 
delay the release of voter lists during union elections because those records could be used to harass eligible voters 
during those elections. 
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DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

State OKs new health services unit at Racine Correctional Institution
Racine Journal Times, Alyssa Mauk 
Improved health care is on the horizon for the inmates of Racine Correctional Institution. The State of Wisconsin 
Building Commission on Wednesday approved the construction of a new health services unit at RCI, 2019 Wisconsin St. 

Dassey, Avery appeals in murder of Teresa Halbach about to heat up
Green Bay Press-Gazette, Andy Thompson 
New developments in the high-profile appeals of convicted killers Steven Avery and Brendan Dassey have been scarce in 
recent months, but that's about to change in a big way. First up is the Dassey case. Attorneys are on the verge of filing a 
petition for a writ of certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court — a legal brief asking the high court to hear his case. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Canine corrections companionship
WMTV-TV
The Rock County Sheriff's office welcomed its newest canine recruit to its Canine Corrections Academy today. The 
partnership with the Humane Society of Southern Wisconsin brings in a dog, that is trained by an inmate. Apollo, the 
year-and-a-half old wheaton terrier, had his leg amputated three weeks ago. 

Ruthless heroin dealers innovated drug dealing with focus on customer service in Milwaukee
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, John Diedrich 
The Big Money Addicts did more than just sell heroin in Milwaukee — they created a business model that maximized 
profits by putting a premium on customer service. Using stolen cars, the gang offered round-the-clock, curbside drug 
delivery service across Milwaukee and even into other counties until 2015, deploying tactics detailed in a Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel investigation. 



Four people arrested for running drug trafficking houses, Rock County Sheriff's Office says
Wisconsin State Journal, Shelley Mesch 
Four people were arrested Friday for running drug trafficking houses in Beloit, police said. The Rock County Sheriff's 
Office searched two houses, one on the 500 block of West Grand Avenue in Beloit and the other on the 5000 block of 
South Highway D in the town of Rock, Capt. Todd Christiansen said. 
Four suspects charged in drug investigation WMTV-TV

TERMINATED

Appleton man threatened to 'shoot up the school,' FBI says
WISN-TV
An Appleton man was arrested Saturday after authorities said he made contact with the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
with a threat to "shoot up the school." Police said 23-year-old David Etheridge was taken into custody at about 6 p.m. 
Saturday at his home without incident by members of the SWAT team. 
Man who threatens to 'shoot up the school' in Appleton arrested WBAY-TV
Appleton man in custody after threatening to 'shoot up the school' WLUK-TV
Man in custody for making terrorist threats WGBA-TV
A man is in custody after sending a message to the FBI to "shoot up the school" WFRV-TV

Catching Up: Fitchburg police obtain DNA from Democratic leader in overdose death
Wisconsin State Journal, Matthew DeFour 
Fitchburg police have obtained the DNA of a former state Democratic Party leader as part of a five-month-old 
investigation into the death of a woman who died of a drug overdose in his home. Police filed a search warrant in 
October for the home and vehicle of former Democratic Party of Wisconsin executive director Jason Sidener on 
suspicion that it could turn up evidence of first-degree reckless homicide. 

Cottage Grove man faces 5th OWI after traffic stop, deputies say
WISC-TV
A Cottage Grove man faces his fifth operating while intoxicated charge after being stopped overnight Sunday for 
speeding, officials said. A Dane County deputy stopped 35-year-old Trevor Bolen around 12:40 a.m. on East Washington 
Avenue while driving 49 mph in a 35 mph zone, according to a release. 

Man arrested for Near East Side armed robbery, Madison police say
Wisconsin State Journal, Logan Wroge 
A man was arrested for an alleged armed robbery of another man early Sunday morning on the Near East Side, Madison 
police said. Police went to the 700 block of East Washington Avenue after a 24-year-old man had cash and a cell phone 
stolen from him around 2:40 a.m. 
Man arrested in connection to strong armed robbery WMTV-TV

Man arrested after high speed chase
WMTV-TV
A man was arrested after a vehicle chase by police in Iowa County early Saturday morning. An Iowa County Deputy 
attempted to conduct a traffic stop on U.S. Highway 18/151, east of U.S. Highway 18 near Dodgeville around 1:00 a.m. 

Brothers fighting ends with one shot in the leg, both arrested, Janesville police say
Wisconsin State Journal, Logan Wroge 
A fight between Janesville brothers resulted in one of them being shot in the leg and both arrested early Sunday 
morning. The Janesville Police Department received reports of gunfire on the 100 block of South Locust Street around 
2:45 a.m. 
Brotherly brawl results in shots fired, one injured, officials say WISC-TV
Janesville brothers are arrested after fight leads to gunfire WMTV-TV

STATE NEWS



'You've got to support them': Area experts shine a light on the darkness of PTSD
Kenosha News
As she connected the dots of a series of pivotal, highly traumatic moments in her life and met with professionals, Laura 
Cox reached an important revelation. While straining to process the series of negative experiences — including being 
part of a mugging — Cox developed post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Alfonso Morales formally sworn-in as Milwaukee's interim police chief
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Ashley Luthern 
Alfonso Morales was formally sworn in as Milwaukee's interim police chief on Friday. The official ceremony took place in 
Milwaukee police headquarters downtown. MaryNell Regan, executive director of the city's Fire and Police Commission, 
swore in Morales. 
CORRECTIONS RELATED

Department of Corrections launches trash, graffiti removal program
AJC
The city of Atlanta Department of Corrections has launched its third annual Love Our City community improvement 
campaign. Through Feb. 28, residents are encouraged to submit requests to the Atlanta DOC for trash, debris and graffiti 
removal. 

A Prisoner Got a Book Deal. Now the State Wants Him to Pay for His Imprisonment.
New York Times 
In the summer of 2016, Curtis Dawkins, a felon who is serving a life sentence in Michigan for murdering a man during a 
botched robbery, got some unexpected good news. Scribner, one of the top literary publishing houses in the United 
States, wanted to publish his debut collection of short stories, and offered him $150,000. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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Feb. 22: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 with U.S. Sen. 
Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-41889783470
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TOP STORIES

Walker Says Lincoln Hills Plan Is 'Imperative' And Downplays Liquor Law 
Rewrite
Comments Come Day After Sen. Fitzgerald Calls Lincoln Hills A 'Heavy Lift' ... 
scheduled for a public hearing in an Assembly committee Thursday. ... Walker 
referenced his time as Milwaukee County Executive as he discussed the bill, 
saying he was open to giving counties more of a role in juvenile corrections as 
long as they want it. "As long as the counties are supportive of that, that's 
something I'm interested in pursuing," Walker said. ... Also up for a hearing 
Thursday is Fitzgerald's bill to revamp Wisconsin's current system of regulating 
liquor distribution ... similar to one lawmakers considered but never pursued 
during budget deliberations last year. Fitzgerald told reporters Tuesday the plan 
was a priority for him ... "He's throwing the idea out," Walker said. "I don't know 
how far it's going to go." ... said a plan to create a two-day sales tax holiday 
[has] ... "a lot of appeal out in the public," Walker said. "Whether or not get that 
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all through remains to be seen. But I think at a minimum our hope is that we'll 
get a child tax credit so that families can get that $100 per child." By Johnson, 
WPR  
https://wpr.org/walker-says-lincoln-hills-plan-imperative-and-downplays-liquor-
law-rewrite

GOP seeks federal money for Walker's welfare limits that would cost 
nearly $90M a year
... state agency cost estimates found the 10 welfare bills proposed by Walker 
would cost: $37.9 million a year for state and local taxpayers when fully 
implemented and $35.5 million for federal taxpayers, for a total of $87.5 million. 
... Republicans on the Senate Public Benefits Committee Wednesday amended 
the bill requiring parents on Food Share to work, including in it a request to the 
federal government to share some of the savings with the state of Wisconsin. ... 
unclear whether President Donald Trump's administration would have the 
authority or willingness. Assembly companion lacks federal funding request.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/15/337011002/

Walker 'very optimistic' about chances of broad agenda passing 
Legislature
... "We laid out a specific plan [juvenile corrections] but we said along the way 
we're willing to work with the Legislature, members of both parties," Walker said. 
"As long as the counties are supportive of that, that's something I'm interested 
in." ... also optimistic about a proposal he and Assembly Republicans support, 
which would offer a one-time tax credit of $100 per child and a one-time sales 
tax holiday for purchases of $100 or less. ... said "at a minimum" he expects the 
child tax credit will pass. By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/ab0e614f-8f76-505f-8086-d057e6c36b61.html

Ryan to House: Pass DACA Bill in March
'We clearly need to address this issue in March,' the speaker said ... as the 
Republican whip team starts to count up votes for [Goodlatte's] immigration bill 
... to determine if it has enough support to bring to the floor. "We clearly need to 
address this issue in March; I'll just leave it at that," said Ryan ... said March 5 is 
"important" but "not as important as it was before, given the court rulings. But I 
think this place works better with deadlines, and we want to operate on 
deadlines." Whip Scalise: "The Goodlatte-McCaul bill is the bill that we're 
moving. And if you look at where we start today we are finally at least working 
on a way to come together to address this problem." By McPherson, ROLL 
CALL  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/ryan-house-pass-daca-bill-march

Conservatives Warn Speaker Ryan To Hold The Line On Immigration
... Ryan's well-known and more moderate views on immigration are giving 
conservatives pause, even as he has consistently said he will not bring an 
immigration bill to the floor that Trump opposes. ... [HFC-er] Meadows said there 
is no conversation "right now" about challenging Ryan's speakership, but 
Freedom Caucus members made clear there could be if they feel betrayed by 
leadership on immigration. Meadows: "It is the defining moment for this speaker. 
If he gets it wrong, it will have consequences for him but it will also have 
consequences for the rest of the Republican Party. ... This president was 



elected largely on the issue of immigration that defined him differently than 
every other candidate, and so it is the defining moment, more so than the 
budget or anything else that we've passed." ... Ryan told reporters last week that 
he doesn't lose any sleep about what's at stake ... "I don't think about it at all." ... 
If the Senate can't pass any legislation this week, the speaker isn't going to 
force an ugly vote on his members if there's no chance of its becoming law. 
Reps. Davidson, Perry, Jordan comment. By Davis, NPR  
https://npr.org/2018/02/14/585850318

Ryan: Rob Porter shows White House needs to 'fix their vetting system'
... Ryan said if someone who has committed domestic violence ends up working 
in the White House, "there is clearly a breakdown in the vetting system. ... 
Clearly they have work to do to fix their vetting system," Ryan, R-Wis., told 
reporters who asked him about the White House response to Porter. "I don't 
know how they'll do that. I'll leave that to them." ... Ryan said he was unaware of 
Trump's comments [that domestic violence accusations are ruining careers]. "I 
can't speak for what he said," Ryan told reporters who asked about it. "Clearly 
we should all be condemning domestic violence." By Ferrechio, WASHINGTON 
EXAMINER  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/paul/article/2649058

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Trump breaks silence on ex-aide Rob Porter, denounces domestic violence ... on Saturday, he appeared to cast doubt 
on the women's allegations when he tweeted: "Peoples lives are being shattered and destroyed by a mere allegation." ... 
said Wednesday he's "totally opposed to domestic violence. ... Everybody knows" his position, Trump said, but "now you 
hear it." ... [Oversight chair Gowdy] sent letters to the FBI and White House on Wednesday as his panel opened an 
investigation into the matter. ... Ryan's comments [on broken vetting system] and word of the House probe followed a day 
after the FBI contradicted the White House over the Porter accusations. ... Several senior officials, including chief of staff 
John Kelly and White House counsel Don McGahn, were aware of the broad allegations against Porter for months, 
officials said. ... "We have a broken system and I think everybody's come to agree with that now," [said] Dan Coats, the 
director of national intelligence ... "I think you can't justify it," Iowa Sen. Joni Ernst told CNN about a report that the White 
House arranged for Porter to defend himself privately to reporters after the allegations surfaced. "You can't justify that."  
http://chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/politics/ct-rob-porter-investigation-20180214-story.html

- Riding an Untamed Horse: Priebus Opens Up on Serving Trump ... The dramatic [Trump-Sessions] episode, described 
by Mr. Priebus in a soon-to-be-released book, proved a turning point in the relationship ... one that has shaped the 
administration ever since. ... "Don McGahn came in my office pretty hot, red, out of breath and said, 'We've got a 
problem,'" Mr. Priebus recalled. "I responded, 'What?' And he said, 'Well, we just got a special counsel and Sessions just 
resigned.' I said, 'What? What the hell are you talking about?' And I said, 'That can't happen.'" ... [chased Sessions down 
to his car] "I knocked on the door of the car and Jeff was sitting there and I just jumped in and shut the door and I said, 
'Jeff, what's going on?'" Mr. Priebus said. "And then he told me that he was going to resign." "I said, 'You cannot resign. 
It's not possible. We are going to talk about this right now,'" Mr. Priebus continued. "So I dragged him back up to my office
from the car. Pence and Bannon came in ... started talking to him to the point where he decided that he would not resign 
right then and he would instead think about it." ... Behind the scenes ... "Don't try to slow me down like you always do," 
Mr. Trump told him. "Get the resignation of Jeff Sessions." ... "If I get this resignation, you are in for a spiral of calamity 
that makes Comey look like a picnic," Mr. Priebus warned him. Again, Mr. Trump backed down. ... Priebus described a 
roller-coaster experience ... Mr. Priebus said that Mr. Trump has spent his whole life resisting the sort of organization that 
others would like to impose on him. "The idea that he was suddenly going to accept an immediate and elaborate staff 
structure regulating every minute of his life was never in the cards," Mr. Priebus said. "At least not on Day 1." ... trying to 
impose discipline on one of the most undisciplined figures in American politics ... led to his unhappy departure last 
summer when Mr. Trump unceremoniously announced his resignation on Twitter just before Mr. Priebus disembarked Air 
Force One in the rain. More on Kelly, Porter, First Family. https://nytimes.com/2018/02/14/us/politics/riding-an-untamed-
horse-priebus-opens-up-on-serving-trump.html



- Ryan: 'Clearly we should all be condemning domestic violence' ... "And if a person who commits domestic violence gets 
in the government then there is a breakdown in the system" ... House Oversight Committee Chairman Trey Gowdy 
informed him that he was launching a probe of the breakdown in the security clearance process for Rob Porter ... "They 
clearly have to have work to do to fix their vetting system. I don't know exactly how they'll do that. I'll leave that to them," 
Ryan said.  
https://cnn.com/2018/02/14/politics/paul-ryan-domestic-violence-vetting/index.html

- Ryan says White House "has work to do" to fix vetting system after Rob Porter  
https://cbsnews.com/news/house-gop-leaders-hold-weekly-press-conference-live-stream/

- Ryan says White House had 'breakdown' on Porter hiring  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/14/paul-ryan-white-house-had-breakdown-porter-hiring/

- Ryan Says Porter Incident Shows White House Needs to 'Fix Their Vetting System'  
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2018/02/14/paul-n2449191

- John Nichols: With His Assault on PBS and NPR, Trump Seeks to Eliminate Real News, In much of America, PBS and 
NPR stations represent the primary alternative to fanaticism and fakery.  
https://thenation.com/article/with-his-assault-on-pbs-and-npr-trump-seeks-to-eliminate-real-news/

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Wisconsin lawmakers hope to move quickly on Lincoln Hills legislation after Thursday hearing  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/15/wisconsin-lawmakers-hope-move-quickly-lincoln-hills-legislation-after-
thursday-hearing/338329002/

- Walker is upbeat on chances for Lincoln Hills overhaul but not on 'alcohol czar' [Marley, Flanigan]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/14/gov-scott-walker-upbeat-chances-lincoln-hills-overhaul-and-creation-
smaller-wisconsin-juvenile-priso/337201002/

- Walker: 'Imperative' to pass youth prison closure this session [Beck]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/b6b7a117-712a-570d-9d1a-3e729094c2e8.html

- Walker optimistic on juvenile justice, not 'alcohol czar' [Bauer of AP]  
http://dailyreporter.com/2018/02/14/walker-feeling

- Boozy businesses join in opposition to Wisconsin's 'alcohol czar' bill  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/15/brewers-distillers-join-opposition/338769002/

- Wisconsin Assembly to vote on anti-junk food pilot program ... would require the state to identify food and beverages that 
don't have sufficient nutritional value and restrict the use of FoodShare benefits to purchase them. ... Opponents include 
groups that work with the poor, the Wisconsin Grocers Association and other food industry organizations. No one has 
registered in support  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37508989/wisconsin

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Ryan caught in the middle as Trump backs hard-line House immigration bill ... [Goodlatte-McCaul] proposal would cut 
legal immigration by at least 25% and crack down on "sanctuary cities" that do not fully cooperate ... would require 
employers to use the E-Verify system ... provide funding to hire 10,000 federal immigration agents; and cut at least 
200,000 green cards a year given to foreigners. ... grant temporary legal status to fewer than 800,000 DREAMers -- 
requiring them to renew their protections every three years -- but no opportunity to earn citizenship. ... Trump gave a 
thumbs up to the Goodlatte-McCaul bill Wednesday. ... [but] bill is a non-starter in the Senate, and it's not even clear 
whether it could pass the House. Democrats fiercely oppose it -- as do some Republican moderates. Reps. Diaz-Balart, 
Dent doubt passage. Trump also endorsed a less-restrictive immigration bill Wednesday, sponsored by Senate Judiciary 
Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa, that would commit billions of dollars to border security, limit family-based 
migration and provide a path to citizenship to about 1.8 million undocumented "DREAMers" brought to the country as 
children. Trump also endorsed a less-restrictive [Grassley] bill Wednesday ... that would commit billions of dollars to 
border security, limit family-based migration and provide a path to citizenship to about 1.8 million undocumented 
"DREAMers" brought to the country as children. Meadows, others rejected Grassley. TPP's Martin: "People who 
supported Trump from the beginning, they're upset, they feel betrayed, and they don't feel like President Trump is keeping 



his promise on this particular issue." Trump in past has backed Cotton-Perdue and Graham-Durbin bills. 
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/14/336723002/

- Ryan struggles on Dreamers as GOP fractures, The speaker is coming under pressure to take up a conservative 
[Goodlatte] immigration bill -- but he doesn't have the votes to pass it. ... "We're not in agreement on our side on how to 
properly address it," House Majority Whip Steve Scalise said Friday, before the whip. "We've been having a lot of 
meetings with members... to see if we can come to a consensus. We're not there yet... but we ought to continue working 
to get to an agreement." ... "I'm a 'no' on the bill as is. And I would be surprised if that version of it can get any opportunity 
to pass because there are so many problems with it," said Rep. Thomas Reed, a New York Republican and leader of the 
bipartisan Problem Solvers Caucus. ... "We've got to solve this problem," Ryan told reporters on Wednesday. "We want to 
solve DACA. But we also want to solve DACA in a comprehensive way so we don't have a DACA problem in five years, 
right?"  
https://politico.com/story/2018/02/15/paul-ryan-immigration-conservative-backlash-409685

- Meadows puts Ryan on notice on immigration, 'If he gets it wrong, it will have consequences,' Freedom Caucus 
Chairman Mark Meadows warns the speaker  
https://politico.com/story/2018/02/14/immigration-paul-ryan-mark-meadows-409012

- House conservatives put Paul Ryan on notice over immigration bill  
https://cnn.com/2018/02/14/politics/paul-ryan-conservatives-immigration/index.html

- Freedom Caucus Chairman Warns Paul Ryan To Tread Lightly On Immigration, Mark Meadows helped push John 
Boehner out. Is he planning something against Ryan?  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5a84b76ae4b0774f31d1c39c

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- County Board 'flat-out' opposes proposal [Wanggaard-Taylor SB 777, similar Assembly bill] targeting power balance ... 
Wanggaard said the bill is intended to clearly define the roles of a county board and the county executive. ... Racine 
County does not meet the 750,000-person threshold (its population is about 196,000), and County Executive Jonathan 
Delagrave said he has no view on the bill.  
http://journaltimes.com/1beaae92-861f-5e1b-9024-b86db029e4ba.html

COURTS ^top^
- PolitiFact: Tim Burns, who mostly represents businesses suing insurers, misleads in calling self consumer lawyer ... The 
bulk of his legal work is not representing individual consumers, but rather large businesses that are suing their insurers. ... 
False.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/feb/15/tim-burns/tim-burns-who-mostly-represents-businesses-suing-i/

- WDC: Republican Party is Screnock's Top Donor, Dallet and Burns have no donations from two parties in state Supreme 
Court race.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/14/campaign-cash

- Judge Michael Screnock: We need fair and impartial judiciary, not activist judges  
http://host.madison.com/ct/6d35b17b-f12c-57cc-9118-17410cf8860d.html

ECONOMY ^top^
- GOP Abandoning The Free Market, Wisconsin instead picks winners and losers. How is that working?  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/14/data-wonk

EDUCATION ^top^
- UW-Madison students protest mandatory $1,400 dormitory dining plan  
http://host.madison.com/ct/news/local/education/university/uw-madison-students-protest-mandatory-dormitory-dining-
plan/article_b4569413-a259-5a07-990c-82a43c405d3f.html

- Use of 'physical force' prompts firing of Sherman Middle substitute teacher  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/9848ecea-1d0a-5275-9ac5-a037a761ee0e.html

- Group calls on Unified to remove depictions that promote Christianity, stop camp visits ... [FFRF] complaints [based on 



parents' concerns] allege a fourth-grade classroom at Roosevelt Elementary contained religious decorations pertaining to 
posters with biblical verses, a "Latin" cross, posters that depict Christian song lyrics, along with a list of vices and virtues 
with biblical references. Other complaints allege a KUSD teacher told her class that God spoke to Moses through a 
burning bush as part of a civil rights lesson, presenting it as fact in describing Harriet Tubman as "the Moses of her 
people" and stating the lesson was district-approved. ... [KUSD's] Ruder said the district is working with attorneys to 
investigate the claims. "No further details can be provided."  
http://kenoshanews.com/449a5b7e-6026-5544-96b7-ebf0a8a7b356.html

- Test Drive...Next Stop Reality returns ... this spring to [WITC] Barron County. Test Drive is a reality fair that provides 
students from our area high schools with the opportunity to explore their future careers in conjunction with the financial 
challenges of daily life that lie ahead of them. ... New this year: Sponsors will be hosting a Test Drive event for all seniors 
at Rice Lake High School on April 17.  
http://businessnorth.com/59f20c02-11a5-11e8-acfc-5fd57e568296.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Dem Marion to challenge GOP Sen. Marklein in 17th Senate District ... owns Circle M Market Farm in Blanchardville, 
which she runs with her husband. She has been active in the effort to allow home bakers in Wisconsin to sell their goods 
without a food processing plant license. ... one of three plaintiffs in a lawsuit that overturned the state's ban on selling 
home-baked goods. ... running to "stand up for the interests of rural places." ... [JFC-er] Marklein and Marion are the only 
two candidates [see Marion column]  
http://host.madison.com/ct/6e186ab7-e12d-5564-8e07-b65d2a74ee57.html

- Bice: GOP Senate candidate Kevin Nicholson on his Dem parents: 'We're not in contact' ... Fox reporter Ainsley Earhardt 
then asked, "Are you getting along with your parents? What are they saying about (their donations to Sen. Baldwin)?" "It's 
unfortunate," Nicholson responded. "We're not in contact with my parents. That's a decision they made on the basis of 
their politics." ... went on to say that he had many family members, including aunts, uncles and cousins, who are fully 
supportive of his campaign. "There's a lot of love in our family -- we appreciate that," he said. Asked to elaborate later on 
Wednesday, Nicholson spokesman Brandon Moody said, "The interview speaks for itself."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/daniel-bice/2018/02/14/bice-gop-senate-candidate-kevin-nicholson-his-dem-
parents-were-not-contact/337606002/

- Wisconsin Senate candidate's parents donate to opponent, Feb. 14, 2018 - 5:24 - Wisconsin Senate candidate Kevin 
Nicholson opens up about why he is a conservative.  
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5733729297001

- John Nichols: With Vukmir and Nicholson embarrassing themselves, Hovde has opening ... Bannon gave his blessing to 
Nicholson. Last month, after Bannon's star had faded, Vukmir called on her rival to disavow his most prominent supporter 
-- only to have Milwaukee Journal Sentinel writer Dan Bice remind everyone: "Vukmir had an entirely different take on 
Bannon in the fall, back when he was still considered a Republican kingmaker. She really wanted the guy's endorsement." 
... This may explain why Madison businessman Eric Hovde is thinking of entering the Republican primary. It's late, but not 
too late perhaps for a principled conservative with deep roots in the state and less interest in playing parlor games with 
political charlatans.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/67fbde0b-9141-553b-871d-0563e01a50c6.html

- Voting Lines Are Shorter -- But Mostly for Whites ... Across the country, elections officials are marshaling data on 
registered voters, historic turnout, parking spaces and other information to reduce wait times at polling places. Also 
helping to decrease wait times is voting by mail, which is available in 22 states, and early voting, which is now offered in 
37 states -- though a couple of states have rolled back their early voting. But ... Stephen Pettigrew, a political scientist at 
the University of Pennsylvania, has found if there are two neighborhoods in the same city, and one is majority-white and 
the other has more blacks and Hispanics, voters in the white neighborhood have a shorter wait. Color-coded map shows 
avg. wait time by state. US avg: 11.1 mins.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/02/15/voting-lines-are-shorter-but-mostly-for-whites

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Assembly to take up bill to allow more development of wetlands under state control  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/15/assembly-take-up-bill-allow-more-development-wetlands-under-state-
control/338495002/

HEALTH CARE ^top^



- Wisconsin lawmakers vote to make it harder for public workers to get abortions ... Senate insurance committee approved 
... [Jacque's] Assembly Bill 128 would prevent the state from providing insurance plans that cover abortion, except in 
cases of rape, incest or to preserve the life of the mother. The provision would also apply to local governments that get 
their insurance through the state Group Insurance Board.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/14/wisconsin-lawmakers-voting-make-harder-public-workers-get-
abortions/336555002/

LABOR ^top^
- Appvion workers learn their employee stock is likely worthless  
https://postcrescent.com/story/money/2018/02/14/appvion-workers-employee-stock-ownership-plan-likely-
worthless/334960002/

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Men [both 19] brought loaded assault rifles, drugs to Homestead High School basketball game, complaint says  
https://jsonline.com/story/communities/northshore/crime/2018/02/14/men-brought-loaded-assault-rifles-drugs-homestead-
high-school-basketball-game-complaint-says/331422002/

- Ryan: Florida shooting an 'unspeakable tragedy,' born of 'true evil' ... "This is an unspeakable tragedy. It is nothing short 
of true evil to attack innocent children," Ryan said in a statement. "While we now wait to learn more, we are so grateful to 
law enforcement and all those who brought this horror to an end," Ryan said. "Let us all keep the victims in our hearts. A 
long night lies ahead for many families. Right now, the whole country is standing with the Parkland community."  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/paul/article/2649134

- Florida shooting prompts Green Bay police to step up school security  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/02/15/florida-shooting-prompts-green-bay-police-step-up-school-
security/340299002/

- Dane sheriff has little hope for help on opioids, inmate mental health after meeting with Donald Trump ... Mahoney met 
with the president at the White House as part of a delegation from the National Sheriffs' Association ... urging President 
Donald Trump on Tuesday to provide federal help to deal with the opioid epidemic and mental illness among jail inmates. 
... an "issue that every sheriff is saying is impacting them," he said. ... "In this administration, immigration is one of the 
most spoken-about priorities," Mahoney said. ... something he said some border-state sheriffs are sympathetic to if it 
means limiting the amount of illegal drugs coming into the country. ... [WH regional comm chief] Morrone said the 
president was meeting with the sheriffs group "to discuss the positive changes resulting from this Administration's 
policies." ... [US DOJ] did not immediately respond to a request for comment on Mahoney's description of the meeting.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/727ae723-51c0-53d8-aaf7-20b48a1c3dce.html

- State's expert says Brown Deer officer not justified in shooting unruly bus passenger on the ground  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/02/14/states-expert-says-brown-deer-officer-not-justified-shooting-unruly-bus-
passenger-ground/338612002/

- Former Twin Ports mayor [Bergson] arrested in Douglas County ... following a vehicle crash  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/crime-and-courts/4403445-former-twin-ports-mayor-arrested-douglas-county

- Ashland County seeks dismissal of first sexual assault accuser: Sheriff Dept. accused by 4 women  
http://apg-wi.com/7defa9b2-1131-11e8-b815-8710c68b936f.html

- DCI issues statewide alert for Valliere murder suspect, James Lussier has three pending warrants  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=103&articleid=80437

MEDIA ^top^
- "Who Needs a Controversy Over the Inauguration?": Reince Priebus Opens Up About His Six Months of Magical 
Thinking, Months after his chaotic resignation as chief of staff, and with his successor on the hot seat, Priebus comes 
clean about everything: the inauguration crowd-size fiasco, the decision to fire Comey, the Mooch, the tweets, how he 
helped saved Jeff Sessions's job, and his mercurial former boss. "I still love the guy," he says.  
https://vanityfair.com/news/2018/02/reince-priebus-opens-up-about-his-six-months-of-magical-thinking

- Trump Said Inauguration Crowd Numbers Were 'Bullshit' Says Reince Priebus In New Book  
http://newsweek.com/trump-said-inauguration-crowd-numbers-were-bullshit-says-reince-priebus-new-807887



- Trump's Fit About Inauguration Crowd Detailed By Reince Priebus In New Book  
http://deadline.com/2018/02/donald-trump-inauguration-crowd-fit-reince-priebus-book-vanity-fair-1202289373/

- Disarray in the Trump White House? It was worse than you know, Reince Priebus says  
https://marketwatch.com/story/disarray-in-the-trump-white-house-it-was-worse-than-you-know-reince-priebus-says-2018-
02-14

- Priebus: Trump Thrives on White House 'Craziness,' President accepts turmoil as means to an end, former aide says.  
https://usnews.com/news/ken-walshs-washington/articles/2018-02-15/reince-priebus-president-donald-trump-thrives-on-
white-house-craziness

- Wanted: a new White House chief of staff, Second most powerful job in Washington comes with a feeling of rolling 
humiliation  
https://ft.com/content/e8c42f4a-11c9-11e8-8cb6-b9ccc4c4dbbb

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Former State Rep. Joe Radinovich to run for Minnesota's 8th Congressional District  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37512908/former

- Gov. Dayton introduces new measures to fight opioid crisis ... would invest $12 million each year in strategies ... divided 
into these 4 key areas: Prevention, Emergency Response, Law Enforcement, and Treatment and Recovery Options. ... 
provide additional dollars for the Lake Superior Drugs and Violent Crimes task force, as well as purchasing Narcan for the 
county. ... Penny-A-Pill stewardship program. ... would require opioid manufacturers to pay a fee to fund a prevention and 
treatment effort. Legislators believe that would raise about $20 million every year. ... "We're taking action with our existing 
resources. But we're also asking the legislature for additional resources as the new budget forecast will permit," said 
Dayton.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37509070/gov

- Sen. Klobuchar takes to Twitter [to defend Olympic curling] after Texas Senator [Cornym] says it is "obscure"  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37509041/sen

TECHNOLOGY ^top^
- Madison looks to make Park Street 'smart'  
http://host.madison.com/ct/8c1b900a-c005-5e86-a524-648fc1210895.html

- Boston leads the US in smart cities ranking, Zurich has the smartest buildings in the world, and Melbourne, Australia has 
the best 4G coverage. So where does the US rank in the index of smart cities? 7 US cities in top 100, none in WI, 
CHIcago is nearest  
http://zdnet.com/article/boston-leads-the-us-in-smart-cities-ranking/

- Stop Saying 'Smart Cities,' Digital stardust won't magically make future cities more affordable or resilient.  
https://theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/02/stupid-cities/553052/

UTILITIES ^top^
- [USEIA] Report: Wisconsin electricity rates among highest, use low  
http://lacrossetribune.com/e7aa407b-f390-503e-abcd-a5460b625128.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- CT Editorial: Chief Koval's response to study is a beginning  
http://host.madison.com/ct/9e807dda-a7a6-50f1-94d4-b727ff3f6666.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Kriss Marion: Tell your public school how much you appreciate it  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b10a7dec-cf29-56fd-859f-bd71dc23c00f.html

- WEC-er Ann S. Jacobs: The Senate's Saturday Night Massacre, Its attempt to fire the bipartisan head of state Elections 



Commission is clearly illegal.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/14/op-ed-the-senates-saturday-night-massacre/

- DPW chair Martha Laning: Foxonn is a costly Walker campaign stunt  
http://host.madison.com/ct/3c728668-be00-5ee3-8787-0d27414b7b5f.html

- Reason Foundation's Robert Poole and Badger Institute's Mike Nichols: Why toll roads are Wisconsin's only realistic 
solution to its transportation roadblock  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/02/14/wisconsin-toll-roads-realistic-solution-transportation-
roadblock/335383002/

- Mitch Henck: Do Democrats have the cards on Dreamers?  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/196164c3-2162-5207-9247-38e16c7f33e9.html
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- The Assembly is due to take up the special session welfare overhaul package on the floor 
this afternoon. 

All 10 of the bills have cleared a Senate committee as of this week.  

The chamber will also vote on Assembly Majority Leader Jim Steineke's wetlands bill, a bill that would 
up the penalties for defrauding the state's unemployment insurance fund and legislation that would 
make it a class H felony to have sex with an animal.  

See the agenda:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180214AssemblyCalendar.pdf

See the special session notice:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180214SpecialSession.pdf

-- Senate and Assembly panels are planning to hold a joint public hearing this morning on the 
bipartisan Assembly plan to overhaul the juvenile corrections system. 

The Assembly committee will hold an exec on the bill after the public hearing.  

Meanwhile, the Assembly Jobs and the Economy Committee is voting on the rent-to-own bill today 
after originally planning on exec'ing on the bill yesterday afternoon.  

The legislation would exempt rent-to-own companies from the state's consumer protection act. It 
hasn't yet received a vote in the Senate committee to which it was referred.  

And a Senate committee is holding an exec this morning on a bill that would change the rules for 
which publications are eligible to receive compensation for publishing legal notices.  



-- Gov. Scott Walker is heading to the Shopko in Ashwaubenon this afternoon to tout his child 
sales tax and sales tax holiday proposal.

-- The latest version of our weekly DC Wrap includes a look at the state congressional 
delegation's responses to President Trump's recently unveiled budget proposal. 

It also features an exchange between Gov. Scott Walker and Trump, where the president took credit 
for Wisconsin's Foxconn deal.  

See this week's DC Wrap and sign up for direct delivery:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/dc-wrap-reaction-to-presidents-budget-proposal-trump-takes-credit-
for-wis-foxconn-deal/

****************************************

Feb. 22: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 
with U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-
41889783470

****************************************

TOP HEADLINES

Walker Says Lincoln Hills Plan Is 'Imperative' And Downplays Liquor Law Rewrite
Comments Come Day After Sen. Fitzgerald Calls Lincoln Hills A 'Heavy Lift' ... scheduled for a public 
hearing in an Assembly committee Thursday. ... Walker referenced his time as Milwaukee County 
Executive as he discussed the bill, saying he was open to giving counties more of a role in juvenile 
corrections as long as they want it. "As long as the counties are supportive of that, that's something 
I'm interested in pursuing," Walker said. ... Also up for a hearing Thursday is Fitzgerald's bill to 
revamp Wisconsin's current system of regulating liquor distribution ... similar to one lawmakers 
considered but never pursued during budget deliberations last year. Fitzgerald told reporters Tuesday 
the plan was a priority for him ... "He's throwing the idea out," Walker said. "I don't know how far it's 
going to go." ... said a plan to create a two-day sales tax holiday [has] ... "a lot of appeal out in the 
public," Walker said. "Whether or not get that all through remains to be seen. But I think at a minimum 
our hope is that we'll get a child tax credit so that families can get that $100 per child."  



https://wpr.org/walker-says-lincoln-hills-plan-imperative-and-downplays-liquor-law-rewrite

GOP seeks federal money for Walker's welfare limits that would cost nearly $90M a year
... state agency cost estimates found the 10 welfare bills proposed by Walker would cost: $37.9 
million a year for state and local taxpayers when fully implemented and $35.5 million for federal 
taxpayers, for a total of $87.5 million. ... Republicans on the Senate Public Benefits Committee 
Wednesday amended the bill requiring parents on Food Share to work, including in it a request to the 
federal government to share some of the savings with the state of Wisconsin. ... unclear whether 
President Donald Trump's administration would have the authority or willingness. Assembly 
companion lacks federal money request.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/15/337011002/

Ryan: Florida shooting an 'unspeakable tragedy,' born of 'true evil'
... "This is an unspeakable tragedy. It is nothing short of true evil to attack innocent children," Ryan 
said in a statement. "While we now wait to learn more, we are so grateful to law enforcement and all 
those who brought this horror to an end," Ryan said. "Let us all keep the victims in our hearts. A long 
night lies ahead for many families. Right now, the whole country is standing with the Parkland 
community."  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/paul/article/2649134

Dane sheriff has little hope for help on opioids, inmate mental health after meeting with Trump
... Mahoney met with the president at the White House as part of a delegation from the National 
Sheriffs' Association ... urging President Donald Trump on Tuesday to provide federal help to deal 
with the opioid epidemic and mental illness among jail inmates. ... an "issue that every sheriff is 
saying is impacting them," he said. ... "In this administration, immigration is one of the most spoken-
about priorities," Mahoney said. ... something he said some border-state sheriffs are sympathetic to if 
it means limiting the amount of illegal drugs coming into the country. ... [WH regional comm chief] 
Morrone said the president was meeting with the sheriffs group "to discuss the positive changes 
resulting from this Administration's policies." ... [US DOJ] did not immediately respond to a request for 
comment on Mahoney's description of the meeting.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/727ae723-51c0-53d8-aaf7-20b48a1c3dce.html

Riding an Untamed Horse: Priebus Opens Up on Serving Trump
... The dramatic [Trump-Sessions] episode, described by Mr. Priebus in a soon-to-be-released book, 
proved a turning point in the relationship ... one that has shaped the administration ever since. ... 
"Don McGahn came in my office pretty hot, red, out of breath and said, 'We've got a problem,'" Mr. 
Priebus recalled. "I responded, 'What?' And he said, 'Well, we just got a special counsel and 
Sessions just resigned.' I said, 'What? What the hell are you talking about?' And I said, 'That can't 
happen.'" ... [chased Sessions down to his car] "I knocked on the door of the car and Jeff was sitting 
there and I just jumped in and shut the door and I said, 'Jeff, what's going on?'" Mr. Priebus said. 
"And then he told me that he was going to resign." "I said, 'You cannot resign. It's not possible. We 
are going to talk about this right now,'" Mr. Priebus continued. "So I dragged him back up to my office 
from the car. Pence and Bannon came in ... started talking to him to the point where he decided that 
he would not resign right then and he would instead think about it." ... Behind the scenes ... "Don't try 
to slow me down like you always do," Mr. Trump told him. "Get the resignation of Jeff Sessions." ... "If 
I get this resignation, you are in for a spiral of calamity that makes Comey look like a picnic," Mr. 
Priebus warned him. Again, Mr. Trump backed down. ... Priebus described a roller-coaster 
experience ... Mr. Priebus said that Mr. Trump has spent his whole life resisting the sort of 
organization that others would like to impose on him. "The idea that he was suddenly going to accept 
an immediate and elaborate staff structure regulating every minute of his life was never in the cards," 
Mr. Priebus said. "At least not on Day 1." ... trying to impose discipline on one of the most 
undisciplined figures in American politics ... led to his unhappy departure last summer when Mr. 



Trump unceremoniously announced his resignation on Twitter just before Mr. Priebus disembarked 
Air Force One in the rain. More on Kelly, Porter, First Family.  
https://nytimes.com/2018/02/14/us/politics/riding-an-untamed-horse-priebus-opens-up-on-serving-
trump.html

Ryan to House: Pass DACA Bill in March
'We clearly need to address this issue in March,' the speaker said ... as the Republican whip team 
starts to count up votes for [Goodlatte's] immigration bill ... to determine if it has enough support to 
bring to the floor. "We clearly need to address this issue in March; I'll just leave it at that," said Ryan 
... said March 5 is "important" but "not as important as it was before, given the court rulings. But I 
think this place works better with deadlines, and we want to operate on deadlines." Whip Scalise: 
"The Goodlatte-McCaul bill is the bill that we're moving. And if you look at where we start today we 
are finally at least working on a way to come together to address this problem."  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/ryan-house-pass-daca-bill-march

Ryan caught in the middle as Trump backs hard-line House immigration bill
... [Goodlatte-McCaul] proposal would cut legal immigration by at least 25% and crack down on 
"sanctuary cities" that do not fully cooperate ... would require employers to use the E-Verify system ... 
provide funding to hire 10,000 federal immigration agents; and cut at least 200,000 green cards a 
year given to foreigners. ... grant temporary legal status to fewer than 800,000 DREAMers -- requiring 
them to renew their protections every three years -- but no opportunity to earn citizenship. ... Trump 
gave a thumbs up to the Goodlatte-McCaul bill Wednesday. ... [but] bill is a non-starter in the Senate, 
and it's not even clear whether it could pass the House. Democrats fiercely oppose it -- as do some 
Republican moderates. Reps. Diaz-Balart, Dent doubt passage. Trump also endorsed a less-
restrictive immigration bill Wednesday, sponsored by Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck 
Grassley, R-Iowa, that would commit billions of dollars to border security, limit family-based migration 
and provide a path to citizenship to about 1.8 million undocumented "DREAMers" brought to the 
country as children.  
Trump also endorsed a less-restrictive [Grassley] bill Wednesday ... that would commit billions of 
dollars to border security, limit family-based migration and provide a path to citizenship to about 1.8 
million undocumented "DREAMers" brought to the country as children. Meadows, others rejected 
Grassley. TPP's Martin: "People who supported Trump from the beginning, they're upset, they feel 
betrayed, and they don't feel like President Trump is keeping his promise on this particular issue." 
Trump in past has backed Cotton-Perdue and Graham-Durbin bills.  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/14/336723002/

Conservatives Warn Speaker Ryan To Hold The Line On Immigration
... Ryan's well-known and more moderate views on immigration are giving conservatives pause, even 
as he has consistently said he will not bring an immigration bill to the floor that Trump opposes. ... 
[HFC-er] Meadows said there is no conversation "right now" about challenging Ryan's speakership, 
but Freedom Caucus members made clear there could be if they feel betrayed by leadership on 
immigration. Meadows: "It is the defining moment for this speaker. If he gets it wrong, it will have 
consequences for him but it will also have consequences for the rest of the Republican Party. ... This 
president was elected largely on the issue of immigration that defined him differently than every other 
candidate, and so it is the defining moment, more so than the budget or anything else that we've 
passed." ... Ryan told reporters last week that he doesn't lose any sleep about what's at stake ... "I 
don't think about it at all." ... If the Senate can't pass any legislation this week, the speaker isn't going 
to force an ugly vote on his members if there's no chance of its becoming law. Reps. Davidson, Perry, 
Jordan comment.  
https://npr.org/2018/02/14/585850318

Ryan: 'Clearly we should all be condemning domestic violence'



... "And if a person who commits domestic violence gets in the government then there is a breakdown 
in the system" ... House Oversight Committee Chairman Trey Gowdy informed him that he was 
launching a probe of the breakdown in the security clearance process for Rob Porter ... "They clearly 
have to have work to do to fix their vetting system. I don't know exactly how they'll do that. I'll leave 
that to them," Ryan said.  
https://cnn.com/2018/02/14/politics/paul-ryan-domestic-violence-vetting/index.html

****************************************

Order the 2018 WisPolitics.com Directory & Almanac now 

The big 2018 election year already is underway with campaigns for state Supreme Court, U.S. 
Senate, governor and Legislature.  

Get a preview of the political landscape and catch up on all of the changes in Gov. Scott Walker's 
cabinet and the Legislature by buying the new 2018 WisPolitics.com Directory & Almanac.  

This glossy, 20-page booklet will be an essential item throughout the year but especially now with a 
revamped and aggressive agenda from Walker and legislative leaders.  

The booklet includes photos and contact information for members of the Assembly, the state Senate, 
legislative leadership, and the Joint Finance Committee, plus the Walker administration and 
Wisconsin members of Congress.  

Online payment can be made now for orders of fewer than 20 Directories. Copies ordered online are 
$7.50 apiece; that price includes shipping.  

CLICK THIS LINK TO ORDER -- please enter a number from 1 to 20 in the "purpose of payment'' 
box, designating how many copies you're buying.  

-- If you would like 20 or more copies, contact Colin D. Schmies at 608-206-0476 or 
schmies@wispolitics.com for more information on bulk pricing.  

-- Single copies of the Directory will be available for $5 apiece at upcoming WisPolitics.com events.  

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 9 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Federalism and Interstate Relations public hearing on AB 879, 
relating to coercive conditions attached to federal funding.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423513

- 9 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Transportation executive session on AB 594, relating to outdoor 
advertising signs that do not conform to local ordinances and that are affected by certain 
transportation-related projects; and AB 595, relating to the removal of nonconforming outdoor 
advertising signs along highways.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424514

- 9 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Corrections executive session on LRB-5233, relating to juvenile 
correctional facilities, youth aids, and providing an exemption from emergency rule procedures, 



granting rule-making authority, and making an appropriation.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424634

- 9:01 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Corrections public hearing on LRB-5233, relating to juvenile 
correctional facilities, youth aids, and providing an exemption from emergency rule procedures, 
granting rule-making authority, and making an appropriation.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424634

- 9:01 a.m.: Senate Committee on Judiciary and Public Safety public hearing on LRB-5515, relating to 
juvenile correctional facilities, youth aids, and providing an exemption from emergency rule 
procedures, granting rule-making authority, and making an appropriation.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424745

- 9:15 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Education executive session on AB 851, relating to a pilot grant 
program to support college courses taught in high schools and making an appropriation.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424516

- 9:30 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Jobs and the Economy executive session on AB 759, relating to 
the regulation of rental-purchase agreements and granting rule-making authority.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423919

- 9:30 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Regulatory Licensing Reform executive session on a series of 
bills including AB 902, relating to wholesale distributors subject to Pharmacy Examining Board 
requirements and enforcement and disciplinary authority of the Department of Safety and 
Professional Services and attached boards and credentialing boards.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424379

- 10 a.m.: Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Energy public hearing on AB 747, relating to 
shoreline maintenance in outlying waters, and other bills.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424070

- 11 a.m.: Senate Committee on Economic Development, Commerce and Local Government 
executive session on a series of bills including SB 627, relating to the qualification of newspapers to 
receive compensation for publication of legal notice.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424576

- 11:01 a.m.: Senate Committee on Economic Development, Commerce and Local Government 
public hearing on AB 809 and SB 726, relating to notes, bonds, and economic development programs 
of the Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority, homeownership mortgage loans 
used to refinance existing mortgages, and uses of the housing rehabilitation loan fund.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424706

- 12:15 p.m.: Marquette Law School: 'On the Issues' with WEDC Secretary Mark Hogan.  
https://law.marquette.edu/current-students/issues-mark-hogan

- 2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.: Dept. of Public Instruction public hearing on emergency rules related to PI 34, 
educator licensing.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/dept-of-public-instruction-hearing-for-public-testimony/
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****************************************

Feb. 22: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 with U.S. Sen. 
Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-41889783470

****************************************
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TOP STORIES

Walker plan to prop up Obamacare marketplace wins key committee 
approval
... [JFC] voted [GOP + Shankland] 13-3 Tuesday to pass the bill, setting it up for 
approval by the full Legislature as soon as next week. The measure has found 
broad support among health insurance providers, doctors and the medical 
community. ... Horizon Government Affairs estimates that rates in Wisconsin 
would drop 13 percent in 2019 and 12 percent in 2020 if the reinsurance 
program created under the bill is in place. Bill also requires study on resurrecting 
HIRSP. By Bauer of AP, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/ae41577a-728d-5bc1-b37a-95770f42d0af.html

Senate leader: Juvenile corrections overhaul may be 'big lift' this session
... While Speaker Robin Vos, R-Rochester, held a press conference Tuesday 
releasing the sweeping plan to close the state's troubled youth prison, Senate 



- Economy

- Education

- Elections

- Environment

- Foxconn

- Law and order

- Mining

- Real estate

- Taxes

- Tourism

- Editorials

- Columns

Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald, R-Juneau, told reporters he agreed with the 
plan's goals but ... "That's a big lift before the end of session," Fitzgerald said. "I 
don't want to move too quickly." ... "Every major proposal is a big lift. I mean 
that's the whole point," Vos said, responding to Fitzgerald's comments. Minority 
Leaders Hintz and Shilling shared Fitzgerald's skepticism. Evenson for Walker 
"no comment," anticipates passage this session. Corrections chair Schraa, Rep. 
Bowen, ACLU's Dupuis, UW Law prof. Streit comment. By Beck, WISCONSIN 
STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/110ef03b-bb1c-5dfb-a1c4-a7bd89a06090.html

Draft legislation outlines new liquor permit to suit Wisconsin's Kohler 
resort
... would create a "resort manufacturer permit" allowing a business that meets 
certain conditions to manufacture, bottle, store and sell up to 150,000 gallons of 
intoxicating liquor per year on the entity's premises. ... to sell beer or intoxicating 
liquor that it does not produce on its premises without a retail license and sell its 
spirits to a related business, deemed a "secondary resort facility." ... an 
expansion of the state's three-tier system ... Another piece of draft legislation 
that would create an Office of Alcohol Beverages Enforcement [within DOR] 
may also be released this week. ... Kohler spent $132,597 and more than 350 
hours lobbying on liquor law issues in the first half of the 2017-18 legislative 
session. By Ferral, CAPITAL TIMES [se Tourism]  
http://host.madison.com/ct/3813b256-0439-59d4-9864-60c9374bde3e.html

GOP returns dues from Paul Ryan challenger as top leaders denounce 
Paul Nehlen as racist
... "Paul Nehlen is not a member of the Republican Party of Wisconsin," GOP 
spokesman Alec Zimmerman said. "Nehlen and his ideas have no place in the 
Republican Party." ... "I didn't read all of (Nehlen's) comments. But it looks to me 
like he's a racist bigot," said Vos, a longtime Ryan supporter. "I don't want him 
as part of my party." ... Walker's campaign agreed. "The governor has always 
supported Paul Ryan, and stood against racist comments like this and those 
who make them," spokesman Nathan Craft said in an email. ... "The Republican 
Party of Wisconsin is not Scott Walker and Robin Vos' personal cartel, and I will 
not be lectured to on conservative values by self-righteous prigs who have 
managed to conserve nothing," Nehlen said in an email. By Stein, MILWAUKEE 
JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/gop-returns-dues-paul-ryan-
challenger-top-leaders-denounce-paul-nehlen-racist/334432002/

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Priebus praises Trump during Indiana speech ... [praised Trump and Pence, joking about 6 months as White House and 
6 years as RNC chair] "I say that not to brag, but just to make sure you know I can hold a job for more than six months," 
Priebus said. ... said that Trump was annoyed with him "quite often." ... admitted he was "slightly embarrassed" about his 
resignation and immediate replacement, but only had good things to say about Trump during his speech at the 2018 
Indiana Chamber Legislative Dinner in Indianapolis. ... "You see his tweets that are firing off at 6 in the morning every 
single day," Priebus said. "He never unplugs." ... acknowledged what he called a "diversity of opinions" within the White 
House ... "(His advisers) could hardly agree on whether the sky was blue or not." ... "The process is obviously working 
because the decisions are getting our country to a better place," Priebus said. "... It may not be the Washington way of 



decision making, but that's not what the American people voted for. ... One of the single greatest joys of my time as chief 
of staff was spending time working with and learning from (Pence)." ... optimistic about the upcoming [midterms] ... "It's 
easy to get caught up in who is up and who is down," Priebus said. "But what we know today isn't what we're going to see 
in six months."  
https://indystar.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/330589002/

- CPC Statement on Trump Infrastructure Proposal: America Not for Sale  
http://krwg.org/post/cpc-statement-trump-infrastructure-proposal-america-not-sale

- What would Jesus do? ... Madison is home to large, growing evangelical congregations, despite its secular reputation. 
Trump's presidency has pushed them to grapple with the political stigma attached to their faith and how they should live it 
out in the public sphere. That tension has long-divided Christians over issues like women's ordination, abortion and 
homosexuality. Pastor Nielsen: "For many people in my circle, the tension was wanting to cherish the right to vote, but on 
the other hand, not being about to, in good conscience, vote for Hillary or Trump. They were both seen as morally unfit for 
office. One because she is pro-choice, and the other because he is a loud-mouth lunatic who is a womanizer, celebrates 
all other sorts of sin and behaves like a fourth-grader on Twitter."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/8a844914-481d-5b45-90b8-0814c621ef53.html

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- History Gives Walker Slim Odds to Win, State voters rarely elect a gubernatorial candidate whose party holds the 
presidency. [Ostermeier]  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/13/smart-politics

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Ryan: "If You Fix Health Care, You Fix The Debt Crisis" ... "We have to fix health care if we're going to get away from 
this debt crisis," Ryan [told Bartiromo]. "Does that mean sacrifice your military in the meantime? No. it means build your 
military, grow your economy. That is the key driver of our debt in the future," Ryan said about health care costs. "Which is 
demographically driven. It's a combination of demographics and health care inflation. You fix health care, you fix the debt 
crisis."  
https://realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/02/13/paul_ryan_if_you_fix_health_care_you_fix_the_debt_crisis.html

- Ryan [on Bartiromo]: US military is deteriorating and hollowed out  
http://foxbusiness.com/politics/2018/02/13/house-speaker-paul-ryan-on-trumps-2019-budget-plan.html

- Ryan says he's still a deficit hawk, 'never going to give up on entitlement reform'  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/paul/article/2648928

- Burned by the budget, right warns Ryan on immigration ... The [budget] bill that passed last week wasn't consistent with 
what we told the voters we were going to do. We had better get it right on immigration," Rep. Jim Jordan (R-Ohio), a 
House Freedom Caucus leader, told The Hill. "Hopefully, we'll see an earnest effort this week to get to 218 votes for a 
conservative [immigration] bill," said Freedom Caucus Chairman Mark Meadows (R-N.C.). "We better see some progress 
on the Goodlatte bill," he added  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/373538-burned-by-the-budget-right-warns-ryan-on-immigration

- Ryan calls out John McCain for torpedoing ObamaCare repeal ... "The house has passed these bills, but John McCain 
said no instead of yes," Ryan said during an exclusive interview with FOX Business' Maria Baritromo on "Mornings with 
Maria."  
http://foxbusiness.com/politics/2018/02/13/paul-ryan-blasts-mccain-for-obamacare-repeal-failure-exclusive.html

- Ryan calls for 'incremental' health reforms after failure of ObamaCare repeal  
http://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/373612-ryan-calls-for-incremental-health-reforms-after-failure-of-obamacare-repeal

- [FBN's] Bartiromo grills Paul Ryan about his newfound support for giant deficits  
Maria: "We're talking about out-of-control spending ... leading to trillion-dollar deficits for 10 years. ... [Mo Brooks] called it 
the worst piece of legislation I ever voted on. Tell me how you're looking at that."  
Ryan: "This was a discretionary budget about getting the military its budget. ... The domestic spending we put in here is 
less than we were envisioning in 2011 ... is pretty much one-time spending ... for hurricanes and disasters. ... includes 
$250B in spending cuts.  
Maria: "[People] are surprised at you because you've been this entitlement reform person and a deficit hawk for years."  
Ryan: "And I still am."  



Maria: "But you don't look like you are based on this budget."  
Ryan: "But this isn't the whole budget, this is discretionary spending."  
8:45 video also addresses entitlement reforms, "it's really the health care entitlements" driving the deficits.  
http://theweek.com/speedreads/755007

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- State upholds clerk's decision on mayoral ballot, Frederickson will file as write-in candidate  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=47&ArticleID=80425&TM=39524.64

- Bice: Milwaukee County candidate [Ashley] with anti-police Facebook posts was charged for run-in with cops  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/daniel-bice/2018/02/14/bice-milwaukee-county-candidate-anti-police-
facebook-posts-charged-run-cops/331703002/

- Citizen Outrage Forces Chris Abele to Back Down, County Exec says he'll cancel 'Pay to Park'  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/features/citizen-outrage-forces-chris-abele-to-back-down/#

- Can There Be Equity in the Bike Lane?  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/02/14/can-there-be-equity-in-the-bike-lane

COURTS ^top^
- Judge Rebecca Dallet: We need to fix our broken Wisconsin Supreme Court  
http://host.madison.com/ct/15964ddb-429f-50c8-9192-b658248dbda7.html

- Screnock's attack on Burns, Dallet in Supreme Court race [43 second video with factoids and sprinkly music]  
https://jsonline.com/videos/news/politics/politifactwisconsin/2018/02/14/screnocks-attack-burns-dallet-supreme-court-
race/110271416/

- Shepherd Express Proudly Endorses both Tim Burns and Rebecca Dallet  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/features/shepherd-express-proudly-endorses-both-tim-burns-and-rebecca/#

CULTURE ^top^
- Dialing Back the Tone on the Transgender Bathroom Debate ... Before reacting to this latest news, I took a breath and 
reflected on the comments by Marine hero and Congressman Mike Gallagher, R-WI, who recently took the stage after me 
at the Unrig the System Summit in New Orleans and argued the best way to drain the swamp is to build dams way 
upstream by starting with ourselves and the vitriol in our own words and actions.  
https://newsmax.com/johnpudner/transgender/2018/02/13/id/843103/

ECONOMY ^top^
- Forbes: Milwaukee Bucks are worth more than $1 billion, up 37% in the last year  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/02/13/forbes-milwaukee-bucks-worth-more-than-1-billion-up-37-last-
year/732179001/

EDUCATION ^top^
- Assembly [91-2 Jacque, Jarchow] approves [AB 835] more money for rural schools, votes to provide free college to 
foster kids  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/foster-children-could-attend-university-wisconsin-tech-colleges-free-
under-bill/321158002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- "No place in the Republican Party:" Wisconsin GOP distances itself from Paul Ryan foe Paul Nehlen after Twitter posts 
[Keith, AP]  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/13/republicans-distance

- State GOP: 'No place in the Republican Party' for Wisconsin congressional candidate banned by Twitter 
[Sommerhauser]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/7a22b615-f107-5d48-b097-030f10827c98.html



- Report: Parents of GOP US Senate candidate gave max contributions to Tammy Baldwin  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/dfb73b24-0aed-545d-b60a-35096989a35e.html

- America Is so Polarized That This Republican Senate Candidate's Parents Donated to His Democratic Rival, Kevin 
Nicholson's parents have maxed out their donations to Sen. Tammy Baldwin. [Voght]  
https://motherjones.com/politics/2018/02/america-is-so

- When your parents donate to your political opponent [Kim]  
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/parents-opponent/story?id=53062061

- Parents of Sen. Tammy Baldwin's GOP rival donated maximum amount to Baldwin's campaign [AP, Lemoine]  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/13/parents-of

- Military veteran [Engebretson] vying to unseat Sean Duffy tells News 18 why she is running  
http://wqow.com/story/37497885/2018/02/Tuesday/military

- Trump's win, actions spur 7th District congressional candidacy of Balsam Lake lawyer, Democrat vows to put public first 
if she is elected to Congress  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/14/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Trump-s-win-actions-spur-
candidacy-div.html

- Potential Ron Kind challenger will be extradited to New York to face larceny charge ... Germanotta bought a $4,800 ring 
from a New York jewelry store on Sept. 19 and then returned a fraudulent ring, according to New York City police.  
http://lacrossetribune.com/8a507bfd-7baf-5166-9080-f73d0d75d9c9.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Gallagher opposes cuts to Great Lakes funding ... "We cannot afford to lose GLRI's help in the fight for clean water," 
said Gallagher, R-Green Bay. "In Wisconsin alone, the Great Lakes contribute over $1.4 billion to our economy and 
support more than 8,000 jobs. Green Bay and Lake Michigan are some of Northeast Wisconsin's most treasured assets, 
and I'll continue to fight on their behalf until the necessary funding is secured. Future generations are depending on it."  
http://kewauneecomet.com/gallagher-opposes-cuts-to-great-lakes-funding/

- Wisconsin is becoming wetter as lawmakers move to weaken rules for water-retaining wetlands  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/14/wisconsin-becoming-wetter-lawmakers-move-weaken-rules-water-
retaining-wetlands/331442002/

- Village approves contract for lake bluff erosion  
http://journaltimes.com/3f7e88e7-e7ac-59eb-8403-83dc3ad28c57.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- Foster care, Foxconn traffic discussed at [Vos'] Union Grove meeting  
http://journaltimes.com/3c93c9c4-6f7f-5e47-b551-27a498b5b0e2.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Days from retirement, Milwaukee Police Chief Ed Flynn and his boss [FPC's Regan] accuse each other of misconduct  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/02/13/days-retirement-milwaukee-police-chief-ed-flynn-and-his-boss-accuse-
each-other-misconduct/332061002/

- Juvenile corrections overhaul could impact Racine County  
http://journaltimes.com/ffc86ecc-1d3c-5ac0-8832-f37fb6b2b835.html

MINING ^top^
- Town of Waterford denies mining permit  
http://journaltimes.com/78205144-94ab-53e6-a4b7-450ad78c41c4.html

REAL ESTATE ^top^



- HUD Awards $240,000 to Local Group, SET Ministry, the state's only grant winner, works with public housing residents. 
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/13/eyes-on-milwaukee

TAXES ^top^
- Sen. Bob Wirch fails to get Republican signatures ... on a letter sent Tuesday to Gov. Scott Walker calling for a special 
legislative session to consider the so-called "dark stores" loophole in Wisconsin tax law.  
http://kenoshanews.com/news/local/sen-bob-wirch-fails-to-get-republican-signatures/article_02e5dc27-43ed-5e25-94b0-
6728671383cd.html

TOURISM ^top^
- Draft legislation outlines new liquor permit to suit Wisconsin's Kohler resort ... would create a "resort manufacturer 
permit" allowing a business that meets certain conditions to manufacture, bottle, store and sell up to 150,000 gallons of 
intoxicating liquor per year on the entity's premises. ... to sell beer or intoxicating liquor that it does not produce on its 
premises without a retail license and sell its spirits to a related business, deemed a "secondary resort facility." ... an 
expansion of the state's three-tier system ... Another piece of draft legislation that would create an Office of Alcohol 
Beverages Enforcement [within DOR] may also be released this week. ... Kohler spent $132,597 and more than 350 
hours lobbying on liquor law issues in the first half of the 2017-18 legislative session  
http://host.madison.com/ct/3813b256-0439-59d4-9864-60c9374bde3e.html

- Republicans looking to toughen Wisconsin alcohol enforcement ... The bill Fitzgerald introduced Tuesday wouldn't 
rework the three-tier system but would create a new, limited permit for qualifying resorts to manufacturer and sell up to 
150,000 gallons of alcohol on-site each year. It also would create a new office to enforce liquor laws. Vos: "It could be a 
big lift. I think we have to see where we are. We haven't talked about it with our caucus."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/1a9a0355-cffe-5e4e-a93a-9567f8ef086c.html

- Fitzgerald wants 'alcohol czar' to toughen Wisconsin's liquor laws ... "Enforcement has completely fallen apart," the 
Senate leader told reporters Tuesday. [lobbyist] Jeff Fitzgerald and an aide to Scott Fitzgerald didn't immediately respond 
to questions about whether the two brothers have talked about the alcohol legislation known as Senate Bill 801.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/top-gop-senator-scott-fitzgerald-wants-broad-changes-wisconsins-
liquor-laws/332975002/

EDITORIALS ^top^
- CT editorial: Crooked Scott Walker aims to bribe voters with sales tax 'holiday'  
http://host.madison.com/ct/259f7fbf-e3da-5239-ba1d-65874946bb74.html

- WSJ Editorial: Sweetheart deal for Foxconn shouldn't become norm for Wisconsin  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/97f77c27-38ec-5621-bb0e-9578161eb485.html

- RJT editorial: Scaled-back Democrat response to Nunes memo should be released, too  
http://journaltimes.com/0ddbd249-5d71-5721-ae67-741f09cbcd1f.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Dave Zweifel: Trump's viruses have infected Gen. Kelly  
http://host.madison.com/ct/98ca1bf8-d5f5-5273-b066-4bf56baceaee.html

- Ed Kilgore: Paul Ryan's Suicide Mission ... Maybe he is nourishing treachery in his breast like an asp soon to be 
released, and will make his final act as Speaker one that enrages his fellow-conservatives and enthuses reasonable 
people everywhere. And if that happens, perhaps the supreme sacrifice by Ryan would not simply be squelched by the 
president in a single tweet. But the best bet is still that Ryan keeps his promises and an immigration deal dies.  
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/02/paul-ryan-suicide-mission.html

- David Leonhardt: Paul Ryan and the Dreamers  
https://nytimes.com/2018/02/13/opinion/paul-ryan-dreamers.html

- Jason Sattler: How to start fixing democracy with the $1.50-a-week tax cut Paul Ryan gave you, It shouldn't be this hard 
for a mass of citizens to fend off a handful of feudal lords. But it will be until we dilute the clout of the richest voters.  
https://usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/02/14/332739002/



- DPW's Melanie Conklin: What the Hell Happened to Paul Ryan?  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/issue-of-the-week/what-the-hell-happened-to-paul-ryan/#

- Bruce Murphy: Ron Johnson's Growing Credibility Gap, Even conservative media questioned his latest "report."  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/13/murphys-law

- CC/WI's Jay Heck: Stronger Recusal Rules Needed for State Courts, Wisconsin was once the gold standard for impartial 
courts. Not any more.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/13/op-ed-stronger

- Dave Cieslewicz: The UW's bake sale tuition program  
https://isthmus.com/opinion/citizen-dave/the-uw-bake-sale-tuition-program/

- Spencer Black: Judge [Adelman] chronicles Wisconsin's 'fall from grace' in clean government  
http://host.madison.com/ct/697ca846-0fd5-5737-a320-63ec4b543d4e.html

- Mitch Henck: Saying yes to tolls may be only play  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/b5b2199e-913f-5a0c-b842-fd7dacb9edca.html

- Jim Stingl: Milwaukee's voting equipment tests out accurately -- and Russian-free  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/columnists/jim-stingl/2018/02/14/stingl-milwaukees-voting-equipment-tests-out-accurately-
and-russian-free/333107002/

- Christian Schneider: Attention Wisconsin utilities: We want our money back  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/02/13/utilities-should-return-tax-cut-windfalls-
ratepayers/333813002/
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- After lengthy debate, the Assembly passed a bill 91-2 to help rural schools.

The bill would increase sparsity aid and low-revenue ceilings for school districts.  

Authored by Rep. John Nygren, R-Marinette, and championed by Gov. Scott Walker, it would 
gradually lift the low revenue cap and pump $6.4 million into sparsity aid.  

The two members voting against the bill were Reps. Andre Jacque, R-De Pere, and Adam Jarchow, 
R-Balsam Lake.  

Under the bill, the per-pupil sparsity aid payment would go up $100 to $400 starting in the 2018-19 
school year. Districts with a maximum of 745 students with a population density of less than 10 per 
square mile would qualify.  

Currently, low-revenue districts are capped at spending $9,100 per student between state aid and 
property taxes. The bill would boost that to $9,400 in the 2018-19 school year and then allow 
increases of $100 a year until hitting $9,800 in 2022-23.  

Districts would not be eligible if their voters rejected a referendum to exceed spending caps in the 
previous three years, and the Legislative Fiscal Bureau identified nine districts that would not qualify 
because of that.  

But the JFC added an amendment Thursday that would allow those with a failed referendum to 
present another one to voters. If successful, they would then qualify.  

This provision in the bill, even with the added amendment, received sharp criticism from Dems.  

Rep. Sondy Pope, D-Mt. Horeb, the ranking member of the Assembly Education Committee, voted for 
the bill, but said she was still troubled over its retroactive provision.  



"Now that the majority party has finally decided to take meaningful action in funding education, they 
want to punish districts who did what they had to do just to survive," Pope said.  

Several Democrats, such as Rep. Katrina Shankland, D-Stevens Point, criticized Republicans for not 
doing enough to invest in schools since 2011. And Rep. David Bowen, D-Milwaukee, said the bill falls 
short for schools that do not receive sparsity aid. He proposed a failed amendment in committee that 
would have allowed 52 more districts to become eligible for sparsity aid.  

But Republicans, such as Rep. Mary Felzkowski, R-Irma, argued that the JFC amendment 
emphasized local control over funding.  

"We are giving the taxpayers the right to use the low revenue," Felzkowski said. "But we aren't going 
to override the previous decisions you made. If you talk about local control, how much more local 
does it get?" she asked.  

The discussion also included a jab from several Dems at Republican cuts to education and their 2011 
passage of Act 10 after Walker took office.  

"[Act 10] ran thousands and thousands of experienced, dedicated teachers from the profession. 
There's no more respect for public education," said Rep. Christine Sinicki, D-Milwaukee.  

Felzkowski countered that Democrats, under Gov. Jim Doyle, cut funding for education, and Rep. 
Romaine Quinn, R-Barron, chided Dems for opposing Republican efforts to increase school funding. 

"Every time Republicans crafted a budget that put more money into schools, even if its wasn't enough 
for their standards, they still voted no," he said.  

The bill now heads to the Senate.  

-- The Assembly also passed several of the bills included in Speaker Robin Vos' Task Force on 
Foster Care, including one on a voice vote that would change requirements for the involuntary 
termination of parental rights. 

The bill, by Rep. Joel Kitchens, R-Sturgeon Bay, would eliminate a statutory requirement that a court 
find it likely that a parent in the next nine months would not be able to establish safe conditions for a 
child to return home before terminating parental rights.  

Instead, the bill would only require a court to find a parent's failure to establish living conditions for 15 
of 22 months that a child has been living outside the home.  

Proponents of the bill argue that it would streamline the termination process to give children more 
stability. Opponents, such as the Wisconsin State Public Defender, argue it undermines due process 
for parents.  

Another bill in the package cleared the Assembly 93-0 that would let foster children attend state 
colleges for free.  

The bill would waive all tuition and fees not covered by grants and scholarships for up to 12 
semesters at UW System schools and state technical colleges for foster children.  



-- A series of bills are up for a vote today in various committees as the session winds down. 

That includes eight special session welfare overhaul bills, which a Senate committee will take up this 
morning. The panel last week signed off on two of the bills via paper ballot, while an Assembly 
committee exec'd on all 10 of the bills the same day.  

The Assembly Jobs and the Economy Committee is planning to vote this afternoon on a bill that 
would exempt rent-to-own companies from the state's consumer protection act. The legislation hasn't 
yet received a vote in the Senate committee to which it was referred.  

Meanwhile, a Senate panel is set to vote on a bill that would bar the Group Insurance Board from 
contracting for or providing abortion services. The bill previously cleared the Assembly on a 61-35 
vote.  

And the Assembly Campaigns and Elections Committee is scheduled to exec on a bill that would let 
voters casting in-person absentee ballots use an electronic voting machine. The bill hasn't gotten a 
vote in the Senate committee it was sent to.  

And the Joint Committee on Employment Relations is scheduled to hear testimony and may vote on a 
2017-19 compensation plan, UW compensation and employee benefits and bargaining agreements 
with several building trades units.  

See below for the full list of hearings.  

See the full list in the calendar below.  

-- The Assembly Committee on Rules last light set the legislative agenda for the Thursday 
floor period, which will begin at 1 p.m. and last a maximum of 11 hours. 

The calendar has 17 bills, plus all 10 of Walker's welfare overhaul package.  

Some of the other bills include Republican Rep. Jim Steineke's wetlands bill, and a bill from Rep. 
Andre Jacque, R-De Pere, that would make it a class H felony to have sex with an animal.  

-- The Assembly tentatively plans to take up legislation to overhaul regulations of the rent-to-
own industry when it meets Tuesday.

The more than 60 bills on the agenda include: AB 885, Gov. Scott Walker's Obamacare reinsurance 
plan; AB 912, the guv's rural economic development fund; AB 606 to change the makeup of 
Milwaukee's Police and Fire Commission; and AB 642, to allow a judge to revoke bail if a person 
commits any crime on release.  

See the proposed calendar:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180220Assembly.pdf

-- Dem Kriss Marion, a farmer, small business owner and Lafayette County Board supervisor, 
announced today she's running for the 17th SD now held by Republican Howard Marklein, of 
Spring Green.



She and two others also successfully sued the state to overturn a requirement home bakers have a 
commercial license to sell their goods.  

See the release:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180214Marion.pdf

****************************************

Feb. 22: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 
with U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-
41889783470

****************************************

TOP HEADLINES

Walker plan to prop up Obamacare marketplace wins key committee approval
... [JFC] voted [GOP + Shankland] 13-3 Tuesday to pass the bill, setting it up for approval by the full 
Legislature as soon as next week. The measure has found broad support among health insurance 
providers, doctors and the medical community. ... Horizon Government Affairs estimates that rates in 
Wisconsin would drop 13 percent in 2019 and 12 percent in 2020 if the reinsurance program created 
under the bill is in place. Bill also requires study on resurrecting HIRSP.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/ae41577a-728d-5bc1-b37a-95770f42d0af.html

Senate leader: Juvenile corrections overhaul may be 'big lift' this session
... While Speaker Robin Vos, R-Rochester, held a press conference Tuesday releasing the sweeping 
plan to close the state's troubled youth prison, Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald, R-Juneau, 
told reporters he agreed with the plan's goals but ... "That's a big lift before the end of session," 
Fitzgerald said. "I don't want to move too quickly." ... "Every major proposal is a big lift. I mean that's 
the whole point," Vos said, responding to Fitzgerald's comments. Minority Leaders Hintz and Shilling 
shared Fitzgerald's skepticism. Evenson for Walker "no comment," anticipates passage this session. 
Corrections chair Schraa, Rep. Bowen, ACLU's Dupuis, UW Law prof. Streit comment.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/110ef03b-bb1c-5dfb-a1c4-a7bd89a06090.html

Draft legislation outlines new liquor permit to suit Wisconsin's Kohler resort
... would create a "resort manufacturer permit" allowing a business that meets certain conditions to 
manufacture, bottle, store and sell up to 150,000 gallons of intoxicating liquor per year on the entity's 



premises. ... to sell beer or intoxicating liquor that it does not produce on its premises without a retail 
license and sell its spirits to a related business, deemed a "secondary resort facility." ... an expansion 
of the state's three-tier system ... Another piece of draft legislation that would create an Office of 
Alcohol Beverages Enforcement [within DOR] may also be released this week. ... Kohler spent 
$132,597 and more than 350 hours lobbying on liquor law issues in the first half of the 2017-18 
legislative session  
http://host.madison.com/ct/3813b256-0439-59d4-9864-60c9374bde3e.html

Priebus praises Trump during Indiana speech
... [praised Trump and Pence, joking about 6 months as White House and 6 years as RNC chair] "I 
say that not to brag, but just to make sure you know I can hold a job for more than six months," 
Priebus said. ... said that Trump was annoyed with him "quite often." ... admitted he was "slightly 
embarrassed" about his resignation and immediate replacement, but only had good things to say 
about Trump during his speech at the 2018 Indiana Chamber Legislative Dinner in Indianapolis. ... 
"You see his tweets that are firing off at 6 in the morning every single day," Priebus said. "He never 
unplugs." ... acknowledged what he called a "diversity of opinions" within the White House ... "(His 
advisers) could hardly agree on whether the sky was blue or not." ... "The process is obviously 
working because the decisions are getting our country to a better place," Priebus said. "... It may not 
be the Washington way of decision making, but that's not what the American people voted for. ... One 
of the single greatest joys of my time as chief of staff was spending time working with and learning 
from (Pence)." ... optimistic about the upcoming [midterms] ... "It's easy to get caught up in who is up 
and who is down," Priebus said. "But what we know today isn't what we're going to see in six 
months."  
https://indystar.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/330589002/

Ryan: "If You Fix Health Care, You Fix The Debt Crisis"
... "We have to fix health care if we're going to get away from this debt crisis," Ryan [told Bartiromo]. 
"Does that mean sacrifice your military in the meantime? No. it means build your military, grow your 
economy. That is the key driver of our debt in the future," Ryan said about health care costs. "Which 
is demographically driven. It's a combination of demographics and health care inflation. You fix health 
care, you fix the debt crisis."  
https://realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/02/13/paul_ryan_if_you_fix_health_care_you_fix_the_debt_cr
isis.html

GOP returns dues from Paul Ryan challenger as top leaders denounce Paul Nehlen as racist
RPW's Zimmerman: "Paul Nehlen is not a member of the Republican Party of Wisconsin. Nehlen and 
his ideas have no place in the Republican Party." Speaker Vos: "I didn't read all of (Nehlen's) 
comments. But it looks to me like he's a racist bigot. I don't want him as part of my party." Craft for 
Walker: "The governor has always supported Paul Ryan, and stood against racist comments like this 
and those who make them." Nehlen: "The Republican Party of Wisconsin is not Scott Walker and 
Robin Vos' personal cartel, and I will not be lectured to on conservative values by self-righteous prigs 
who have managed to conserve nothing."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/334432002/

What would Jesus do?
... Madison is home to large, growing evangelical congregations, despite its secular reputation. 
Trump's presidency has pushed them to grapple with the political stigma attached to their faith and 
how they should live it out in the public sphere. That tension has long-divided Christians over issues 
like women's ordination, abortion and homosexuality. Pastor Nielsen: "For many people in my circle, 
the tension was wanting to cherish the right to vote, but on the other hand, not being about to, in good 
conscience, vote for Hillary or Trump. They were both seen as morally unfit for office. One because 
she is pro-choice, and the other because he is a loud-mouth lunatic who is a womanizer, celebrates 



all other sorts of sin and behaves like a fourth-grader on Twitter."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/8a844914-481d-5b45-90b8-0814c621ef53.html

****************************************

Order the 2018 WisPolitics.com Directory & Almanac now 

The big 2018 election year already is underway with campaigns for state Supreme Court, U.S. 
Senate, governor and Legislature.  

Get a preview of the political landscape and catch up on all of the changes in Gov. Scott Walker's 
cabinet and the Legislature by buying the new 2018 WisPolitics.com Directory & Almanac.  

This glossy, 20-page booklet will be an essential item throughout the year but especially now with a 
revamped and aggressive agenda from Walker and legislative leaders.  

The booklet includes photos and contact information for members of the Assembly, the state Senate, 
legislative leadership, and the Joint Finance Committee, plus the Walker administration and 
Wisconsin members of Congress.  

Online payment can be made now for orders of fewer than 20 Directories. Copies ordered online are 
$7.50 apiece; that price includes shipping.  

CLICK THIS LINK TO ORDER -- please enter a number from 1 to 20 in the "purpose of payment'' 
box, designating how many copies you're buying.  

-- If you would like 20 or more copies, contact Colin D. Schmies at 608-206-0476 or 
schmies@wispolitics.com for more information on bulk pricing.  

-- Single copies of the Directory will be available for $5 apiece at upcoming WisPolitics.com events.  

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 7:30 a.m. - 9 a.m.: MMAC: 'Policy Hash' with Milwaukee Police Chief Ed Flynn.  
http://web.mmac.org/events/Policy-Hash-1763/details

- 9:30 a.m.: Committee on Revenue, Financial Institutions and Rural Issues executive session on SB 
203, relating to the length of the recognition period for built-in gains tax; the evidentiary standard for 
proving a transaction has economic substance; and more; and SB 764, relating to updating 
references to the Internal Revenue Code relating to certain individual income tax provisions, among 
other things.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424251

- 10 a.m.: Senate Committee on Labor and Regulatory Reform public hearing on SB 665, relating to 
various changes to the worker's compensation law, modifying administrative rules related to worker's 
compensation; and SB 781, relating to actions against certain third parties by injured employees 
under the worker's compensation law  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1421776



- 10 a.m.: Senate Committee on Public Benefits, Licensing and State-Federal Relations public 
hearing on SB 748, relating to commercial building code administration; county authority regarding 
certain buildings and safety requirements; carbon monoxide detection in commercial residential 
buildings; examination requirements for marriage and family therapy, professional counseling, and 
social work credentials; social worker training certificate term; and granting rule-making authority; and 
other bills.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423469

- 10 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Natural Resources and Sporting Heritage public hearing on 913, 
relating to taking rough fish or catfish by hand or with a bow and arrow or a crossbow.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423652

- 10 a.m.: Senate Committee on Labor and Regulatory Reform executive session on SB 564, relating 
to worker's compensation claims by certain public safety employees for post-traumatic stress 
disorder; and SB 745, relating to deference by courts to agency interpretations of law, notice and 
comment requirements for guidance documents issued by agencies, and agency rulemaking 
authority.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423839

- 10:05 a.m.: Senate Committee on Public Benefits, Licensing and State-Federal Relations executive 
session on several special session bills related to welfare reform.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423825

- 10:30 a.m.: Joint Committee on Employment Relations public hearing on the 2017-2019 
compensation plan, UW compensation and employee benefits and several tentative collective 
bargaining agreements.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1422929

- 10:30 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Rural Development and Mining public hearing on AB 917, 
relating to Telecommuter Forward! community certification and creating a Telecommuter Forward! 
Council.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423716

- 10:30 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Small Business Development public hearing on AB 360, 
relating to the sale of homemade baked goods and homemade canned goods  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423816

- 11 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Science and Technology public hearing on AB 788, relating to 
privacy and security of customer information obtained by a broadband Internet access service 
provider  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423504

- 11 a.m.: Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections executive session on AB 637, relating 
to using an electronic voting machine to cast a vote with an in-person absentee ballot.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424145

- 12:30 p.m.: Senate Committee on Sporting Heritage, Mining and Forestry public hearing on several 
bills related to hunting and fishing.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424099

- 1 p.m.: Assembly Committee on Local Government executive session on AB 606, relating to 
changes affecting a first class city board of fire and police commissioners, chiefs, officers, and 



firefighters, police and fire departments and boards of police and fire commissioners in other cities, 
villages, and certain towns, veterans preference points awarded by first class cities; and other bills.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424009

- 1 p.m.: Senate Committee on Insurance, Financial Services, Constitution and Federalism public 
hearing on SB 730, relating to various changes to condominium law and rights related to first 
mortgage security interests in condominium units; SB 763, relating to disclosures to the commissioner 
of insurance and other changes to the insurance laws, extending the time limit for emergency rule 
procedures, providing an exemption from emergency rule-making procedures, and granting rule-
making authority; and SB 800, relating to local regulation of historic properties  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424382

- 1:05 p.m.: Senate Committee on Insurance, Financial Services, Constitution and Federalism 
executive session on a series of bills, including SB 81 and AB 128, relating to prohibiting the group 
insurance board from contracting for or providing abortion services  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1424387

- 2 p.m.: Assembly Committee on Financial Institutions executive session on AB 692, relating to 
securities registration exemptions related to crowdfunding; and AB 715, relating to foreign 
corporations conducting business as a fiduciary in this state.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423760

- 2:05 p.m.: Assembly Committee on Financial Institutions public hearing on AB 897, relating to the 
fees for a foreign corporation's certificate of authority, withdrawal of a certificate of authority, and 
annual report.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423762

- 2:30 p.m.: Assembly Committee on Jobs and the Economy executive session on AB 759, relating to 
regulation of rental-purchase agreements.  
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/raw/cid/1423919
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From: Smith, Judy P - DOC (OSCI) <Judy.Smith@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 12:44 PM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Jess, Cathy A - DOC; Cook, Tristan D - DOC; Beier, Kari J - DOC

Cc: Schwochert, James R - DOC; Humphreys, Robert G - DOC; Jenkins, Larry L - DOC; 

Richardson, Reed A - DOC

Subject: SCI C/O Hall, Jonathan

Informational. Jonathan Hall, a Correctional Officer from SCI resigned today. Although he did not provide specifics at the 
time of resignation, Warden Richardson shared information that Hall appears to be facing felony charges for utilizing a 
computer to facilitate a child sex crime along with an additional child enticement charge. Link is below for the news 
article. 

From: Richardson, Reed A - DOC  
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 12:28 PM 
To: Smith, Judy P - DOC (OSCI) 
Cc: Schwochert, James R - DOC 
Subject: FW: C/O Hall, Jonathan 

This is one of our 2nd shift officers he resigned today. 

From: Hager, Nicole M - DOC  
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 12:24 PM 
To: Richardson, Reed A - DOC; Canziani, Mario T - DOC; Achterberg, Jason A - DOC 
Subject: RE: C/O Hall, Jonathan 

http://www.wsaw.com/content/news/Two-men-charged-wit--473874023.html

From: Tempski, Stephen A - DOC  
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 11:57 AM 
To: Richardson, Reed A - DOC; Canziani, Mario T - DOC; Achterberg, Jason A - DOC; Hager, Nicole M - DOC; Moore, 
Jeffrey B - DOC 
Subject: C/O Hall, Jonathan 

Received a phone call from 2nd shift officer Hall, J . He informed me that he was going to have to resign. When 
questioned why, he informed me that he could be facing felony charges but didn’t go into detail. He was given the 
number for Life Matters and was taken off the schedule for today. He was informed that HR Hager would be contacting 
him sometime soon 

Number he gave me that we could contact him at is     

Stephen Tempski   
Captain 
Stanley Correctional Institution 
(715) 644-2960  



From: WisPolitics.com <news@wispolitics.com>

Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 10:04 AM

To: jon.litscher@wisconsin.gov

Subject: TUE News Summary: Trump praises Walker, takes credit for Foxconn; Nicholson’s 
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Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/tue-news-summary-trump-praises-walker-takes-credit-for-foxconn-nicholsons-parents-
donate-to-baldwin-bipartisan-assembly-bill-to-overhaul-juvenile-corrections/

****************************************

Feb. 22: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 with U.S. Sen. 
Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-41889783470

****************************************
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TOP STORIES

Trump lavishes praise on Walker, takes credit for Foxconn
... at a [closed] White House meeting Monday ... "Everybody wanted Foxconn," 
Trump said. "Frankly, they weren't going to come to this country. I hate to say it, 
if I didn't get elected, they wouldn't be in this country. They would not have done 
this in this country. I think you know that very well." ... Walker was one of eight 
governors and a dozen other elected officials attending a meeting to discuss the 
president's $1.5 trillion infrastructure proposal [$20B-FED, the rest 
private/state/local funds] ... Walker has said he is open to [gas tax hike or tolling, 
minus equal/opposite tax cuts] to qualify for additional federal infrastructure 
dollars. Transcript says Walker touted up to 13K direct jobs, 22K indirect jobs, 
10K construction jobs, "It fits in with exactly what you're talking about today. 
We'll have people all throughout our state and probably adjoining states. We 
made a major investment." Hasenberg for Walker on Trump's Foxconn brag: 
"President Trump's leadership and pro-manufacturing agenda set the stage and 



- Economy

- Education

- Elections

- Environment

- Foxconn

- Health care

- Law and order

- Minnesota

- Taxes

- Tourism
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- Editorials

- Columns

the tone for this project and for companies looking to move and expand into the 
United States. Foxconn chose to create 13,000 good-paying, family-supporting 
jobs in Wisconsin over every other state in the nation for many reasons, 
including our strong workforce, education system and growing economy." By 
DeFour, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/18a237b3-b3cd-5934-9cff-ea9b27d1084f.html

GOP Senate candidate's parents max out donations to primary campaign 
of Democrat he hopes to unseat
... Nicholson announced last July that he would seek the Republican nomination 
for US Senate in Wisconsin. A Federal Election Commission filing by Baldwin's 
campaign dated February 5 and available online shows that each of Nicholson's 
parents, Donna and Michael, donated $2,700 to Baldwin in December 2017. ... 
the first his parents have given to Baldwin since Nicholson announced ... his 
mother has donated thousands of dollars over the years to Democratic 
organizations and candidates, including hundreds to Baldwin. ... In a statement 
to CNN, Nicholson said, "My parents have a different worldview than I do, and it 
is not surprising that they would support a candidate like Tammy Baldwin who 
shares their perspective." Donna and Michael Nicholson did not return calls. 
Rehash Nicholson's efforts to prove GOP veracity. By Massie, CNN  
http://cnn.com/2018/02/12/politics/kfile-kevin-nicholson-parents-
donations/index.html

Insurers, doctors applaud Walker's $200M plan to cut Obamacare 
premiums
... The Joint Finance Committee took testimony on Senate Bill 770 as GOP 
lawmakers consider approving Walker's plan with a sunset provision. ... "That is 
part of the discussion," Fitzgerald said of time limits. ... Also Monday, [JFC] took 
testimony on another Walker proposal ... Assembly Bill 912 would commit $50 
million a year to expand existing state jobs programs in rural areas under a 
definition that would include 56 of the state's 72 counties. Under the bill, 
Outagamie and Sheboygan counties would not receive any of the money but 
Fond du Lac and Manitowoc counties would, at least for now. By Stein, 
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/12/gov-scott-walkers-200-
million-plan-cut-obamacare-premiums-goes-lawmakers-monday/328750002/

Assembly lawmakers to introduce juvenile corrections overhaul
... [bipartisan proposal splits Lincoln Hill/Copper Lake populations] Corrections 
would still oversee ... most serious juvenile offenders [e.g. armed robbery, 
sexual assault, homicide] in new facilities. ... less-serious offen[ders] would be 
under ... their local county government in secure "residential care centers." ... 
allows counties to build new facilities [95%] with state funds [county control 
differs from Walker plan to create 6 centers around WI] ... [creates] committee to 
give the DOC recommendations by this fall on where to put new facilities for the 
most-serious offenders, whether by constructing new prisons or renovating 
existing buildings [committee includes 3 Reps, 3 Sens, 1 each from DHS, DCF, 
DPI, PD, state courts, 10 defined Guv appointees]. Counties have discretion to 
shift inmates between centers. County compliance deadline: July 1, 2020. Press 
conference today to detail plan. Corrections chair Schraa to hold hearing, vote 
this week, full Assembly may vote next week. Hasenberg said Walker staff has 



been in contact with Speaker Vos "as he developed the plan and we look 
forward to seeing it presented in full." Majority Leader Fitzgerald office did not 
respond. Counties' Christensen said members still reviewing plan. DOC's Cook 
still reviewing, "committed to the governor's vision for juvenile corrections." 
Comparison to Dem Rep. GOyke plan; GOyke helping draft this plan, with 
accelerated implementation. By Beck, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/20c8eb7f-c7a0-551d-833c-3c8753bf8860.html

UW merger spurs worries, makes connections locally
... UW-Eau Claire is now partnered with UW-Barron County, while UW-Stout 
was not given a partner college. ... UW-Eau Claire student Ryan Ring was 
supportive of the move and voted for it as a member of the regent board. ... said 
he talked to Cross about the move, citing that he thought the move was the best 
decision the system could make at the time to address enrollment numbers. ... 
understands ... UW colleges will lose their identity as institutions designed for 
ease of access ... "That's a very valid concern because whenever there's 
restructuring there's always unknowns," said Ring ... Of the 100 students that 
transfer from UW-Colleges to UW-Stout, Mell said 25 of them are from UW-
Barron County. ... said the university and UW-Barron County have been 
connected since the college's inception in 1966, when it was a branch of UW-
Stout. ... [UWEC Student Senate VP] Webber said he and others are focused 
on ways to best transition and partner with UW-Barron County, which he said 
was a great experience for him in high school. ... [UWEC Chancellor Schmidt 
said] restructuring and the conversations around it isn't new, having experienced 
it multiple times in higher education in Minnesota. ... [already collaborating with 
UWBC,] "I think we will make each other stronger," Schmidt said. Some tuition 
details. Systems pres. Cross vowed action on campus sex assault. By Stetzer, 
CHIPPEWA HERALD  
http://chippewa.com/cac87857-89eb-5f02-938b-2f9d220447e6.html

Ryan praises Trump's 'thoughtful' budget and infrastructure plan
... "This budget lays out a thoughtful, detailed, and responsible blueprint for 
achieving our shared agenda," said Ryan, R-Wis. "It builds on last week's 
budget agreement [including $20B for infrastructure downpayment] by focusing 
on rebuilding our national defense and promoting a stronger economy. It seeks 
to further improve services for our veterans, and expand access to resources for 
fighting the opioid epidemic. And it reflects the historic tax reform law that is 
already improving the lives of American families. ... Real action to streamline the 
permitting process will help jumpstart projects ... the House has passed dozens 
of infrastructure reforms, and we look forward to working with the administration 
on this critical issue." ... [then-Budget chair Ryan's] own budget blueprints 
balanced within a decade. ... [now-Budget chair Womack] offered a tepid 
response to the president's blueprint and said the Budget committee's goal is to 
balance the budget. By Ferrechio, WASHINGTON EXAMINER  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/paul/article/2648840

DNR's No. 2 to rejoin Cathy Stepp at EPA
... Thiede will become Stepp's chief of staff in the EPA Region 5 office ... was a 
career DNR employee who was [Walker's] appointed deputy secretary ... Unlike 
Stepp, Thiede holds a college degree and a background in the sciences. He 
was hired in 1999 to work in DNR wildlife management office. ... Assistant 



deputy secretary Ed Eberle will move into Thiede's DNR post. Patrick Stevens 
will take Eberle's gig. DNR Sec. Meyer: "I look forward to working with these two 
accomplished people in their new leadership roles. Their knowledge, experience 
and dedication to our mission and values will help guide us as we move 
forward." By Verburg of WSJ, CHIPPEWA HERALD  
http://chippewa.com/1d252238-866b-5213-84ae-bd8400c708bc.html

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Trump's infrastructure plan may leave Walker in road funding quandary ... would put $1.5 trillion toward infrastructure 
over the next decade, but just $200 billion of it would come from the federal government. ... Trump promoted his role in 
landing Foxconn and said Walker "did a fantastic job of presentation" without mentioning that Walker negotiated the deal 
with the Taiwanese tech giant. ... At another stage, Trump said of Foxconn, "I hate to say it, if I didn't get elected, they 
wouldn't be in this country." ... Wisconsin is seeking one-sixth of $1.5 billion available through that grant program, known 
as the Infrastructure for Rebuilding America, or INFRA.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/12/trumps-highway-plan-may-leave-wisconsin-gov-scott-walker-other-
republicans-road-funding-quandary-roa/329042002/

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Walker Pushes August Tax Breaks, Kimberly-Clark Proposal Might Not Go Anywhere ... Senate Republicans haven't 
gotten on board yet, and Democrats blasted the proposal, calling it an election year gimmick. In this week's "Capitol 
Notes" conversation, WUWM's Marti Mikkelson asked JR Ross of wispolitics.com about Walker's motives. Ross discusses 
budget surplus, options for returning it to taxpayers -- child tax credit, sales tax holiday, child tax rebate - selling Foxconn 
as a statewide ripple effect, including state ad campaign to lure workers into WI and Guv suggesting a similar aid package 
to keep Kimberly Clark plants. Also analysis on session-ending bills, including Walker's welfare package, youth prison 
reform, rural school aid, wetland regs. 11:16 audio.  
http://wuwm.com/post/capitol-notes-walker-pushes-august-tax-breaks-kimberly-clark-proposal-might-not-go-anywhere

- Foster children could attend University of Wisconsin, tech colleges for free, under bill: AB 777 among bills on Assembly 
floor today. Also, AB 784, which would create a pilot program that would ensure legal representation for parents involved 
in a child abuse or neglect case; and AB 770, which would broadly reduce local government restrictions on new housing 
developments in Wisconsin.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/foster-children-could-attend-university-wisconsin-tech-colleges-free-
under-bill/321158002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Single-payer advocates pressure Rep. Ron Kind during La Crosse listening session ... Single-payer advocates packed 
Kind's first 2018 district listening session, which drew about 60 people -- including the Congressman's mother -- to the 
Western Technical College campus in La Crosse Monday afternoon. The message was clear: sign on to House bill 676, 
which would establish a "Medicare for All" system. ... "It's an aspiration I share," Kind said. "People feel passionate about 
it. But we've got to pay for it."  
http://lacrossetribune.com/139c0743-6b81-58e5-ada5-0c7cb8e32cca.html

- Scalise Stays Loyal To Paul Ryan, Won't Comment On Rumors Of Replacement ... Host Steve Doocy played a clip of 
GOP Ohio Rep. Jim Jordan going after Ryan, and asked Scalise point-blank if his time as speaker of the house was over. 
Scalise: "This is a deal that Speaker Ryan has negotiated for years. We've passed bills in the House. And I know Jim 
Jordan supported them in the past to increase defense spending, but not on the non-defense discretionary side. We were 
passing that in the House for years. The Senate never went along with it. We finally got an agreement with the Senate. 
But look, we have got to get control of mandatory spending. That is the driver of our debt. We need to focus on that and 
get control over mandatory spending quickly."  
http://dailycaller.com/2018/02/12/steve-scalise-paul-ryan-replaced/

- Rep. Mo Brooks backs Paul Ryan, despite budget deal, unless a better alternative comes along: Brooks told CNN, "It's 
about a comparison. You've got to have alternatives and Paul Ryan is it, and he's got a very difficult situation interacting 
with this White House, this Senate and all the different groups of congressmen ... Do I have reservations about busting 



through the spending caps last week in nondefense matters? Absolutely. It passed. I wish it hadn't. We are where we 
are."  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/12/mo-brooks-backs-paul-ryan-despite-budget-deal-unle/

- Getting rid of Paul Ryan would be a very bad idea for Republicans ... Conservative unrest with Republican leadership is 
not exactly a new storyline. Just ask the man Ryan replaced as speaker ... Know what else isn't new? Conservatives 
agitating for a leadership change with absolutely no next step or thought-out strategy. The Boehner resignation is 
instructive. ... [HFC] had zero plan other than getting rid of Boehner. ... The three weeks from the October 8 McCarthy 
failure to the October 29 election of Ryan as speaker made very clear that while the House Freedom Caucus was a 
powerful blockade to Republican leadership, it simply lacked the cohesion -- and raw numbers -- to be the governing wing 
of the party. ... there is simply no one waiting in the wings that has even close to the profile of Ryan. ... And that very 
much includes Jim Jordan  
https://cnn.com/2018/02/12/politics/jim-jordan-paul-ryan-analysis/index.html

- No. 2 Wisconsin DNR official [Thiede] joins Cathy Stepp at regional office of the EPA in Chicago  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/12/no-2-wisconsin-dnr-official-joins-cathy-stepp-regional-office-epa-
chicago/330657002/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- County moving on tax deeds  
http://kenoshanews.com/news/local/county-moving-on-tax-deeds/article_21f6fb31-dbbe-5b26-be4e-cd1905470b3e.html

- Eau Claire City Council reconsiders loan programs, Council to look at options for funds used to provide business loans 
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/13/Eau-Claire-City-Council-reconsiders-loan-programs.html

CIVIL LIBERTIES ^top^
- ACLU warns city of Eau Claire about breast-feeding policy, Council president defends resolution that keeps kids off 
platform used by officials  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/10/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-ACLU-warns-city-about-breast-
feeding-policy-div.html

COURTS ^top^
- Supreme Court candidate Screnock gets $30,000 from [RPW]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/12/wisconsin-supreme-court-candidate-michael-screnock-gets-30-000-
republicans/329505002/

- First sexual assault trial of expelled UW student Alec Cook will be in Jefferson County ... As an example of how 
pernicious the pre-trial publicity had been, Cook attorney Chris Van Wagner told the judges that a former client had texted 
him to say she saw his "serial rapist" case on the news. "Do you not believe in the presumption of innocence," Van 
Wagner told judges he texted back. "One or two accusations maybe, but 20?" came the response.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/4eeef3ac-86da-53c9-b926-b14dd56042f7.html

- Injured rider files lawsuit against Harley following recall related to brake problems  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/02/12/injured-rider-lawsuit-against-harley-davidson-recall-brake-
problems/330991002/

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- New council puts focus on homelessness ... Interagency Council on Homelessness ... including the heads of [DPI, DOA, 
DCF, DOC, DHS, DWD, DVA, WHEDA] and service providers, met for the first time Monday afternoon to get a sense of 
the challenges faced by a highly vulnerable population and how to better address them. ... [Kleefisch] "extremely 
enthusiastic about the work we can accomplish" ... concluded the 90-minute session by asking the council to come back 
with ideas on ... prevention, children and veterans, and on moving people toward employment ... examples of best 
practices and systems that are broken. ... "The people around this table are the silo-crashers." DOA working toward hiring 
a director for Council. Homelessness Coalition's Volk "elated" to have heads of state govt discussing issue. Homeless Info 
Systems' Smith presented demographics. DHS Sec. Seemeyer noted budget-created homeless services coordinator to 
develop a waiver to use Medicaid funds for intensive case management. DaneCo Homeless chief Mueller dubbed 
meeting "the first step. These are people who have not been to the table before."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/7806e17a-1779-5c47-8d17-52177142115e.html



- 'State of Black and Brown Wisconsin' cites disparities; speakers demand action ... remarks came at the first "State of 
Black and Brown Wisconsin Address" at the Capitol, convened by the Legislature's Black and Latino caucus. ... [Rep.] 
Crowley and others who spoke called for policymakers to improve access to job and technical skills training, lower the 
cost of post-secondary education and overhaul the state's criminal-justice system -- particularly its handling of youth 
offenders. Rep. JoCasta Zamarripa, D-Milwaukee, faulted Republican lawmakers at the state and federal levels for 
blocking legislation she said could help Latinos [DACA fix] and proposing legislation that could hurt them.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/172d988b-16a3-5e84-b759-3b44ad9f72a6.html

- Fascinating maps show where the most and least diverse parts of the US are ... Using [1990-2010] census data and 
NASA satellite maps, [astrophysicist] Stepinski created a detailed map that shows racial composition levels in nearly 
every neighborhood in the US.  
http://businessinsider.com/most-least-diverse-parts-us-2017-8

ECONOMY ^top^
- The Lesson of Kimberly-Clark Layoffs, State gave huge tax giveaways to manufacturer, but company still laid off 
workers. [Peacock]  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/12/wisconsin-budget

EDUCATION ^top^
- Janesville School Board to consider retirement benefits  
http://gazettextra.com/news/education/janesville-school-board-to-consider-retirement-benefits/article_957865e3-5202-
57b6-b4f6-4a305964ec7e.html

- Beloit-Turner official confident about referendum plan  
http://gazettextra.com/news/local/beloit-turner-official-confident-about-referendum-plan/article_9053d977-b5b7-5b28-8fce-
380200db81d8.html

- Beloit schools seeing administrative exodus  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180212/beloit_schools_seeing_administrative_exodus

- Nine county schools in Wisconsin Parental Choice Program  
http://journaltimes.com/3e178f1d-2fe9-57e2-a633-625ae9e551bb.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- [Duffy challenger] Engebretson announces congressional bid ... "Everywhere I looked there were problems, some of 
them very systemic and worrisome," Engebretson said during an interview Monday morning with the Telegram. That 
prompted her to get involved with the Democratic Party to use her skills and talents to help her get the country going in a 
better direction.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4402480-engebretson-announces-congressional-bid

- Polk County attorney to run for Rep. Sean Duffy's seat in 2018 election: Engebretson news release  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/02/13/polk-county-attorney-run-rep-sean-duffys-seat-2018-
election/330663002/

- Bolen announces candidacy for 25th Senate District: Cable businessman to face Dem Sen. Bewley  
http://apg-wi.com/81d8ccba-1065-11e8-9d4f-e37c178cc5f8.html

- Jefferson County Republican Party faithful gather for 28th annual Lincoln Day Dinner ... Held at the Comfort Suites and 
Inn, the event featured Vicki McKenna, a radio host on WISN 1130 AM, as keynote speaker. Also taking the podium were 
Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel; state Assembly Reps. John Jagler and Joel Kleefisch; state Senate Majority 
Leader Scott Fitzgerald; Jefferson County Republican Party Chairwoman Judy Cornell and Vice Chairwoman Sandy 
McManana; Supreme Court candidate Michael Screnock; and Kevin Nicholson and Alex Walker, the latter representing 
state Sen. Leah Vukmir.  
http://dailyunion.com/news/article_71d4d590-2c0d-5847-84c0-b0657106c56f.html

- John Nichols: Bryce's Campaign Is Not Just Pro-Union--It's Unionized, The Campaign Workers Guild has negotiated its 
first collectively bargained contract, with the Democratic candidate challenging Paul Ryan. ... Bryce maintains a heart-and-
soul faith that working men and women have a right to representation. ... So when [digital dir.] Nate Rifkin ... brought up 



the idea of organizing workers on the campaign, Bryce recalls that his immediate response was: "Let's do this." ... Under 
the groundbreaking contract, the eight members of the Bryce campaign staff secured a 1 percent pay raise and 
reimbursements for health-insurance premiums. In addition, the contract provides for a formal grievance process and a 
third-party reporting system for sexual harassment. ... "If I'm talking about the importance of unions on the campaign trail, 
it makes sense that the people who work on the campaign should have representation," says Bryce ... Does that mean 
that Paul Ryan should welcome union representation of his reelection campaign staff? "Absolutely," says the challenger. "I 
would encourage him to do so."  
https://thenation.com/article/randy-bryces-campaign-is-not-just-pro-union-its-unionized/

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Federal [HUD] officials issue 'stop work order' for Milwaukee's efforts to reduce lead in homes ... HUD said the order was 
based on "issues identified" by a monitoring visit last week. ... "owners are completing work that may be noncompliant and 
unsafe."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/02/12/federal-officials-issue-stop-work-order-milwaukees-efforts-reduce-lead-
homes/331288002/

- Trump budget again targets regional water cleanup programs ... would slash [EPA] funding for Great Lakes and 
Chesapeake Bay restoration programs by 90 percent.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37490396/trump

FOXCONN ^top^
- Tech Council's Tom Still: Foxconn showing all signs they're in Wisconsin to stay  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/32cb0453-f0c4-52eb-9d27-cadd0aca61dd.html

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Ascension won't appeal BOA decision, Marshfield to move forward with Minocqua hospital facility  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=80376

- Madison pharmacy ships wrong medications to two Baraboo residents ... Bobby Mortimer and Mary Schreiner both get 
their medicine delivered from Mallatt's Homecare Pharmacy in Madison. Their families say they took each other's 
medication for about four days because the shipping labels on their packages were mislabeled.  
http://host.madison.com/cb105df7-7be0-5022-8ba9-5167f60261e2.html

- Chippewa Valley leaders share health survey results, First discussion took place at Heyde Center for the Arts in 
Chippewa Falls ... 82 percent of Chippewa County residents believe substance abuse is "a major or minor problem" in the 
county. Mental health, high-risk alcohol consumption and obesity also ranked as high concerns.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/12/Chippewa-Valley-leaders-share-health-survey-results.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Former commander, 2 staffers charged in dehydration death of Terrill Thomas in Milwaukee County Jail  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/02/12/former-commander-2-staffers-charged-dehydration-death-terrill-thomas-
milwaukee-county-jail/329574002/

- RPD no longer buying fuel from Oneida County, Department joins sheriff's office in purchasing from private business  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=47&ArticleID=80408

- Woman complains about harassment, saying she no longer wanted to be man's prostitute ... 21-year-old woman called 
the Town of Brookfield Police Department on Jan. 21 to report harassing messages from a 32-year-old man. ... detailed to 
police how she agreed to be paid for sex from a man, but then had a change of heart after overcoming her heroin 
addiction, but the man was unwilling to break off the relationship, and they both traded threats about revealing the sordid 
details of the affair to each other employers, according to the police report.  
https://jsonline.com/story/communities/west/news/2018/02/13/woman-complains-harassment-saying-she-no-longer-
wanted-mans-prostitute/314476002/

- Why Police Backing Is Key to Needle Exchanges ... Last year, a poll in Ohio -- among the nation's hardest-hit states -- 
found that half of adults in that state favor syringe exchange programs. Politicians are listening. ... [FL, IN, KY, LA, MT, 
NH, NC, ND, OH, TN, UT, VA] enacted laws in 2016 and 2017 that protect the employees and clients of syringe 
exchanges from existing state drug paraphernalia laws ...Five more Republican-led states [AL, AZ, GA, IA, MO] are 



considering similar legislation this year. Map shows WI has no law prohibiting needle exchange.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/02/13/why-police-backing-is-key-to-needle-exchanges

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Outside cash fails to flip seats in two offseason Minnesota races, The GOP and DFL each held onto their seats Monday 
in two nationally watched legislative special elections in south-central Minnesota and the southeast suburbs.  
http://startribune.com/473862883/

- Chris Coleman drops out of race for Minnesota governor, The former St. Paul mayor finished poorly in a recent DFL 
caucus straw poll.  
http://startribune.com/473839953/

- Candidates queue up for northeastern Minnesota congressional opening, Unexpected retirement leaves a hotly 
contested swing district wide open.  
http://startribune.com/473855933/

TAXES ^top^
- 'Financially disastrous:' Brown County, taxpayers group continue tax-lawsuit battle ... continue to file legal papers leading 
up to a Feb. 20 court battle over a lawsuit about the legitimacy of the county's new sales tax. ... "Brown County would no 
longer have a balanced budget, pending capital projects would be halted and key emergency services such as 911 
services ... would be significantly adversely affected," attorneys for the county wrote. In another filing, they said the 
implications of BCTA's action would be "financially disastrous to the county and its taxpayers." ... BCTA says the law only 
allows counties to collect a local sales tax if the money is used to directly reduce the tax levy -- the roughly $90 million 
collected from property-owners this year to operate the county. ... Bennett, of Ashwaubenon, is a BCTA member whom 
the group claims would be financially damaged by the tax, which amounts to an extra $5 per $1,000 spent.  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/02/13/financially-disastrous-brown-county-taxpayers-group-continue-
tax-lawsuit-battle/330588002/

TOURISM ^top^
- Victims of blackouts at Mexico resorts need more help from U.S. State Department, lawmakers say ... In a letter Monday 
to Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-Wis.) said it's clear from the more than 140 recently 
reported cases of tourists blacking out and getting injured -- and in some cases dying -- after drinking small or moderate 
amounts of alcohol, that the department needs to take a more "proactive, victim-centric" approach. ... At the urging of U.S. 
Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.), the Office of Inspector General opened an inquiry in December into how the department has 
been handling reports from U.S. citizens who were injured or whose loved ones died while on vacation in Mexico. No 
details on the inquiry have been released.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/2018/02/12/lawmakers-call-state-deparment-tourists-injured-resorts-mexico-
need-better-response-u-s-state-depart/329273002/

- Bong Center increases attendance, returns to rotating exhibits  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4402763-bong-center-increases-attendance-returns-rotating-exhibits

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- Toll roads considered as a solution for transportation funding: WisEye's Walters, WisPolitics' Ross discuss in 4:16 video 
https://jsonline.com/videos/news/politics/2018/02/12/toll-roads-considered-solution-transportation-funding/110346774/

- City to seek funding for $16.5 million Stevens Street project, Same sources that funded streetscape project could be 
tapped  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=47&ArticleID=80371

EDITORIALS ^top^
- MJS Editorial: By now, we know who Paul Nehlen is  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/editorials/2018/02/12/editorial-we-know-very-well-who-paul-nehlen/331223002/

COLUMNS ^top^
- John Nichols: Walker's Supreme Court justices assault transparency and rule of law  



http://host.madison.com/ct/737cb09b-e06a-5b7a-9c55-37db9d7dfec6.html

- Tim Burns: We need a high court that stands up for regular people  
http://host.madison.com/ct/cf8da5bc-64bd-5679-aae9-35d5300f85b2.html

- E.J. Dionne: The agony of the moderate left  
http://stltoday.com/d20fc812-2baf-50a6-809a-f8d434090e6e.html

- Steven Walters: Counting Down to Capitol "Chaos," Legislature faces a rush of many proposed bills. Which will pass?  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/12/the-state-of-politics

- LOWV's Ingrid Rothe: How Legislature Could Help Poor People, Don't spend $90 million on new barriers; create a path 
out of poverty  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/12/op-ed-how
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK

It's pivotal to the paper industry here in the Fox Valley, absolutely vital, that we retain the presence of Kimberly-Clark here 
and the 600 families that these jobs support.  
- State Sen. Roger Roth, who said Kimberly-Clark would get "Foxconn terms" to keep 600 jobs the paper manufacturer 
plans to eliminate in Neenah under legislation he's working on with Assembly Majority Leader Jim Steineke, R-Kaukauna. 
Roth, R-Appleton, said the bill could send up to $10 million in state assistance to the company. 

Retaining outstanding Wisconsin companies like Kimberly-Clark is just as important as attracting new companies to our 
state, which is why I'm proposing we offer larger tax credits to ensure the company keeps those 600 jobs where they 
belong -- in Wisconsin.  
- Gov. Scott Walker. 

A 280-character tweet isn't an economic development plan, and it's clearly too little, too late.  
- Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling, D-La Crosse, slamming a tweet Walker sent pushing to help the company. 
Dems criticized the move as reactionary and said it underscores his administration's failure to adequately work with the 
company before last month's announcement the plants would close as part of a global restructuring. Dems this week 
unveiled two bills to help the paper industry with a $60 million state investment in revolving loan funds. 

Do you support tax credits for Kimberly-Clark? Weigh in by responding to our new WisOpinion poll: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/should-the-state-provide-up-to-10-million-in-incentives-to-retain-kimberly-clark-jobs/



Frankly, I am OK with any opportunity we that have to reduce the taxes that people pay in Wisconsin, because we are 
overtaxed, period. I think this is a creative way to stimulate the economy.  
- Assembly Speaker Robin Vos, R-Rochester, on a deal he reached with Walker on the guv's proposal to return part of a 
$385 million projected surplus to taxpayers. The agreement calls for making Walker's proposed permanent $100-per-child 
credit a one-time rebate. It would be accompanied by a one-time sales tax holiday on the first weekend of August and 
apply to most purchases of $100 or less. 

This is an election-year bribe. The governor might as well save money on postage and just hand these checks out at 
polling places in November.  
- Assembly Minority Leader Gordon Hintz, D-Oshkosh.

[W]hen polling showed she had no path to success, suddenly the first campaign ad we get shows Donald Trump in its first 
frame with an attack on Donald Trump. Don't get me wrong. I don't mind attacks on Donald Trump. What I don't like are 
candidates who will say anything to be elected.  
- Supreme Court candidate Tim Burns during a Milwaukee debate knocking primary opponent Rebecca Dallet for a 
campaign ad that opens with an attack on President Trump. The Middleton attorney said Dallet, a Milwaukee County 
judge, talked about not politicizing the judiciary when she began her campaign, and this summer said the candidates 
shouldn't mention Gov. Scott Walker or Trump. 

From day one, I've understood that judges can and should talk about our values. And I have been talking about my values 
from my very announcement speech of my campaign.  
- Dallet. 

As a judge, my fidelity is to the law and to the law alone. The role of a judge is to set aside whatever personal beliefs you 
have about an issue and decide the case only on the law and on the facts.  
- Sauk County Judge Michael Screnock answering attacks about his work for Republicans and the Walker administration 
while he was an attorney at Michael Best & Friedrich. 

These bills are all so similarly written that they put people who are low income or who are struggling in jeopardy. And that 
saddens me, to throw a lot of money away to demonize the poor.  
- Rep. Lisa Subeck, also saying during a committee meeting a GOP welfare overhaul package is unnecessarily costly. 
The Assembly Committee on Public Benefit Reform signed off on the bills, with Dems in opposition. 

I think this is absolutely paramount to our success when we have 3 percent unemployment and jobs to fill yet.  
- Committee Chair Rep. Scott Krug, R-Nekoosa, who said the package continues to ensure the state acts as a national 
leader in welfare reform.

With this agreement, we are breaking the logjam on a number of priorities for the American people.  
- House Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Janesville, on a bipartisan Senate deal to keep the government funded long term.

I am committed to getting the job done and moving these bipartisan solutions forward in the Senate and it's important that 
the Republican House and President Trump step up and do the same. It's time to deliver results for the American people. 
- U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison, on the funding deal. 

For more news about Wisconsin's Congressional delegation, sign up for the weekly DC Wrap newsletter: 
http://bit.ly/2GZOLm0

We all need to do more. Each of us needs to step up and do our part in creating a culture that helps to prevent sexual 
assaults and harassment from happening in the first place -- and also to encourage and empower survivors of such acts 
to come forward.  
- UW System President Ray Cross at a Board of Regents meeting Friday saying the system must do more to combat 
sexual harassment. Cross' comments come after media reports showed at least 11 complaints of sexual misconduct 
against system employees since 2014.

POLITICAL STOCK REPORT
--A collection of insider opinion-- 
(Feb. 3-9, 2018) 

Rising

Michael Screnock: The Sauk County judge is the conservative candidate in the race for the state Supreme Court. WMC 



is trying to make sure conservative voters know that ahead of the Feb. 20 primary. The liberal One Wisconsin Now, which 
tracks TV buys, tallies $470,000 the WMC Issues Mobilization Council is spending on TV, including broadcast, cable and 
satellite. The cable portion of the buy includes an emphasis on the Fox News Channel, a sign the group is trying to 
motivate conservative voters to turn out for the primary. That's a particular concern among some Republicans after seeing 
what happened in the special election for the 10th SD with a supercharged Dem base and GOP voters not matching their 
intensity. In that environment, some believe anything is possible Feb. 20 and won't rule out the possibility that left-of-
center candidate Rebecca Dallet and liberal Tim Burns could make it through the three-way primary. Insiders say a Dallet-
Burns finale is unlikely and would send a shockwave of epic portions through the political circles. Thus the WMC buy and 
another $75,000 in TV and radio from the conservative Wisconsin Alliance for Reform. Better to spend the money now 
and feel better about Screnock's chances in the primary than be shocked come Feb. 20 and spend the rest of the election 
second guessing yourself, some say. There are also conservatives who aren't that thrilled with the need for such an 
investment upfront by outside groups. They complain the Screnock campaign got off the ground late following Justice 
Michael Gableman's announcement in June that he wouldn't seek re-election. They gripe that he wasn't a well-known 
quantity and still hasn't hit his stride. While the Sauk County judge up on radio, his fundraising has lagged. Meanwhile, 
Dallet and Burns have both gone up on TV with their own ads. In Dallet's spot, she shows video of President Trump as the 
narrator promises she'll protect our values. Burns, meanwhile, makes an overt pitch as a progressive and a Dem, 
promising to stand up to Walker's "extreme" agenda. The two have also been increasingly going after each other in the 
lead-up to the primary. That suggests to insiders that their polling shows they're fighting for a slot opposite Screnock. 
There are also those who question whether the fighting is getting bad enough that either would emerge from the primary 
as damaged goods. But progressives are confident the environment is so in their favor that any damage would have little 
impact on the April election. Further, both sides say Gov. Scott Walker can't afford the narrative of a Dem win in the 
Republican 10th SD and a conservative loss in a state Supreme Court race going into his own re-elect. So if Screnock 
gets through, expect a battle for the seat.  

Per diems: Lawmakers in 2017 collected more to cover their lodging and meals while at work in Madison than they did 
the last time they dealt with a budget. While the process dragged on longer in 2017 than 2015, members collectively 
claimed fewer days of work last year than two years prior. But with rates bumping up in both houses, legislators pulled in 
$1.3 million in per diems last year, an increase of about $139,000 compared to 2015. Since then, the per diem rates in the 
Senate have climbed to $115 per day, compared to $88 previously. The Assembly, meanwhile, tied its per diems to the 
federal rate and saw its reimbursements go up to $157 for an overnight stay in Madison and $78.50 for a single-day visit, 
compared to $138 and $69 in 2015. Even with the longer budget debate, the days claimed dipped to 13,645 between the 
two houses, compared to 13,878 two years ago. Members of the Assembly topped $1 million as they claimed 10,091 days 
of per diems, compared to $922,478 for 10,368 days in 2015. Joint Finance Committee Chair John Nygren, R-Marinette, 
claimed the most per diem in either house at $19,841 for 148 days, while Rep. Rob Hutton, R-Brookfield, claimed the 
least in per diem at $1,850 for 74 days. Members of the Senate, meanwhile, claimed $339,204 for 3,554 days compared 
to $284,988 and 3,510 days two years earlier. Sen. Luther Olsen, R-Ripon and a member of JFC, claimed the most per 
diem in that chamber at $16,100. Meanwhile, Sen. Terry Moulton, R-Chippewa Falls, claimed the least at $4,550 for 45 
days. Per diems typically drop off in non-budget years, and the Assembly's cap on the maximum number of days that can 
be claimed reflects that. While the chamber allowed up to 153 days in 2017, it will be a max of 90 in 2018.  

See the full Assembly list: https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/acc/media/1270/perdiemranking-2017.pdf

See the full Senate list: http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180205Senate.pdf

Low-income families: UW-Madison announces "Bucky's Tuition Promise," a new program that will cover four years of 
tuition for students who come from families making the state's median household income. The program will begin with this 
fall's incoming freshman class and will be offered to each new freshman class after that, amounting to about 800 newly 
eligible students per year and $825,000 in newly committed funds. When the program is fully implemented, the university 
expects the annual cost to be around $3.3 million. Chancellor Rebecca Blank says it will disproportionately affect people 
in smaller towns and rural parts of the state because incomes are lower there. Blank said the program will not use any 
state tax dollars, but will instead get funding from private gifts and other institutional resources. UW-Madison Director of 
Financial Aid Derek Kindle said some potential sources of revenue for the plan are funding from vendor licensing 
agreements as well as gifts from large contributors such as John and Tashia Morgridge, who recently gave $10 million to 
match donors who establish need-based endowed scholarships. Financial aid programs from the university already cover 
full tuition for about 70 percent of eligible students under the newly announced program, meaning about 30 percent, or 
250, would be newly eligible for full coverage. 

Mixed

Tony Evers: A Dane County judge declines to issue a new order making sure the state schools superintendent doesn't 
have to submit his agency's rules to the Walker administration for review. But part of the rationale is there's no real threat 
the administration or the state DOJ would try to force Evers to do that. It's the latest episode in a long-running conflict 



stemming from a 2016 state Supreme Court decision and a 2017 lawsuit over the state superintendent's constitutional 
authority in the rulemaking process. The high court ruled in 2016 that Evers could not be forced to submit rules written by 
his agency to the guv for review, because he is elected to a separate, constitutional office. Republicans last year pushed 
through the REINS Act, which added a new layer to the rulemaking process for state agencies. Citing the 2016 decision, 
the Department of Public Instruction has declined to abide by that law, saying the previous decision makes clear it is 
exempt from such requirements. But the conservative Wisconsin Institute for Law & Liberty filed a lawsuit late last year 
seeking to compel compliance. That action also includes a dispute over whether Evers should be allowed to select the 
attorney who will represent DPI, because AG Brad Schimel, a Republican, supports the WILL position. So far, the state 
Supreme Court has not said whether it will hear the case directly as WILL has asked, and Dane County Judge Richard 
Niess says during a court hearing he's not inclined to issue any new orders. That's largely because he says there's no 
indication the Walker administration planned to violate the injunction that was issued as part of that 2011 lawsuit that 
resulted in the 2016 Supreme Court ruling. Still, attorney Susan Crawford, who represents the teachers who asked for the 
order, said she was still satisfied by the outcome of the Dane County hearing. She adds that's because the Department of 
Justice indicated it did not plan to seek compliance with the new law on the rulemaking process until the state Supreme 
Court takes action in that separate suit. Conservatives, meanwhile, are hoping a reconfigured court could mean a different 
result in that 2016 decision. Since then, conservative Justice Daniel Kelly has replaced David Prosser, who had sided with 
Evers in the 2016 decision.  

Scott Walker: Republicans say they don't like policies that pick winners and losers. But they also don't see losing 600 
Kimberly-Clark jobs in the Fox Valley as a good thing for the guv in a re-election year. So a week after the company 
announced plans to shut down two plants -- and right before Dems announced their own plan to help the paper industry -- 
Walker calls for Foxconn terms in an attempt to persuade the company to keep the Wisconsin jobs. Dems howl it's 
another election-year gimmick from the guv to shore up his poll numbers and compensate for his administration's decision 
to sink so much into the Foxconn deal. Even the guv's backers are surprised Walker tied what he wants to offer Kimberly 
Clark to the Foxconn incentive package, saying they figured Dems would try to do that for him. Still, Walker pushes for the 
Legislature to approve job retention tax credits of 17 percent rather than current law of 7 percent, the same percentage 
used to attract Foxconn. It's a little hard for some of Walker's conservative backers to swallow the pitch. For one, they 
fear, it sets a poor precedent. What happens if and when employers like Harley-Davidson or Johnson Controls go through 
a round of layoffs? Won't every major company come to the state seeking the same deal? And how could the Walker 
administration then say no? Some look at this and the lengthy list of bills Walker wants lawmakers to approve before 
adjourning as a sign he's in panic mode. Facing national headwinds, his to-do list has something for almost every group of 
voters Republicans are struggling to keep on board, some say. Some critics also see signs that Walker is struggling to 
make Foxconn a winner with the public. Public polling has already shown the farther you get away from the plant site in 
Racine County, the less popular it becomes. And if a major employer in your backyard shuts down a plant, it's not going to 
help your view of the incentive package the state laid out to land a company from Taiwan, some add. Still, the guv 
continues to sell Foxconn, and he proudly touts the company's decision to buy a Northwestern Mutual building in 
Milwaukee to establish its U.S. headquarters as part of its investment in Wisconsin. The seven-story building has a 
capacity for 650 people and will include business incubators and start-ups along with Foxconn staff. It's one example of 
the ripple effect Walker has been talking about beyond the manufacturing plant in Racine County. Some backers believe 
there's still time for Walker to win the PR battle on Foxconn. He has taken a page out of Tommy Thompson's playbook to 
portray Wisconsin as the bright, shiny state on a hill with an optimistic future, some say. He also continues to cite positive 
economic news as part of his pitch that his administration's reforms are working, including the announcement that state 
exports were up 6 percent last year. Backers say Walker should be telling voters Foxconn was such a unique deal that the 
state had to do anything to land it and then declare a bright line on offering anyone else similar incentives. But the fact 
Walker is using Foxconn as a benchmark suggests to insiders that he knows it's a political problem with the public right 
now. Meanwhile, his agenda for the final days of the legislative session is up in the air. He agrees to last-minute changes 
to his $100 per-child credit in an attempt to persuade the Senate to go along. Arm twisting in the Legislature has never 
been Walker's strong suit. But some believe he's going to have to put in a first-class effort over the closing weeks if he 
wants new agenda items to tout to voters come fall.  

Transpo funding: First, it was a gas tax increase. Now, it's open road tolling. As Republicans toss out ideas to raise 
transportation revenues, insiders say it all points to a single dynamic: If Wisconsin has to bring in new transportation 
money to attract a piece of a federal infrastructure package, it's going to be tough to get majority Republicans on the same 
page about a viable option. What's more, Gov. Scott Walker is drawing a line in the sand that a gas tax hike or tolling 
would have to be offset by a tax cut elsewhere. While addressing the Wisconsin Counties Association, Senate Majority 
Leader Scott Fitzgerald and Assembly Speaker Robin Vos call open road tolling the most viable option to address 
Wisconsin's long-term transportation needs and attract federal funding that could be included in an infrastructure package. 
Part of that is other options, such as a gas tax hike, would be a tough sell with Walker and in the Senate GOP caucus. 
Still, Walker is noncommittal about the prospect saying, "To be perfectly clear, I am not in any way suggesting support for 
tolling .... I'm not taking it off the table permanently, but I want to make it clear just because someone brought it up doesn't 
mean I'm proposing it." Fitzgerald told the WCA the price tag for infrastructure projects in southeastern Wisconsin alone is 
$6 billion and a gas tax hike of 5 cents or 10 cents would not be nearly enough to address those needs. Vos, meanwhile, 



says a gas tax boost was better than doing nothing. But he noted with the move toward electric and driverless cars, those 
vehicles are not contributing toward infrastructure costs through a gas tax and those "that use the roads should pay for 
them.'' Walker vetoed $2.5 million from the 2017-19 budget for a tolling study, writing in his veto message the money was 
unnecessary because the Department of Transportation could study the issue at its own discretion. During budget 
negotiations, Walker suggested he would be open to collecting money from drivers entering the state, but it would have to 
be accompanied by a decrease in the gas tax. Fitzgerald said the dynamic of tolling may have changed with the guv, 
because a proposed federal infrastructure package would require cities, states and private companies to raise money in 
order to capture more aid. Still, while Walker opened the door to a gas tax increase, he says ''we're not even going to 
think about" a gas tax boost or other source of revenue unless taxes are reduced elsewhere. But he adds "it's wide open" 
in terms of where that tax cut could occur. Much of this is being driven by the discussion on a federal tax package. Early 
reports suggest the Trump administration wants to give out $200 billion for infrastructure, but require cities, states and 
private companies to raise $1.3 trillion new revenue to grab a piece of it. Fitzgerald says it's too soon to know exactly how 
it would work, noting there are questions whether tax hikes some states have approved in the past year, for example, 
would qualify as new revenue. The guv also predicts the feds wouldn't give out the new transportation dollars to the states 
this year, adding that it'll likely be "something we'll be accounting for in the next budget." And that depends upon whether 
such a sweeping deal can pass Congress. 

Falling

Unions: The guv's Act 10 has undercut public employee unions since it took effect seven years ago. The state Supreme 
Court adds another blow as it rules the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission doesn't have to release a list of 
who's cast ballots in a union certification vote while it's underway. In doing so, the court also carves out another 
exemption to the state's public records law, ruling the presumption documents should be released as soon as possible is 
outweighed by the need to protect union employees from voter intimidation. Act 10 requires an annual recertification vote 
for most public employee unions with support from 51 percent of members, not just those voting. Thus, those who don't 
cast ballots are similar to a "no" on the question. Madison Teachers Inc. wanted to track turnout during a 2015 
recertification vote. WERC rejected the requests, waiting to turn them over until after the union overwhelmingly won the 
vote. The union then sued, and a Dane County judge ruled WERC had violated the records law. But the Supreme Court 
overturns that decision on a 5-2 with the conservative majority siding with WERC. Chief Justice Pat Roggensack, writing 
for the majority, finds union members have a right to cast their votes "without intimidation or coercion." Justice Ann Walsh 
Bradley counters the threat of voter intimidation is hypothetical.  

Dark-store legislation: Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald is predicting "chaos" as majority Republicans try to 
advance remaining bills before adjourning in a matter of weeks. But the agenda won't include the bill sought by local 
officials that would prevent retailers from using vacant, or "dark stores," in trying to lower their assessments. Appearing at 
the Wisconsin Counties Association's meeting, Fitzgerald and Speaker Robin Vos declare the so-called dark-store 
legislation will not pass this session, with the Senate leader adding it's too complicated an issue and needs further study 
before the Legislature takes it up. Beyond that, insiders say it's hard to say exactly what the Legislature will finish before 
adjourning in about six weeks. Part of the reason, insiders add, is the Capitol is waiting on Senate Republicans to caucus 
on Tuesday to figure out what they want to do. Vos can strike a deal with the guv to add a sales tax holiday sweetener to 
the child tax credit and get his caucus to go along with it. Fitzgerald doesn't have that luxury, insiders say. That's because 
the Juneau Republican has to deal with a caucus that likes to arrive at its own conclusions rather than being led to one. 
So until the GOP senators hash it out, insiders say, there's no safe bet on what's going to clear both houses. The 
Assembly has already sent dozens of bills to the Senate and will send dozens more during a handful of floor sessions this 
month. But the Senate doesn't tend to do calendars with 100 bills on them, insiders note, so that chamber will be the 
gatekeeper for the typical end-of-session rush. In trying to project what might clear, insiders believe at least some of the 
bills in the guv's welfare package will pass, but maybe not all. There are priorities such as more bills on the HOPE agenda 
to battle opioids and bills to impact the foster care system. Then there's the wetlands bill, which seems to be picking up 
steam with a recent compromise that partially appeased sporting groups. The guv's call for a $50 million rural 
development fund is an open question, as is the Obamacare reinsurance plan he's put forward. Don't bet on the fetal 
tissue bills making any headway in the closing days, some add, and the $100-per-child tax credit's prospects are murky. 
Walker and Vos announce they've agreed to make it a one-time sales tax rebate this year and couple it with a one-time 
sales tax holiday in early August, right after the checks would show up. Vos pitches it as a way to stimulate the economy 
while having a broader impact than just the per-child credit, which would hit about 671,000 of the state's 2.3 million 
households. To critics, both are gimmicks. Senate Republicans already rejected a sales tax holiday in the state budget, 
and some are having a hard time with the prospect of sending checks out this year rather than putting surplus money 
toward some kind of more meaningful, long-term tax changes. But budget watchers wonder if they'll go out of their way to 
deny Walker his big request in an election year. Things also got tougher in the Senate to get things done between Dem 
Patty Schachtner picking off the 10th SD last month and Republican Frank Lasee's resignation to join the Walker 
administration. It was hard enough to get things done with a 20-13 majority and a conservative wing of the caucus that 
had a mind of its own, some say. Now it's 18-14 and Republicans can only lose one vote to get anything passed. There 
are also some political pressures at play in the final days -- just like every close of session, veterans note. The 10th has 



spooked some Republicans, and insiders see the guv's frantic last-minute list of bills as an attempt to shore up his 
standing with voters ahead of this fall. Some conservative groups also fear that this could be a last hurrah for Republicans 
having control of both houses and the guv's office after a nearly seven-year run. That's upped the pressure from some 
outside groups just in case a Dem wave hits this fall and upturns the GOP majorities.  

UW IT: The Legislative Audit Bureau details weaknesses with UW System's IT security policies. Auditors say the 
weaknesses could lead to unauthorized transactions and compromised personal information, as well as unauthorized 
changes in accounting, payroll and student data. The auditors also suggest an increased risk of cyber attacks, which 
could cause loss of data or intellectual property, leading to potential financial loss. This year's audit is not the first to bring 
up security concerns, which were highlighted in the 2014-15 and 2015-16 UW System audits. After those weaknesses 
were pointed out, the UW System Board of Regents approved a comprehensive IT security policy, and in late 2016 the 
UW Information Assurance Council developed five additional systemwide IT policies. LAB noted UW administration and 
individual institutions have made progress in implementing IT security changes, especially through internal audits. But 
LAB said the UW administration did not develop a comprehensive plan to implement those policies due to a lack of 
resources and time. To address the shortcomings, LAB recommended that UW administration work more with the UW 
Information Assurance Council to continue developing IT security. In his response to the audit, UW System President Ray 
Cross agreed with the recommendation, noting the system approved detailed security policies that address authentication, 
security awareness, data classification, incident response and acceptable use. Meanwhile, Joint Audit Committee Co-
chair Rep. Samantha Kerkman, R-Salem, says she's looking for a comprehensive approach from UW officials. 

****************************************

Feb. 22: WisPolitics Luncheon with Senator Tammy Baldwin

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday Feb. 22 with U.S. Sen. 
Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-41889783470

****************************************

NICHOLSON OUTSPENT VUKMIR 20-TO-1 ON DIRECT MAIL IN FINAL QUARTER OF 2017

Kevin Nicholson outspent GOP U.S. Senate rival Leah Vukmir more than 20-to-1 on direct mail and postage over the last 
three months of 2017 as he worked to develop a network of donors, a WisPolitics.com review of campaign finance reports 
showed.  

In addition to the $320,720 the ex-Marine spent on direct mail, including creative costs and postage, the first-time 
candidate also spent $59,755 to acquire fundraising lists.  

Overall, Nicholson listed $800,037 in receipts, $628,547 in expenses and $516,583 in the bank to close December.  

Nicholson's report listed $446,508 in unitemized donations of $200 or less. Such contributions are often generated off 
direct mail.  

Vukmir, meanwhile, reported $406,317 in receipts, $159,222 in expenses and $481,059 cash on hand.  

She listed $64,408 in unitemized contributions.  

The campaigns had previously released preliminary fundraising figures. But the reports filed this week add more details. 

Some of Nicholson's other significant costs included $40,536 for media production and $50,599 on digital ads.  



Vukmir, a state senator from Brookfield, spent $15,938 on direct mail and postage, along with $17,500 on media services. 
She also listed $4,614 in costs for flights, car rentals and hotel stays.  

The GOP campaigns were vastly outraised by U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison. She pulled in almost $2.7 million in 
receipts, listed $1.1 million in expenses and had $6.9 million in the bank to end 2017.  

See Nicholson's report:  
http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/140/201802060200122140/201802060200122140.pdf

See Vukmir's report:  
http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/838/201802070200131838/201802070200131838.pdf

See Baldwin's:  
http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/676/201802070200146676/201802070200146676.pdf

DALLET RAISED $92,000 FOR STATE SUPREME COURT CAMPAIGN IN FIRST MONTH OF THE YEAR

Madison businessman Mark Bakken was again state Supreme Court candidate Rebecca Dallet's biggest donor over the 
first month of the year, pumping $6,000 into the Milwaukee judge's campaign.  

Bakken, who flirted with a guv bid last year, also gave $14,000 to Dallet during the final six months of 2017.  

Other top donors over the pre-primary period include: John Miller, of Kohler, who gave $5,000; Marianne Lubar, of River 
Hills, who also donated $5,000; Milwaukee resident Dennis Klein, who gave $4,000 total over the period; and Parvinder 
Jandu, of Whitefish Bay, who donated $3,000.  

Dallet also received $2,000 from former state Rep. Jeff Neubauer, D-Racine.  

In all, she spent $243,246 over the period, which covered Jan. 1 through Monday.  

Among her biggest expenses were $168,497 for four different TV ad buys in the run-up to the three-way primary Feb. 20, 
accounting for nearly 70 percent of her expenditures over the first month of the year. She also spent $40,813 on surveys 
through two different firms: Global Strategy Group and Spiros Consulting.  

Dallet logged $237,090 cash on hand and $281,000 in outstanding loans.  

Her campaign said Dallet did not put any of her own money into the campaign during the period. Dallet previously 
reported that she gave her campaign a $200,000 loan on June 29, after launching her campaign at the beginning of that 
month.  

The reports for Supreme Court rivals Tim Burns, a Middleton attorney, and Michael Screnock, a Sauk County judge, were 
not posted at the Ethics Commission's site as of mid-afternoon.  

See Dallet's report:  
https://cfis.wi.gov/ReportsOutputFiles/0104609SpringPre-Primary201897a77292018124044PMCF-2Report.pdf

WISCONSIN ALLIANCE FOR REFORM PRAISES SCRENOCK IN NEW TV AD

The conservative Wisconsin Alliance for Reform in a new TV ad is praising Supreme Court candidate Michael Screnock, 
saying he has a record of judicial restraint and being tough on crime.  

"When judges make decisions based on their personal views, we don't get justice," a narrator says in the ad. "Sauk 
County Judge Michael Screnock understands that. He understands a judge's role is to say what the law is, not to rewrite 
laws from the bench."  

The narrator continues to commend Screnock for setting aside his personal views when handing down decisions in more 
than 500 felony cases for pornographers, murderers and sexual predators.  

The group is spending $41,000 on TV ads in the La Crosse/Eau Claire market, as well as $34,000 in radio buys in the 
Madison and Milwaukee markets, according to liberal One Wisconsin Now, which tracks media buys.  



One Wisconsin Now also noted this week that a WMC Issues Mobilization Council ad buy praising Screnock is up to 
$470,000. The group has added $215,000 on Milwaukee TV and $95,000 in Green Bay. That's in addition to $160,000 on 
cable and satellite, according to OWN.  

See the ad:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AuTXz_amxE&feature=youtu.be

MITCHELL SAYS HIS RACE, ACT 10 DON'T DEFINE HIS CAMPAIGN

State firefighters union head Mahlon Mitchell says he's more than the union candidate or the black candidate in the Dem 
race for governor.  

Mitchell became a statewide figure as part of the opposition to the 2011 law that effectively ended collective bargaining for 
public employees and ended up as the Dem candidate for lt. guv in 2012.  

But he told a WisPolitics.com luncheon in Madison this week that Act 10 or his race isn't defining his candidacy.  

Mitchell instead stressed this contest is about "a lot more than Act 10" for him, saying it's instead about wages, economic 
development, education, health care for all, infrastructure and transportation.  

As the leader of the firefighters union since January 2011, Mitchell also touched on the firefighters' and police officers' 
response to the bill when it was first proposed.  

"As firefighters, we respond to emergencies," he said. "In our opinion that was an emergency that we had to respond to. 
People were under attack, and there was a definite conquer-and- divide going on. And we decided that we were not going 
to let that happen to us."  

Still, he said that should he be elected governor, one of the first things he would do is set up wage commissions for the 
private sector to foster conversations about "lifting everyone's wages," not just for union members.  

As for the public sector, Mitchell said he wanted to ensure municipalities and their employees had the ability to talk once a
year about wages, hours and working conditions.  

And he pushed back on the state GOP for labeling him a "union boss," saying that the term is one the right uses "to 
defame us and make us look bad."  

"If a union boss is being the person that represents men and women running into burning buildings, men and women 
responding to medical emergencies, or teachers that teach our kids -- our greatest commodity -- or men and women that 
actually take care of our sick and injured by way of being a nurse or a CNA or an RN. If we're talking about police officers 
who respond and protect us everyday, then if that's what a union boss is, then I guess I am," Mitchell said.  

Mitchell is also known for becoming the first African-American leader of the state firefighters union, as well as the union's 
youngest president. He was 35 when he took over. He turns 43 on Feb. 24.  

And should he become governor, he would break another barrier and become the state's first African-American leader. 
Only one African American has been elected statewide in Wisconsin -- Vel Phillips as secretary of state in 1978.  

But Mitchell downplayed the historic significance of his candidacy, saying he thinks it's "more important to be a good 
governor than to be a black governor."  

"My point is: yes, history is important, but I'm not running to be the black governor; I'm running to be governor of the state 
of Wisconsin," Mitchell said, adding people across the state -- black, white, Hispanic and others -- feel they've been 
forgotten and "those are the people that I'm running for."  

And he noted he hadn't sought to be the first black president of the firefighters union, adding he didn't "get into the fire 
service because I wanted to be a black firefighter."  

"I ran and I wanted to be a firefighter, because I wanted to help people," he said. "Not just black people, not just white 
people, I wanted to help everybody."  



Still, he said the "elephant in the room" at past events he's spoken at is whether the state's ready for an African-American 
governor.  

But he pointed to Barack Obama's 14-percentage-point margin of victory over Sen. John McCain in 2008 and Obama's 7 
percent win over former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney in 2012.  

Those wins, Mitchell said, proves a candidate's success "depends on your message and how you convey that message." 

"My point is and my correlation is that when you look at President Obama and his message and how inspired and the 
energy and passion that he brought, that's what got people out to the polls and got people to vote. And that's what we're 
trying to do in this campaign," he said.  

Hear the audio:  
https://soundcloud.com/wispolitics/180206mitchellluncheon/s-xfY36
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WEEK AHEAD

Tuesday: State of the Tribes address, delivered by Menominee Chairman Gary Besaw.  
- 1 p.m.: Assembly chamber, State Capitol.  

Tuesday: Assembly floor session. Members will take up a number of bills from the Speaker’s Task Force on Foster Care 
aimed at improving the child welfare system. That includes funding for child abuse and neglect prevention grants.  
- 1 p.m.: Assembly chamber, State Capitol.  

Wednesday: Senate Public Benefits, Licensing and State-Federal Relations Committee executive session on eight of the 
10 special session welfare overhaul bills.  
- 10:01 a.m.: 201 Southeast, State Capitol.  

Wednesday: Assembly Jobs and the Economy Committee executive session on a bill that would exempt rent-to-own 
companies from the state's consumer protection act.  
- 2:30 p.m.: Assembly Parlor, State Capitol.  



POLITICAL TV
(Check local listings for times in your area)

"UpFront with Mike Gousha" is a statewide commercial TV news magazine show airing Sundays around the state. This 
week's show features interviews with the three state Supreme Court candidates: Milwaukee Judge REBECCA DALLET, 
Middleton attorney TIM BURNS and Sauk County Judge MICHAEL SCRENOCK.  
*See viewing times in state markets here: http://www.wisn.com/upfront/
*Also view the show online each Monday at WisPolitics.com  

"Rewind," a weekly show from WisconsinEye and WisPolitics.com, airs at 8 p.m. on Fridays and 10 a.m. on Sundays in 
addition to being available online. On this week's episode, WisPolitics.com's JR ROSS and WisconsinEye's STEVE 
WALTERS discuss Gov. SCOTT WALKER's plan to give Foxconn-style tax credits to Kimberly-Clark; the end-of-session 
push for controversial bills; and the Joint Finance Committee's vote on a $6.4 million sparsity aid bill this week.  
*Watch the show: http://www.wiseye.org/Video-Archive/Event-Detail/evhdid/12191

Wisconsin Public TV's "Here and Now" airs at 7:30 p.m. Fridays. On this week's program, anchor FREDERICA 
FREYBERG talks with Neenah Mayor DEAN KAUFERT about efforts to keep Kimberly-Clark in the state; WisContext's 
SCOTT GORDON on his story about governors calling special elections; and ANN ZECK of the Wisconsin Hospitals 
Association on the continuing IV bag shortage in the state.  

"For the Record" airs at 10:30 a.m. Sunday on WISC-TV in Madison. Host NEIL HEINEN talks with Kids Forward 
Executive Director KEN TAYLOR on the potential implications of policies at the state and national level for Wisconsin 
children.  

"Capitol City Sunday" airs at 9 a.m. Sunday on WKOW-TV in Madison, WAOW-TV in Wausau, WXOW-TV in La Crosse 
and WQOW-TV in Eau Claire.  

"The Insiders" is a weekly WisOpinion.com web show featuring former Democratic Senate Majority Leader CHUCK 
CHVALA and former Republican Assembly Speaker SCOTT JENSEN. This week, the two discuss potential outcomes of 
the Wisconsin gerrymandering case.  
*Watch the video: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisopinion-com-the-insiders-discuss-potential-outcomes-of-the-wi-
gerrymandering-case/
*Listen to the show: https://soundcloud.com/wispolitics/wisopinioncom-the-insiders-discuss-potential-outcomes-of-the-wi-
redistricting-case

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Send items to staff@wispolitics.com

Upcoming WisPolitics.com events in Madison and D.C. include:  

*A Feb. 22 Madison Club luncheon with U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, up for re-election this year.  
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-senator-tammy-baldwin-tickets-41889783470  

*A March 7 DC breakfast with U.S. Rep. MIKE GALLAGHER. Register: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/march-7-
wispolitics-dc-breakfast-with-u-s-rep-mike-gallagher-and-the-millennial-action-project/

*A March 8 Madison Club luncheon with Dem guv candidate and state Sen. KATHLEEN VINEHOUT. Register: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kathleen-vinehout-tickets-41390911330

*And hold April 12 for a special election-year preview at the Concourse Hotel in Madison sponsored by the Wisconsin 
Counties Association along with Charter Communications. The evening event will feature Marquette Law School Poll 
Director CHARLES FRANKLIN plus Democratic strategist TANYA BJORK and GOP strategist KEITH GILKES. Contact: 
schmies@wispoltiics.com for more.  

The state Assembly will consider the GOP wetlands bill when it meets on Thursday, according to a proposed calendar 
from Assembly Majority Leader JIM STEINEKE. Also on the calendar is a bill that would add criminal penalties for fraud in 
obtaining unemployment insurance benefits; and another that would make sex with an animal a felony. See the proposed 
calendar: http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180209AssmCal.pdf

Gov. SCOTT WALKER will be among the state and local officials the president will host Monday after releasing the 



principles of his infrastructure plan, the White House said today.  

Walker today also announced plans to sell the state office building in downtown Milwaukee and build one elsewhere, 
saving the state an estimated $1.2 million a year in rent, maintenance and energy costs. The target date for site selection 
is May 28. The state office building has been at 6th and Wells streets since 1963.  

ABC of Wisconsin's advocacy campaign, including Director of Legal and Government Affairs JOHN SCHULZE, has been 
recognized as a "Best Practice" by the national Associated Builders and Contractors organization in Washington, D.C.  

The Wisconsin Bankers Association has announced PETER KNITT as the 2017 Community Banker of the Year. Knitt 
recently retired as president and CEO of the Peoples State Bank in Wausau, after serving in those roles since 2006. See 
more: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisconsin-bankers-association-wausau-banker-named-community-banker-of-the-
year/

Focus on Energy has a new program director: ERINN MONROE. Monroe previously worked as the group's director of 
strategy and innovation. She started in her new role on Feb. 1. See the release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/focus-
on-energy-erinn-monroe-named-focus-on-energys-program-director/

The UW System Board of Regents has announced the recipients of its annual Regents' Diversity Awards. They include: 
BEE VANG, the program director of UW-River Falls' Upward Bound program; UW-Eau Claire's Upward Bound Program, 
which is under the direction of KIMAMO WAHOME; and UW-Milwaukee's Sociocultural Programming, led by CLAUDIA 
GUZMAN. See more: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/uw-system-regents-diversity-awards-recipients-announced/

The Wisconsin Farmers Union recently awarded two recipients the Friend of the Family Farmer award. That includes Rep. 
KATRINA SHANKLAND and the farm bill biologists at Pheasants Forever, who work with landowners in designing and 
funding habitat improvements on private land. See more: https://wispolitics.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/02/FoFF_020318.docx.pdf

The State Bar of Wisconsin has announced its Golden Gavel Award winners. The recipients, who were selected for their 
reporting on the law and justice system, are: KATHERINE PROCTOR, COBURN DUKEHART and DEE HALL of the 
Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism; ERIC LITKE and DOUG SCHNEIDER of USA Today Network-Wisconsin; 
and ZAC SCHULTZ, MAKE BARON, JAMES PARKER and JENNIFER HADLEY of Wisconsin Public Television. See 
their winning submissions: https://www.wisbar.org/NewsPublications/Pages/General-Article.aspx?ArticleID=26150

The Wisconsin Broadcasters Association has recently named STEVE WEXLER as board chair. Wexler, of Milwaukee's 
E.W. Scripps Company, replaces DICK RECORD, of La Crosse's Family Radio, who finished his term as chair and will 
now serve as immediate past chair for the coming year. See more: https://www.wi-broadcasters.org/wexler-named-wba-
chair/

UW-Madison's Center for Journalism Ethics has announced the five finalists for the Anthony Shadid Award in Journalism 
Ethics. They are: KRISTEN GELINEAU, of the Associated Press; BRIAN GROW, JOHN SHIFFMAN and the Reuters 
team; MAGGIE MICHAEL and MAAD AL-ZIKERY, of the Associated Press; MIKE REZENDES, of The Boston Globe; and 
GERRY SHIH and HAN GUAN NG, of the Associated Press. The winner will be announced Feb. 20 and will presented 
the award at a ceremony April 5 at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C. See the release: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/center-for-journalism-ethics-announces-five-finalists-for-2018-anthony-shadid-award-in-
journalism-ethics/

The fifth annual Wisconsin Tech Summit, a day that features a series of 15-minute company sessions, will also include 
the following speakers to start and end the day: UW-Milwaukee Chancellor MARK MONE and ERIK IVERSON, the 
managing director of the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. The event, which gives emerging companies the 
change to be eligible for "speed dates" with major firms, is slated for March 19 in Waukesha. See more details: 
http://www.wisbusiness.com/index.iml?Article=390077

Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce's upcoming Business Day in Madison will include featured speakers: SHARYL 
ATTKISSON, a Washington, D.C. investigative journalist; GUY BENSON, political editor of Fox News contributor 
Townhall.com; and GREG GUTFELD, co-host of Fox News' "The Five" and "The Greg Gutfeld Show." Gov. SCOTT 
WALKER has also been invited to speak. The all-day event will be held at Madison's Monona Terrace on Feb. 28. See 
more: https://www.wmc.org/event/business-day-in-madison/

The state's AFL-CIO is hosting a Madison rally later this month on the Working People's Day of Action. The event, which 
will occur at the Capitol Square, is set for Feb. 24 from 1-3 p.m. See more: 
http://www.itsaboutfreedom.org/?link_id=1&can_id=b5720fe9c3a03bb22fd9ba72300d1ab4&source=email-working-



peoples-day-of-action-feb-24-madison&email_referrer=email_298961&email_subject=working-peoples-day-of-action-feb-
24-madison

ENDORSEMENTS: The following is a list of endorsements made for statewide and congressional district elections in the 
last week, based on emails received by WisPolitics.com:  

-- U.S. Senate: 

LEAH VUKMIR: UW-Platteville student ABBY ALDERSON; UW-Whitewater students JAKE BALISTRERI and ZACH 
BAUREIS; UW-Madison students ANDY BLINK and PAIGE CAMERON; and more than 100 others. See the full list: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/vukmir-campaign-students-choose-leah-vukmir-for-u-s-senate/

-- State Supreme Court:

REBECCA DALLET: Wisconsin Court of Appeals Judge KITTY BRENNAN, along with a series of other judges across the 
state. See the full list: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/dallet-campaign-wisconsin-judges-back-rebecca-dallet-for-
supreme-court/

MICHAEL SCRENOCK: Wisconsin Family Action PAC.  

-- Attorney General: 

Planned Parenthood Advocates of Wisconsin: JOSH KAUL.  

-- Lt. Guv: 

MANDELA BARNES: U.S. Rep. MARK POCAN. 

For more Names in the News, see subscriber products from earlier in the week plus the press release page at 
WisPolitics.com: https://www.wispolitics.com/

For upcoming events, see the "Week Ahead" in this product and in your e-mail Monday morning. Click here for the online 
calendar: https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

If you have a contribution, e-mail staff@wispolitics.com

LOBBYIST WATCH
(from the state Ethics Commission)

Forty-one changes were made to the lobbying registry in the past 10 days.  

Follow this link for the complete list:  
https://lobbying.wi.gov/Who/LobbyingRegistryChanges/2017REG/SearchByDateRange

(c)2018 WisPolitics.com. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction or retransmission of this publication, in whole or in part, without the express 
permission of WisPolitics.com is prohibited. Unauthorized reproduction violates United States copyright law (17 
USC 101 et seq.), as does retransmission by facsimile or any other electronic means, including electronic mail.

LINKS: Home page | Press releases | Calendar | Interviews | Contact us | Budget Blog | Election Blog | Quorum Call | DC 
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Walker calls for incentives for Kimberly-Clark in attempt to save 2 plants
... "Retaining outstanding Wisconsin companies like Kimberly-Clark is just as 
important as attracting new companies to our state, which is why I'm proposing 
we offer larger tax credits to ensure the company keeps those 600 jobs where 
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they belong -- in Wisconsin," Walker said in a statement. ... said Monday state 
officials are talking with Industrial Assets about incentives for the company to 
continue mill operations in the Fox Valley. ... Walker's jobs agency can currently 
give Kimberly-Clark and other companies a 7 percent job-retention credit, but 
raising it to the same 17 percent Foxconn got would require a law change. ... 
Republican legislative leaders did not immediately return messages. Dem 
Leader Hintz suggested Guv was "caught off guard and is defensive. There are 
a lot of economic forces at work that are transforming the global economy, 
including Wisconsin's. There are many of us who think the governor has not 
been in tune with these changes as he's needed to be." Kimberly-Clark moved 
their HQ from WI to TX in 1985. Foxconn announced Monday that it is planning 
to purchase an office building in downtown Milwaukee. Bauer of AP, 
WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/a9add349-2e97-5206-878d-73552e409f7f.html

Foxconn to create North American headquarters in downtown Milwaukee
... has agreed to buy [NML's 7-story] 132,800-square-foot building at 611 E. 
Wisconsin ... for an undisclosed price ... includes a 2-acre site, with a large 
parking lot ... that could provide space for additional development. ... will 
apparently be Foxconn's North American headquarters ... "They're obviously 
going to be widening their footprint in this country," said the source, who asked 
not to be identified. NML's Zale dubbed it "the best remaining downtown 
development site," declined to discuss Foxconn's plans for the property, which 
emptied into NML's new 32-story office tower, "We're excited to have Foxconn 
come in as a neighbor. I really think the big winner here is Milwaukee, and the 
state of Wisconsin." Foxconn reps expected to detail their plans at a Tuesday 
afternoon news conference with Walker, others. CBRE's BOnifas hailed 
downtown site rather than suburbs. City Development chief Marcoux: "I'm 
pleased that another significant company is choosing Milwaukee. I welcome 
Foxconn to the center of our city." By Daykin, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/real-estate/commercial/2018/02/05/foxconn-
buy-downtown-milwaukee-office-building-room-hundreds-
employees/307123002/

Dem candidates critical of Walker plan for Foxconn-size break for 
Kimberly-Clark
... [Dems Hansen, Hintz, Stuck, Outagamie Exec. Nelson] requesting $60 million 
to fund two revolving loan programs that would improve the mills' energy and 
water efficiency and help them transition to making brown paper products [see 
Manufacturing]. Gronik would not "fork over large sums of money to look good in 
an election year. ... I'd meet with company executives to determine if there is a 
workable long-term solution that cures the obsolescence at these plants." Evers 
cited WEDC's dropped ball before merging Kraft-Heinz announced Oscar Meyer 
closing, "The state cannot open up its wallet for a short-term fix every single 
time Governor Walker's jobs strategy doesn't pan out." Soglin, who offered 
Oscar Mayer plant to Foxconn, said Walker is "selling our children's future to 
finance his political career." Flynn derided "quick fix. ... The proper way to 
govern is to create an economy and a society where businesses want to locate 
and workers want to live. We should be investing in schools and infrastructure." 
McCabe denounced "crony capitalism. The line for handouts will get longer and 



longer." Other gubernatorial candidates' campaigns did not immediately 
respond. By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/e3b0ab43-4845-5810-a10a-2d894ef80f39.html

Ryan tweets about woman's $1.50 pay increase in tax overhaul, then 
deletes it
... Julia Ketchum, the secretary, on Saturday after Ryan's tweet. ... said she was 
"really surprised ... The paragraph above me, and the paragraph below my 
quote -- those people got hundreds more and I got a $1.50 per paycheck more. 
So it shows me he may not have read the whole article. ... $1.50 is $1.50 -- I 
noticed it, I watch my finances and I noticed it -- so it didn't go down, so that was 
good," Ketchum said. Democrats were quick to mock Ryan's tweet. Rep. Keith 
Ellison, Democrat-Minnesota, linked to Ryan's tweet and wrote "Wells Fargo, 
fresh off of defrauding millions of Americans, gets $3.4 billion." ... Obama 
speechwriter Jon Favreau also linked to Ryan's tweet, writing "As a thank you 
for passing a $1 trillion corporate tax cut, Paul Ryan received $500,000 in 
campaign contributions from the Koch brothers, which would probably cover the 
cost of buying a Costco." Tweets by Dems Pelosi, Schatz, Bryce, Jackson. BY 
Linton, CBS NEWS  
https://cbsnews.com/news/paul-ryan-deleted-tweet-tax-150-pay-increase/

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Parsing Reince Priebus's non-denial denial on Trump's attempt to fire Robert Mueller ... Priebus didn't really deny the 
whole thing -- not completely. ... his denial isn't nearly as ironclad as one might think. Over the course of a couple of 
minutes, Priebus massaged and qualified his version of events numerous times, to the point where it's clear something 
happened, even if he may have seen or perceived it differently. [analyzes transcript] ... It would be pretty easy for Priebus 
to just come out and say, "This didn't happen" or "The president never tried to fire Mueller." Instead, he frames it as his 
own perception ... "I never felt that the president was going to fire the special counsel" sure makes it seem as though 
Trump may have talked about doing so but that Priebus didn't think he would ever follow through on it. ... wouldn't 
necessarily preclude Priebus from being concerned ... nor would it preclude McGahn from threatening to resign rather 
than execute Trump's order ... Priebus's nonresponse on whether Trump expressed "the sentiment" ... again seems to be 
suggesting that Trump wasn't as serious about it as the media reports suggested, but he again refers to his own 
perception ... a less-than-complete denial. ... a tactic that the White House that Priebus once ran is quite familiar with: 
denying a report without being specific about what is being denied. ... It's worth noting that just two days prior, Trump 
seemed to leave open the possibility of firing Deputy Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein, who oversees the Russia 
investigation.  
https://washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2018/02/05/reince-priebuss

- Priebus: 'I never felt Trump was going to fire Mueller'  
http://foxnews.com/politics/2018/02/05/priebus-never-felt-trump-was-going-to-fire-mueller.html

- John Nichols: Trump Just Got Everything Wrong About the UK's Health Care System, And Jeremy Corbyn isn't having it. 
https://thenation.com/article/donald-trump-just-got-everything-wrong-about-the-uks-health-care-system/

- John Nichols: Paul Ryan betrays Constitution in service of Donald Trump  
http://host.madison.com/ct/e5ef474f-98ba-5fd3-9933-f637ca660ef7.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Gov. Scott Walker: Give Kimberly-Clark Foxconn-style deal to keep paper plants open  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/05/gov-scott-walker-give-kimberly-clark-foxconn-style-deal-keep-paper-
plants-open/307485002/



- Walker says he's offering Kimberly-Clark 'same deal' as Foxconn to stay ... Neither the governor's office nor the 
Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) had a bottom line estimate Monday for how much Walker's plan 
would cost. UWM Prof. Lee: "This is turning into serious money and this is taking it up a notch. Every company that asks 
for state aid, if they get less than Foxconn got, they're going to feel like they were suckers. Why didn't they threaten to 
move out of the state?" JFC co-chair Darling, Dem Sen. Larson awaiting details.  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/05/governor-walker

- Wisconsin legislators claim over $1.3 million in allowances but work fewer days  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/2018/02/06/wisconsin-legislators-claim-over-1-3-million-allowances-but-
work-fewer-days/307599002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Get ready for a game of chicken on government funding this week ... House on Tuesday will vote on a bill that couples 
short-term domestic spending with yearlong defense funding, setting up a showdown with the Senate ... Ryan, R-Wis., 
warned GOP lawmakers to be prepared for a game of "ping pong" ... ahead of a Feb. 8 deadline to keep the government 
open. ... [House GOP urged Ryanb not to accept any Senate bill with defense funds removed] "I hope we take the 
grenade, pull the pin out, and throw it back at them," Rep. Bill Posey [reportedly] told GOP leaders ... "Well, you're right," 
Ryan reportedly] responded ... although it's not clear whether Ryan was making any promises. ... "I think leadership 
knows that, defense hawks, everybody, is in one corner saying we ain't doing this again," Rep. Paul Gosar [said] ... "They 
could strip it all out and send it back over here," Rep. Chris Collins, R-N.Y. "But we are going to make them vote." [Collins 
predicted they'd needs Dems to pass any bill without defense funds, "We've done our job and the Senate will do what they 
do. We are still planning on leaving Wednesday. Planning."  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/get/article/2648184

- Ryan's defense of FBI sets him apart from loudest voices within GOP  
https://bostonglobe.com/news/nation/2018/02/03/paul-ryan-defense-fbi-sets-him-apart-from-loudest-voices-within-
gop/xpGojC6I1DR1Z8xYeEr5LK/story.html

- Ryan supports release of Democrats' countermemo  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/371974-paul-ryan-supports-release-of-democrats-memo-spox

- Secretary highlighted by Ryan for her $1.50 pay bump suggests Ryan didn't 'read the whole article' ... "The paragraph 
above me, my quote, and the paragraph below my quote -- those people got hundreds more and I got a $1.50 per 
paycheck more," Ketchum said, en route to a field trip. "So it shows me he may not have read the whole article. ... A 
dollar-fifty's a dollar-fifty, I'm not going to -- I noticed it. I watch my finances and I noticed it, so that was good. I was 
pleasantly surprised because it went up, it did not go down."  
http://theweek.com/speedreads/753500

- As Paul Ryan Touts a Secretary's $1.50 Weekly Pay Hike, Koch Bros. Reap $1.4B from GOP Tax Plan  
https://democracynow.org/2018/2/5/as_paul_ryan_touts_a_secretarys

- Ryan's deleted $1.50 tax cut tweet may hurt NJ Rep. Tom MacArthur. Here's why ... DCCC said the Facebook ad 
campaign [smacking Ryan] would run in 50 districts nationally. ... "Speaker Ryan laid out his priorities in the Republican 
Tax Scam, and he really couldn't be more out-of-touch with middle and low income Americans," said [DCCC's] Law.  
https://app.com/story/news/politics/new-jersey/2018/02/06/308374002/

- Ryan Deletes Tweet That Celebrates the $1.50 Raise a Middle-Class Woman Gets from the Massive Tax Cut  
https://thestranger.com/slog/2018/02/05/25782852/paul

- Snopes: Ryan's Tax Cut Tweet Draws Scorn, Is Deleted, Social media users blasted Speaker of the House Paul Ryan 
on Twitter after he boasted about the GOP tax bill. Ryan's tweet plus 7 responses, including Bryce.  
https://snopes.com/2018/02/03/ryan-tax-cut-tweet/

- Erik Sherman: Ryan's Deletion Of His Tax Cut 'Promotion' Shows The Attitude Of Politicians ... [analysis of Ryan's tweet 
and the AP story on which he based it] ... Faulting his logic is difficult. With all the numbers Ryan could have chosen from, 
he picked $1.50 a week as something to highlight. The decision is remarkable for the condescension. Marie Antoinette 
would be shocked: The $1.50 isn't even a slice of cake a week. The attitude is more notable as an indication of how far 
attitudes have fallen. Is this really the best we can do? Will we as a country allow politicians to celebrate the distribution of 
orts? Can we not do better for most people?  
https://forbes.com/sites/eriksherman/2018/02/05/paul-ryans-deletion-of-his-tax-cut-promotion-shows-the-attitude-of-
politicians



LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Mayor Tom Barrett withdraws Milwaukee health commissioner nominee [Nannis] after ... it was clear that he did not have 
the votes ... "This isn't about political gamesmanship. This is about the Health Department," Barrett told the Journal 
Sentinel. "I don't hear anyone talking about kids." ... Council is poised to instead appoint [BHC chief] McManus as interim 
health commissioner without Barrett's backing. ... introduced Monday by Council Pres. Hamilton. ... to go before the full 
council Tuesday.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/02/05/milwaukee-aldermen-look-sidestep-mayor-tom-barretts-
nominee-and-appoint-patricia-mcmanus-interim-hea/307728002/

- Bice: Milwaukee County Executive Chris Abele spending big money to target county supervisors in election ... dropped 
nearly $350,000 from his own pocket in the second half of last year on a media campaign aimed largely at [Board Chair] 
Lipscomb Sr. ...  
Now, Abele is funding a new political committee [Leadership MKE -- $50K on a 20-minute poll on Lipscomb and fliers in 
three supervisors' races] with the apparent aim of remaking the County Board more to his liking.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/daniel-bice/2018/02/06/bice-milwaukee-county-executive-chris-abele-
spending-big-money-target-county-supervisors-election/301846002/

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- Federal judge tosses artisanal butter lawsuit, sides with state over butter law ... Peterson wrote Monday that a state law 
requiring that butter sold in Wisconsin be state or federally graded does not violate the constitutional rights of Minerva 
Dairy,  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/4c653420-8eb9-5118-9eba-794d199dd87b.html

COURTS ^top^
- Would-be justices clash at Wisconsin Supreme Court candidates forum ... [Dallet, Screnock, Burns] appeared at a 
luncheon forum hosted by the Milwaukee Bar Association. If conservatives called central casting for a judicial candidate, 
they might have gotten Screnock. He said he believes in the rule of law, original interpretation of the U.S. Constitution and
that judges shouldn't legislate from the bench. Burns has pegged himself as an unabashed progressive. ... Dallet called 
herself the only candidate with Wisconsin values and said Burns has taken positions on issues likely to come before the 
court. "I get that he doesn't understand that; he's not a judge," Dallet said. ... dubious he would follow the law ... "He'll do 
whatever he thinks democracy dictates." Dallet TV spots feature Pres. Trump, claim rights are under attack, and sharply 
criticize court's handling of Doe II, as Burns portrayed her as a law-and-order conservative, cited three specific cases 
where she favored cops over African-American defendants. Dallet noted the U.S. Supreme Court took her side, 8-1, on 
one of the issues in a related case. Backgrounders on Burns, Screnock. [see Walters column]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/05/would-justices-clash-wisconsin-supreme-court-candidates-
forum/307046002/

- [5-2 Abrahamson, Walsh Bradley] WI Supreme Court rules state officials can wait to release public records to union ... a 
blow to unions and advocates of the open records law, which ordinarily requires documents to be released "as soon as 
practicable and without delay." MTI had sought records from WERC on Act 10's annual recert votes. [see Tribes]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/06/wisconsin-supreme-court-rules-state-officials-can-wait-release-public-
records-unions/310270002/

- Geyser Sentencing Brings Waukesha Slender Man Case to an End.  
https://jsonline.com/videos/news/2018/02/05/geyser-sentencing-brings-waukesha-slender-man-case-end/110127764/

- Hanson appointed to judge's post [Walker appointee to replace retiring Daley] ... Karl Hanson was the only applicant ... 
has worked at the Wisconsin Department of Justice since September 2017. ... previously serving as a municipal court 
judge for the towns of Milton, Harmony and Lima ... was named a (WERC) staff attorney in July 2015.  
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180205/hanson_appointed_to_judges_post

CULTURE ^top^
- Annual Susan B. Anthony event set ... Beloit and Janesville League of Women Voters invites everyone [Feb 10] ... to 
hear [Oakton College's] Rick Daniels speak about race, social justice and barriers to minorities participating in democracy. 
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180205/annual_susan_b_anthony_event_set



EDUCATION ^top^
- Monona [Immaculate Heart] school's 'Teach Love' campaign commits to acts of kindness  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/935aeb3a-f398-54d2-a7a9-2c852918a93d.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- ExpressVote to debut at primary, ADA machine user-friendly for all ... Each [JeffCo] polling place will have at least one 
ExpressVote machine.  
http://dailyunion.com/news/article_74a4124e-6840-5b30-9e85-66ea1bc50a31.html

- Majority Now Backs Fair Redistricting, 37 counties, two-thirds of state's population, have passed "Fair Maps" resolution. 
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/05/back-in-the-news-majority-now-backs-fair-redistricting/

- Ryan's Democratic challenger raked in campaign cash after Ryan deleted a tweet touting a $1.50 weekly paycheck raise 
... Bryce screenshotted the tweet before Ryan could scrub it, and used it to ask for donations, specifically prompting 
supporters to "chip in $1.50." Many donors did just that, as Bryce told Politico that nearly half of the nearly $130,000 sum 
... more than 10,000 contributions ... came in increments of $1.50. ... about 10 percent of the $1.3 million in funds he had 
left at the end of 2017. ... a modest bump compared to Ryan's war chest ... about $10 million on hand.  
http://theweek.com/speedreads/753323

- A '$1.50' deleted tweet by House Speaker Paul Ryan just raised his Democratic challenger more than $150,000  
https://cnbc.com/2018/02/05/paul-ryan-deletes-tweet-challenger-randy-bryce-rakes-in-donations.html

- Ryan Twitter Goof a Fundraising Boon for Democratic Challenger, Randy "Iron Stache" Bryce has raised more than 
$150,000 since tweet  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/paul-ryan-twitter-goof-fundraising-boon-democratic-challenger

- DCCC ad mocks Paul Ryan for touting woman's $1.50 per paycheck tax cut ... DCCC's campaign, which will run in 50 
congressional districts, says that small pay increase is not enough compared to the bigger tax cuts wealthier Americans 
are seeing. ... "The Republican Tax Scam is a shameless handout to the rich and largest corporations at the expense of 
the middle-class families who deserve more money in their pockets and lower healthcare costs," [DCCC's] Law said. ... 
also launched a website named after the speaker's comments that features video testimonials of people explaining why 
they "oppose Paul Ryan and Donald Trump's atrocious tax scam." ... [Pelosi, Wasserman Schultz, Schumer] have 
repeatedly referred to workers' bonuses as "crumbs."  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/dccc/article/2648143

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- State sanctions Sun Prairie assisted-living facility after elderly resident froze to death  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/9328fb5b-53db-5e51-a790-b7b2acd192e2.html

- Trump Administration: Let States Decide if Health Plans Have Enough Doctors  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/02/06/trump-administration-let-states-decide-if-health-
plans-have-enough-doctors

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Daughter of lawmaker pleads not guilty to homicide charges ... Cassie Nygren is facing 10 charges, including first-
degree reckless homicide in the death of Jennifer Skeen last June. Authorities say Skeen died of a fentanyl overdose.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37436663/daughter

MANUFACTURING ^top^
- Lawmakers [Hintz, Hansen, Stuck, Exec. Nelson] call for $60M in aid plus tax credits to shore up ailing paper industry  
http://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/02/05/307786002/

MINING ^top^
- Committee votes to pursue outside counsel for mining, Administration committee will review proposal ... The county has 
until July 1 to revise or amend its mining ordinance. A new state law takes effect that day governing nonferrous metallic 
mining in the state and repealing the state's long-running moratorium on sulfide mining.  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=59&articleid=80309



MINNESOTA ^top^
- Regardless of CDC report, Minnesota health officials believe flu season is in midst of its peak  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37433287/regardless

PUBLIC SAFETY ^top^
- Local public health official offers advice on avoiding the flu  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=47&ArticleID=80310

REAL ESTATE ^top^
- New business coming to [Geneva Lakes] dog track site  
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180205/new_business_coming_to_former_dog_track_site

RETAIL ^top^
- [City MGr.] Luther: Beloit ready to 'welcome a major retailer': With the impending closure of the Elder-Beerman 
department store  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180205/luther_beloit_ready_to_welcome_a_major_retailer

TOURISM ^top^
- Bucks, local officials make a full-court press to bring the NBA All-Star Game to new arena  
https://jsonline.com/story/sports/nba/bucks/2018/02/06/bucks-local-officials-make-full-court-press-bring-nba-all-star-game-
new-arena/1087683001/

- Team effort: Chippewa Valley residents experience Super Bowl festivities  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/02/05/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Team-effort-div.html

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- PolitiFact: Why Scott Walker, in real terms, has spent less on transportation than his Democratic predecessor ... 
Walker's claim uses raw dollars and counts the total amount of bonding, debt service and all funds put toward 
transportation. But that double-counts the principal and ignores inflation. ... Doyle actually spent more in his eight years 
than Walker has in his. ... Mostly False.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/feb/06/scott-walker/why-scott-walker-real-terms-has-spent-less-transpo/

- Gov. Walker open to gas tax increase for road construction if offset by cuts  
http://fox6now.com/2018/02/04/gov-walker

- [FHA] REPORT: Blatnik Bridge among those considered "structurally deficient" in Wisconsin ... While a majority of 
bridges are generally considered safe to drive on, 2,800 across the state of Wisconsin could use repairs. ... [WisDOT's] 
Bjorklund says, "it reflects a conditions rating from an inspection."  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37433797/report

TRIBES ^top^
- Federal judge dismisses tribe's lawsuit over Ho-Chunk casino ... In a decision Friday, Peterson dismissed the lawsuit, 
finding that the Stockbridge-Munsee's claims against the state were also subject to a six-year statute of limitations, which 
lapsed in 2014. He rejected the tribe's claims that the time started running last year. Stockbridge-Munsee spokeswoman 
Megan Hakes said the tribe will appeal.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Daily-Updates/2018/02/04/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Federal-judge-dismisses-
tribe-s-lawsuit-over-Ho-Chunk-casino-div.html

UTILITIES ^top^
- MGE board chairman Gary Wolter to step down in October  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/8c974229-ed41-5634-9243-ec6bb360f728.html



COLUMNS ^top^
- Steven Walters: Supreme Court Primary Very Divisive, Battle of Dallet, Burns and Screnock mirrors national, state 
political divides.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/02/05/the-state-of-politics
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From: Beier, Kari J - DOC <Kari.Beier@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 12:35 PM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Schwochert, James R - DOC; Clements, Marc W - DOC

Cc: Jess, Cathy A - DOC

Subject: RE: Potential Rehire

I checked the status on this.  We received a reference back from the DOC supervisor, and Ms. Tollefson has been invited 
to the medical/drug/pre-work screen. 

Thanks - Kari  

-- 

Kari Beier 
Director, Bureau of Personnel & Human Resources 
Phone:  (608) 240-5496 
Work Cell:  (608) 219-2357 

From: Beier, Kari J - DOC  
Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 11:32 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Schwochert, James R - DOC; Clements, Marc W - DOC 
Cc: Jess, Cathy A - DOC 
Subject: RE: Potential Rehire 

Jon – Marc and I both looked into this.  Unfortunately it appears we (BPHR) missed contacting her supervisors.  We sent 
notice last week, and I believe Marc had asked the Warden to help expedite getting a reference.    I can’t guarantee the 
outcome because it will depend on the references and remainder of the process, but I do apologize for the run-around 
she has had with regard to the references.    

Thanks - Kari 

-- 

Kari Beier 
Director, Bureau of Personnel & Human Resources 
Phone:  (608) 240-5496 
Work Cell:  (608) 219-2357 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 11:36 AM 
To: Beier, Kari J - DOC; Schwochert, James R - DOC; Clements, Marc W - DOC 
Cc: Jess, Cathy A - DOC 
Subject: FW: Potential Rehire 

Sorry for the earlier forward; I pushed the wrong button.  Can anyone give me any additional information regarding this 
individual? 



Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 11:35 AM 
To: Beier, Kari J - DOC; Schwochert, James R - DOC 
Cc: Jess, Cathy A - DOC 
Subject: FW: Potential Rehire 

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: Jessie Tollefson [mailto: ]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 11:27 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Subject: Potential Rehire 

Good Morning Mr. Litscher, 
I am sending you this email because I have encountered some frustrations and I would like you to know about them.  I 
worked for the DOC starting in 2001 so I am hoping that you will at least read what I have to say.   
In July of 2016, I left the DOC to take care of an ill family member.  I opted to resign instead of taking leave because I was 
unsure of when I would be able to return.   
In November of 2017, I interviewed for the statewide officer position and provided all the information that was required.  I 
have been communicating with LaShana at the DOC Officer Recruitment Center and she keeps informing me that I do not 
have a supervisory reference and this is preventing me from moving forward in the rehiring process.  I have talked with all 
the references that I provided, but unfortunately, I am unable to force people to send in references.  In addition, some 
companies are unable to supply more information that my dates of employment.  I provided several sergeant references 
from the DOC, and am being told that they are not considered supervisory references.  How is that?  The sergeants that I 
worked under would know more about my work ethics, how I performed in emergency situations, or how I handled myself 
with inmates than a Captain or Lieutenant.   
My frustration lies in the fact that I have 15 years of experience with the DOC all of which was at WCI.  That in itself 
provides a lot of different experiences and training.  I would have to pass a drug test and do the physical fitness.  I would 
not need to attend the academy, as I have not been out of the DOC for 5 years.  Therefore, potentially in less than 3 
weeks I could be back at WCI working overtime and helping with the lack of staffing there.  I realize that I am only one 
person, but I am one person that will not quit because the overtime is horrible.  I am one person that would know the jobs 
better than a new officer coming in from the academy would.  I am one person that is not afraid of overtime and knows 
what kind of inmates are at WCI and how to handle them.  In addition, this is all being prevented because I cannot force 
my current supervisor to send in a reference.   
I would love to return to the DOC.  I would like to at the very least hit my 20 years of service.   I am very good at being an 
officer and sergeant.  In addition, maybe my P file does not look the greatest, but I am sure there are worse.  If my P file is 
what is preventing me from being rehired, I would appreciate it if someone would just tell me that.  I am looking for 
overtime, which I know there is plenty of.  Like stated above, I am only one person.  However, one person can make a 
difference.   
I just wanted you to know that this is my situation and if there are other potential employees looking for rehire, they might 
be experiencing similar situations.  At this point, I imagine that there is not anything more to be done in regards to myself 
being rehired, which is quite troublesome to me, but it is what it is.   
Thank you for reading this email.  It was a pleasure working for you.   

Sincerely  

Jessica Mecklenberg 

 



From: WisPolitics.com <news@wispolitics.com>

Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 10:31 AM

To: jon.litscher@wisconsin.gov

Subject: TUE News Summary: Walker’s health care announcement; Ryan on government 

shutdown; state Supreme Court candidates meet for first debate 
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TUE News Summary -- 23 Jan. 2018

Exclusively for WisPolitics Subscribers - DO NOT FORWARD

Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/subscribers-only/news-summary/

****************************************

Jan. 30: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kevin Nicholson 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Tuesday, Jan. 30 with GOP U.S. 
candidate Kevin Nicholson to talk about the 2018 race for the seat now held by Tammy Baldwin.  

See more on Nicholson: https://nicholsonforsenate.com/meet-kevin/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons of $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

To register, visit: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kevin-nicholson-tickets-40921540429

****************************************
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TOP STORIES

Walker announces proposal for health care in Wisconsin
... In recent weeks, Governor Walker has announced series of big plans ... from 
changes to the state's youth prison system to putting more money into schools. 
The latest announcement is a proposal that could strengthen the Obama-era 
Affordable Care Act ... lower rising insurance premiums ... "we need to do what 
we can at the state level to stabilize our own health care market and make 
health care more attainable for people across our state." ... health care stability 
plan. ... includes passing a state law to guarantee people with pre-existing 
conditions don't lose health insurance, joining other states like Minnesota in 
obtaining a federal waiver to offer re-insurance ... permanent waiver to continue 
[SeniorCare]. Citizen Action's Smith: "From a political stand point it's not 
surprising that after a surprising victory from the democrats last week in a district 
they thought they had wrapped up, you're going to see this sort of reaction. ... If 
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you open up Badgercare for everybody, the opportunity for people to buy their 
healthcare through that program would lower their rates by 24 percent and it 
doesn't cost the state anything. ... Much like cutting funding to schools for six 
years then suddenly adding money to schools then saying he's doing more for 
schools than anyone has ever done before. This is that same tactic." By Hall, 
WEAU  
http://weau.com/content/news/470606453.html

DNR resurrects bike trail, bridge backed by Elizabeth Uihlein, a key Walker 
supporter
... [non-profit Manitowish Waters Bike Trail Inc.] will donate $1.15 million [in-
kind] to [DNR] this week for a controversial bike trail in the Northern Highland-
American Legion State Forest. The DNR suspended plans for the trail and a 
182-foot-long bridge over the Manitowish River in Vilas County in October 2016 
when authorities encountered local opposition. ... DNR officials are 
recommending [NR] Board accept the money at a meeting in Madison on 
Wednesday. Manitowish Waters Chair Hanson supports trail-bridge, believes 
Uihleins would predominate funding. Hasenberg for Walker said the group and 
the township are "pursuing this bridge because it would open the door for 
economic development" in the region. Uihleins donated $319,500 to Walker's 
campaign between January 2009 and June 2017. Uilhlein could not be reached. 
By Bergquist, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/01/22/1053889001/

Priebus backs Vukmir in Wisconsin GOP primary
... Speaking on 1130 WISN radio in Wisconsin, Priebus, a former Wisconsin 
GOP chairman, lauded Vukmir as "constantly pushing a conservative agenda" 
and said she would match up well against Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin. 
"She was there every step of the way building what we built in Wisconsin," 
Priebus said. "She deserves credit but she's highly qualified and without 
question the best choice for U.S. Senate. ... When you go from president of the 
College Democrats to wanting to be the U.S. senator for the Republican Party, 
there should be some in-between time, in that particular case, to say maybe you 
ought to raise a few dollars for [House Speaker] Paul Ryan's group. Maybe you 
ought to raise a few dollars for the party ... and show us this conversion is 
actually real," Priebus said. "I just find this all too convenient, all too contrived, 
and I just don't buy it." Rehash Nicholson endorsements from Bannon, Cruz, 
CFG, FreedomWorks. Warchest review: Baldwin $7M, Nicholson and VUkmir 
about $500K on hand. By Kamisar, THE HILL  
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/370068-priebus-backs-vukmir-in-
wisconsin-gop-primary

Paul Ryan: 'This Shutdown Did Not Need to Happen'
... shutdown kicked in after Congress failed to pass a budget on Friday, and it 
lasted until Monday when Sen. Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D., N.Y.) 
agreed to a deal to fund the government through February 8. Ryan decried the 
reasons for shutting the government down ... "I know there is great relief that 
this episode is coming to an end. This shutdown did not need to happen. 
However brief, it inflicted needless costs on the country," he said. "There are no 
winners here today, I want to make that clear. ... We need to move forward in 
good faith, yes on DACA and immigration, yes on funding our military ... They 



and their families are the ones get caught in the middle of things like this," he 
said. "For them, these aren't political debates. Their livelihoods, and the 
country's safety and security, depend on responsible governing." 1:57 video 
touts CHIP reauthorization. By Crookston, WASHINGTON FREE BEACON  
http://freebeacon.com/politics/paul-ryan-shutdown-not-need-happen/

Area federal offices closed; guard personnel furloughed
Impact in Chippewa Valley was limited but still felt by workers ... A call Monday 
to the [USDA] service center in Altoona was representative of ... the three-day 
shutdown. "You have reached the Eau Claire farm service agency. We are not 
in the office at this time. We are on furlough due to the lapse in federal 
government funding," a voice mail message said. "Please note that I do not 
have access to voice mail due to the current lapse in funding. ... We look 
forward to returning your message once funding has been restored." ... National 
Guard reported that about 800 federal employees, or military federal 
technicians, in the state were furloughed during the shutdown, while another 
200 such employees were classified as essential and continued working. ... The 
blame game revved up as soon as a deal to reopen the government appeared 
imminent, as Wisconsin congressmen issued a flurry of political statements. NG 
Maj. Staab: "Nothing that affects life or security was affected. The most 
important thing for the citizens of Wisconsin to know is that we have 10,000 
soldiers and air men that could be called to duty regardless of the status of the 
furlough. Despite what's going in D.C., we stand ready to serve." Gov't re-
opening statements by U.S. Sens. Baldwin and Johnson, U.S. Reps. Duffy and 
Kind, Voces' Neumann-Ortiz. UWEC prof. Peterson comments. By Lindquist, 
EAU CLAIRE LEADER TELEGRAM  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/01/23/lt-div-class-
libPageBodyLinebreak-gt-Area-federal-offices-closed-guard-personnel-
furloughed-lt-div-gt.html

Republican Study Committee pushes Ryan for vote on Goodlatte bill
... "The Securing America's Future Act is the framework to strengthen border 
security, increase interior enforcement and resolve the DACA situation," the 
[RSC] steering committee [including chairs Goodlatte, McCaul, Labrador, 
McSally] said in a statement. "We believe an eventual stand alone floor vote is 
essential. We oppose any process for a DACA solution that favors a backroom 
deal with Democrats over regular order in the House." ... follows a commitment 
secured by the House Freedom Caucus ... Goodlatte proposal contains a 
number of contentious provisions that would be difficult to pass with even just 
Republican votes, including mandatory worker verification, cracking down on 
sanctuary cities, changing asylum thresholds and cutting legal immigration to 
the US by 25%. RSC chair Walker: "Are we at 218, I'm not pretending that we 
are, but I believe this is the direction we should be headed. ... The only other ... 
pieces of legislation ... though well intended, may garner 20 or 25 Republican 
votes here or there. That's why we believe this is the framework to get things 
moving." Includes video of Ryan quoting Schumer opposing 2013 govt. 
shutdown. By Kopan, CNN  
https://cnn.com/2018/01/23/politics/republican-study-committee-goodlatte-
bill/index.html

############  
STORY TOPICS



############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Duffy gives SOTU ticket to veteran who asked to go in place of members boycotting ... Ricky Taylor, who served two 
tours in Afghanistan, tweeted earlier this week that he would like to ["take Maxine Waters seats at"] the speech since he is 
a Trump supporter. His Twitter handle is "Deplorable Vet," a play on Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton's 
description of some Trump supporters as "a basket of deplorables" during the campaign. ... Mr. Duffy, Wisconsin 
Republican, saw the request and decided to give the ticket usually reserved for his wife to Mr. Taylor. ... "I don't think I 
really fit Maxine's narrative. I'm a black, Latino veteran, and she wants to portray Donald Trump's supporters as middle-
aged white men that live in trailers and have Confederate flags sticking out," Mr. Taylor explained in an appearance with 
Mr. Duffy Thursday on Fox News. [see Military]  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/18/sean-duffy-gives-sotu-ticket-to-veteran-who-asked-/

- "I've Got Another Nut Job Here Who Thinks He's Running Things": Are Trump and Kelly Heading for Divorce? With the 
president and his chief of staff arguing in public, Ivanka Trump takes charge of finding a replacement.  
https://vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/are-trump-and-kelly-heading-for-divorce

- John Nichols: John Kelly, Enabler in Chief, The White House chief of staff is encouraging Trump's worst instincts.  
https://thenation.com/article/john-kelly-enabler-in-chief/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- John Nichols: Wisconsin Democrats have template for beating Scott Walker  
http://host.madison.com/ct/ad342ce9-0d61-53fc-bef3-16a9f41a4bcd.html

- Mitch Henck: State Senate race loss scares Scott Walker on health care  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/c58256b4-668b-50a7-98cd-c99face0c971.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Hours before Senate vote on his future, Ethics report says administrator [Bell] acted properly, impartially  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/5c786ee8-ff53-5dce-ab1a-db7900c7f950.html

- Republicans hope to oust leaders of ethics, elections commissions on Tuesday  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/01/23/wisconsin-republicans-hope-oust-leaders-ethics-elections-
commissions-tuesday/1054414001/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Newly released texts suggest Clinton fix was in at FBI, Texts between ex-Mueller team members suggest they knew 
outcome of Clinton email probe in advance. US Sen. JOHnson comments on 5 months of missing texts shows "a level of 
corruption that needs further investigation." Johnson said FBI failed to preserve the texts, but his committee will dig into 
the cloud to find where they remain. 3:46 video.  
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5717095661001

- Tammy Baldwin, Ron Johnson vote to reopen government  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/01/22/tammy-baldwin-ron-johnson-vote-break-filibuster-reopen-
government/1054966001/

- Grothman Didn't Expect Shutdown To Last Long  
http://kfiz.com/local-news/congressman-grothman-didn-t-expect-shutdown-to-last-long

- House Dems: Senate 'screwing us' with shutdown deal ... Rep. Gwen Moore of Wisconsin was blunter at a House 
Democratic Caucus meeting Monday afternoon. "How do we know the Senate isn't screwing us?" she said, according to 
two sources.  
https://politico.com/story/2018/01/22/government-shutdown-house-democrats-senate-357607

- Watch: Paul Ryan calls out Chuck Schumer, Dick Durbin over 2013 government shutdown comments ... "Let me read 
you a couple quotes from the 2013 government shutdown. 'Open the government. When you open the government, we'll 
open negotiations.' Dick Durbin 2013," Ryan told Fox News' "Fox and Friends." ... "What if I persuaded my caucus to say 
'I'm going to shut down the government, I'm not going to pay the bills unless I get my way.' This is confrontation of idiocy 



and paralysis.' This is Chuck Schumer 2013. This is ridiculous. ... This is what is so weird about this issue. We were in 
bipartisan, earnest, good-faith DACA negotiations before the government shut down. I would maybe sort of understand 
these moves, if we were saying we want to deport all these kids -- we don't want to do anything," Ryan said.  
http://washingtonexaminer.com/watch/article/2646651

- Paul Ryan says government shutdown 'solely done by Senate Democrats'  
http://host.madison.com/ct/00a83a37-d390-5d18-b1d2-4fdd602b52f4.html

- Scarborough: How long can Paul Ryan keep 'playing dumb'? ... [Mornin' Joe] Scarborough on Monday said that Ryan 
"can't keep saying, 'I don't want to talk about that'" when confronted about Trump's tweets or actions that are being 
criticized as racist, misogynistic or bigoted. "You have got Donald Trump's campaign saying that Democrats are going to 
be responsible for murders, and he's saying, 'I don't want to talk about that?'" Scarborough said. "How long can he play 
dumb?" ... co-host Mika Brzezinski agreed ... "I don't know how much longer the country can take people like Paul Ryan 
playing dumb, putting their hands to their ears and pretending they don't see what they see and hear what they hear," she 
said. "This will have long-lasting impacts on every level."  
http://thehill.com/homenews/media/370095-scarborough-how-long-can-paul-ryan-keep-playing-dumb

- Billionaire Koch, wife gave Paul Ryan nearly $500,000 after House passed tax bill  
https://sfgate.com/politics/article/Billionaire-12516024.php

- Charles Pierce: Now We Know Paul Ryan's Price, Thanks to a timely donation from the Family Koch.  
http://esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a15844720/paul-ryan-tax-bill-koch-donation/

- Jackson Alumni Association induct four onto Wall of Fame ... Philip Kiko, Class of 1969 ... Since 1979, Kiko has held 
numerous positions in Washington D.C., such as chief of staff and general counsel for Congressman Jim Sensenbrenner 
... Most recently, he was sworn in as permanent chief administrative officer of the House of Representatives by Speaker 
Paul Ryan.  
http://thesuburbanite.com/news/20180122/jackson-alumni-association-induct-four-onto-wall-of-fame

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Mayor Paul Soglin vetoes 'click-and-collect' alcohol sales  
http://host.madison.com/ct/384fdfc2-e4fb-5ce7-ab10-f7f6a0804ea1.html

- Agenda set for 33rd annual Superior Days: Feb. 21-22  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4392160-agenda-set-33rd-annual-superior-days

BANKING AND INVESTMENT ^top^
- House of Representatives Hearings to Evaluate CFIUS Reform ... Members of Congress participating in the January 9 
hearing included Subcommittee Chairman Andy Barr (R-KY) and Subcommittee Ranking Member Gwen Moore  
https://lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=5f75537c-e223-48c4-9bd7-ed879cb0de60

COURTS ^top^
- Supreme Court candidates battle over role of personal views, and with each other ... [Burns-Dallet-Screnock] debate [at 
the Wisconsin Club in Milwaukee] comes three weeks before the primary election and was barely 10 minutes old when 
one of the candidates attacked its sponsor, the conservative Federalist Society for Law & Public Policy Studies. ... "You 
have provided the brain power for the re-concentration of wealth in this country that has destroyed our once-thriving small 
towns and vibrant cities," Burns told Federalist Society members in his opening statement of the candidate forum held at 
the Wisconsin Club in Milwaukee. "In doing so, you weakened our democracy to the point that we elected a perverse 
show-dog named (President Donald) Trump to lead our great nation."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/7dabf00b-1891-5dfc-8386-8c3e769f572e.html

- The Supreme Court Is Finally Tackling Gerrymandering, Academics give SCOTUS cover to rule on extreme cases of 
redistricting. ... When courts overturn legislatures' redistricting maps, "you're taking these issues away from democracy" 
and deciding them on what "I can only describe as sociological gobbledygook," [CJ] Roberts said in October during oral 
arguments in a Wisconsin redistricting case, Gill v. Whitford. ... For years the U.S. Supreme Court has been unwilling to 
tackle partisan gerrymandering. That left state political parties free to redraw voting maps in egregious ways using ever 
more powerful software. But the high court may finally be ready to crack down on extreme cases of gerrymandering [GOP 
maps in WI, Dem map in MD.] ... Lower courts are also pressuring the high court to act. On Jan. 9 a three-judge federal 
panel came down against gerrymandering in a North Carolina case ... [rehash Harvard prof. King's "partisan symmetry" 



principle tested in 2006 redistricting case, LULAC v. Perry, compared to WI Dems' "efficiency gaps."] ... [swing Justice] 
Kennedy, 81, is "getting older, and there's a good reason to think he might want to establish a legacy to American 
democracy" by helping craft a standard for partisan gerrymandering, King says. U-Cal-Irvine Law prof Hasen: "This is the 
use-it-or-lose-it moment."  
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-19/the-supreme-court-is-finally-tackling-gerrymandering

CULTURE ^top^
- Congress: Why are university scientists accused of sexual harassment getting federal funding?  
http://host.madison.com/ct/fd26bd30-0493-5395-b677-c1217eecfc90.html

- #MeToo Movement Has Lawmakers Talking About Consent ... Only four states -- Montana, New Jersey, Vermont and 
Wisconsin -- have what Tuerkheimer considers a strict affirmative consent standard that requires both parties freely 
consent to sexual activity, rather than relying on the victim to say no.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/01/23/metoo-movement-has-lawmakers-talking-about-
consent

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- Rep. Duffy: 'We Want a DACA Bill,' But Dems Want 'Open Border' ... Duffy told Fox News' "Fox & Friends" host Brian 
Kilmeade Monday morning that Democrats "basically stopped this funding of the government because they want a DACA 
bill and frankly Brian, and you've heard this all day, we want a DACA bill too. But we also want to fix the problems on the 
border that let all these folks come in unlawfully. And Democrats want to have an open border. They don't want to secure 
it and now they are trying to leverage and hold hostage the American government so they can get what they want."  
https://newsmax.com/politics/sean/2018/01/22/id/838636/

- The Duffys react to the government shutdown, Women's March: MONday on Fox and Friends. 6:47 video  
http://video.foxnews.com/v/5716583565001

ECONOMY ^top^
- Economists give high marks to Madison's economy, but say Wisconsin's growth lags ... at the Wisconsin Bankers 
Association's Wisconsin Economic Forecast luncheon. Augustine Faucher, chief economist for The PNC Financial 
Services Group, said the recession hit the Upper Midwest hard about a decade ago, but "in general, conditions are pretty 
solid now." ... William Fruth, president of Policom Corp., an economics research firm in Palm City, Florida, was more 
positive about Wisconsin, and particularly about Madison, in his address to the bankers.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/23307c89-5e57-551a-868b-25e1d6ad891a.html

- Kleenex, Huggies maker to cut up to 5,500 jobs, close 10 plants ... Kimberly-Clark declined to disclose the locations 
affected by the maneuvers. The company has operations in about 56 countries,  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/2018/01/23/kleenex-huggies-maker-cut-up-5-500-jobs-close-10-plants/1057016001/

- Repressive China strongarms U.S. companies into doing its political bidding ... Rep. Mike Gallagher, R-Wis., told me that 
as China becomes more brazen in its efforts to coerce or control American businesses, the United States must devise a 
comprehensive public-private effort to push back. "This is only the latest in a long pattern of the Chinese government 
leveraging access to its marketplace to extract painful concessions from foreign businesses," he said. "Our actions, or 
lack thereof, can influence their behavior. To this end, we need to stand firm in defense of American interests, both 
security and economic." For now, Marriott seems more concerned with how it is viewed in Beijing than in Washington.  
http://miamiherald.com/opinion/op-ed/article196055014.html

EDUCATION ^top^
- Eleva-Strum schools superintendent on paid leave, Board president's statement says status will continue 'until further 
notice'... Officials at the high school declined to comment on the matter.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/01/23/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Superintendent-on-paid-leave-
div.html

- Menomonie school board president [Fahl] resigns, He plans to focus on personal matters  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/01/23/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Board-president-resigns-br-
div.html

- Assembly to vote on schools providing less class time  



http://lacrossetribune.com/7f7a9070-4a2f-5257-90f3-9930f7c49142.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- DONNA SHALALA might run for Congress ... might be eying a bid for Florida's 27th Congressional District, where nine 
Democrats are scrapping to succeed retiring Republican Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen in a seat that Hillary Clinton almost 
won by almost 20 points. ... Shalala's name has buzzed about Democratic circles for weeks. ... at least one firm has been 
polling Democrats in the Miami-Coral Gables district with a focus on her. The pollster is asking questions 1) pitting the 
Democratic primary candidates against each other 2) asking about the favorability ratings of the candidates and President 
Donald Trump 3) then informing voters of her bio and 4) re-asking about the horse-race and Shalala's favorability rating. 
Bonus question in the poll: Should Trump be impeached? Shalala couldn't be reached by POLITICO Florida.  
https://politico.com/newsletters/florida-playbook/2018/01/23/donna-shalala-might-run-for-congress-why-shutdown-politics-
suck-zinke-on-defense-after-zigzag-oops-florida-voter-data-breach-hurricane-marias-sick-legacy-239224

- Priebus endorses Leah Vukmir, questions Kevin Nicholson's sincerity as a Republican [SOmmerhauser]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6252b664-4eab-52a8-ad4b-2aad5e66d406.html

- Ex-White House chief endorses Wisconsin GOP Senate candidate, He challenges Nicholson's conversion to the GOP 
[Bauer of AP]  
https://tmj4.com/news/local-news/former-white-house-chief-of-staff-reince-priebus-endorses-wisconsin-senate-race

- Reince Priebus Endorses Vukmir In GOP US Senate Primary [White]  
https://wpr.org/reince-priebus-endorses-vukmir-gop-us-senate-primary

- An electoral surprise in Scott Walker's Wisconsin  
http://journalinquirer.com/20291336-ff7a-11e7-908a-8b91d1c61623.html

- House Progressives readying plan to influence primaries ... "This really is our moment," said Rep. Mark Pocan, co-chair 
of the House Progressive Caucus. "And we want make sure we're out there and as active as possible to make sure 
progressives have an advantage in their races."  
http://mcclatchydc.com/article195840079.html

- Raoul, Biss, Garcia land significant endorsements ... Garcia, running to succeed the retiring Luis Gutierrez, won the nod 
from the Congressional Progressive Caucus, which claims membership by 75 House members. "Chuy Garcia has been a 
progressive champion throughout his entire life," CPC co-chair Mark Pocan, D-Wis., said in a statement. "From taking on 
the Chicago machine to traveling the country with Bernie Sanders building a national progressive movement, working 
families in this country have a true advocate and champion in 'Chuy' Garcia."  
http://chicagobusiness.com/article/20180122/BLOGS02/180129985

ENERGY ^top^
- Solar farms may be coming to Paris ... Paris Plan Commission chairman John Holloway said two private companies 
began talking to landowners last year about leasing large tracts of land for solar farms. ... could replace the coal-fired 
plant in Pleasant Prairie ... We Energies announced late last year it will shut down its coal-fired plant in Pleasant Prairie 
and plans to develop 350 megawatts of solar power by 2020.  
http://kenoshanews.com/54a3b9bd-56f2-5c24-ba51-11ca5ccaef39.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Bring Us Your Green Projects, Says MMSD, District offers $1.5 million matching funds for projects to reduce urban 
runoff, taxpayers costs.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/01/22/bring-us-your-green-projects-says-mmsd/

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Wisconsin's Republican governor looks to shore up ObamaCare market  
http://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/370128-wisconsins-republican-governor-looks-to-shore-up-obamacare

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Jury rules for former Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. in Facebook post case ... Dan Black, 25, was detained by deputies when 
the flight landed in Milwaukee last year, because he had shaken his head at Clarke before the plane left Dallas. After 



Black filed a formal complaint over how he was treated, Clarke put up two posts on the agency's Facebook page that 
Black found threatening and intimidating. ... Clarke did not appear at the trial. Sheriff's Capt. Mark Witek sat at the defense 
table. The county would have been liable for paying any damages the jury might have awarded Black.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/01/22/civil-rights-trial-against-david-clarke-milwaukee/1053473001/

- Barron County DA leaving, She takes job as Eau Claire County assistant district attorney ... [2003 Doyle appointee] 
Beranek has turned in her resignation to Gov. Scott Walker and will start as an assistant district attorney in Eau Claire 
March 5. ... She was re-elected unopposed in 2004, 2008 and 2012, and won a contentious primary election against 
Sawyer County assistant district attorney Aaron Marcoux and was re-elected in 2016. Beranek and Sheriff Chris 
Fitzgerald locked horns overthe way she handled cases in her office. Fitzgerald, who supported Marcoux, said she wasn't 
tough enough or fast enough and struck too many plea bargains.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/01/23/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Barron-County-DA-leaving-
div.html

- Anger, suspicion, frustration at Racine [Mayor Mason's] town hall meeting ... in the wake of Wednesday's fatal shooting 
of Donte Shannon by Racine police.  
http://journaltimes.com/42b411ca-1f08-54db-9f09-8f5ebbf20f50.html

- Frank Jude gets 18 months probation for trashing Milwaukee convenience store  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/01/22/frank-jude-gets-18-months-probation-trashing-milwaukee-convenience-
store/1054857001/

- [Douglas] County opposes corrections bills ... Senate Bill 54 and Assembly Bill 94 would require the Department of 
Corrections to recommend revocation of extended supervision, probation or parole of anyone under supervision when a 
new crime is charged.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4392161-county-opposes-corrections-bills

MILITARY ^top^
- Viral Army vet will get to attend State of the Union with Rep. Sean Duffy, Ricky Taylor will be attending the State of the 
Union Address on January 30 after being invited by Rep. Sean Duffy.  
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2018/01/viral-army

- Duffy Invites Army Veteran to SOTU After Some Democrats Announce Boycott  
http://freebeacon.com/politics/rep-sean

- Veteran Earns Spot at State of the Union After Maxine Waters Announces She's a No Show  
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2018/01/18/confirmed-n2436239

- 'Deplorable Vet' Who Called Out Maxine Waters Will Attend SOTU With Rep. Duffy  
http://insider.foxnews.com/2018/01/18/deplorable-vet-blasts-maxine-waters-will-attend-state-union-sean-duffy

- 'Deplorable vet' who called out Maxine Waters and offered to take her seat at SOTU will attend  
https://theblaze.com/news/2018/01/18/deplorable-vet

- US Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney: After trip, Maloney offers assessment of situations in Iraq and Afghanistan: "Do you 
have a family that loves you? Would they let you spend Christmas in a war zone with the troops?" Those questions from 
my colleague U.S. Rep. Mike Gallagher were how my recent holiday recess began. "Great idea," I said. "Let me just call 
home." On Dec. 23rd after celebrating what my kids called "fake Christmas," I left for the Middle East with a bipartisan 
group including Gallagher, a young conservative Princeton grad from Wisconsin who deployed to Iraq twice with the 
Marines,...  
http://poughkeepsiejournal.com/story/opinion/2018/01/20/1042531001/

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Business owners, citizens voice concerns on [Duluth] flavored tobacco ban proposal  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37324782/business

PUBLIC SAFETY ^top^
- Thousands of [Mayor Barrett] letters sent to Milwaukee families as lead-testing hotline goes live  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/01/22/thousands-letters-sent-milwaukee-families-lead-testing-hotline-goes-



live/1055920001/

- Wisconsin Senate to take up lead pipe bill again  
http://lacrossetribune.com/d8bfca4b-e01b-55c4-bffa-b7d5a227770c.html

REAL ESTATE ^top^
- Wisconsin bill would help landlords by limiting housing inspections, making some evictions easier  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/01/23/wisconsin-bill-would-help-landlords-limiting-housing-inspections-
making-some-evictions-easier/1054327001/

- Tenants frustrated with apartment issues, landlord  
https://jsonline.com/videos/news/investigations/2018/01/23/tenants-frustrated-apartment-issues-landlord/109732294/

- Tight supply slows La Crosse County home sales, pushes prices to historic high  
http://lacrossetribune.com/8794791a-217f-5c10-a201-b3e878e8e4c7.html

REGULATION ^top^
- Senate to vote on bill eliminating water ski spotters  
http://lacrossetribune.com/d4a6e8a5-9448-52a1-94d3-8bb85879ac2f.html

- Wisconsin Assembly to vote on legalizing lemonade stands  
http://lacrossetribune.com/74429d99-51b3-5346-b938-3cc85d9d79a9.html

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- Deteriorating conditions causes closure of U.S. Highway 2 in Ashland, Bayfield counties  
http://kbjr6.com/story/37322586/deteriorating

TRIBES ^top^
- Wisconsin tribe [Menominee] sues federal government over Aquila mine in Michigan's UP ... Keshena-based tribe said 
the Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers should take control.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/13402fe2-fdda-5d1a-8c9a-aa7a64125542.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Catherine Rampell: Blame McConnell and Ryan for the shutdown  
https://washingtonpost.com/d352ebec-ffb8-11e7-bb03-722769454f82_story.html

- Steven Walters: Can Democrats Win State Senate? Schachtner win gives hope. But everything would have to go right. 
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/01/22/the-state-of-politics
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- The three candidates for state Supreme Court traded barbs Monday about their judicial 
philosophies and records during their first debate ahead of next month's primary.

Sauk County Circuit Court Judge Michael Screnock took the first shot during opening statements, 
saying he's dedicated to upholding the separation of powers and the rule of law and that his 
opponents, Milwaukee County Circuit Court Judge Rebecca Dallet and Middleton attorney Tim Burns, 
don't share that view.  

"One of them has called the notion of an impartial judiciary a fairy tale; the other has referred to the 
rule of law as garbage. And both of them have been actively campaigning on the political issues that 
they hold dear," Screnock said. "And I find that practice deeply troubling."  

Dallet fired back at Screnock, saying he mischaracterized what she said. She said she "absolutely" 
believes in the rule of law and has been applying it every day.  

She said the "rule of law" is Screnock's mantra, "yet he does not believe in the rule of law if it does 
not fit his political views."  

She said Screnock defended Act 10 and gerrymandering while he was an attorney at Michael Best & 
Friedrich, and that he believes the Supreme Court case shutting down the John Doe investigation 
was correctly decided.  

"That's siding with your political allies, not following the rule of law," Dallet said.  

Dallet also took a shot at Burns, saying that with him, "the rule of law is going to be subject to his 
political views as he's already stated in his opening statement."  

Burns acknowledged several times throughout the debate that he intends to fight for liberal and 


